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On rootless operators and operators without logarithms 
By D O N D E C K A R D and C A R L PEARCY in Miami (Florida, U. S. A.) 
1. Introduction 
Let § be an infinite dimensional, separable, complex Hilbert space, and denote 
by £(§>) the algebra of all bounded linear operators on §>. Topological properties 
of subsets of £ ( § ) under discussion always refer to the uniform operator topology. 
An operator A £ £ ( § ) is said to be rootless if for every positive integer A fails 
to have any n-th roots. Throughout this note, the set of invertible, rootless operators 
on § is denoted by 91. That 31 is non-empty was first proved by HALMOS, LUMER, 
and SCHÁFFER in [2], and that 91 has non-void interior was established in [3], and 
again proved in [5] and [6]. In fact, all previously known examples of operators 
in 91 are interior points of 9?, and this caused LUMER [5] to ask if 91 is open. In this 
note we generalize the methods of [1], which led to the construction of a 
certain class of operators without square roots, and thereby prove the following 
T h e o r e m 1. The set 91 is not open and is not closed relative to the invertible 
operators. 
Closely related to. the question of whether an invertible operator A has roots 
is the question of whether A has a logarithm; i.e., whether there is some B£2(§>) 
satisfying exp(5) = 4̂. We denote the set of all invertible operators on § that fail 
to have a logarithm by £. (A necessary and sufficient condition that an operator 
belong to fl is known [4, page 285], but it has not yielded specific examples of opera-
tors in £.) It is clear that 91 czfi, and the existence of invertible operators with square 
roots but no fourth roots [1, 6] implies that the above inclusion is proper. That 
2 has non-void interior follows from the fact that 9i does. However, the questions 
as to whether £ is open, or closed relative to the invertible operators, seem to have 
gone unanswered, and we furnish answers as follows: 
T h e o r e m 2. The set £ is not open and is not closed relative to the invertible 
operators. 
2. Preliminaries 
Before discussing the idea used in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, we introduce 
the following terminology.. . 
Let N denote the set of integers greater than 2, and let Nz, N3, ... be infinite 
disjoint subsets of TV whose union is N. The sets N and Np,p = 2, 3, ..., will remain 
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fixed throughout the paper, and will frequently be regarded as increasing sequences 
without further apology. Notation such as lim {a„} will be used for simplicity, 
n€Np 
and should be given the obvious interpretation. 
For each n £ N, let §„ be «-dimensional complex Hilbert space, and let £(§„) 
be the algebra. of all (linear) operators on §>„. Denote by §> the Hilbert space 
2 " © § „ , and let the algebra 3c£ (53 ) be the C*-sum 3 = 2" ©£(&,)• Then, 
n€JV ngJV 
of course, 3 consists of all operators A = ^ ®A„ where A„ ££(§„) and the sequence 
nZN 
{ M J W N is bounded. 
Note that to prove that neither 9i nor £ is open it clearly suffices to prove the 
following proposition. 
I) There exists an operator 3 Pi 9? and a sequence {G(t)} of operators in 
3 such that each G<k> has a logarithm and such that |jG"° —A\\ — 0. 
On the other hand, to show that neither 91 nor fl is closed relative to the class 
of invertible operators, it is enough to prove following proposition. 
II) There exists an operator C£ 3 having a logarithm and a sequence {B(k>} of 
operators in 3Pl9i such that \\Bm - C | | - 0 . 
Our task of proving Theorems 1 and 2 will be accomplished by proving I) and 
II). To do this, we show that it suffices to prove the following 
T h e o r e m 3. There exists a sequence {An}„gA., An £ £(§„), satisfying: 
a) 2 © 4 . G 9 i n ' 3 , 
ngW 
b) every operator B = ^,®Bn in 3 such that spectrum Bn — spectrum A„ 
for n£N and Bn=An for all sufficiently large n, satisfies Furthermore, there exists a sequence {C„}„eiV, C„£ £(§„), satisfying: 
c) spectrum C„ = spectrum A„ for n£N, 
. d) J C„ -/<„!— 0, 
e) ^ © Cn has a logarithm in 3 (and thus is itself an invertible operator in 3J . 
P r o o f of I) and II) using Theorem 3. With the notation as above, define: 
A — 2 © A„, C = © C„, 
niN niN 
and for each k£N, 
B^ — C3 © ... © Ck© Ak +1 © Ak + 2 © • • • , 
G(k) =A3® ...®Ak®Ck+i®Ck + 2®... . 
Since C has a logarithm in 3, and every invertible operator on a finite dimensional 
space has a logarithm, each G(k) has a logarithm. Since obviously \\Gm — A\\ — 0, 
I) is proved. Since each 'B(k? €9? fl 3 and obviously ||.fi(*> - C|| - 0 , II) is proved. 
Thus to prove Theorems 1 and 2, it suffices to prove Theorem 3, and the remainder 
of the paper is devoted to this task. . . . 
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3. A construction 
To begin the proof of Theorem 3, we wish to produce for each p > 1 an operator 
of the form 2 that has no p-th root. Thus we must suitably modify and 
• niNp 
generalize the lemmas of [1, § 2] to make them applicable to the problem of p-th 
roots. Throughout the paper we denote by corn the «-th root of unity 
wi = e2Kirl" (r = 0, ± 1 , ±2,...). 
L e m m a 3. 1. Let p = 2 and n^3 be integers, and let , be complex 
numbers such that (//„)" = o?„ for r= 1, 2, . . . ,« . Then 
Xrn = oJrpnwf\for r= 1,2, . . . ,« , 
where each k(r) is some integer satisfying 1 S &(/*)=/>, and either 
(a) for some r satisfying l ^r^n — 1, 
2n 
)r 1r+ 1 An — A„ 




«11 — G) 3pl 
P r o o f . Suppose there is an r satisfying \ — \ such that k(r) ^k(r +1), 
and note that 
K - w 1 . 




Now k=k(r + l)—k(r) is a non-zero integer satisfying — (p — — 1, and 
it is clear that the distance from 1 to co^co'1 along the unit circle is less than or 
equal to the distance from 1 to the point co£„cop along the unit circle. Thus 
Furthermore, 
and thus 
| l -©J„co£ | ^ l l - f t j ^ f t j / l . 
-co^cop1! attains its minimum as a function of n at n = 3, so 
^ II- ®3pMp 'I -©1,1 
1-co«1 I -©» 1 2 n 
1 - mj„ o/p 1 
On the other hand, if k{\) =k(2) =... =k{n), then 
as before. 
( A 1 , ) " - « ; ) " 
X!, — A!! 
l-co!, 
- (»pn (Op 1 
. 2n 
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L e m m a 3.2. Suppose that has the distinct eigenvalues {¿¡};e/, and 
suppose that for i£l, the eigenspace corresponding to X-, is spanned by the vector xt. 
If J is any operator on § that commutes with K, and is any subspace of § spanned 
by some subset of the { g/3 then SI is an invariant subspace for J. 
P r o o f . It suffices to show that for Jxt = a i x i for some scalar a;. If Jxt=y,, 
then K y — K J x ^ J K X i — Xiyi, so that by hypothesis y ^ a ^ i . 
The following corollaries are immediate. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. 3. If p and n are positive integers, T is an nXn complex matrix in 
upper triangular form having n distinct eigenvalues, and Rp = T, then R is also in 
upper triangular form. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.4. Suppose and satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3 .2 
and the additional hypothesis that the vectors { . Y , } I G I span 9). Suppose also that 
/££(§) and satisfies Jv = K for some positive integer p. Then ./£ 3. 
The following easy computation is designated as a lemma for convenience in 
referring to it later. 
L e m m a 3. 5. Let T be the nXn complex matrix 
where B is an (n — i)X(n — 1) matrix, z is a (n — \)-vector, and X is a scalar not in 
the spectrum of B. If p is any positive integer, then Tp is the matrix 
where x is the {n-\)-vector x = {B-X)-\B''-Xp)z. 
(We call an nXn matrix upper triangular if the elements below its diagonal are 
all equal to 0.) 
The following lemma is obtained from Lemma 3. 5 by induction on the size 
of the matrix. 
L e m m a 3. 6. Let p and n be positive integers larger than 1. Let T be an upper 
triangular nXn matrix whose diagonal elements are ¡i, . ..., //„, where the are 
distinct complex numbers. For i— 1, 2, ..., n, let be such that (Xi)" = ni. Then there 
exists exactly one upper triangular nXn matrix R whose diagonal elements are 
A1: ...,/>.„, and for which Rp — T. 
With these preparatory lemmas out of the way, we proceed with some additional 
definitions needed to prove Theorem 3. The sequences of operators we shall consider 
can most easily be described matricially, so we assume given for each n £ N an 
orthonormal basis Xn for £j„, and the matrices exhibited hereafter are to be regarded 
as the corresponding operators. For each pair (p, n) of integers with p> 1 and 
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n£Np, we define Q„ to be the unique operator on whose matrix is upper tri-
angular and has the diagonal elements (1 + 1 ln)llp cokpn (k — 1, ..., n), satisfying 




Next define (for each /? > 1) the sequence {c„}n€ N(j of complex numbers by 
c„ = v » -
1 I j f a l 
Finally, (for eachp>-1) define the sequence {fn}nr.^p as follows: 
y) if the sequence {c„}„eiYj, does not converge to zero, set fn = 0 for n£Np; 
<5) if the sequence {c„}„ejVp converges to zero, set/„ = 0 for all n£N p such that 
|c„| > 1, and set/„ = 1 — c„ for those n£Np such that |c„| ^ 1. 
L e m m a 3. 7. For each pair (p, n) with p > 1 and n£Np, let An be the operator 
ml 
fn 
An=( 1 +1/«) 
and let T„ be the unique operator of the form 
T„ = (\ + \lnyiP 
satisfying (T„y = A„. Then = (c„+/„) 
af^1 rr± 
co"n 
CO2 № UJ pn llJ 
0}„ 
CO, 1 
The proof of this lemma is an easy calculation using Lemmas 3. 5 and 3. 6 
and is omitted. 
4. The proof of Theorem 3 
Note that if for each integer p>- f a sequence {¿„}„eiv,, has .been defined, then 
these sequences give rise in an obvious way to a sequence The following 
lemma proves the first half of Theorem 3. 
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L e m m a 4 . 1. For each pair of integers (p, ri) with p > 1 and n£Np, let /)„££(§„) 
be as in Lemma 3. 7. Let m0 —3 be a fixed integer, and let B= 2 © Bn belong to 
3 and satisfy: "iN 
(Q) for 3^n^n0, the eigenvalues of Bn are identical with those of A„, and 
(T) for h>n0, Bn = An. 
Then B d 31; i.e., B is an invertible rootless operator. 
P r o o f . The inverse on §„ of each A„ can be computed directly, and an easy 
calculation shows that 
M-'ll S {\-\jin)~i + \fn\. 
Since the sequence {f„}niN is bounded by construction, B'1 = N£N 
Now suppose that for some p> 1 there is an operator S € £(§) satisfying Sp — B. 
Since B satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 3.4, 3 , and we write S = 2 ® 
By Corollary 3. 3, for « > « 0 , S„ is in upper triangular form. Thus for each ndNp 
satisfying n>n0, let 
'A,! . 




Direct computation shows that, for each n, 
« » • - ( ( j S ' P W / ' = 1 , 2 , . . . , n - \ , 
and we note that the {Xrn}"=l satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3. 1. Thus by Lemmas 
3. 1 and 3.6, for each n£Np satisfying « > « 0 
I, i + ll — 
in |1-•CO 3pl 
2K 
for some /' satisfying l^z 'Src — 1 or Sn = cokp<n)Tn, where T„ is as defined in Lemma 
3. 7 and lc(n) is some integer. Since || S J ^ ¡4";+11 and S is assumed to be bounded, 
there must exist an integer n, ^n0 such that Sn = cakp(n)Tn for all n£Np satisfying 
/ ! > « , . But then by Lemma 3. 7, 
n(") In CO' 
(Cn +fn)(^l„-Oj'p) 
№ - 1 ) 
and applying Lemma 3. 1 [case (/?)], 
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/ 
By construction, the sequence {c„ +/„}„€iVp does not converge to zero, so the sequence 
{j^JngjVp is unbounded, contradicting S£Q(§i). Thus the lemma is proved. 
The following lemma completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
L e m m a 4. 2. For each n£N let C„££(§„) be the operator 
fn" 
CM = (1 + 1 In) 
m„ 
CO" 
where /„ is as previously defined, and let Dn £ £(§„) be the operator 





where d„ 2 f „ m -. Then for neN, exp(£>„) = C„ and ||Z>„||.^11, so that 
" n(co'n-iy 
D.= 2 and e x p ( D ) = C. 
P r o o f . Compute, using the fact that | / „ | s 2 . 
Q u e s t i o n . Is it possible for an invertible operator to have roots of all orders 
and yet fail to have a logarithm? 
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Complete sets of unitary invariants 
for compact and trace-class operators 
By D O N D E C K A R D in Houston (Texas, U. S. A.)*) 
I. Introduction 
A complete set of unitary invariants for operators in a family OF of operators 
on a (complex) Hilbert space is an indexed collection {Oy}y i r of objects attached 
to each operator in J5" such that if A, B^.'F, then A is unitarily equivalent to B if 
and only if Oy(A) = Oy(B) for each y£T. 
For several families of operators complete sets of unitary invariants are known. 
For example, probably the best known family is the family of normal operators, 
where the theory of spectral multiplicity provides such a complete set of unitary 
invariants (see [2]). However, no complete set of unitary invariants has been found 
for arbitrary operators. The object of this paper is to solve the problem for compact 
operators. RADJAVI [5] has recently given a completely different characterization 
of unitary equivalence for compact operators. 
The first problem which one encounters in trying to obtain a complete set of 
unitary invariants for compact operators on a Hilbert space § is that of obtaining, 
a complete set of unitary invariants for nXn matrices, that is, of solving the problem 
in the special case that is finite dimensional. Such a set of invariants was provided 
by SPECHT [7], who obtained the following result: Let Q denote the free multiplicative: 
semigroup in the free variables x and y. Two nXn matrices A and B are unitarily 
equivalent if and only if t[a>(A, A*)] = t[co(B, B*)] for each o(x, y) £ Q, where 
t(A) denotes the trace of A in the usual sense. 
PEARCY has shown in [4] that for each n there is a finite subset Qn of Q (contain-
ing at most 4"2 members) such that two n X n matrices A and B are unitarily equiv-
alent if and only if t[co(A, A*)] = l[co(B, B*)] for each co(x, y)£Q„. We shall refer 
to the above two sets of invariants as the Specht and Specht—Pearcy invariants,, 
respectively. 
Throughout this paper we shall denote the null space of an operator A by 
91(A), the closure of the range of A by SR(/f), and the operator (A* A)* by [A]:. 
Since compact operators on a Hilbert space can be uniformly approximated 
by operators of finite rank, which are essentially operators on finite dimensional1 
*) This paper is essentially a thesis presented to the Rice University in partial fulfillment 
of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. The author wishes to thank his thesis 
director, Professor ARLEN BROWN, and also Professor C A R L PEARCY for their helpful suggestions 
and constructive criticism. 
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spaces, it is reasonable to expect the above sets of invariants to provide some sort 
•of complete sets of unitary invariants for compact operators. This is, indeed, the 
•case. In § III we show that if the appropriate approximates of two compact oper-
ators A and B are unitarily equivalent and if dim [9l(/4) Pi 9I(,4*)] = dim [91(B) Pi 
Pl9i(B*)], then A and B are unitarily equivalent. This, together with the choice 
• of approximate canonical approximating sequences, yields complete sets of unitary 
invariants for compact operators. 
In § IV we make use of a class of compact operators on Hilbert space having 
well defined numerical traces. This class, called the trace class, has been studied 
•extensively by SCHATTEN (see [6]). We show that i f / i s a strictly increasing continuous 
.real valued function on the non-negative reals such that / (0) = 0, then 
{t[f([A})co(A, A*)):o(x,y)<iQ} and dim [9l(v4)Pl9i(^*)] 
form a complete set of unitary invariants for operators A such that f([A\) is a member 
•of the trace class. With each compact operator A we associate a function fA such 
that fJ[A]) is in the trace class and such that fA =fB if A and B are unitarily equi-
valent; this then extends SPECHT'S theorem to compact operators. 
SPECHT'S theorem extends more directly to the trace class. For this class 
{t[a)(A,A*)]:co(x,y)iQ} and dim [31(4) Pl9l(^*)] 
form a complete set of unitary invariants. The same result holds for the Schmidt-
class (the class of Hilbert—Schmidt operators), except that the words x and y must 
be omitted. 
II. Preliminaries 
We say, as usual, that two operators A and B on a Hilbert space S3 are unitarily 
equivalent if there is a unitary operator U on §> such that UAU* = B. 
We denote by <5(A) the subspace § © [9*04) Pi 9t(,4*)]; the subspace 9l( / i )n 
Pi 9t(/4*) is the largest subspace which reduces A and on which A is the zero operator. 
D e f i n i t i o n . Two operators A and B are isometrically equivalent if there is 
a partial isometry U with initial space <5(A) and final space <3(B) such that UAU* = B 
(or, equivalently, UA=BU). 
If A and B are unitarily equivalent, say via a unitary operator U, then U maps 
9l(/J) Pi isometrically onto 91(B) Pi 9l(B*) and S(A) isometrically onto <3(3), 
so that A and B are also isometrically equivalent and dim [9i(/l) Pi 9t (/!*)] = 
= dim [91(5) Pl91(B*)]. Conversely, if A and B are isometrically equivalent and 
if dim [9l(/4) Pi 91(̂ 4*)] = dim [91(B) Pi 91(5*)], then it is obvious that A and B are 
unitarily equivalent. » 
An operator A on § is said to be of finite rank if dim 9?(̂ 4) < «>. If {<p,} is 
an orthonormal basis for we define the trace t(A) of an operator A of finite 
rank to be Ii(Acph <¡9,). The sum is finite and is independent of the basis chosen 
(§1V). If is an m-dimensional subspace of § containing S(^) , we can choose 
{(Pi) such that (pi, ..., (pm is a basis for . Then the trace of A is the trace of the 
restriction of A to as calculated for operators on finite dimensional spaces. 
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Let A and B be of finite rank and suppose that t[(o(A, A*)] = t[co{B, B*)] for 
each co(x, y)£Q. Then, by SPECHT'S theorem, there is a unitary operator U1 de-
fined on the subspace spanned by S ( ^ ) and <Z(B) which implements the unitary 
equivalence of the restrictions of A and B to . The operator U which equals 
U l on and which equals the identity operator on then implements the 
unitary equivalence of A and.B. 
If A and B are of finite rank and if dim <5(A) = dim <5(B)=n, there is a unitary 
operator V which maps <s(A) isometrically onto <S(B). If, in addition, the «-dimen-
sional Specht—Pearcy invariants of A and B are equal, the restrictions of VAV* 
and B to <5(B) are unitarily equivalent as operators on <5(1?). Thus, as above, A is 
unitarily equivalent to B. 
We summarize these results in the following 
L e m m a 2. 1. Each of the following is a complete set of unitary invariants for' 
operators A of finite rank: 
(1) {t{co[A,A*)]:co(x,y)eQ} 
'(2) dimS(,4) and ' {t[<a{A, (»(*, >0 € fidimSU)}. ' 
III. Unitary equivalence of compact operators 
In this section we establish a sort of "continuity" property for isometric equiv-
alence and then use this result to obtain complete sets of unitary invariants for 
compact operators. 
L e m m a 3. 1. Suppose that P and Q are projections of finite rank and that 
{Pn} and {Qn} are sequences of projections converging uniformly to P and Q, respectively. 
Suppose also that for each n there is a partial isometry U„ whose initial space contains 
5R(Pn) and whose final space contains 9l(Q„) such that UnPn — QnU„. Then there is 
a subsequence {U„k} of {£/„} such that the sequence of the restrictions of the U„k's 
to 9{(P) converges to a linear map sending 9?(P) isometrically onto 9? (0 . 
P r o o f . Let x , , . . . ,x p be an orthonormal basis of 9?(P). It suffices to find 
a subsequence {U„k} of {£/„} such that U„kxt—yt strongly, i=l,...,p, where 
yl, ..., yp is some orthonormal basis of 9?(0 . Since g i / „ x i £ 9 i ( 0 , which is finite 
dimensional, and since 
' • 1 SllfiCUII = II UnPnXi - UnP„Xi + QUnx,\\ = II UnP„Xi - Q„Unxi + QU„xi\\ s 
m U M ] - W Q ^ - Q U ^ W = | | P „ * ; | | - 1 1 ( 0 - 0 ^ 1 1 = 
= wpx^p^-px-tw -11(0 - 0[/„*,.II s l -qpn -p\\ +110 - 01) - l , 
there is a subsequence {U„k} of {£/„} such that QU^Xi—yi, i= 1, ...,p, and ||j,|| = ) . 
Moreover, 
0 ^ || UnXi - QUnXl\\ = || UnPXi - UnP„Xi + 0UnXi - QU„Xi\| S 
si || Un(P - P„)Xi\\ + 1 | ( 0 - 0 ^ 1 1 - 0 , so 




|| UnPnx, - Un.v,.|| = || £/„(/>„ - P)x,-|| - 0, 
so 
U i - y i -
If 
|((/„P„x,., UnPnXj)I = |(Pnx,., P^v,) I -
- Xj) -(A-,., x7)| = |([P„ - P]x,., Xj-)| ^ ||P„ - P | | - 0 , and hence 
O W ; ) = 0. 
Since, front [1], p. 73, if UP,,- /5! < 1 and \\Q„-Q\\ < 1 , then 
dim 91(P) = dim 9?(P„) = dim 9J(g„) = dim 9?(g), 
it follows that yt, ..., yp is a basis of 9?(g). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lernrna 3.2. Suppose that {Pk} and {Qk} are "sequences of projections of 
finite rank and that, for each k, |Pfc „} and {Qk,n} are sequences of projections 
converging in the uniform topology to Pk and Qk, respectively. Suppose also that, 
for each n, there is a partial isometry U„ whose initial space contains 9?(P t n) and 
whose final space contains 9l(gM) such that, for each k, UnPkn = Qki„U„. Then 
there is a partial isometry U such that for each k the initial space of U contains (P t ) 
and the final space of U contains Si(Qk) and such that UPk = Qk U. 
P r o o f . We first choose subsequences {£/„(r)} of {£/„} inductively. Let {f/,i0)} = 
= {U„}, and suppose that {C/,i0)}, ..., {U(nr)} have been chosen. By lemma 3.1, 
we may choose {t/,(,r+,)} to be a subsequence of {Uj,r)} converging uniformly on 
r+1)- The diagonal sequence {U{,"}} converges on 91(Pt) to a map sending 9?(Pk) 
isometrically onto for each k. Let 9JI be the submanifold spanned by {9?(Pt)}£°=! 
and let x£sJJl, say x = xt + ... + x r , where xk €9?(P t), k = 1, . . . , r . Since the sequence 
of vectors {U',"1 xk}',"=, converges strongly for each k — \,...,r, and since C/*n)x = 
= U^x,+... + Uj,n)xr, the sequence of operators {Uin)} converges strongly on 
9Ji to an operator U0 (defined on 9Jt) such that U0Pk = QkU0, k= 1,2, ... . Also, 
setting 
en = l|Pi - Pi, „11 Ikill + ••• + l|Pr-Pr. .11 ll*,ll, 
we have 
| |x| |S| |C/„x| |=| |C/„x1 + ... + Unxr\\ = 
= || Un[ P,, „x, + ... + P„, „xr] + Un[(P, - P , , „)x t + ... + (P r - P r , ,,)x J ^ 
^ [ P , . ^ ' , + ... + Pr,„xr]|| —e„ = | | P + ... + P r ,„x r | | - e 0 = 
= | |xj + . . . + x r + ( P , , „ - P , ) x 1 + ... + ( P r , „ - P r ) x r | | - e „ S 
fc||xi + ,'.. + x r | | - 2 s „ —||x||, 
so || i70x|| = || x||. The extension U of l/0 defined by continuity on the closure of 
9.U and defined to be zero on f)©93l has the desired properties. 
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T h e o r e m 1. Let A and B be compact operators on a Hilbert space. If there 
exist sequences {An} and {Bn} of (not necessarily compact) operators converging 
uniformly to A and B, respectively, such that, for each n, An is isometrically equiv-
alent to Bn, then A is isometrically equivalent to B. 
P r o o f . We denote by IA the spectrum of A, by Re A the operator (A + A*)/2, 
and by Im^4 the operator (A—A*)/2i. If A is a Borel subset of the line, we denote 
by En(A), E(A), Fn(A), F(A), Gn(A), G{A), Hn{A) and H(A) the spectral projections 
of Re A„, Re A, Im An, Im A, Re Bn, Re B, Im Bn, and Im B, respectively, associated 
with A. Since A„ is isometrically equivalent to Bn, there is a partial isometry U„ 
with initial space <«04„) and final space <3(j3„) such that UnA„=BnU„. If A is any 
Borel subset of the line not containing zero, 9K[En(A)] and 9i|\F„(d)] are contained 
in <s(A„), and 5R[G„(zl)] and %[Hn(A)] are contained in <3(2?„). As in the case of 
unitary equivalence, UnEn(A) = Gn(A)U„ and UnFn(A) = Hn(A)U„. In order to show 
that A is isometrically equivalent to B, it suffices to show that there is a partial 
isometry U with initial space and final space <3(1?) such that UE(A) = G(A)U 
and UF(A) = H(A)U for all Borel subsets of the line not containing zero. In fact, 
since each non-zero member of ZRe/( or I , m A is isolated, it suffices to show that 
^RE A = ¿RE B , 2TIm A = Z lm B , and that if A ^ 0 then UE[(X - s, X + e)] = G [(A - e, A + e)] U 
.and UF[(X — s, A + e)] = / / [ (A-e , A+ £)]£/for all sufficiently small e > 0 . 
We first show that if Aj^O, then X£ZReA if and only if for each s > 0 , E„[(X — s, 
A + £ ) ] ^ 0 for 7?>«0(e). This and the analogous results for I i m A , I R e B and I l m B 
guarantee that IReA = IReB and ZlmA = IlmB. 
• IfA<£ ¿Re î > k t £ be less than the distance d from X to rR e , i . Then || (£ — Re A) 11| 
is bounded for A| <e , say by M. One can easily see by power series expansions 
that if || Re An — Re A\] < 1/M, then (C — Re A„) is invertible, so that the interval 
(A — e, A-he) contains no points of . 
If A 6 ¿Rc/i) A T^O, let d be the distance from X to XRe/1 — {A}; d is positive since 
A is compact. We shall show that E„[(X — e, A + s)]— E[(X — e, A + s)] uniformly, 
at least for 0 < e < d / 3 . As above, the intervals (X—2d/3, A —e) and (A+ 8, A + 2i//3) 
contain no points of rRey4ii for n sufficiently large. Thus 
L„ [(A — e, A + e)] = (1 /27n) (j) (£'— Re A„) ~1 
c 
and 
E[(X — £, A + e)] = (1/2*0 <|> (C - Re A)~1 dC, 
c 
where C is the circle |£— X\=dj2. Since inversion is a continuous operation where 
it is defined, 
||En [(A - e, A + £)] - E[(X - e, X + e)]|| = 
= (1/2*) || (j) [(£ - Re A,,)-' - (C - Re A)~ d£-1| S 
c 
^ (ll2n)j> ||(C - Re - 1 - (f - Re - J ¡1 № 1 - 0 as . 
c 
Now, let a l , a 2 , ... and P 1 , P 2 , - . - be the distinct non-zero members of 
rR e / 1 and IimA, respectively, Ak = (ock~dl3,,ak + dJ3) where d is the distance from 
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ak to ¿Rc/i ~ {»/¿}, and A'k = (pk—dj3, fik + d/3), where d is the distance from pk to 
Set 
P2k-i=E(Ak\ . P2k-t,n = En(Ak), 
P2k = F(A'k), P2k,n = Fn(K), 
Q2k_x = G(Ak), Q2k-t,n = Gn(Ak), 
Q2k = H(A'k), Q2k,n = Hn(A'k). 
An application of lemma 3.2 completes the proof. 
We now apply the preceding'results to the problem of obtaining completp 
sets of unitary invariants for compact operators on Hilbert space. For this purpose, 
let A and B be any two compact operators on a Hilbert space We order the 
distinct non-zero eigenvalues of Re A, Im A, Re B and Im B and denote these 
sequences by {afc}, {ft}, {yfc} and {<5fc}, respectively. We require of the orderings 
that |<Xfc| S that |afc| = |afc+11 implies that ak > 0 and ock+1 <0 , and analogously 
for {Pk}, and {<5fc}. (This guarantees that if IReA = £R c f l , then the sequences 
{ak} and {yfc} are identical, and similarly for ZlmA and £ |m B . ) If Ek, Fk, Gk, and Hk 
are the spectral projections of Re A, Im A, Re B and Im B corresponding to ak, fikr 
yk and 5k, respectively, then A and B can be written A = 2&kEk + i2PkPk a n d 
k k 
B = ZykGk + iZhHk- We write An = Z«kEk + iIPkFk and Bn = ¿ykGk + i¿ZkHk, 
k k. k=l k=l fc=l k=l 
with obvious modifications if any of the sequences are finite. Then {A„} and {Bn} 
converge uniformly to A and B, respectively. 
Now suppose that A is isometrically equivalent to B, say UAU* — B. Then 
B = 2*kUEkU* + i2PkUFkU*. Thus, since the spectral representation of an operator 
k k 
is unique, <xk = yk, fik = Sk, UEkU* = Gk, and UFkU* = Hk for each k. It follows 
that UAnU* — Bn, so for each n, A„ isunitarily equivalent to Bn. On the other hand, 
if, for each n, A„ is unitarily equivalent to Bn, then A is isometrically equivalent 
to B by theorem 1. We have thus proved 
T h e o r e m 2. Let A be compact, let the sequence {A,,} be obtained from the 
Cartesian decomposition of A as described above, and let I be either of the complete 
sets of unitary invariants for operators of finite rank described in lemma 2. 1. Then 
{/(/)„) }~=, is a complete set of isometric invariants for A. The addition of dim [9R(/)) Pi 
f~l 9t(/4*)] to the above collection of isometric invariants yields a complete set of unitary 
invariants for A. ' 
A different complete set of unitary invariants can be obtained by using the 
polar decomposition of a compact operator to obtain a canonical set of approximat-
ing operators of finite rank. Let {pk} be the non-zero eigenvalues of [A], ¡.ii > / t 2 
and let Ek be the (finite dimensional) spectral projection of [A] associated with pik. 
Then the series 2l-lkEk converges to [A] in the uniform topology. Let A = W[A] 
k 
be the polar decomposition of A, and denote by Wk the partial isometry of finite 
rank WEk. The series 21hwk- 2ilkWEk = W2HkEk converges to A in the uniform 
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topology. Let B = 2vk^k ' n a similar fashion, and suppose U implements the i so -
k 
metric equivalence of A and B, UAU*=B. Let Tk be the partial isometry UWkU* 
and let Fk be the projection on the initial space of Tk. The series ]?Tk converges k 
in the strong operator topology to a partial isometry T a n d 
B =. U(Znk Wk)u* = 2 n uwk u* = 2»kTk = z»kTkFk = T 2 n*F k . k k k k k 
The operator Z^k^k is positive,' so, by the unicity of the polar decomposition of" 
k n n 
an operator, vk = fik and Vk = Tk = UWkU*. Thus, if A„ = 2llk^k a n d Bn = 2 vkVk,-
k=l fe=1 
we have UA„U*=Bn. Conversely; {A„} and {5,,} converge uniformly to A and B, 
respectively, so, by theorem 1, we have n 
T h e o r e m 3. Let A be compact, let An = Zl*kWk be obtained from the polar-
*=i 
decomposition of A as described above, and let I be either of the complete sets of unitary-, 
invariants for operators of finite rank described in lemma 2. 1. Then {I(An)}~=, is 
a complete set of isometric invariants for A. The addition of dim [9i04) 0 9104*)] 
to the above collection of isometric invariants yields a complete set of unitary invariants-
for A. 
IV. Unitary invariants involving traces 
Before discussing the Schmidt- and:trace-classes of operators we prove a lemma, 
which will be useful in the proof of theorem 4. 
L e m m a 4. 1. Suppose that {ak} and {bk} are sequences of complex numbers, 
that {nk} and {vfc} are strictly decreasing sequences of real numbers converging to-
zero, and that 2\ak\K < 00 and 2\bk\vk < 00• Suppose also that, for each positive-
k k 
integer p, 2akltkp = 2^kvkp- Then: 
k k 
(1) I f , for each k, ak, bk9i0, then ak = bk and pik = vk for each k. 
(2) If nkt = vkl , then akl=bkl. 
P r o o f . The series 2akHkl(z2 — nl) converges uniformly in any domain in. 
k 
which z is uniformly bounded away from { ± n k } to a function which we shall denote-
/(z) , and similarly for g(z) = 2bkvH(z2 - v'k). j\z) has a pole of order one and 
k 
residue ±iakiik at z = ± ;/ t for each k such that 0, a limit point of poles at. 
z = 0, and is holomorphic elsewhere; g(z) has a pole of order one and residue 
±ibkvk at z = ±vk for each k such that bk^ 0, a limit point of poles at z = and 
is holomorphic elsewhere. For z in the domain {z: |z| we can expand nkj(z2 
about z = °o to obtain 
• " • • ' • f(z)=2akZ(t*klz)2p. 
;io 
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.In order to change the order of summation, we note that 
2kl2WM)2p = ZK\tiK\A2-ti) s (ZK\ ^2)/(M2-/<?)<-; 
k p k k 
ithus 




for ¡z| vi. Thus, by hypothesis, f(z)—g(z) for |z| > m a x (¿t,, Vj). By analytic 
•continuation, f ( z ) and g(z) are identical, and the conclusion of the lemma follows. 
The reader is referred to [6] for the proofs of the following and other interesting 
facts about the trace- and Schmidt-classes. 
Let A be an operator on a Hilbert space § and let {<pf} be an orthonormal 
basis of A is in the Schmidt-class (ac) if 2M (P;II2 the sum is independent 
i 
•of the basis chosen. The Schmidt-class is a proper subset of the set of compact 
•operators. If § is L2 of the unit interval, (ac) consists of all operators of the form 
(Af)(x)=jK(x,y)f(y)dy 
where K(x, y) is in L2 of the unit square. 
An operator A is in the trace-class (rc) if A is the product of two members 
of the Schmidt-class. The following are equivalent: 
(1) A£(?c), 
(2) [A]£(rc), 
(3) M]* €(«:), 
(4) <Pi) < 0 0 for some, and thus every, orthonormal basis {<?;} of 
i 
If A is in the trace class and {<} is an orthonormal basis of £j, then 
2l04<??i, «p.OH 03. The trace t(A) = Zi^Ph <Pd o f <4 is independent of the basis with 
respect to which it is computed. If A, B£(TC), X is any bounded operator, and c is 
a complex number, then 
(1) t(A*) = tjA), 
(2) t(cA) = ct(A), 
(3) (A + B)t(Tc) and t(A +B) = t(A) + t(B), 
(4) AX, XA £(TC) and t(AX) = t(XA) (the traces of commutators are zero). 
D e f i n i t i o n . Let f be any continuous strictly increasing real valued function 
on the non-negative real numbers such that / (0) = 0. The class (rc) f is the set of 
all operators A such that f([A]) £ (tc). 
It is easy to see that an operator A is compact if and only if/([/4]) is compact; 
thus (zc)f is a subset of the compacts. If A is compact, A = Zh^k as in § HI. then k 
[A] = ZHkEk> where Ek is the projection Wl? Wk. We denote by fA the convex 
k 
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support (see [3]) of the set of points (nk, \j(k2 dim [9i(iTt)])). If {<P;}is an orthonormal 
basis of § consisting of eigenvectors of [̂ 4], then 
2( / (MD<P, <p) = 2 dim [ « ( £ * ) № * ) S 2 dim dim [9? (£,)]) < 
i k k 
so A^(rc)fA. If A and B are compact and unitarily equivalent, then so are [A] and 
[B], so fA=fB. Thus, if If is a complete set of unitary invariants for (T c)f,fA and 
I f J A ) form a complete set of unitary invariants for all compact operators. 
Although we shall not need to make use of this fact, we note that an easy appli-
cation of lemma 4. 1, shows that {/[(/(,4))"]}„~= i is a complete set of isometric in-
variants for the positive members of ( rc) f . 
T h e o r e m 4. Let Q denote the free multiplicative semigroup of all words co(x, y) 
in the free variables x and y. A complete set of isometric invariants for operators.-. 
A in (TC)j- is 
{t[f№)u(A, A*)Y co(x,y)tn}. 
The addition of dim [9l(/4) fl 9t(/4*)] to the above set of isometric invariants yields 
a complete set of unitary invariants for (r c)f. 
P r o o f . Since traces are independent of the bases with respect to which they 
are computed and since t[f([A])(x>(A, A*)] is not affected by the dimension of 91(̂ 4) fl 
H9l(^*), t[f([A])co(A, A*)] is preserved under isometric equivalence. 
Now suppose that A and B are in (tc) f and' that t[f([A])aj(A, A*)\ = t{f([B])-
•<o(B,B*)) for each co(x, y) f n. Let A= 2nkWk, AK = 2 ¡ikWk, B = 2^Vk, and 
„ k k= 1 k 
Bn = 2vkVk a s i n §HI. By theorem 3, it suffices to show that t[co(An, A*)] = 
k= 1 
= t [co(Bn, B*)] for each OJ(X, y)£Q and each n. 
We first show that ¡xk — vk for each k. Choose an orthonormal set of vectors 
{(pi) such that (pik,...,<pit+1_1 is a basis of the initial space of Wk. Since 
f&A\)(A*Ay = is in (TC), we have, for each positive integer p, 
k • • 
t[f{[A])(A*AY} = 2 {f([A])(A*A)><pt ,cp) = 
= 2 '" i f 1 ( / ( M ) (A*A)'<pi, cp) = 2RHk)t(WtWk)nl". 
k i = ik k 
Similarly 
t[f([B])(B*By] = 2f(vk)t(vtvk)vl". * 
Setting ak=f(nk)t( W% Wk) ¿¿0 and bk=f(vk)t(V£Vk)?± 0, we conclude from lemma 
4. 1 that ¡.ik = vk for each k. 
r 
For each co(x,y)€Q we write a>(x,y) = ]Jzj, where z}—x or z ; = y. Since 
j = i 
the traces of commutators are zero and the trace of the adjoint of an operator is 
the complex conjugate of the trace of the operator, it suffices to show that 
t[a>(An, A*)] = t[co(Bn, B*)] for each co such that z, =y. 
In an induction argument later in the proof we shall consider products in-
volving not only A and A* but also the/partial isometries Wx, I V f , W2, ..., 




purpose we introduce the free semigroup Q of words d>(x, y, xu yt, x2, y2, •••) = 
m 
= IICj where Cj € y, xt, yt, x2, y2, •••}• Denote by A(<fi) the number of /'s, j=i 
1 ^j^m, such that j , , y2, ...}. (Thus if no is equal to .v or y, X(d>) 
is the length m of d).) For simplicity of notation we write 
d>(A) = <&(A,A*, Wlt W\, W2, W2, ...} 
and 
d>(B)=<j)(B, B*, K,, V2, V2, ...}. 
r 
With each (o(x,y) = JJzj£ Q and each r-tuple kt, ...,kr of positive integers 
j= i 
r 
we associate the member a)(U; kl kr(x, y, x,, y,, ...) = ]J(>j of Q such that Cj = xk 
j= i 
if Zj = x and L',j=ykj if Zj=y• Then 
n 
co(A„, A*) = 2 Hk, ••• Mtr it, kr(A) 
ki, ...,kr= 1 
and 
(o(Bg,£*)= 2 vkl ... vkrd>a,ki kr(B). 
k,,...,kr=l 
We now give an example to illustrate the notation introduced above. If 
(o(x,y)=y2x, the word 6>yzx,kuklAi (x, y, x,, y,, ...) is then yk,yk2xkj. We have 
a>(A„, A*) = KJ Hk2 [k2f Hk3 = 
/1 n 
— At f-lkt llk2 t*k3 A, Akz Akj = 2 PkiltkilLks&yT-x.ki.kLkiiA). 
Since we already know that ¡ik = vk for all k, it suffices to show that 
'[¿>m,jt, kr (¿)] = ([<&„,, *„•..., kr forall co(x, j ) € i2 such that z, =y and for all 
r 
klt ...,kr; that is, that t[a>(A)] = /[d>(5)] for all 0 = J]Cj such that £ (xt, yt, x2, 
J = 1 
y2, ...} and (¡=ykl. We note that for such an d>, since fV^fVkfVkl=Sk!kllVki> 
A[A])u>(A) = 2f(Hk)Wt Wk d>(A) =/(jlkl)A(A); k 
similarly, 
f([B])A(B) =f(vki)MB) =f(j-ikl)6->(B). 
Thus, for such an d>, if t{f([A})uj{A)] = t[f({B])<h(B)l then t[&(A)] = t[&(B)\. We 
conclude the proof by proving the following by induction on X(<£>): 
( * ) If & € Q, then t[f([A])u(A)} = t[f([B])a>{B)}. 
Note that, since then traces of commutators are zero, if ( * ) holds for all c£>€& 
such that A(d)) = g, then t[d>(A)f([A])} = /[d>(S)/([fl])] if l(w) = q, and t[6j{(A)-
•f([A])&M)Y='Vh(B)f([B})vj2(B)\ if X ( ( h t ) + m 2 ) = g. 
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If A(<S>) = 0, then there is an co(x, y)€£2 such that <x>(A) = o(A, A*) and d>(B) = 
= a>(B,B*), SO (•&) is true by hypothesis. 
We now suppose that holds for l = q, that /1(d)) = <7 + 1, and prove that 
l[ f{[A])(h(A)} = t[f{[B])6j(Bj\. By taking adjoints if necessary and using the fact 
that the traces of commutators are zero, it suffices to show that t[CWk] = t[DVk] 
in the three cases 
(i) ' C=f([AW>0(A), D=f([B])a)0(B),l(d>0) = q, 
(ii) C — (S)0(A)f([A]), D = cb0(B)f([B]),X(db0) = q, 
and 
(iii) C = dh{A)fW№iiA), D = 6Ji(B)f([B})&2(B), }.(&,) +).(aH) = q. 
In each of the three cases, the induction hypothesis guarantees that 
t[CA (A*A)»] = t[DB(B*B)p] 
for each positive integer p. As above, we choose an orthonormal set of vectors 
{<pi} such that <pik, ...,(pik+i_1 is a basis of the initial space of Wk. Then 
№2p+i t[CWk] = tld"^ CWA = 'k+2 1 {CA(A*A)>q>u<p), i = ik 
so 
t[CA (A* A)"] = Z{CA(A*A)p<p.jp) 
= 2 'k+21 (CA(A*Ay<pu tp) = 2 1 t[CWk). k i~ik k 
Now, since CA(A*A)P is in the trace class, 
Z\(CA(A*Ayq>h<p)\ 2 Hkp+1\t[cwk]\ = 2. k k " l ' (CA(A*A)"<puq>) i = ik 
Similarly 
i[DB(B'By] = 2vlp+vt[DVk] = 2tip+lt[DVk] k k 
and 
. 2v2kp+1 \t[DVk]\^~. 
k • 
Setting ak = pkt[CWk] and bk = iikt[DVk], we can conclude from lemma 4.1 
that t[CW,] = t[DV^\ for all k, which completes the proof of theorem. 
C o r o l l a r y 4.2. Let Q denote the free multiplicative semigroup in the free 
variables x and y. Complete sets of isometric invariants for operators A in the trace-
and Schmidt-classes are {t[m(A, A*)]:a>(x, y) 6 Q} and {t[(A*A)a(A, A*)]: co(x, y) Gi2}, 
respectively. The addition of dim [9l(/l) D yi(A*)] to the above sets of isometric 
invariants yields complete sets of unitary invariants. 
P r o o f . The Schmidt-class is the class (Tc)f where f(x) = xz, so the result 
for the Schmidt-class is a special case of theorem 4. The result for the trace-class, 
follows from the fact that the trace-class is a subset of the Schmidt-class. 
20 D. Dcckard: Unitary invariants for compact arid trace-class operators 
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On the endomorphism ring of direct sums of groups 
By L. C. A. V A N L E E U W E N in Delf t (Holland) 
§1 
In this paper we investigate the commutativity of endomorphism rings E(G) 
of groups G and apply the results on the rings R, which can be defined on G. A ring 
R is said to be defined on G, in case the additive group of R, denoted by R+, is G. 
In the special case that G is a discrete direct sum of groups we obtain conditions 
for the uniqueness of the holomorphs of rings R, defined on G. 
In [5] SZELE—SZENDREI have completely solved the problem of the commutativity 
of E(G), in case G is a torsion group. For the case of mixed groups they have got 
some partial results. We consider a group G, which is a discrete direct sum of groups 
G; and obtain necessary and sufficient conditions that E{G) be commutative (Theorem. 
2 and 2a). As a special case we have the torsion-free completely decomposable 
groups G = 2jAk, where the Ax are torsion-free groups of rank 1, i. e. subgroups 
of the additive group of all rationals 91 (Theorem 3, Corollaries 3 and 4). Then we 
apply our result to torsion groups and obtain Theorem 4, which occurs as Theorem 1 
in [5]. We also investigate the finite and finitely generated groups. A finite or a 
finitely generated group G has a commutative E(G) if and only if G is a cyclic group 
(Corollaries 5 and 6). For mixed groups we have Theorem 5, due to SZELE—SZENDREI 
[5], and, in a special case, Corollary 7. 
' As to the holomorphs of a ring, we first prove a theorem for rings R, which 
are the ring-theoretic discrete direct sum of rings R, (/. £ A). In Theorem 1 we give 
..a necessary and sufficient condition that such a ring R have, one holomorph. For 
the definition of holomorph we refer to our paper [3]. From Theorem 1 a result of 
WEINERT—EILHAUER is easily obtained [6] (Corollary 1) and likewise our Theorem 1 
in [3], (Corollary 2). In Theorem 6 we consider a ring R which is defined on a group 
G = (discrete direct sum), where the G; are fully invariant subgroups of G. 
A 
The ring R is the direct sum of its ideals Gx (as rings). Now the uniqueness of the 
holomorph of R depends only on the same property for the direct summands Gx 
of R. In the special case that the Gx are rational groups, each Gk (as a ring) has one 
holomorph P(GA), which is isomorphic to the direct sum G; © G} (G; as a ring) 
(Theorem 7). 
The groups, used in this paper, are all abelian groups, the rings are associative 
rings. For the definition of group-theoretic notions such as type of an element of 
a torsion-free group, divisible group, etc. we refer to the book of L. FLCHS [2]. 
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§ 2 
T h e o r e m 1. A ring R = 2 Rx (ring-theoretic discrete direct sum) has one 
XIA 
holomorph if and only if each R, (X £ A) has one holomorph and each Rx is invariant 
for the components of double homothetisms of R. 
Proof . First suppose that R has one holomorph. Consider the projection 
i1x:R — Rx of R (r-*rx). It is easily seen that (r]x, r]x) is a double homothetism of R. 
Now suppose that (a,, a2) is an arbitrary double homothetism of R: As (a , , a 2 ) ~ 
~(r]x, (R has one holomorph) we have <xlr]x = r]xal or oclt]x(r) = rixai(r) or a , ( r j = 
= 1x{a\(r)} £ f ° r every rx£Rx. This shows that Rx is invariant for the components 
of double homothetisms of R. Then take two arbitrary double homothetisms (a*, a2) 
and (PtPt) of Rx. Then we define ai(r) = rj*(r.) a nd a2(r) = a$(r}), [il(r) = P\(rx) 
and P2(r) = P2(rx), for r£R and rx is the projection of r (X is fixed). Now one proves 
easily, that (a , , a2) and (/?,, p2) are double homothetisms of R. As R has one hol-
omorph, a v p 2 ( r ) = P2ai(r) and a2Pt(r) = Pla2(r) for all r£R. Or a.^2{rx) = P2cc$(rx) 
and a2PUrx) = P l^2(rx) or a*/^(rA) = ftat&rj and a = This proves 
(af, af) ~(P*, p2) and Rx has one holomorph. 
Conversely, let us suppose that each R> (I £ A) has one holomorph and is 
invariant for the components of double homothetisms of R. We take two arbitrary 
double homothetisms (a , , a2) and (P , , p2) of R. Then a,( 2 ' ; ) — 2 ai'"x and a,/-; £ Rx 
for each X, P2(2 rx)= 2Pirx and P2rx£Rx for each X. And (a,/?2 - 0 2 a i ) ( Z rx) = 
= 2 ( X \P2— P2ai) rx> where (oiiP2—P2al)rx£Rx for each X. Consider a fixed direct x 
summand Rx of R and define a*(rA) = a](rx) and a 2 ( 0 = <x2(rx) for each rx£Rx. 
Then a^) ¡s a double homothetism of Rx. Likewise (/?*, /?£) is a double homothe-
tism of Rx, if we define P*(rx) — / ^ ( r j , P$(rx) = P2(rx) for each rx£Rx. As Rx has 
one holomorph, one gets (af, af) ~ (/?f, /?£),• which means af/?2 =/?faf. Therefore 
— P2a*) (rx) = (a,/?2 — p2a{) (rx) = 0 for each rx in Rx. As this is the case 
for each Rx, we obtain that (atP2'— P2&\) (2rx)~^- Likewise (a2/?! — /? ia 2 ) (2o. ) — 0. 
X . X 
Therefore (a,, a2) ~ (P,, p2), i .e . R has one holomorph. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. If R = R2@nR (direct sum of the ideal generated by all products 
in R and the annullator in R), then R has one holomorph if and only if the endo-
morphism ring of n£ is commutative (see WEINERT—EILHAUER [6], Theorem 4 ) . 
It is clear that both R2 and nR are invariant for components of double homothe-
tisms of R. From R — / ? 2 0« K and nR has one holomorph it follows that R2 has 
one holomorph. Therefore nR has one holomorph is a necessary and. sufficient 
condition for the uniqueness of the holomorph of R. As nR is a zero-ring this is the 
case if and only if E(nR) is commutative (see REDEI [4]) . 
In the special case that R = 2 ^x Horn (/?+, P+) = 0 for i ^ j we have 
Ag/t ' ' 1 
that E(R+) = 2 E(Rx) (direct sum) and each R£ is a fully invariant subgroup 
of R+. Particularly, the R;, are invariant for the components of double homothetisms 
of R. So we get: 
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C o r o l l a r y 2. R = with Horn (/?+., /?+) = 0 for i ^ j has one holomorph 
x 1 ' 
if and only if each of the Rx has one holomorph. 
Moreover the holomorph of R is the direct sum of the holomorphs of the Rx, 
(cf. Theorem 6). Again specializing we have that a finite ring R is the direct sum of 
its ^-components Rp and the holomorph of R is the direct sum of the holomorphs 
of the Rp (cf. Theorem 1, [3]), if each of the Rp has one holomorph. 
§ 3 
In order to get further information about the holomorphs of direct sums of 
rings, we have to investigate the commutativity of the endomorphism rings of direct 
sums of groups. • , 
T h e o r e m 2. The endomorphism ring of a discrete direct sum G = 2&X of 
X 
groups Gx is commutative if and only if each of the summands G, has a commutative 
E(Gand none of G, can be mapped homomorphically onto a non-zero subgroup of 
another Gx.. 
P r o o f . Necessity. As E(G) is commutative, it follows that every endomorphic 
image of G is fully invariant (Lemma 1, [5]). As every direct summand is an endo-
morphic image, it follows that the Gx are fully invariant subgroups of G (X(LA). 
Suppose now that Gx. is mapped homomorphically onto a subgroup ( # 0 ) of Gx. 
by the homomorphism 9 dHorn (GXl,GXj) (X^-Xj). We define the mapping ,9' of 
G into itself by: 9'gx = 0 if gxiGx with 9'gx=9gx. if gXt£Gx.. Then 9' is an 
endomorphism of G or 9'€E(G). But 9'GX.<£GX., since 9' coincides with 9 on 
Gx.. Therefore Gx. is not fully invariant, which is a contradiction. We conclude 
that, none of G, can be mapped homomorphically onto a nor.-zero sub;1,roup of 
another Gx. Now let <r;, g, be two arbitrary endomorphisms of G, (X is fixed). G, 
is an endomorphic image of G and let qx be the projection of G onto Gx. Then we 
can extend the endomorphisms <rA resp. Q, of Gx to endomorphisms A resp. Q of G 
•defining ff(2g,.)='-2(TS„ and agfl 0 if gp£Gp with p^X, ag, a:gx if gx f Gx and 
likewise for g.with respect to qx. Then ag(r]xg) = Qo(f]xg) (g€G), as E(G) is commu-
tative, or oox(gx) = Q(T,(g;), gx f G,, or <rxox(g;) = Qx(7x(g,) for every g} 6 G,. This 
m e a n s (TxQx — Qx(Tx or E(GX) is commuta t ive . 
Sufficiency. Let a be an arbitrary endomorphism of G. Then &(2g>)  = 2 aS>-
x x 
Take a fixed G,. Now agx = 2 £ G„)is a finite sum and if we put a x pg x = gXp, 
f 
then aXp clearly belongs to Horn (Gx, Gp). Therefoie a>4l — 0 for X^n, and gXp— 0 
for k ^ f i . Then ag. = 2 g,^ = g.. a Q., which means that Gx is a fully invariant 
subgroup of G. E(G) = 2 ^(G;) (direct sum) and as each G, has a commutative 
. " X£A ' ' ' 
E(GX), it follows that E(G) is commutative. 
From the proof above we see that Theorem 2 also may be read as: 
T h e o r e m 2a. Let G — 2 Gx be a discrete direct sum of groups Gx. Then E(G) i ' 
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is commutative if and only if each G¡ has a commutative E(G/) and is a fully invariant 
subgroup of G. 
T h e o r e m 3. A completely decomposable torsion-free group G = 2A.> where 
x 
the Ax are torsion-free groups of rank 1 and G is their direct sum,, has a commutative 
E(G) if and only if the types of the components Ax are pairwise incomparable. 
P r o o f . First we remark that, if AXl and A, are two torsion-free groups of rank 
1, of type a and b respectively, then Ak. is isomorphic to a subgroup of Ax. if and 
only if a =§b. Now suppose that the conditions of the theorem are satisfied. Then 
we show, that none of the groups Ax can be mapped homomorphically onto a non-
zero subgroup of another Ax. For let A,... AXj be torsion-free groups of rank 1 
(X-^kj) and Jet (p be a homomorphism of A,, onto a subgroup (=»0) of Akj. Then 
it is easy to ^ee, that Ker(<p)—0 or ¡p is a monomorphism (isomorphism into). 
This means A){ is isomorphic to a subgroup of AXj i. e. <p(Ax), but this is impossible 
by the remark above as the types of Ax. and A}j are incomparable. As the A- are 
rational groups, they have commutative endomorphism rings, and E(G) is commu-
tative by Theorem 2. 
Conversely, if E{G) is commutative, then again none of the vl;. is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of another Ax by theorem 2. This means, the types of the components 
Ax are pairwise incomparable. 
The class of completely decomposable groups comprises all groups of rank 1, 
all free abelian groups as well as all divisible torsion-free abelian groups. Thus we 
have the corollaries: 
C o r o l l a r y 3. A free abelian group G has a commutative E(G) if and only if 
G = C(°°) (infinite cyclic group). 
C o r o l l a r y 4. A divisible torsion-free abelian G has a commutative E(G) if 
and only if G = 9?, where 91 is the additive group of all rational numbers. 
§ 4 . 
a) Torsion groups. Every torsion group may be represented as a direct sum of 
/7-groups Gp belonging to different primes p. The Gp, uniquely determined by G, 
are called the p-components of G. They are fully invariant subgroups of G. Therefore 
by Theorem 2a, G — 2 Gp has a commutative E(G) if and only if each GP has a p 
commutative E(GP). Then we have to characterize the /»-groups with commutative 
endomorphism ring. Now let p be a fixed prime and consider the ^-component 
Gp of G. The center of E(GP) is the ring Ŝ of p-adic integers or the residue class 
iing l/(pk) of the integers mod pk, where / is the ring of rational integers ([2], Theorem 
56. 3). Therefore, E(G„) is commutative if and only if E(Gp) is either the ring B̂ 
of p-adic integers or the ring I/ip") of integers mod pk. We now use: if A is a group 
C(pk) (k= 1,2, ...,*=), and B i s ' a /»-group such that E(B) = E(A), then B^A, 
(see [2], p. 215). Incase E(Gp)^=E(C(p")), we have Gp~C(pm). In case E(Gp) = 
— ll(pk)=zE(C(pk)), we have Gp = C(pk). Thus a /^-component Gp of G has a commu-
tative E(GP) if and only if Gp is either C(p") or C(pk). Then G = 2 Gp has a commu-
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tative E(G) if and only if G is a direct sum of groups C(pk) (k= 1,2, .... f o r 
different primes p. 
T h e o r e m 4. abelian torsion group G has a commutative E(G) if and only 
if G is a subgroup of C, where C is the additive group of rational numbers mod 1 
(cf. [5], §4, Theorem 1). 
If G is a finite abelian group, then components C(p°°) do not occur in a direct 
decomposition of G — 2 Gp in /j-components. But then G is a direct sum of a finite 
p 
number of cyclic groups C(pk) for different primes p, that means, G is cyclic. So 
.we get: 
C o r o l l a r y 5. A finite abelian group G has a commutative E(G) if and only if 
G is a cyclic group. 
More generally, a finitely generated group G is a direct sum of a finite number 
of cyclic groups of infinite and/or prime power order, say G = 2 C H + 2 C(Pk)-
in p 
Let G have a commutative E(G). If G is torsion-free, then G = (Corollary 3): 
If G is a torsion group, then G= 2 C ( P k ) f"9r different primes p, or G is a cyclic 
p . 
group (Corollary 5). If G is a mixed group, then the torsion-free component of G 
is C(«>), as none of the direct summands can be mapped homomorphically onto 
another one. The maximal torsion subgroup of G is 2C(Pk) a r , d a s E(G) is commu-
p . 
tative, 2 jC(p k ) has a commutative endomorphism ring (Theorem 2). Then 
p 
2 C(pk) is a subgroup of C (Theorem 4); in this case, as G is finitely generated, 
p 
2 C(pk) is a cyclic group C(n) (Corollary 5). Now G = C(=°) + C(«) is impossible, p 
as Horn (C(°°), C(n)).= C(n) and this contradicts the commutativity of E{G). There-
fore a mixed group G, which is finitely generated and has commutative E(G), is 
impossible. We have proved: 
C o r o l l a r y a) 6. A finitely generated abelian group G has a commutative E(G) if 
and only if G is a cyclic (infinite or finite) group. 
R e m a r k , a) For a torsion group G, SZELE—SZENDREI [5] have proved that G 
has a commutative E(G) if and only if G has this property locally, i. e. every finitely 
generated subgroup of G has a commutative E(G). By Corollary 6, this means, 
every finitely generated subgroup of G is cyclic or G is locally cyclic. Now a torsion, 
group G is locally cyclic if and only if it is a subgroup of C, which is again Theorem 4. 
b) For a torsion-free group G it is clear that if every finitely generated subgroup' 
F of G has a commutative E(F), then G has a commutative E(G). For, according 
to Corollary 6, this means that every finitely generated subgroup is C(°°), or G is. 
locally cyclic. But a locally cyclic torsion-free group G is a rational group or a sub-
group of the additive group of all rationals. Therefore G has a commutative 
E(G). The converse does not hold. A counter-example is: let p^ ,p2, .. '. be an infinite-
sequence of different prime numbers and let R be the additive group of those-
rationals, whose denominator is relatively prime to p„. Then the-complete direct". 
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sum G — 2* RF„ has a commutative E{G) (SZELE—SZENDREI [5]), but G is not 
Pn 
locally cyclic. 
c) Mixed groups. Let G be an arbitrary (mixed) group and p be an arbitrary 
prime number. If the group G contains an element of order p, then p is called 
relevant for G. Let G — T + J be a splitting mixed group, i. e. G decomposes into 
a direct sum of a torsion group T and a torsion-free group J. Here we have the 
following theorem, due to SZELE—SZENDREI [5]: 
T h e o r e m 5. Let G — T + J be a splitting mixed group, where T is the torsion 
subgroup of G. Then E(G) is commutative if and only if T is a locally cyclic group 
containing no subgroup of type C(p~) and J has a commutative E(J) and pJ=J holds 
for all primes p relevant for G. 
R e m a r k . As a special case of Theorem 5 we consider the mixed groups G 
with bounded maximal torsion subgroup. Let G be a mixed group with bounded 
maximal torsion subgroup T(nT=0). Then G is a splitting mixed group: G = T+J 
([2], Corollary 50. 4). Now suppose that G has a commutative E(G). By Theorem 5, 
T is a locally cyclic group containing no subgroup of type C(p°°). From nT— 0 
we infer that only those cyclic components C(pk) can occur in T, for which p\n. 
As n has only a finite number of prime divisors, it follows that T has a finite number 
of direct summands, i.e. T is a cyclic group and a subgroup of C(n). We may assume, 
without loss of generality, that n is the least positive integer such that nT=Q. Then 
we get T—C(n). Evidently we also have T—G[n], where G[n] is the set of all gdG 
with ng = 0. Now it is clear that J ss GIT=G/G[n] nG, i. e. the set of all ng 
with g£G, hence E(nG) is commutative by Theorem 5. As T=C(n), the prime 
divisors Pj of n are relevant for G. From Theorem 5 it follows that ptJ=J for all 
p\n. Hence nJ = J or nG = J, as nG — nJ. Conversely, if G is a mixed group with 
bounded maximal torsion subgroup T=C(n), then again T=G[n]. If nG is the 
torsion-free component of G, then we have the direct decomposition G = G[ri\ \-nG. 
Both G[«] and nG are fully invariant subgroups of G. Moreover 7 as a cyclic group 
has a commutative E(T). By Theorem 2a the commutativity of E(nG) is sufficient 
now for the commutativity of E(G). Thus we get: 
C o r o l l a r y 7. Let G be a mixed group with bounded maximal torsion subgroup 
T such that « 7 = 0 and n is the least positive integer with this property. Then E(G) 
.is commutative if and only if T=C(n) and nG is the torsion-free component of G and 
has a commutative E(nG). 
Now we want to apply these results to the investigation of rings which can be 
defined on direct sums of groups. Let G be an arbitrary (abelian) group. An (associa-
tive) ring R on G is a ring R, such that R + = G. Such a ring R has one holomorph 
if the endomorphism ring E(R+) = E(G) is commutative [6]. If G is a discrete direct 
sum of groups, and every direct summand is a fully invariant subgroup of G, the 
structure of the holomorph of a ring R on G can be described. 
T h e o r e m 6. Let G= 2 be a discrete direct sum of groups G,, such that 
Xg/i 
. each GA is a fully invariant subgroup of G. Then in each ring R on G the G:. are ideals 
.and R is their direct sum in ring-theoretic sense. A ring R on G has one holomorph 
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if and only if each of the G, (as a ring) has one holomorph. If R has one holomorph 
P(R), then P(R) is an interdirect sum of the holomorphs P(GX) (k<£A). 
P r o o f . Let g be a fixed element of G. Then multiplication of the elements of 
G from the left by g in a ring R on G induces an endomorphism of G. As Gx is fully 
invariant in G, we get ggx£Gx for each gx £ G,. Likewise we find that g, operating 
on the right side on the elements of G, induces an endomorphism of G and there-
fore gxg G G;. for each gx £ Gx. Gx is a two-sided ideal in G. Moreover gxgp £ GXH\ Gfl (0) 
for k n or GXGP •— (0). As G is a direct sum of groups Gx, we infer that R is a direct 
sum of its ideals Gx in ring-theoretic sense: Then, each Gx is fully invariant in G 
implies in particular that each Gx is invariant for the components of double homo-
thetisms of R. By Theorem 1, R has one holomorph if and only if each of the Gx 
(as a ring) has one holomorph. Finally we have to prove that the holomorph P(R) 
of R is an interdirect sum of the holomorps P(GX), (k£A). Let D resp. Dx be the 
maximal ring of related double homothetisms of R resp. G, (/. Í A ). The elements 
of the holomorph P(R) are the pairs (a, a), a£D, a£R and sum and product are 
obtained as follows: (a, a) + (Jt, b) - (cc + P, a + b), (a, a)(P, b) = (a/?, P2a + axb + ab) 
with a = (a , , a2), P = (P,, P2). As G = ¿ G ; is the discrete direct sum of ' i ts fully 
invariant subgroups Gx, it is clear that E(G) is the complete direct sum of the groups 
E(GX). Likewise D is the complete direct sum of the rings Dx. Any <x£Z) induces 
a well-defined double homothetism ax of Dx for every k. If a = (a l s a 2 )€-D and a, 
induces a i ; in Dx,a2 induces aIX in Dx, then aA = ( a u , a2;J is a double homothetism 
of Dx. Every double homothetism ax£Dx (k fixed) may be obtained as the "1 th 
component" of a double homothetism a The mapping (a, a) — (..., (<xx, ax), ...) 
is a homomorphism of P(R) = DoR into the complete direct sum of the P(GX) = 
= DxoGx. Moreover, this homomorphism is an isomorphism, because if (<xx, ax) = 
= (0,0) holds for all k£A, then (a, a) = (0,0). Then P(R) is isomorphic to a 
subring of the complete direct sum of the rings P(Gx) = DxoGx i. e. an interdirect 
sum of the rings P(GX) (k£A). This completes the proof of Theorem 6. 
Now we will give examples of groups, which satisfy the requirements of Theorem 
6. In.the torsion case, we have that every torsion group G may be represented as a 
direct sum of its p-compónents Gp. These /^-components Gp are fully invariant 
subgroúps of G. Therefore Theorem 6 may be applied to torsion groups. If G is a 
finite group, say of order n, then, if n = p\l.. .pkrr, G is the direct sum of r subgroups 
G. of order pki> (/ = 1, ..., r). Every ring Ron G is a finite ring and the ring-theoretic 
direct sum of finite /»¡-rings. RPl, which are rings on G¡ ( /=1 , . . . , r ) and annihilate 
each other for different primes p¡. The ring R has one holomorph if and only if 
each of the Rp. has one holomorph. Moreover P(R) is the direct sum of the P(Rp). 
This establishes Theorem 1 of my paper [3], (cf. also Corollary 2 of this paper). 
In the torsion-free case, we consider a torsion-free group G which is the direct 
sum of homogeneous groups such that the types of the components G are páirwise 
incomparable. By a homogeneous group we mean a torsion-free group all of whose 
elements ^ 0 are of one and the same type a. We denote by G(a) the set of all elements 
a in G for which T(a)^a. Now let Gx be a fixed homogeneous component of G of 
type ct;.. As the types of the components Gx are páirwise incomparable, we get 
G(ax) = Gx. Now the subgroups G(ci) are, for any type a, fully invariant in G. There-
fore Gx is a fully invariant subgroup of G for every k. We do not know, however, 
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whether a homogeneous group Gx has a commutative E(GX). If the homogeneous 
components Gx are torsion-free groups of rank 1 or rational groups the group 
G = 2 G). is completely decomposable. If now the types of the rational groups are 
pairwise incomparable, then the Gx are fully invariant in G. A ring R on G is the 
direct sum of its ideals Gx. In this case, any ring R on G has one holomorph, as each 
of the Gx (as a ring) has one holomorph. The last result is due to the fact, that each 
of the G) (as a rational group) has a commutative E(G}) and this is a sufficient condition 
for the uniqueness of the holomorph P(G}). The uniqueness of the holomorph of 
R is also an easy consequence of Theorem 3, as the ring E(R+) = E(G) is commu-
tative. By Theorem 6, P(R) is an interdirect sum of the holomorphs P(GX) A). 
If Gx is a rational group, then any ring Rx on Gx is a subring of the rational 
number field or a zero-ring [1]. Now we have the theorem: 
T h e o r e m 7. Let G? denote a subgroup of the additive group 91 of all rationals 
and assume that 1 € G ; . Let Rx be a non-zero ring on G; and let 1 X 1 = 1 in R¿ • 
Then the holomorph P(R>) of Rx is isomorphic to Rx © R, (ring-theoretic direct sum). 
P r o o f . Any r¡£E(R^) — E(Gx) maps 1 upon a rational r and this r characterizes 
rj. A double endomorphism ( a , , a 2 ) of R f , al £E(R¿), a2£E°(R^) is a double 
homothetism of Rx if the following conditions are satisfied: a)(ab) = (a]a)b, 
a2(ab) — a(a2b), (a.2a)b = a(a.lb) and a 2 ( a i f l ) = a,(a2a) for all a,b£Rx. As 1 X 1 = 1 
in Rx, the multiplication in Rx is the usual one of rational numbers. Now, if 
a, 1 =rx and a 2 l =r2 (r¡, r2£Rx), it is clear that a.xa — rxa, a 2 a ~ r 2 a for a l l c rgR x . 
This means, that al(ab) = (ala)b,a2(ab) = a(a2b) and a2(ata)~a¡(a2a) for all 
a,b£Rx. From (a2a)¿ = a(a1¿>) it follows that r2(ab) = ri(ab) for all a,b£Rx. As 
Rx has no zero-divisors (RÁ is a subring of the rational number field), we get r, =r2 
or a, — o£2. The double homothetisms of Rx have the form (a, a), where a.£E(Rj[). 
Now Rx has one maximal ring D, of related double homothetisms, as all double 
homothetisms are pairwise related. The mapping (/?, r¡)-+r¡ provides an isomorphism 
of Dx onto E(RX). Now every double homothetism (r¡, rj)£Dx is an inner one, i. e. 
every (f],t]) is induced by a rational number r£R such that i]a — ra for all a£Rx. 
Therefore Dx — D0k — ring of all inner double homothetisms of Rx. It is known, 
that R-JnRl^-D0k, where nRj is the annullator of Rx (RÉDEI [4]). But nKx = (0), there-
fore Rx = b„J = D) . The elements of P(RX) are pairs (77, a), r¡ = (»;, r¡) £ Dx, a € Rx. 
We write these elements as (a, b), a, b£Rx, as Rx=ÍD; . Addition and multiplication 
are defined by 
(a, b) + (c, d) = (a + c, b + d), (a, b)(c, d) = (ac, bc + ad \-bd). 
In this case P(RX) = L)xoRx is a direct sum. For let (a, b)-+n(a, b) '= (a, a + b) 
be a permutation of the elements of Rx. Then we define: (a, b) + (c, d) = 
= n(n~l(a, b)+n~l(c, d)) and (a, b)x(c, d) = 71(7i~1(a, ¿)7r_I(c, d)), and it turns 
out that (a, b) + (c, d) = (a + c,b + d) and (a, b)x(c, d) = (ac, bd). Then P(R>) = 
- D> o R; SS D; © R; P; © R,. Finally, let G = T+J be a splitting mixed group, 
where T is the torsion subgroup of G and both T and J satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 5. Tis the maximal torsion subgroup of G and therefore Tis a fully invariant 
subgroup of G. As pJ=J for all primes relevant íor G, it is clear that the equation 
pnx — a (a £ J) is solvable in / for every natural number n and every prime p relevant 
for G. Then J is a fully invariant subgroup of G. Thus G = T + J is the direct sum 
of its fully invariant subgroups T and J and we may apply Theorem 6. 
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Einige Kriterien für die Existenz des Einselementes in einem Ring 
Von F. SZÁSZ in Budapest 
§ 1. Einleitung 
Unter einem Ring werden wir in dieser Arbeit stets einen assoziativen Ring 
verstehen. Da die Ringe mit einem Einselement bzw. mit einem einseitigen Eins--
element bekanntlich eine wichtige Rolle in der Theorie der Ringe und der Operatoren-
moduln spielen, ist es zweckmäßig Kriterien für die Existenz des Einselementes in 
einem Ring zu untersuchen. Bezüglich der Untersuchungen dieser Art verweisen 
wir vor allem auf die grundlegende Arbeit [1] von R. BAER. 
Die Ringe mit Einselement bzw. mit Rechtseinselement sind auch vom Gesichts-
punkt ringtheoretischer Zerlegungssätze aus wichtig (s. die Arbeiten [5], [7], [11], [14]). 
Wir werden in dieser Arbeit weitere Kriterien für die Existenz des Einselementes 
in einem Ring angeben. Dafür werden wir im § 2 zuerst einige Ringklassen, und 
zwar hauptsächlich zwei Ringklassen betrachten. Diese zweien Ringklassen bestehen 
aus den Ringen mit laut linksännullatorfreien homomorphen Bildern, bzw. aus den 
Ringen A, für die der maximale triviale (d. h. von A annullierte) Untermodul M0 
von jedem ,-4-Rechtsmodul M ein direkter Summand von M ist. Es werden auch 
einige offene Fragen bezüglich der vorkommenden Ringklassen aufgeworfen werden. 
§ 2. Über einige Ringklassen 
Um kurz zu sprechen, benützen wir die folgenden Bezeichnungen bzw. Benennun-
gen. 
Is0-Ringe, und Ei -Ringe bezeichnen Ringe mit einem Einselement bzw. mit 
einem Rechtseinselement. 
£2-Ring bedeutet einen solchen Ring A, für den der maximale triviale'Unter-
modul M0 von jedem y4-Rechtsmodul M ein direkter Summand von M ist. 
Ein Ring A, für den a^aA für jedes a£A gilt, heißt i:3-Ring. 
Einen Ring, dessen sämtliche homomorphen Bilder keinen von Null verschiede-
nen Linksannullator und Rechtsannullator besitzen, nennen wir EA-Ring. 
Zum Schluß wird ein Ring mit laut linksannullatorfreien homomorphen Bildern 
2ss-Ring genannt. 
Mit der Hilfe einer Peirceschen Zerlegung kann bewiesen werden, daß jeder 
£ 0 -Ring ein E2-Ring ist. Jeder ,£0-Ring ist ein ¿"¡-Ring für / = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 oder 5. 
Weiterhin ist ein ¿'¡-Ring sowohl ein ü^-Ring, als auch ein E5-Ring. Sowohl die 
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j&j-Ringe, als auch die £4-Ringe sind £5-Ringe. Die durch die Matrizen 
0 1 o ' [0 0 1' 
0 1 . 0 und 0 0 1 
,0 0 1 0 0 1 / 
•über einem Primkörper erzeugte Algebra A zeigt die Existenz eines solchen £ 3 -
Ringes, der kein £ . -Ring ist. denn A ist ein £,-Ring mit von Null verschiedenen 
Rechtsannullatoren, und somit ist A kein £0-Ring. Weiterhin zeigt jeder einfache 
Radikalring A mit A2 = A?±0 (vgl. S/^SIADA [13]) die Existenz solcher Ringe, die 
:sowohl £ä-Ringe, als auch £4-Ringe, aber weder £2-Ringe noch £3-Ringe sind. 
Ein Radikalring im. Sinne von JACOBSON ist nämlich offenbar kein £3-Ring, und es 
wird in dieser Arbeit bewiesen werden, daß kein £ 2 -Ring ein von Null verschiedener 
Radikalring ist. Im Buch [10] von A. KERTÉSZ ist folgende Behauptung (mit anderer 
.Abfassung) bewiesen: Ein Ring A ist dann und nur dann ein £0-Ring, wenn es 
M = M0®MA für jeden /(-Rechtsmodul M mit dem maximalen trivialen Unter-
modul M 0 gilt, wobei ® eine moduldirekte Summe bezeichnet. Hiernach bedeutet 
•die Klasse der E2-Ringe eine formale Verallgemeinerung der £0-Ringe. 
Wir bestätigen jetzt einige Eigenschaften der £5-Ringe bzw. der £2-Ringe. 
Es gilt der folgende 
Sa tz 2. 1. (1) Jedes homomorphe Bild A' eines E¡-Ringes A ist ebenfalls ein Es-
Ring. (2) Für den Kern R' von jedem A'- Endomorphismus <p' von jedem homomorphen 
Bild A' eines E5-Ringes A gilt R' = {x'; x ' f E A', x'A'QR'}. ( 3 ) Es gilt LQLA für 
jedes Linksideal L eines E¡-Ringes A. 
Beweis. (1) Da jedes homomorphe Bild A" von A' auch ein homomorphes Bild 
des Es-Ringes A ist, hat A" keinen von Null verschiedenen Linksannullator von 
A", und somit ist A' ein £5-Ring. — (2) Bezeichnen wir die Menge {x'\x'£A', 
x'A'QR'} mit S', so ist S' ein Rechtsideal von A', für das S'A'QR' gilt. Dann 
•ergibt sich (S'cp') A'Q R'q>' und somit S'<p'= 0, denn R'tp' ist Null und A' ist liriks-
annullatorfrei. Also gilt S'Q R' und wegen R'Q S' auch S'— R'. — (3) Das Produkt 
LA ist für jedes Linksideal L ein Ideal von A, und da l + LA für jedes /££, ein Links-
.annullator des £5-Ringes A/LA ist, ergibt sich l^LA für jedes /€ L und somit LQLA, 
w. z. b. w. 
Sa tz 2. 2. (1) Es gilt A2= A für jeden E¡-Ring A. (2) Für jeden Es-Ring A und 
für jedes a£A besteht a £aA + AaA. (3) Das Jacobsonsche Radikal J von jedem £5-
Ring A stimmt mit dem Durchschnitt 0¡ aller maximalen Linksideale von A überein, 
bzw. es gilt J = A, wenn A kein maximales Linksideal besitzt. 
Beweis. (1) Ist L = A, so erhält man nach dem Satz 2. 1. 3. AQA2 und somit 
A2 = A. (2) Ist L das durch a in A erzeugte Hauptlinksideal (a),, so folgt aus dem 
Satz 2. 1. 3 a£LQLA — aA+AaA. (3) Ist £ = / , so ergibt sich nach dem Satz 
2. 1. 3 JQ JA. Da aber J der Durchschnitt aller modularen maximalen Linksideale 
von A ist, g\\i'<P,QJ, und nach einem Satz von HILLE [6] (Seite 486, Theorem 
2 2 . 15. 3) bzw. von KERTPSZ [9] erhält man JAQ<P,, woraus wegen (p,QJQJA% <P¡ 
notwendig J—0, folgt. 
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Satz 2. 3. (1) Jeder E2-Ring A ist ein Eb-Ring, und jedes homomörphe Bild 
A' eines E2-Ringes ist ebenfalls ein E2-Ring. (2) Es gibt keinen von Null verschiedenen 
E2-Ring A, der ein Radikalring im Sinne von JACOBSON ist. (3) Jeder E2-Ring A 
besitzt maximale Linksideale. (4) Ist B eine beliebige Everettsche Ringerweiterung 
eines beliebigen E2-Ringes A, so. gibt es ein Ideal C von B und eine additive Unter-
gruppe D von B+ mit B+ = C@D, CA=0, AQD, D2A^DA und dA^Ofür jedes 
von Null verschiedene Element d£A. 
Beweis. (1) Zuerst beweisen wir, daß jedes homomorphe Bild A' eines E2-
. Ringes A ebenfalls ein £2-Ring ist. Ist nämlich M' ein ,4'-Rechtsmodul mit dem 
maximalen trivialen Untermodul ( M ' ) 0 , so wird M' mit dem Vorschrift am = 
= a'm' (m — m') ein ^-Rechtsmodul M, wenn a ein beliebiges Urbild von a' bei 
einem festen Homomorphismus q> von A auf A' ist. Dann ist M0 = (M')0 der maximale 
triviale Untermodul des .4-Rechtsmoduls M mit M = M0®Mlt wobei Mi sowohl 
ein /1-Untermodul, als auch ein ¿'-Untermodul von Mist. Also ist A' mit A ebenfalls 
ein ^ - R i n g . Wir zeigen jetzt, daß jeder E2-Ring ein i^-Ring ist. Dafür genügt 
es nach dem vorigen zu bestätigen, daß jeder i^-Ring A linksannullatorfrei ist. Es sei 
nämlich Ai die kanonische (Dorrohsche) Ringerweiterung des is2-Ringes A mit einem 
Einselement. A t besteht bekanntlich aus sämtlichen Paaren (a, m), wobei a £ A 
und m eine ganze rationale Zahl ist. Definiert man die Gleichheit und Subtraktion 
der Paare komponentenweise und die Multiplikation mit den Regeln (a, m)-(b, n) = 
= (ab + mb + na, mn) bzw. (a,m)b = (ab + mb, 0), so wird der Ring A, ein 
¿-Rechtsmodul. Da A ein E2-Ring ist, ergibt sich für eine modultheoretische 
Zerlegung Aj = A0@A2, wobei A0 der maximale triviale ^-Untermodul des 
¿-Rechtsmoduls A, ist. Es gilt nun (0, 1) = (a, m) + (— a, 1 —m) mit (a,m)£A0, 
(— a, 1 — m)(LA2. Da jetzt es ab + mb = 0 für jedes b£A gilt, erhält man (b, 0) = 
= (0, \)b (-a, 1 — m)b£A2 für jedes b£A. Deshalb ergibt sich (b, 0)A = 
= (bA,0)=^0 für jedes von Null verschiedene Element b von A, folglich bAr 6 0 
für jedes von Null verschiedene Element b£A. Also ist A linksannullatorfrei, und 
somit ist jeder .E2-Ring auch ein £5-Ring. (2) Nehmen wir an, daß ein von Null 
verschiedener Radikalring A ein £ 2 -Ring ist. Ist « ein beliebiges von Null verschie-
denes Element, so sei R maximal in der Menge derjenigen Rechtsideale S von A, 
für dieiö ^ ^ gilt. Nach dem Lemma von Zorn gibt es gewiß ein solches Rechtsideal 
R. Dann ist aber der /1-Rechtsmodul A/R subdirekt unzerlegbar, denn jeder von 
Null verschiedene >l-untermodul des v4-Rechtsmoduls A/R enthält a + R. Da A 
ein Radikalring ist, gilt MAQR für den minimalen ^4-Untermodul M/R von A/R. 
Da A auch ein is2-Ring ist, liegt M\R im maximalen trivialen ^-Untermodul A0/R 
von A/R, für den A/R = A0IR@A'0/R mit einem Rechtsideal A'0 von A gilt. Da aber 
M^R gilt und A/R subdirekt unzerlegbar ist, ergibt sich A0/R — AIR, und somit 
A2<=R. Nach den Sätzen 2.3. 1 und 2.2. 1 gilt aber A2—A, und somit wegen 
AQR auch A = R, was den Bedingungen a$R und a£ A widerspricht. Dieser Wider-
spruch beweist, daß kein von Null verschiedener is2-Ring ein. Radikalring im Sinne 
Von JACOBSON ist. (3) Besitzt nun ein ^ - R i n g A ( ^ 0 ) kein maximales Linksideal, 
so gilt nach den Sätzen 2. 3. 1 und 2. 2. 3 J = A, was nach dem vorigen unmöglich 
ist. Also hat jeder von Null verschiedene ^ - R i n g A maximale Linksideale. (4) Es 
seien B eine beliebige Everettsche Ringerweiterung des E2 -Ringes A, C der maximale 
triviale /i-Untermodul des /1-Rechtsmoduls B und D ein /1-Untermodul von B mit 
B = C© D. Da A ein Ideal von B ist, ist auch C ein Ideal in B mit CA = 0 . Offenbar 
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gilt dA ^ 0 für jedes d£D mit c/^O. Weiterhin erhält man nach den Sätzen 2. 3. 1 
und 2 . 2 . 1 , 4 = A2QBAQCA+DA = DA QD und wegen DBQDC + D2, DC<gC, 
CA —0 und A = A2QBAQA ergibt sich DAQD2A, w. z. b. w. 
§ 3. Kriterien für die Existenz des Einselementes in einem Ring 
Ein von Null verschiedenes Element a eines Ringes A heißt Rechtsmultiplikator 
von A, wenn es eine ganze rationale Zahl n gibt, derart, daß xa = nx für jedes x£A 
gilt. Ähnlich lassen sich auch die Linksmultiplikatoren definieren. 
Es gilt der folgende 
Sa t z 3. 1. (1) Ein beliebiger Ring A hat dann und nur dann ein Rechtseinselement> 
wenn A ein Es -Ring ist, der einen solchen Rechtsmultiplikator besitzt, der in A kein 
Rechtsnullteiler ist. (2) Jeder torsionsfreie E4-Ring mit einem Rechtsmultiplikator hat 
ein Einselement. (3) Ein beliebiger Ring A hat dann und nur dann ein Einselement, 
wenn A ein Es-Ring ist, der einen solchen Linksmultiplikator besitzt, der in A kein 
Linksnullteiler ist. (4) Jeder torsionsfreie Es -Ring mit einem Linksmultiplikator besitzt 
ein Einselement. 
Beweis . Da die Bedingungen im Satz 3. 1. 1 für ein Rechtseinselement von A 
notwendig erfüllt sind, genügt es nur das Hinreichen der Bedingungen zu beweisen. 
Es sei also A ein Es-Ring, der einen solchen Rechtsmultiplikator a hat, der in A kein 
Rechtsnullteiler ist. Dann gibt es eine ganze rationale Zahl n mit xa — nx^O für 
jedes von Null verschiedene x£A, woraus folgt, daß A kein Element x mit .v^O 
und nx — 0 besitzt. Weiterhin existieren wegen Aa = nA und nach den Sätzen 2. 2. 1 
und 2. 2. 2 Elemente b und c€A mit a = ab + nb, woraus nx = xa = xab + nxc =• 
= nxb + nxc = nx(b + c) und somit n(x(b + c) — .v) = 0 folgt. Da A kein Element 
y mit y^O und ny — 0 hat, gilt ;v(6 + c) = x für jedes x£A, und somit ist b + c ein 
Rechtseinselement von A. (2) Ist A ein torsionsfreier ii4-Ring mit einem Rechts-
multiplikator a, so ist a wegen der Torsionsfreiheit und da A rechtsannullatorfrei 
ist, kein Rechtsnullteiler, und somit läßt sich der Satz 3. 1. 1 für den Beweis der 
Existenz eines Rechtseinselementes anwenden. Da A ein £ 4 -Ring ist, ist jedes Rechts-
einselement auch ein Einselement von A. (3) Es sei A ein iss-Ring, der einen solchen 
Linksmultiplikator a besitzt, der in A kein Linksnullteiler ist. Dann gilt ax = nx=*Q 
für eine feste ganze rationale Zahl n und für jedes x£A mit x?±0. Da aA —nA, 
AaA=AnA=nA2 =nA und adaA+AaA bestehen, gibt es ein b mit a — nb (b^Ä), 
woraus nbx = nx7i0 für jedes x£A mit x^O und somit n(bx — x) — 0 und bx = x 
für jedes x£A folgt. Also ist b ein Linkseinselement von A. Da jedes Element von 
A{\ — b) = {x — xb; x£A) ein Linksannullator des Es-Ringes A ist, gilt A(\ — b) — 0 
und somit auch xb — x für jedes x£A. Also ist b ein zweiseitiges Einselement von 
A. (4) Ist A ein torsionsfreier £5-Ring mit einem Linksmultiplikator a, so gilt ax = nx 
für jedes x£A mit festem np^O, denn A hat keinen von Null verschiedenen Links-
annullator. Wegen der Torsionsfreiheit von A+ ist a kein Linksnullteiler von A> 
und somit läßt sich der Satz 3. 1. 3 für den Beweis der Existenz des Einheitselementes 
von A anwenden, w. z. b. w. 
Sa tz 3. 2. (1) Ein beliebiger Ring A hat dann und nur dann ein Einselement, 
wenn A ein Es-Ring ist, der ein solches Element a mit AaQaA besitzt, das in A kein: 
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Linksnullteiler ist. (2) Jeder E5-Ring A. mit einem von Null verschiedenen Zentrum 
Z besitzt ein homomorphes Bild A' mit einem Einselement e'. 
Beweis. (1) Offenbar auch jetzt genügt es nur das Hinreichen der Bedingung 
im Satz 3. 2. 1 zu beweisen. Ist A ein 2i5-Ring, der ein solches Element a mit AaQaA 
besitzt, das in A kein Linksnullteiler ist, so gilt AaAQaA und somit nach dem Satz 
2 . 2 . 2 auch a£aA. Also gibt es ein Element b£A mit a = ab und a( l — b)A. D a 
a in A kein Linksnullteiler ist, ergibt sich (1 — b)A = 0 und somit ist b ein Links-
einselement von A. Da jedes Element von ¿ ( 1 — b) ein Linksannullator des E5-
Ringes A ist, erhält man auch A(\ — b) = 0, und somit ist b ein zweiseitiges Eins-
element von A. (2) Ist z ein von Null verschiedenes Element des Zentrums Z eines 
^ - R i n g e s A, so gibt es nach dem Satz 2 . 2 . 2 ein Element b£A mit z = zb~bz. 
Ist das Ideal Az von A der Annullator von z, so gilt Az A, denn z 0 ist kein Annul-
lator des Es-Ringes A. Weiterhin ergibt sich für das Ideal K — (\ — b)A + A(\ — b) + 
+ A(l — b)A gewiß KQA,. Dann ist A/K ein von Null verschiedenes homomorphes 
Bild von A mit zweiseitigem Einselement e' = b + K, w. z. b. w. 
Sa tz 3. 3. (1) Ein beliebiger Ring A hat dann und nur dann ein Einselement, 
wenn A ein Es-Ring ist, der ein solches Zentrumelement z^O besitzt, das in A kein 
Nullteiler ist. (2) Ein beliebiger Ring A hat dann und nur dann ein Einselement, wenn 
A ein Es -Ring ist, der ein solches Element a mit aA = A besitzt, das mit jedem Rechts-
ideal der Gestalt (i — b)A von A (für jedes bZA) vertauschbar ist, d.h. es gilt 
a(\ — b)A = (\-b)Aa. 
Beweis. Es genügt nur das Hinreichen der Bedingung zu beweisen. (1) Ist 
z ^ O ein Zentrumelement des Es -Ringes A, das in A kein Nullteiler ist, so gilt 
AzQzA, und somit läßt sich der Satz 3. 2. 1 für den Beweis der Existenz des Eins-
elementes in A anwenden. (2) Es seien A ein £5-Ring, a ein solches Element von A mit 
aA=A, für das a(\ — b)A = (1 — b)A-a für jedes b£A gilt. Es gibt wegen aA — A ein 
Element c£A mit ac = a, woraus wegen (1 — c)Aa = a(l — c)A = (a(l — c))A=0.A = 0t 
und wegen aA =A bzw. wegen A2 =A folgt gewiß (1 — c)AaA = (l — c)A = 0. Also 
ist c ein Linkseinselement von A, und da jedes Element von A(l — c) ein Linksannul-
lator des ¿^-Ringes A ist, ergibt sich A(l — c) = 0, und somit ist c ein zweiseitiges 
Einselement von A, w. z. b. w. 
Sa tz 3.4. (1) Ein beliebiger Ring A hat dann und nur dann ein Einselement, 
wenn A ein E2-Ring mit einem Linksmultiplikator ist. (2) Ein beliebiger Ring A hat 
dann und nur dann ein Einselement, wenn A ein solcher Ez-Ring mit einem Rechts-
multiplikator ist, der keinen von Null verschiedenen Rechtsannullator besitzt. 
Beweis. Für die Notwendigkeit der Bedingungen in beiden Behauptungen 
bemerken wir, daß jeder is0-Ring ein ü j - R ' n g ist. Ist nämlich e das Einselement 
eines E0 -Ringes A und ist M ein beliebiger ^4-Rechtsmodul, so ist Me wegen 
MeA = MAQM und Me5MeAe = MeA ein ¿-Rechtsmodul und M( 1 —e) ist 
der maximale triviale ¿-untcrmodul von M = A/(l — e)Q)Me. Also folgt der Beweis 
des Hinreichens beider Bedingungen. (1) Es sei A ein ^ - R i n g mit einem Links-
multiplikator b^O. Dann gibt es eine ganze rationale Zahl n mit (b + n)A — 0. 
Hiernach gehört das Paar (b, n) aus der kanonischen Ringerweiterung A, von A 
mit einem Einselement zum maximalen trivialen Untermodul A0 des /1-Rechtsmoduls 
At (vgl. mit dem Beweis des Satzes 2. 3. 1). Da A nach dem Satz 2. 3. 1 linksannulla-
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torfrei ist, existiert zu jedem n höchstens ein (eventuell kein) bZA mit (b,n)^A0. 
Es sei nun (a, m)£A0 ein solches Paar, für das der absolute Wert \m\ minimal in 
der Menge aller |«| mit (b. n)£A0 ist. Es kann offenbar 0 vorausgesetzt werden, 
denn A ist ein £ 2 -R ing und somit linksannullatorfrei. Gilt nun n = mq + r mit 
0 S r < m für ein beliebiges Paar (b, n) von A0, so erhält man wegen (b — qd)x = 
= bx — qax = — nx + qmx — — rx für jedes x£A gewiß (b — qa,r)£A0, was im 
Falle /'T^O der Minimalität von \m\ mit (a,m)£.A() widerspricht. Also r — 0 ist not-
wendig, und somit auch (b — qa)x = 0 für jedes x£A. Da aber A keinen von Null 
verschiedenen Linksannullator besitzt (vgl. Satz 2. 3. 1), ergibt sich b = qa und somit 
(b, n) = q(a, m). Also ist die Abelsche Gruppe zyklisch und offenbar unendlich. 
Da A ein £ 2 -Ring ist, erhält man Al — A0®A2 mit einem /f-Untermodul A2 von 
A i , und es gilt 
(0, 1) = k(a, m) + (—ka, \ — km) 
mit k(a, m)£A0, (—ka, I — km) £ A 0 und mit einer ganzen rationalen Zahl k. Wegen 
AoT±0 ergibt sich k?±Q. Da 
( .v , 0 ) = ( 0 , l ) . v = (-ka, 1 — km)a<cA2 
für jedes x£A gilt, erhält man wegen (—ka, 0)ZA2 auch (0, \—km)£A2, woraus 
wegen »7(0, 1— km)£A2 gewiß 
(1 — km) (a, m) --= ((1 - km)a, 0) + (0, m(l-km)) £A2 DA0 
und somit I— km = 0 folgt, denn (a, m) erzeugt eine unendliche zyklische additive 
Gruppe. Wegen » j > 0 und km— 1 ergibt sich /77=1, und somit ist e = —a wegen 
£7A' + .v = 0 für jedes x £ A ein Linkseinselement von A. Da jedes Element von 
A(\— e) ein Linksannullator des £2-Ringes A ist, gilt nach dem Satz 2 . 3 . 1 
.4(1 — e) — 0, und somit ist e das; Einselement von A. (2) Zuerst zeigen wir, daß 
jeder Rechtsmultiplikator eines rechtsannullatorfreien Ringes A auch ein Linksr 
multiplikator ist, und somit läßt sich der Satz 3. 4. 1 zum Beweis des Satzes 3. 4. 2 
anwenden. Es sei also A ein rechtsannulatorfreier Ring mit einem Rechtsmultiplikator 
a. Dann gibt es eine ganze rationale Zahl // mit xa = nx für jedes x£A, woraus man 
wegen (xy)a — n(xy) auch 
x(ya) = (xy)a = n(xy) = (nx)y = {xa)y = x(ay) 
für jedes x.y£A erhält. Also gilt x(ya-ay) — 0 für jedes x , y ( L A und somit 
A(ya-ay) = 0 für jedes y£A. Da aber A keinen von Null verschiedenen Rechts-
annullator besitzt, ergibt sich ya = ay für. jedes y€A und somit ay = ny für jedes 
y£A. Also ist a auch ein Linksmultiplikator von A. Ist nun A insbesondere ein E2-
Ring, so hat A nach dem vorigen ein Einselement, w. z. b. w. 
Zum Schluß möchte ich einige offene Fragen erwähnen. 
P r o b l e m 1. Was ist eine notwendige und hinreichende Bedingung dafür, daß 
die im Satz 2. 3. 4 vorkommende additive Unteigruppe D ein Rechtsideal bzw. ein 
Ideal von B ist? 
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P r o b l e m 2. Gibt es einen von Null verschiedenen is2-Ring, der ein Radikal-
ring im Sinne von B R O W N — M C C O Y [2] ist? 
P r o b l e m 3. (A. KERTESZ [10]) Hat jeder jE^-Ring ein Einselement? 
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О семействах автоматных отображений 
Ф. ГЕЧЕГ (Сегед)*) 
Как известно, между множеством всех автоматных отображений 
(р: Р(Х) -» Е(Х), обладающих фиксированным алфавитом X (X < Ко) и 
множеством (инициальных) автоматов А, их осуществляющих, можно уста-
новить однозначное соответствие так, что произведение <р{ ... <рк отобра-
женый </>,, ..., <рк осуществляется суперпозицией А1...АД: автоматов А 1 ; ..., Ак. 
Таким образом, если мы интересуемся отображениями, осуществляемыми 
суперпозициями некоторых автоматов А ; (г = 1, ..., к), то достаточно ограни-
чиваться исследованием подполугруппы с образующими (р1,...,срк полу-
группы Нх всех автоматных отображений <р: Г(Х)-*Е(Х). 
Б. Ч а к а н ь предложил поставить в соответствие классу всех конечных 
автоматов некоторую алгебраическую систему так, что — аналогично вы-
шесказанным — при рассмотрении отображений, осуществляемых компози-
циями (произведениями) некоторого типа данных конечных автоматов можно 
было ограничиваться рассмотрением подсистемы, порожденной соответству-
ющими элементами этой алгебраической системы. В настоящей статье дается 
решение этой проблемы относительно ^-произведений [1]. Цри этом доказы-
вается, что с точки зрения представления отображений квази-суперпозиция 
автоматов, введенная в [2] равносильна ./^-произведению тех же автоматов. 
§ 1 
X и У будут обозначать произвольные конечные множества. Пусть 
<р: Е(Х) — Г(У) — произвольное автоматное отображение, а <рр:Р(Х)-<-
— £(У) X)) — отображение, переводящее слово д(£Р(Х)) в слово г, 
удовлетворяющее равенству ср(рд) = (р(р)г1). Следуя Р э н и [3], мы будем 
называть <рр состоянием отображения ср. Мы говорим, что <р — отображение 
веса п (обозначение: ¡((р) = п), если <р обладает п различными состояниями. 
<р называется отображением конечного веса, если п < • Класс всех автоматных 
отображений конечного веса будем обозначать через Ь. Для начального 
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') F(X) — свободная полугруппа с системой образующих X, е 
полугруппы F(X), удовлетворяющий равенствам <р{ё) = е и <ps — (p. 
— единичный элемент 
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отрезкар ' = xl...xi с л о в а р = хх...хп будем пользоваться обозначением 
/?( /+1) . В частности, р(\) = е и р(п +1) = р. 
Пусть <р: F(X)-*F(Y) — любое отображение конечного веса, V и Z — 
произвольные конечные множества, а 9 и 3' — однозначные отображения 
V в X и {(рр\р € F(X)) X V в Z, соответственно. 
Отображения 9 и 9' мы продолжим и на F(V): если q — vl...v„£F(V), то 
Hvl...vJ = 9(»i)-Hvld . 
и 
3'((РР> Ч) = 8'(<PpWq)(1))' V1) - «„)• 
Отображение ф\ F(V)-*F(Z), для которого выполняется ф(q) = 9'((р, q) 
(q € F( К)), будем называть производным отображением от q> и обозначать 
через ((р, 9, 9'), если только необходимо знать, о каких отображениях (9, 9') 
идет речь.2) Отношение между отображением и его производным выражается 
символом х (например ф <<р). 
Подкласс Li класса L назовем семейством отображений, если Li содержит 
вместе с каждым отображением <p£Lj и все производные от (р. Подмножество 
(<pi, ..., <рк) семейства ( L ^ L ) назовем базисом Lt (обозначение: Lt = 
= [(Pi, ...,<рк]), если любое q>£L; является производным хотя бы от одного 
(рj ( j =],..., к). Естественным путем определяются семейства с конечным 
базисом. Такие семества в дальнейшем будут отличаться — вместо оговорки — 
жирным шрифтом. 
Пусть ср: F(X)^-F(Y) и ф: F(V)-^F(Z) — произвольные отображения 
конечного веса. Определим отображение £ множества F(XX V) в мно-
жество F(((pp\p£F(X))xtyq\q £F(V))) следующим образом: 
£((/>» Ч)) = (<Р, Ф\Р,ЯК1) •••(<?> Ф)(р,9М = (<Р/>(1)> Фя( 1)) •••(9р(„), Фд(„)), 
где n = d((p,q)) = d(p) = d(q) (d(p) обозначает длину слова р). Нетрудно пока-
зать, что I и вес £ не больше произведения весов ср и ф. ^ называется прямой 
суммой отображений (риф. Мы пишем: £ = (р + ф. 
Берем совокупность L всех семейств отображений с конечным базисом. 
В L мы вводим две двуместных операции: сложение и произведение, которые 
2) Пусть А = А(Х, А,ао, У, 5,1) — минимальный автомат, индуцирующий отображение 
<р. Как известно, в качестве множества А можно брать {<рР\р £ ̂ (Х)). В этом случае 
<%Р, х) = <ррх, 
К<РР, х) = <рР{х). 
Рассмотрим произвольные конечные множества С и / , далее, однозначные отображения 
9: У-Х и 8': (фР\реР(Х))хУ-2. Обозначим через В = В(Н, А, о0, <5', А') автомат, для 
которого выполняется 
¿'(.</>е,и) = ё(<рр,9(и)), 
А ' О Р , " ) = Я ' О Р , " ) (<РР£Л, и 6 Ю-
Нетрудно показать, что (<р, 5, $') не что иное, как отображение, индуцируемое автома-
том В. 
Заметим еще, что отношение -с — транзитивно. 
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обозначим символами © и о , соответственно. А именно, для произвольных 
Ъ 1 , Ь,- 6 Ь пусть 
Ь, ® Ь,- .= и [Я>1 + Ф Л (<Р1 € Ь,, € Ьу); 
<р>> ll'J 
Автоматное отображение ф: Е (и) — назовем гомоморфным образом 
отображения <р: Е(Х) — Е(У), если найдутся такие однозначные отображения 
X на и и У на У: £ и соответственно, что для любого р£Е(Х) имеет место, 
соотношение (/>)) = «А (<5 С/7))- Здесь £ и продолжены на Е(Х) и Е(У) 
естественным (гомоморфным в обычном смысле слова) образом. Если и. 
£,' являются взаимно однозначными, то мы говорим, что <р и ф изоморфны и 
пишем ср^ф. 
Отметим, что одновременное выполнение ( р ^ ф и влечет за собой 
ф Далее, из соотношений ср ф и <р' ф' не обязательно вытекает <рср' а фф'. 
Следует также отметить, что результаты этой статьи могли бы быть 
получены и без употребления термина „класс", если вместо любого мно-
жества из п элементов было бы рассмотрено фиксированное множество 
(1, . . . ,я) . Это, однако, .привело бы к громоздким вычислениям, не дающим 
нам ничего существенно нового. 
§ 2 
В этой части производится несколько более подробное исследование 
понятий, введенных в § 1. Относительно производных автоматных отобра-
жений имеет место 
Л е м м а 1. Если <р£Ь, то и любое производное ф от <р содержится в Ь; 
далее, з(ф)Шя((р). 
Сперва покажем, что если имеет место ф < <р, то и ф является автоматным 
отображением, т. е. ф сохраняет длину слов и начальный отрезок слов отобра-
жает в начальный отрезок образа, Пусть Е(У) = (<р(: Е ( Х ) ^ 
— Е(У)), у у'). По определению производного отображения очевидно, чтс 
ф сохранит длин слов. 
Пусть .g = ví...vn, r = vn+1...vm (д,г£Е(У)) — произвольные слова. Тогда 
выполняется равенство 
ф(дг) = ф(рх... юпрп+1... О = у'(9уШ1 )>»1)---У'(<РуШп)> ип) •У'(<Ру(г)(п+1),ип+1).:. 
т .е . ф отображает начальный отрезок слов в начальный отрезок образа. 
Надо еще доказать, что выполняется и я^)^.?((??). Для этой цели доста-
точно показать, что из равенств у{д)=р, у(д')=р' и '(рр = (рр'- (д, д'£Р(У); 
р, р' £Е(Х)) следует равенство фд = ф,,-. Последнее утверждение верно, так как 
для произвольного г £ Е(У) имеет место равенство ф9(г) = У,((Р^д)>г) = УХ(РУ(Ч'Рг) — 
= Ф„'(г). • 
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Л е м м а 2. Если L ; , L j £ L , то L ; © L j Ç L и L ; G Lj 6 L. 
Ввиду транзитивности отношения -<, по определению суммы и произ-
ведения очевидно, что сумма и произведение двух семейств отображений 
является семейством отображений. Далее, так как вес (р + ф,(рф и производ-
ных отображений от них не больше чем s((p)sty), то существует такое натураль-
ное число п, что для всех £(iL ;©Lj- и £GL;OL ; справедливы неравенства 
s(Ç)ên. Поэтому, если мы покажем, что каждое такое семейство L ' (QL) 
отображений, для которого при фиксированном натуральном п выполняется 
,s(<p)^n (<p£Z/), обладает конечным базисом, то и получается доказательство 
леммы 2. 
Итак, пусть L' — такое семейство отображений, для которого существует 
натуральное п так, что Î(<P) — п справедливо для всех cpÇ_L'. Пусть (p:F(X)~* 
— F(Y) {(р ÇL' ) — некоторое отображение, где X >п". В этом случае найдутся 
два символа х, х' Ç.X таких, что для всех р£Е(Х) имеем (ррх — (ррх'. Действи-
тельно, так как число всех однозначных отображений в себя множества из 
п элементов равно п", то наше утверждение справедливо.3) Пусть <р : Е(Х*) --
— F(((pp\p Ç F(X) )) (X* — Х\х) — отображение, переводящее слово xt ... х,£ F(X*) 
в слово (p'(pXl ••• (Рх,...х,-г Очевидно, что (р представяетса в виде 
где 9(х) =х и 9'(cpp,x) =(рр (х£Х*,р£Е(Х*)), т. е. 1р<(р. Покажем, что выпол-
няется и отношение ц> <ф, иными словами, имеет место равенство (р = (ф, у, у'), 
где у, у'—подходящие отображения. Определим у : Х-+Х* и у'\ ((рр\р£ F(X*))X 
X А"—У следующим образом: 
{X:, если х-.7±х' х, если = И 
Нетрудно доказать, что для этой пары (у, у') справедливо равенство ц> — 
= (<р, у, у'). Но Х*<Х, и таким образом, продолжая этот процесс, принимая 
во внимание транзитивность отношения -< и конечность4) числа отображений 
(p:F(X) — Е(((рр\р£Е(Х))), при X ^п" и s((p)^n получается, что L' обладает 
конечным базисом. Этим лемма 2 доказана. 
Относительно произведения семейств отображений справедлива следу-
ющая 
Л е м м а 3. Для любых элементов L,-, L,-£L выполняется равенство 
L, G L j = ^ фJ | <p;(: F(X) - F (Y)) 6 Ь г , ^ (: F(Y)-~F(Z)) Ç Ly>. 
Пусть e имеет вид е=*((рф, y, y') £ Lf о L ; , где e : F(U) - F( V), cp:F(X) - F (Y) 
и ф:Е(У)-~ F(Z)((pÇ.Li, Покажем существование таких <р'<ср и ф' <ф, 
3) Здесь речь идет об отображениях x:<pp~q>px, где <р и л е Л"— фуксированы; pçF(X) и 
tpiL', т.е. (<pp\peF(X)) Ш п. 4) Здесь изоморфные отображения считаются тождественными. 
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что £ = <р' ф'. Рассмотрим отображения 
. <p'(:F(U)~F(Ux(q>p\p£F(X))XY)) = (<p,e,e') 
( О ' : < < ? > £ F { X ) ) X U - U X ( ( p p \ p £ F ( X ) ) X Y ) 
где 
в (и) = у (и), в'((р„, и) = (и, (рр, < P P ( Q { U ) ) ) ( P £ F ( X ) , U £ U ) 
9(и, <рр,у) = у, 9'(фч,(и, <рр,у)) = у'((фр, фч), u)(qeF(Y)). 
Пусть r = ui ...u„£F(U)— произвольное слово. Тогда 
s 0 0 = У'((<рФ)> " i ) ••• У'{(<РФ)у(г)о,)' и>) = У'{(<Р> Ф)> " О -
•••У'{(<ру(.г)(л), Ф<р(у(г)(П))\ "л) 
И 
ч>'00 = e'(<p>ui) ••• e ' f e r j w - e J = , ^ w w <?«(-•)(«)(сЮ)) = 
= (" l , <Р, Ф (у ( " 1 » ) ф;'(г)(„>> Ф7(Г)(П)(?("„))); 
(ф'ф') (г) = ф'(ф'(г)) = ф'((и1 , <Р, («!») ... (и„, ^7(Г)(Я)(У Ю») = 
= (и1з ф, ф(у(Ml)))) ... (и„, 97(г)(п)(у(««)))) = 
= у'(0Р> Ф)> "i) ••• У'(0Р,.(г)(П). ФрмГ)(Л»)> "и); 
е(г) = (ф'ф')(г). 
Лемма 3 доказана. 
П р е д л о ж е н и е . Множество L . является структурно упорядоченной 
алгебраической системой относительно сложения, умножения и теоретико-
множественного включения. 
Для того, чтобы L при упорядочении ^ образовало структуру относи-
тельно операций пересечения и объединения, достаточно показать, что пере-
сечение произвольных L ; , Ly£L обладает конечным базисом; аналогич-
ное утверждение справедливо, очевидно, для объединений. Ь ; П Ь у ^ 0 , так 
как выполняется для всех L f , где s(<р) = I. Далее, мы видим, что 
LiHLj- является семейством отображений. Так как весы отображений, содер-
жащихся в L ; или L j имеют общую верхнюю границу, то и весы отображений 
из Lf П L j обладают общей верхней границей. Отсюда, в силу леммы 2, полу-
чается существование конечного базиса для Ь ; П Ь у . 
Теперь покажем ассоциативность сложения и умножения, т. е. докажем 
справедливость равенств (L; © Ly) © L t = L ; © (Ly ©L s ) и (L; о Ly) О Lk = L ; G 
0 ( Ь у 0 Ь к ) для всех L;,LjjLjfeCL. 
Ассоциативность произведения, в силу леммы 3, тривиально, так как 
произведение отображений является ассоциативным. Ассоциативность сло-
жения вытекает из того, что элементы из ^ ¡ ф Ь у ) © Ь к и только они пред-
ставляются в виде ((ф + ф + т),у,у') (<р £ L ; , i/* £ Ly, т £ Lj.); то же самое верно 
для элементов из L ; ©(Ly©L t ) . 
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Для завершения доказательства нашего предложения надо еще показать . 
(см. [4] стр. 191), что имеют место следующие соотношения: 
Ь, © (Ь; и и) = (Ь; © Ь,) и (Ь, © Ък), 
(Ь; и Ь») © Ь; = (Ь; © Ь;) и ( Ц © Ъд 
Ц о и Ь») = (Ц. о Ь,) и (Ц О Ь»), 
' Это, однако, вытекает из самого определения сложения и умножения. Отсюда 
получается и монотонность этих операций. 
Заметим, что семейство Ь ; (£Ь) отображений, для отображения <р которого 
выполняется .у(<р) = 1, является единичным элементом для умножения и сло-
жения. Поэтому мы его обозначим через Ь с . 
§ 3 
Операции и структурное упорядочение, введенные в предыдущих параг-
рафах, связаны между собой, кроме монотонности, и следующим законом. 
Т е о р е м а 1. Для любых имеет место 'L¡фLjQLiOLj. 
Для доказательства теоремы 1, ввиду определения сложения и транзитив-
ности отношения -<, достаточно показать, что для произвольных (р, ф 
(<р £ Ь; , ф выполняется (p + ф£~L•lO"Lj. Пусть (риф имеют вид <р: Р(Х) — Е(У) 
и У: Е(У)-+Е^). Рассмотрим отображения <р' и ф', определенные следующим 
. образом: (р' = ((р, у, у') и ф' = (ф, 9, 9'), где 
у((х, V)) = у'((рр, (х, V)) = (х, V, (р„), 
9((х, V, <рр)) = р, 9'(фд, (х, V, (рр)) = ((рР, I/д 
{(х,и)£ХхУ, р£Е(Х), (х^,(рр)£ХхУХ(<Рр\р£Р(Х)), деЕ(У)). 
Покажем, что <р + ф = <р'ф''. Отсюда, ввиду <р' <(р пф' -<ф, получим 
доказательство теоремы 1. 
Пусть г = (х1,и1)...(хп,ь„)£Е(ХХ.У) — произвольное слово. Тогда 
(<р' ф')(г) = ф'((р'(г)) = ф'Цх^ю^ср^)) ... (хя,1>я, </>,(„),)) = (ФгцьЖоь) ••• 
•~(Ч>г(»ъ,Фг(пъ) = (<Р>Ф\<.1)-(<Р,Ф)гм - (Ф + Ф)(г) 5). 
Этим теорема 1 доказана. 
С л е д с т в и е . Если получается из элементов Ь , , . . . , Ь т путем I-
кратного применения сложения и умножения, то существует такое € Ь, 
Ьк^Ьк, которое получается из Ь,,..., Ь„, путем 1-кратного применения 
единственного умножения. 
5) Здесь (х,, у,) ... (х„, у„)1 (;'= 1, 2) означает слово л-, ...л-,,, если / = 1 , и слово у, ...у, 
если / = 2. 
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В самом деле, такое \!к получается из Ък, заменяя в выражении Ьк через 
1,!,...., Ь т знак © везде знаком о . 
Автомат А = А(Х, А, а0, А, ¿, X) называется автоматом Медведева, если 
для всех а£А и х£Х имеет место X(а, х) = а. 
Рассмотрим конечное или бесконечное множество конечных автоматов 
Медведева и пусть Л —(],..., к) — некоторое частично упорядоченное 
множество. Каждому элементу ¿£Я однозначно сопоставим элемент из 31. 
Автомат, сопоставляемый элементу г, мы будем обозначать через А,-. Пусть 
X, У — любые конечные множества, а £ и / — отображения, отобража-
ющие А1Х---ХАкх^г в Х,Х...ХХк и в У, соответственно. Автомат 
А = А(Х, А, а0, У, 5, X) мы будем называть /^-произведением автоматов 
А , , ..., Ак. относительно множеств X, У и отображений , если выполняются 
условия: 
(1) . А = А1Х-.-ХАк, 
(2) а0 = (а10,...,ак0), 
(3) д((а1, ..., ак), х) = ((51 (а,, х•,), ..., 5к(ак, хк)), 
где 
(.V!, ..., хк) = ^(й,, ...,ак,х) = {£,1(а1, ...,.ак,х), ..., ^(а,, ...,ак, *)) 
и ^ (1 ^ ¡ ^ к ) не зависит от элементов из А е с л и / не больше, чем / относи-
тельно частичного упорядочения Я, 
(4) Х((а,,..., ак),х) = % («1, •••ак,х). 
Пусть А = А(Л", А, а0, 6') означает произвольный автомат Медведева; 
X, У — любые множества, а у: Х-~Х', X: АхХ^У — произвольные отобра-
жения. Через А ( у , я ) = АСг-л)(Х, А, а0, У, 3, X) мы обозначим автомат, выходной 
функцией которого является X, а для функции Перехода выполняется <5 (а, х) = 
= 3'(а, у(х)) (а£А, 'х£Х). 
Суперпозицию А}' 1 ' Я | ) • • •А ( к У к ' (если существует) мы назовем квази-супер-
позицией относительно (Аг(, Уи Я,|/= 1, ..., к) автоматов А — А^Х1, А{, «¡„,¿0 
(1-.= 1 к ) . 
Понятно, что квази-суперпозиция является час+ным случаем /?-произ-
ведения. 
• В этом параграфе фг означает отображение, индуцируемое автоматом А,. 
Обратно, если задано автоматное отображение ф', то А; служит для обозна-
чения некоторого из автоматов, индуцирующих ф1. 
Подсистему с образующими Ь,', ...,Тик алгебраической системы Ъ мы 
обозначим через {Г^, ..., ЬА.}. 
Алгебраическая система Ь и /^-произведения автоматов тесно связаны 
между собой, как. показывает 
Т е о р е м а 2. Автоматное отображение <р представляется некоторым 
Я-произведением автоматов Медведева А , , ..., Ак тогда и только тогда, если 
существует такое ...Дф*]}, что выполняется <р£Ь* . 
Предположим, что. ср представляется Л-произведением А автоматов 
А , , . . . ,Ак , относительно множеств X, У и отображений с,, у. Доказательство 
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проведем индукцией по числу / сомножителей /{-произведения. Впервые пусть 
— / = 1 , т . е . А обладает единственным сомножителем A i=A i (A r i , а,0 , <5,).. 
Покажем, что ц> представляется в виде (<р', у, у'), где у, у' — подходящие 
отображения. Пусть у(х) = £(х) и у'(<Ру(„), х) = х(я,0 • у(р), х). Такой выбор 
отображения у' является однозначным, так как для любого отображения <р', 
индуцируемого автоматом Медведева, из ' (p'pi= <р'ч1 вытекает аюр: = 
— ai01i{Pi' h € Далее, пусть p = xi...x„£F(X) — произвольное слово. 
Тогда, выполняется равенство у'(<р\ р) = у'(ц>\ x j • у'(ц>уШ2)>х2).. • у' (.Я>уш«) > хп) = 
= x(ai0,xi)-x(aio(y(p)(2)),x2)...x(aio(y(p)(n)),xn) = <р{р). Этим случай / = 1 
исчерпан. Пусть наше утверждение справедливо для чисел, меньших чем: 
/ 2 ) и пусть <р представляется /^-произведением А автоматов А_,- £ ( А ; / = 1, ... 
..., к) (у = 1, . . . , / ) относительно множеств X, У и отображений t, Х- Пусть 
А, — один из минимальных элементов относительно частичного упорядо-
чения R. Теперь рассмотрим ^-произведение А' = А'(Х', А', а'0, У', S', 2.'} 
автоматов А 1 ; ..., А,_! относительно Х'=Х, У =АХ X ... Х Л - i X X, 
. . .ХЛ,_ 1 XA r -J5T 1 X.. .XA r l _ 1 , A i X . . . X A , - l x X - ~ A l X . . . X A , - l X X и три-
виальное i?2-произведение А" = А"(Х", A", Oq, У", 8", а ) автомата А, относи-
тельно X" = AiX ••• XAi-i XX, Y"=Y,{":A1X...XAl_1XX-*Xl, 
... ХА,-! XX— У, где Rt получается ограничением R на множество <1, ..., /— 1).. 
Более точно, пусть выполняются 
...,а,-1,х)= (^(Й!, ...,al-i,al,x)...£,l-i{ai, ..., , а„ х)), 
X'(at, ...,а,_1,х) = (a1, ...,al^l,x), 
••• «i-i. (*) = • Я/, x), 
• x"(a„ (a, , ..., л-)) = x(<*t> •••> ai-i> ai> *)• 
(В определении at£At — произвольннй.) Определение не может 
содержать противоречие, так как £г (г = 1, . . . , / ) не зависит от at(£ А,). Обоз-
начим через ср' и ср" отображение, индуцируемое автоматом А' и А", соот-
ветственно. Докажем, что <р = cp'q>". Для доказательства этого достаточно 
показать, что можно установить инициальный 21-изоморфизм (см. [5]) между 
А и суперпозицией А* = А*(Х, А*, а%, Г, <5*, Я*) = А'А". Рассмотрим тож-
дественные отображения множеств X, А, X •••ХА1 и У на себя. Они и дают 
искомый изоморфизм. Пусть х£Х, (a l 5 ..., at) £AL X ••• XA, — произвольные. 
Тогда 
<5((als :.., a,), x) = ( ¿ i i« ! , ^(f i t i , ..., a,, x)), ..., St(a,, ..., a,, x))) 
и 
<5*((al3 a,), x) = (5'((a1} ..., a , - J , x), «5"(a„ ..., a , - ! ) , x))) = 
= (<5i(ai, S i f a i , . . . , a , ,x ) ) , ..., <5,(я4> ..., a,, x))), 
т. е. 
S((a1} ..., a(), x) = <5*((d1; ..., a,), x). 
Аналогично, 
Я((я1; ...,a,),x) = ф(а1, ..., a , , x) 
и 
A*((fli, ..., o(), x) = A"(a,, A'((«i, ..., x)) = ' 
= A"(a,, ( a j , . . . . а , . ! , ^ ) ) = ф(аг, ...,a„x), 
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т. е. • 
...,а,),х) = 2*((а1,...,а1),х). 
Этим показано, что <р = (р'(р". Но в силу индуктивного предположения для 
(р' и <р" выполняется <р'£1,'^{[(р1], ..., [<рк]} и <р" £Ь" £{[(/], ..., [(рк]}, соот-
ветственно. Необходимость теоремы 2 этим доказана. 
Обратно, предположим, что ср £Ь* £{[<?'], ..., [<рк]}. Путем индукции м ы 
покажем, что (р представляется некоторой квази-суперпозицией автоматов из 
(А ; | / = 1, ..., к). Впервые, пусть выполняется (р£[<р] и <р(: Е(Х) — 
= (<р'(: Е(Х1) — у, у'). Тогда ср индуцируется автоматом А[у'л>, где Х = у'. 
Действительно, так как А ; является автоматом Медведева, то <р1р. = ср1ч. 
(Р1> тогда и только тогда, если я10/?; = а,0<7(. Поэтому, принимая во 
внимание конструкцию автомата А/' 'л> вытекает справедливость нашего 
утверждения. 
Теперь предположим, сто <р принадлежит к такому Ь*, которое полу-
чается из [<р'], ..., [(рк] путем /(&2)-кратного применения сложения и умно-
жения. Тогда, по следствию теоремы 1, отображение <р содержится в элементе 
Ь** совокупности Ь, получающемся из [ср1], ..., [(рк] путем /-кратного при-
менения единственного умножения, т .е . ц>= »/*, ...ф, (|/','£([ф1]и ••• и [(рк]), 
¡ = ] , . . . , / ) . В силу индуктивного предположения ф{. '..ф,~, представляется 
некоторой квази-суперпозицией А ( / ' ' ^ ' ' . . . А ^ 1 ' я ' " ' ) автоматов Ау(£(А!, ..., Ак))> 
О' = ] , . . . , / — 1), а (р1 — как выше указано — индуцируется некоторым автома-
том А|Уг' (А, £(А], ..., Ак)). Таким образом ср = ф1...ф1^1 ф, представляется 
суперпозицией А1/1" ! '1)...А^11 'Л '" ' )-А->, '" , ' ), т. е. юдной из квази-суперпозиций 
автоматов А; , ...,-Ад.. Этим теорема 2 полностью доказана. " . 
Из теоремы 2, принимая во внимание и доказательство достаточности; 
этой теоремы, вытекает 
Т е о р е м а ' 3 . Если <р индуцируется некоторым Я-произведением с I сомно-
жителями автоматов из (А,|г = 1, ..., /с), то <р представляется и некоторой;: 
квази-суперпозицией с I сомножительями автоматов из (А,|/ = 1, ..., к). 
§ 4 
Элемент будем называть минимальным, если для любого-
Ьу£Ь из вытекает Ьу = Ь е , или Ьу = Ь ; . Относительно минимальных, 
элементов алгебраической системы Ь имеет место 
Т е о р е м а 4. Элемент Ь ;( ^ является минимальным тогда и только 
тогда, если найдется такое <р(: £(У))£Ь; и простое число п, что, 
(1) ь , = ы, 
(2а) <РР = Ч><, (Р> Ч £Е(Х))ос1(р) = й?(?)(тос1 и), 
или 
(1) . и --- \ <Р1 • 
(2Ь) * <р„ = <рч (р,д£Е(Х))ос1(р),с1(д)>0. 
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Для доказательства достаточности сперва предположим, что выполня-
ется (I) и (2а). В этом случае автомат А = А ( Х , А , а 0 , У, 6, Я) с множеством 
•состояний и с функцией переходов 
А = <а0, ...,(/„-!>, 
если /</2—1, 
а0, если / = п— 1 
является минимальным автоматом, индуцирующим отображение (р, которое 
.служит базисом семейства Ь ( . . 
Если покажем, что для любого отображения ф в случае ф-<ср справедливо 
хотя бы одно из я(ф) = 1 и (р < ф, то будет доказано, что семейство Ь,- — мини-
мально. В самом деле, для любого отображения ф, содержащегося в семействе 
(5=1^) в случае .у(ф) = 1 имеем Ь ; = Ь С , а если существует ф из такое, что 
.(р<ф, то I-у = [«А] = [ф] = 
Рассмотрим произвольное отображение ф: /"((/)-»/"(К) из сежейства 11,(. 
Так как ф<(р, то ф=(<р, у, у'), где у, у'— подходящие отображения. Принимая 
во внимание транзитивность отношения -<, это значит, что автомат В = 
= В ( и , В , Ь 0 , У,8' ,к') , где 
В = А; Ь0 = а0, 
{а1 +1, если / < « — ] , «о, если I = п—1, 
Х'{щ,и) = у'(а1,и) (а^А, м€С/) 
индуцирует отображение ф. 
Нетрудно показать (см. [5]), что вес отображения ф равен числу попарно 
неэквивалентных состояний автомата В. Докажем, что их число равно 1, или 
же п. Если разбиваем В на такие классы, что в одном и том же классе содер-
жатся только эквивалентные элементы, то при таком разбиении л для любых 
-состояний а, Ь и входного сигнала и из а = Ь(п) вытекает 5'(а, и) = д\Ь, и) (л). 
Разбиения с этим последним свойством в дальнейшем будут называться 
.допустимыми разбиениями (см. [1]). Поэтому для нашей цели достаточно 
показать, что В имеет только тривиальные допустимые разбиения. 
Предположим, что п — некоторое допустимое разбиение автомата В, т 
— максимум мощности классов по п, а ж (а) — произвольный класс мощности 
т. Так как а1ц = аА тогда и только тогда, если ai=aJ (с/£Г(и)), класс 
также содержит в точности т элементов. Но произвольный класс по л пред-
.ставляется в виде л(ац), где ц — подходящее слово из Г(и). Поэтому, ввиду 
простоты п, из отношения т\п имеем т — 1 или т=п. Это значит, что я(ф) = 1 
или ¿(|/>)=/Л 
В дальнейшем, как уже отметили в начале. доказательства, достаточно 
рассмотреть случай я(ф)=п. Но в этом случае автомат В является минималь-
ным автоматом, индуцирующим ф. Рассмотрим пару отображений (9, 9'), 
где 9 — произвольное отображение множества X в и и для лгЬбых а£А и 
х£Х 9'(а,х) = Л(а,х). Пусть далее С = С ( X , С, с0, Г, Зс, 2С), где С = В = А, 
.с0=Ь0=а0, 8с(а, х) = 5'(а, 9(х)) и 1с(а, х) = /.(а, х) ( а х £ Х ) . Заметим, что 
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С индуцирует производное отображение от отображения ф относительно 
пары (9,9') . Таким образом (р = (ф,-9,'9'), т .е . (р<ф. 
Пусть выполняется теперь (1) и (2Ь). Покажем опять же, что для любого 
отображения ф(<ср) имеет местоя(ф) = 1 или же (р < ф. Достаточно рассмотреть 
случай я (ф)>1 . В этом случае, ввиду леммы 1, з(ф) = 2. 
Для множества состояний и функции переходов минимального автомата 
А = А ( Х , А , а 0 , У, <5, Я), индуцирующего <р, выполняются 
А = (а0,а1), 
8(а0, х) = 8(а1; х) = а1 (х£Х). 
Если отображение ф представляется в виде ф = (<р, у, у'), то ф индуцируется 
автоматом В = В((/, В, Ь0, У,8',Х'), где 
В = А; Ь0 = а0, 
8'(а,, и) = 8(а1г у (и)) = а, (а^А, м£С/), 
Я'(я,-, и) = у'(а;> и)-
Так как вес ф равен 2, то <р представляется в виде ср=(ф, 9, 9'), где 9 — 
произвольное отображение множества Хв и и для любых а£А и х£Х выполн-
яется 9'(а, х) = Я (а, х). Этим достаточность условий теоремы 4 доказана. 
С обратной стороны предположим, что либо не выполняется (1), либо же 
не выполняется ни одно из условий (2а) и (2Ь). Если не имеет место (1), то Ь; 
обладает таким элементом <р, что ¿((р)>1. В этом случае [<р] 
т .е . Ьг не минимален. 
Итак, предположим, что не выполняется ни одно из (2а) и (2Ь), но выполн-
яется (1), т .е . Ь ; представляется в виде [ср] (ср: Г(Х) — ^(У)). Обозначим 
через Ну множество таких производных отображений = у, у') от отоб-
ражения (р, которые подчинены условиям 
ф1: Г«х,.)) — Р((<рр \ р £ Г((х>/))), где х ; —любой элемент из X, 
у(х;) = х ; , 
у'(<рр,хд = <рр 
Множество Ну непусто, ибо в противном случае <р имело бы вес 1. 
Обозначим через А = А(Х, А, а0, У, 8, Я) минимальный автомат, индуци-
рующий отображение ср. Тогда, ввиду определения отображений ф1 минималь-
ные автоматы В,- = В;((х,), В,, Ь1о, Вь 8{, Я,), индуцирующие отображения 
— следующие: 
А = (аоР\р£Щх)))\ Ь1о = аы, 
х;) = 8(Ь, х;) (ЬеВ-Х 
• Л1(Ь,х,) = Ь. 
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Из этого непосредственно вытекает, что для любого ф ^ Н ^ существуют 
натуральные числа п7; и и,- так, что 
Ь-10Р ^ b,0q, если d(p),d{q)<mi и p^q, 
biop = bioq<=>p = q, или d(p),d{q)^nb, и d(p) = d{q) (mod/;,). 
Предположим теперь, что s(<p)>2. Будем различать следующие случаи: 
(I) существует ф ^ Н ^ так, что /и, + /7; <s(<p), 
(II) не выполняется (I) и найдется такое ф ^ Н ^ , что т ^ 0 , 
(III) не выполняются (I) и (II), а п — составное число, 
(IV) не выполняются (I) и (II), а /7 — простое число. 
В случае (I), так как вес ф1 равен т : + n ^ s i c p ) и из (pi<(pj вытекает s((pj)S 
^ s ( ( p j ) (см. лемму 1), то <р не будет производным от ф:, т. е. [фЦс.[(р], [фЦ?* 
?i[<p] и [ф,]^Ъе. 
Обозначим через ф1 отображение, удовлетворящее условию (11). В этом 
случае существует производное /"((х,)) — /-"((z,, z2)) от ср так, что s(l;i) = 2 
(здесь z,, z2 — произвольные символы). Действительно, в качестве можно 
брать отображение, индуцируемое автоматом С,- = С;((х,-), С ; , ci0, (z , , z2), 
<5-, А,'), определенным следующим образом 
Q = ßt;c,0 = Ь1о,' 
(5; (ьи, х,) = öiibij, л-,), 
{z , , если / = 0, 
z2 , в противном случае. 
Очевидно, что отображение индуцируемое автоматом С, представляется 
в виде = {фи у, у'), где 
{z j, если р = е, z 2 , если (/>£-F«x,.»). 
Ввиду транзитивности отношения -< имеем t{<(p и так как s(^) = 2<s(<p), 
то [£,]с[<р]. 
Рассмотрим теперь случай (III), и пусть ф,• — любое отображение из 
H v , удовлетворящее условию (III). Далее, пусть к — такое натуральное число, 
что к\п и I < £ < / ? . Тогда нетрудно показать, что вес'отображения индуци-
руемое следующим автоматом С,- = С ;«х () , С,, с,0, Z,, <5-, ?.•), равен к\ 
С; = В;, cio = bia, Z ; = <zi0, ..., zi([.,>, 
<4 ( B U , А'/) = 5,(ЬЦ, XJ), 
К (b h p , X,.) = zh<=>d(p) = /(mod к) (p £ F((X,.)), 0 Ä / S к - 1). 
Ho представимо в виде '£,• = ((/',•, у, у'), где 
у(х,) = X,-, 
У'{<Р,, *,•) =•zi:<=>d(p) = /(mod /с). 
Таким образом ^ ¡ (<ф ! )<(р и 1 <s(£i)-<s((p), значит, [<!;,•]с:[</>]. 
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Наконец, рассмотрим случай (IV). Напомним, что минимальный автомат, 
индуцирующий (р, мы обозначали через А = А(Х, А, а0, У, 6, X). Если (p<фi, 
то автомат Медведева А ( X , А, а0, д) является гомоморфным образом автомата 
С; = С;(Л', С;, с10, <5,), где 
С1 ~ (С|'о> •••' С1п-1)> 
<5;(<Ч/, А'.) = | М + 1 ' I Ч'о' 
если 1, 
если ) = п— 1 
Так как 5(<р) = и, т. е. А = п, то автомат А(Х, /4, а 0 , <5) и С ; — изоморфны. 
Поэтому для отображения (р выполняется условие (2а). Получилось противо-
речие. Таким образом нами установлено, что не имеет место ср-<ф1. Отсюда 
[фЦа[(р]. Этим и случай (IV) исследован до конца. 
Для окончания доказательства необходимости рассмотрим случай я(<р) = 2. 
А=А(Х, А, а0, У, <5, X) (А = 2) означает по-прежнему автомат, индуцирующий 
(р. В этом случае произвольный элемент ф1 из Нф индуцируется одним из сле-
дующих автоматов В,- = В;((х;>, В{, Ь,0, <5;, и В, '=В '¡((х^, В{, Ь,ь, <5-, /.[), где 
А = (Ь1о, Ьи), 
если 7 = 0, 
если 7 = 1 , 
дЦЬи,хд = Ьи (7 = 0,1), 
А-;) = Х';(Ьи, А-;) = Ьи О'= 0,1). 
Если (р<^1, то автомат Медведева А (Л', А,а0,д) является гомоморфным 
образом одного из автоматов Сг = С,(Х, С ; , с,0, <5,с) и С- =СЦХ, С ; , с10, <5;с), 
где 
С; = А ; С;0 =£>;„, 
если 7 = 0, 
Ь-ЛЬЦ,*) 6,0, если У=1, 
К(Ьи,х) = Ь,, (7 = 0 ,1; 
Таким образом, ввиду равенства я((р) = 2, автомат• А(Х, А, а0, (5) изоморфен 
одному из автоматов С,- и С-. А в этом случае для ц> выполняется (2а) или 
(2Ь), 'что противоречит нашим предположениям. Мы получили, что для произ-
вольного {¡/¡(аНу) имеет место [{¡/¡]с[(р]. Этим теорема 4 полностью доказана. 
Применением теоремы 4 получается 
Т е о р е м а 5. Алгебраическая система Ь не обладает конечной совокуп-. 
ностью образующих элементов. 
Рассмотрим конечное число произвольно выбранных из Ь элементов 
Покажем, что существует семейство не принадлежащее к 
подсистеме, порожденной множеством , Пусть т означает макси-
мум весов отображений из Ь , и . . . и 1 - Л . Если п(>т) — простое число и 
(р:Р(Х) — Р(У) такое отображение, что (рр = (рч^>(!{р) = с1(д) (тос! п)(р,д£Р(_Х)\ 
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то [</>]${/.,, ..., Ьк]. Действительно, так как для любого справедливо 
далее, Ь с — единичный элемент относительно сложения и умножения, 
а умножение и сложение — монотонные операции, то Ь;©Ьу2Ь ; ,Ь , -©Ь,-ЗЬ, - , 
и L¡oLj^L,•,Lj (Ll•, Lj£L). По теореме 4 неравенство справедливо 
для единственного Ь е , т. е. элемент [<р] не получается из отличных от него 
элементов путем применения сложения и умножения. Кроме того, [</>] не 
содержится в рассмотренном множестве ( Ь , , ..., Ь,,). Теорема 5 доказана. 
Совокупность N = ([,¡¡1= 1, 2, ...) образующих алгебраической системы Ь 
мы называем минимальной, если для произвольного 'L¡£N множеством 
Ь уже не порождается. 
Т е о р е м а 6. Алгебраическая система Ь обладает минимальной совокуп-
ностью образующих, и произвольная ее совокупность образующих содержит 
минимальную совокупность образующих элементов. 
Заметим тот простой факт, что существует лишь конечное число таких 
семейств, весы отображений которых не провосходят данное натуральное 
число т . 
Обозначим через С" множество всех таких семейств, вес каждого отобра-
жения которых не больше, чем т . Так как С" — конечно, то существует подмно-
жество Н""^. С" так, что справедливы {#"'} 2 С" и {Я"'\Ь,„}^С" для любого 
Ц„(:Н'". Присоединим Н'" к множеству всех таких' отображений из С"+|\<У", 
которые не содержатся в {//"'}. Из полученного множества можно выбрать 
подмножество так, что ¡5 С'"+ ' и {Я",+ 1 \Ь,„+ 
(Ь,„+, €Н"'+ ')• Выполняется и отношение Н"'О.Нт+{, так как ни один Ь,„ из 
Я'" не содержится в {Я'"+1\Ц„}. 
Объединение Н= Н"'иН"'+1 и ... полученных множеств Н' (¡ = т, т+ I , . . . ) 
является минимальной совокупностью образующих. Действительно, ни один 
не содержится в {Н\Ь,„}, так как выполняются Н"'Я Н"'+1 9 ... и 
для некоторого /ЁШ. 
Пусть 5, — некоторая совокупность образующих алгебраической системы 
Ь и .5"'= С " П 5 | . Из-за монотонности операций очевидно, что справедливо 
С " О б о з н а ч и м через 5"' такое подмножество множества 5',", которое 
обладает свойствами, потребованными в предыдущих рассуждениях от Н"1. 
Так как 5'2 + 1 = С " + 1 П содержит 5',", то справедливо и включение 
Пусть 1 = и + '\{5'"}, а 5 " , + | — такое подмножество множества 
5'"'+1, которое обладает свойствами, потребованными от Н'п+\ Ясно, что 
= 5 " ' и 5 ' " + | и . . . является минимальной совокупностью образующих и 
5 £ 5 ) . Этим теорема 6 доказана. 
§5 
Пусть ср;. Г(У) — произвольное автоматное отображение. Обоз-
начим через ср': /Г(Л') — Г((<рр\р£Р(Х))) отображение, отображающее любое 
СЛОЕО р£Г(Х) (с/(р)=п) в слово <рр{\)... <Рр(„)- Разобьем множество X на такие 
классы, что .V и л-' (х,х'£Х) содержятся в одном и том же классов, тогда и 
только тогда, если <ррх = (ррх• для всех р£Р(Х), а полученное разбиение обоз-
начим через тт. Выбирая по одному элементу из каждого такого класса, полу-
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ченное так множество обозначим через X. Пусть (р*: F(X)-*F(((pp\p£F(X)))—• 
отображение, для которого выполняется (p*(q) = (p'{q) (q £F(X)) при каждом 
q£F(X). Нетрудно показать, что с/>* -<<р' < <р и <р -< <р' •< (р*. 6) 
Рассмотрим произвольный базис (срх, ..., <рк) семейства L ; . Базис 
(<р1, ..., (рк) назовем минимальным, если [(ср1, ..., (рк)\(р'] ^ L ; " для любого 
(р'^ср1, ..., <рк). Легко убедиться в том, что если (<р\ ..., <рк) является базисом 
Ь г , то и {(р1*, ..., срк*) является базисом L ; . Далее, если (ср1, ..., срк) — мини-
мальный базис L ; , то и ((р1*, ..., <рк*) — минимальный базис L ; . 
По определению отображения ср* видно, что минимальный базис 
(ф1*, ..., <рк*) будет „самым простым" в том смысле, что оно не обладает 
„лишными сигналами". 
Минимальные базисы (ср'*, ..., <рк*) семейства L ; отображений однозначно 
определены, как показывает следующая 
Т е о р е м а 7. Если (<ру, ..., q>k) и (ф1,..., ф1) — минимальные базисы одного 
и того же семейств отображений, то к = I; далее, можно установить между 
множествами (<р1*, ..., (рк*) и (ф1*, ..., фк*) взаимно однозначное соответствие 
так, что соответствующие отображения изоморфны. 
Пусть (ср\ ..., (рк), (ф1, ..., ф1) — минимальные базисы семейства L ; 
отображений. Тогда для любого ф' ( / = 1 , . . . , / ) найдется <pJ (1 ^ j ^ k ) гак, 
что ф1<<р1. С другой стороны справедливо и отношение (р]<ф', так' как в 
противном случае, из транзитивности отношения -< и выполнения (pj <фи 
(u^i, 1 = и S /) получалось бы ф'(-<(р])<ф", что противоречит минималь-
ности базиса (ф1, ...,ф1). Поэтому для любого ф' (i= 1, . . . , / ) существует <pJ 
(l^j^lc) так, что [ф1] = [<р>]. Таким же образом можно показать, что для 
произвольного cpJ ( j — 1, ...,к) найдется ф' ( 1 ^ / ё / ) так, что [(р^ = [ф']. Так 
мы установили, что к = 1 и существует взаимно однозначное соответствие 
между (ф1, ..., (рк) и (ф1,...,фк) так, что для соответствующих друг другу 
ср],ф' имеем [ср'] = [ф'] (У, / = I, ..., к). Остается показать, что из [(р] = [ф] 
(<р,ф£Е) вытекает существование изоморфизма между <р* и ф*. Пусть <р* и 
ф* имеют вид (р*: F(X)-F(Y) и ф*: F(U)-F(V). Так как [ср*] = [ф*], то 
выполняется равенство <р*.= (ф*, у, у'), где у, у' — подходящие отображения. 
6) Легко видеть, что пары отображений, для которых <р* = ((/>', ,9, .9') и <р' = (?>, у, у') — 
следующие: 
9(х) = х (ХеХ), 
»'(<?;, х) = <р'р{х) (рчР(Х), хСХ), 
у(х) = х (хеХ), 
у\<р„,х) = <рр (РЧР{Х), хеХ). 
А пары отображений, обезпечивающие равенства ^ = (?>', р, и <р' = (<р*,г, г') — следу-
ющие: 
!?(.*) = л- (х€Х), 
в'{<р'р, х) = (?'„ (л-)) (л-) (р € Я*), х(Х), 
т(х) = х(х£Х,х£% и .г Е х(л)), 
т'((р$,х) = (р*р(х) хеХ, х С: X и х = х(ж)). . 
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Отображение у:Х-~У является взаимно однозначным. Действительно, если 
существуют д-, х'( £ X; х^х'), для которых у (х) — у (л''), то выполняется <р% = (р*х-
при любом р£Г(Х). Но это противоречит определению отображения ц>*. 
Далее, так как для произвольного р = хх...хп£Р(Х) 
О ) у'(Ф*,р) = У'(Ф*, Х1)-у'(Фу(*ф Х2) ... /О/'и*....*„-•)> хп) = 
= <р*(р*1... <р*„...„_, 
и у: Р(Х) — Р(и) — взаимно однозначное отображение, то д((р*р) = ф*(р) 
является взаимно однозначным отображением множества (<р*|/?£ F(A')) в 
(ф*(Р)\р£Г(Х)). Из равенства (-£) вытекает, что (у, д) изоморфно отображает 
<р* в ф*. 
Обратно, так как ф* представляется в виде ф* = (ср*, 9, 9'), то можно 
доказать аналогичным путем, что ф* изоморфно отображается в <р*. Значит, 
чр* и ф* изоморфны. Теорема 7 доказана. 
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О многотактных автоматах 
Ф. ГЕЧЕГ (Сегед)*) 
Л. К а л ь м а р в работе [1] ввел алгебраическую систему, которую можно 
рассматривать, как алгебраическую модель автоматической вычислительной 
машины. В одной из своих неопубликованных лекций им же был предложен 
упрощенный вариант этой модели, названный многотактным автоматом. 
В настоящей работе вводится понятие »автомата, эквивалентное понятию 
многотактного автомата в отношении осуществимых ими отображений, 
допускающее, однако, более простой алгебраический подход. С помощю. 
понятия ^-автомата для многотактных автоматов Кальмара доказывается 
аналог некоторых результатов, полученных раньше для автоматов Мили. 
§ 1 
Система А = А(Х, А, а0, У, 8, X) называется у.-автоматом, если X, А, У — 
множества, а0 £А, 5 — отображение множества А х(Х[_)е) в А, X— отображение 
множества Ах(Хие) в свободную полугруппу с единичным элементом 
е, для которых выполняются 
(1) 8(а,е) — а и Х(а,е) = е (а£А). 
(Множество X, А и У называется множеством входных сигналов, состоя-
ний и выходных сигналов, соответственно, а а0 — начальным состоянием. Функ-
цию <5 и X назовем функцией переходов и выходов, соответственно.) 
Символ е называется пустым словом. Его появление на входе или на 
выходе ^-автомата означает отсутствие входного или выходного сигнала. 
Симбол е не входит ни в множество X, ни в множество У, его использование 
служит только для упрощения наших рассуждений. 
^-автомат А называется конечным, если каждое из множеств X, А и У 
является конечным. 
Пусть а в А — любое состояние некоторого х-автомата А. Мы говорим, 
что отображение <ра:Р(Х)~* £(У) индуцируется состоянием а у.-автомата А, 
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если сра переводит произвольное слово р=х1...хп£Р(Х) в произведение 
слов д, , ..., д„ £/"(У), определенных условиями 
(2) (5(а, х0 = а1,5(а1, х2) = а2, ...,<5(а„_,, .г„) = а„ 
и 
(3) Х{а, л^) = д1,Х(а1,х2) = д2, ..., Х(а„.1; х„) = д„. 
Отображением, индуцируемым х-автоматом А называется (раа, индуци-
руемое начальным состоянием а0 ^-автомата А. 
Система А = А(Х, А', А", а'0, У, 5', д", X', Я") называется многотактным 
автоматом Кальмара, где 
(I) А' — множество состояний покоя, а'0£А', 
(II) А" — множество состояний работы, 
(III) А =А'^А" — множество состояний, 
(IV) X — множество входных сигналов, 
(V) У — множество выходных сигналов, 
(VI) <5 ' :А ' хХ-*А — функция переходов при покое, 
(VII) <5":Л" — А — функция переходов при автоматическом режиме, 
(VIII) А':А'ХХ-+ У — (частичная) функция выходов при покое, 
(IX) X": /4"— У — (частичная) функция выходов при автоматическом 
режиме. 
В согласии с нашим подходом предпологается, что функции X' и X" вполне 
определенные (т. е. нечастичные), но в некоторых местах их значения равны 
пустому слову е. 
Автомат А Кальмара называется конечным, если множества X, А и У 
конечные, далее, существует натуральное число к(А) так, что автомат А из 
любого состояния работы а" £А" (автоматически) переходит в некоторое 
состояние покая в числе тактов, не превосходящем к (А). 
Отображения, индуцируемые автоматами Кальмара определяются анало-
гично отображениям, индуцируемым х-автоматами. 
В дальнейшем мы занимаемся лишь конечными инициальными х-автоматами 
и конечными инициальными автоматами Кальмара. 
Два автомата (любой из которых может быть либо х-автомат либо авто-
мат Кальмара) с общими множествами входов и выходов называются экви-
валентными, если они индуцируют одно и то же отображение. 
Теперь покажем, что понятие х-автомата эквивалентно понятию автомата 
Кальмара в указанном выше смысле. Именно, имеет место следующее 
П р е д л о ж е н и е 1. Для произвольного автомата Кальмара существует 
эквивалентный ему .х-автомат, с другой стороны, любой х-автомат эквивален-
тен некоторому автомату Кальмара. 
Рассмотрим произвольный многотактный автомат А. Состояние покоя 
а'£ А' мы назовем х-конечным состоянием, если д'(а',х) содержится в А", 
т. е. Ь\а', х) — состояние работы. Пусть З'(а', х) обозначает состояние из А', 
в которое А автоматически переходит из состояния Ъ'(а!, х) и обозначим через 
Х'(а', х) слово из Г(У), которое автомат А выдает в течение этого автомати-
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о 
ческого перехода. Тогда, как легко усмотреть, х-автомат В = В(ЛГ, В, Ь0, У, <5, Я), 
для которого 
(4) В = А'; Ь0 = а0, 
' (У (а , х), если а' — не л'-конечное состояние; (5) д(а', х) = ' 
(6) Я (я', х) = 
д'(а', х), если а' — х-конечное состояние, 
Я' (а', х), если а' — не л'-конечное состояние, 
Я'(я', л*), если я '^х-конечное состояние, 
эквивалентен автомату Кальмара А. 
Обратно, пусть В = В(Х, В, Ь0, У, д, Я) — произвольный х-автомат. Пред-
положим, что для некоторого х £ Х и Ь £ В справедливо следующее соотно-
шение 
(7) Х(Ь,х)=уг...ук (з>,€У;. / = 1, ...,£),. 
где к > 1. Тогда, обозначим через (Ь, х) множество (Ь\, ..., Ьк__ 1), где ни одного 
из символов й* (г=1, ...,к — 1) не содержится в В. Пуст ь В' — объединение мно-
жеств (й, х) для всех Ь £В и х£Х, удовлетворяющих условию (7). Нетрудно 
показать, что автомат Кальмара А = А(Х, А', А", а'0, У, 5', 6", Я', Я"), описан-
ный в следующем, эквивалентен В: 
А' = В; а'0 = й0 , 
А" = В', 
{ 5(Ь, х), если Ь и х не удовлетворяют (7), Ъ\, если Ъ и х удовлетворяют (7), 
я»(Ь*Л = \ Ь ' + и е с Л И '<к~1> К и 1<5(й,х), если 1 = к - \ , 
ГЯ(й, х), если й и х не удовлетворяют (7), 
Я'(й, х) = \ • 
[ у], если о и х удовлетворяют (7), 
• Г(Ы) = у1+1- (/= 1, ...,/с-1). 
Этим Предложение 1 полностью доказано. 
§2 
Пусть X—произвольное конечное множество. Тогда каждый х-автомат и 
автомат Кальмара с общим множеством X входных и выходных сигналов 
индуцирует отображение свободной полугруппы Е(Х) с единичным элементом 
в себя. При данном X обозначим через Кх множество всех отображений, 
индуцирующихся автоматами Кальмара с общим множеством X входов и 
выходов. Всилу Предложения 1, множество Кх совпадает с множеством всех 
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отображений, индуцируемых ^-автоматами, обладающими с общим мно-
жеством X входных й выходных сигналов. 
Покажем, что справедливо следущее 
П р е д л о ж е н и е 2. Множество Кх образует полугруппу относительно 
•обычного произведения отображений. 
Пусть < р и ф — отображения' из К х , индуцируемые х-автоматами 
А = А(Х,А,а0,Х,5,Х) и В = Ъ(Х, В, Ь0, X, 8', Я'), соответственно. Так как произ-
ведение отображений ассоциативно, то для доказательства Предложения 2 
.достаточно показать, что срф содержится в Кх. Это, однако, верно, потому 
что автомат С = С(Х, С, с 0 , X, 8", Я") для которого выполняются 
С = АХВ; с0 = (а0,Ь0), 
8"((а, Ь), х) = (5 (а, х)), и[8'(Ь, А (а, х))], ') 
А"{(а,Ь),х) = А'{Ь,А{а,х% 
является х-автоматом и С индуцирует срф. Этим Предложение 2 доказано. 
Автомат С называется суперпозицией х-автомата А с х-автоматом В. 
Понятие суперпозиции естественным образом обобщается для произволь-
ного вполне упорядоченного конечного множества х-автоматов. 
Докажем, что Кх (х^2) не обладает конечной системой образующих 
элементов. Прежде всего докажем лемму, из которой наше утверждение вы-
текает. 
Пусть А = А(АГ, А, а 0 , X, 5, Я) — произвольный х-автомат. Для всех троек 
(А, а, х), где состояние а и входный сигнал х произвольны из А, можно одноз-
начно сконструировать х-автомат А(о' х) (ср. [2]) следующим образом: х — 
единственный входный сигнал, а — начальное состояние, А(а,х> — множество 
состояний, которое содержит, кроме а, все состояния вида ах...х автомата А 
(и только их); множество X — выходный алфавит, а функции перехода и вы-
хода получаются из функций <5 и Я путем ограничения их области определения 
парами (а, х), где а£А(":х). 
Покажем, что имеет место следующая 
Л е м м а . Если х-автомат А — А(Х, А, а0, X, 5, Я) представляется в виде 
суперпозиции х-автоматов А, = А^Х, А,, а,0, X, <5,, Я,) ( / = 1, ..., к), то для 
произвольного а£А и произвольного х £ X автомат А  х > имеет такое множество 
допустимых разбиений ж*,, ..., л* (л*=-л*+1; 1 = 0, ...,]— 1), что для 0 ^ / ^ / — 1 
число классов разбиения л*+ , , входящих в произвольный класс разбиения л*, 
не превосходит я, где .у = птах /Г,.2) 
\misk 
(Разбиение л множества состояний А х-автомата А = А{Х, А, а0, У, <5, Я) 
называется допустимым, если для произвольных х£Х и а, а' £А из а = а'(п) 
следует 8(а, х) = 8(а', х) (ж); ср. [2].) 
') и(р) означает последную букву слова р. 
2) Здесь Жо означает тривиальное разбиение, содержащее единственный класс, а я* — 
разбиение, имеющее только одноэлементные классы. 
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Определим разбиения я,- ( I s i ^ S k ) х-автомата А следующим образом: 
{а, , ...,ак)=а и (а\, ...,а[, ...,ак)=а' принадлежат к одному и тому же 
классу по я,-, если а, = а', (при (=1, ..., /). Покажем, что разбиения л ; — допус-
тимы. Пусть х£Х — произвольный входной сигнал. Тогда 
ö(a,x) = (öj,?!, ...,ak,qk), 
5(а,х) = {a\,q\, ...,a[,q[, ...,a'k,q'k). 
Но, по определению суперпозиции, qt ( 1 ^ / s / ) зависит только от х и а1г ... 
..., Поэтому, в силу равенств а, = а\, ..., = справедливы равенства 
ql =q\, ..., q^q'i и так имеют места а{, q^ — a\, q\, ..., сг;, <7;=ß;, д/, т. е. 
¿(о, х) = 5(а', х) (л,). Значит, разбиения я ; ( / = 1, ..., к) — допустимы. Обозначим 
через л0 — тривиальное разбиение, содержащее единственный класс. Тогда 
7г0 > п к , и легко убедиться, что число классов разбиения л„,+ 1 , содер-
жащихся в произвольном классе разбиения ж,„(0 ^ т ^ к 1) равно Ат + 1 , при-
чем Л т + 1 ^ s . 
Пусть теперь разбиение л* (/ = 0, . . . ,к) х-автомата А ( а 'х ) — следующее: 
а~а'(ж*) (а, а £ А х>) тогда и только тогда, если а = а'(я,). Классы по nf 
представляются в виде пересечений классов по Я; и множества А(а,х\ Поэтому 
очевидно, что если множество разбиений (л*) х-автомата А ( а , х > разделить на 
классы совпадающих разбиений и сохранить по одному разбиению из каждого 
такого класса, то для получаемого множества разбиений я* (1 = 0, ...,./) утвер-
ждение Леммы выполняется. 
Так как произвольный автомат Мили является ^-автоматом, то из этой 
Леммы дословным повторением доказательства Теоремы работы [2] вытекает 
следующее 
П р е д л о ж е н и е 3. Если Х^2, то полугруппа Кх не обладает конечной 
системой образующих элементов. 
Отметим, что А. Г. К у р о ш предложил рассматривать отображения 
свободных полугрупп в себя, переводящие слова с одиноковыми начальными 
отрезками в такие же слова, но не сохраняющие объязательно длин слов. 
Исследованные автоматы являются в известном смысле решениями этой 
проблемы. 
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On interpolation of Lp spaces with weight functions 
By J A A K P E E T R E in Lund (Sweden) 
0. Introduction 
According to a classical theorem of BERNSTEIN ( 1 9 1 4 ) a sufficient condition for 
a func t ion/ on the real line (— «.) to be given by an absolutely convergent Fourier 
integral. 
№ = ^ f e * i f t Q d Z , KL,, ' 
is that / € £ 2 a n d satisfies a Lipschitz condition of exponent in L2, i .e . 
| | / ( X + 0 - / ( . V ) | | L 2 = for some E > 0 and as t-0. 
A more precise condition in this sense reads: 
( 0 . 1 ) j | | / ( x + i ) -/(x)||l2 J 5 7 3 < 
o 
Now the r equ i r emen t /€¿2 ' s inessential. (Usually this theorem is given for Fourier 
series but the change to integrals is immediate; see [9], vol. 1, pp. 2 4 0 — 2 4 1 ; see 
also [8].) More recently BEURLING (see [2]) has shown that condition (0 . 1) on / is 
equivalent to the following one on / : 
(0.2) J | /'(c)[2(x>(|i|) dc < f o r some non-decreasing co with J 
o 
This is of importance in some questions of Spectral Synthesis (see [1], [2]). 
The purpose of this note is to show how this as well as some other results of 
[2] can be interpreted from the point of view of the theory of interpolation spaces. 
The plan is as follows. We first (Section 1) briefly summarize some general notions 
on interpolation spaces (A0,Al)0q which will be needed in what follows. Then 
(Section 2) we specialize to the case of spaces Lp(w), Lp space with weight function 
>v. In particular we characterize (Z,p(ir0), Lp{wi))e q when q = 1 or q = This should 
be contrasted to known results when q=p (see [7]). The applications to Fourier 
integrals finally are given Section 3. 
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1. General notions on interpolation spaces 
Let A0 and AL be two Banach spaces both continuously imbedded in the same 
topological vector space 21. 
If 0<i<°=>, f e A o + A ^ set 
K(t,f) = K{t,f-, A0,A,)= inf (H/oLo+ill/ilL,) 
/=/o+/i 
and, if 0 < i 
J ( t J ) = J(t,f; A o m a x (jl/H^, / \\f\\Al). 
There are basically two ways of obtaining interpolation spaces: 
1° We impose a "growth condition" on K(t,f) of the form 
W , / ) ] < - • , • ' .. 
where <P is a suitable functional. 
2° Upon representing / in the form 
/ = j / ( 0 - j - (non unique!) 
u 
we impose a "growth condition" on J(t, f(t)) of the form 
The most important special case is when 
= <¡>e,№ = [ J (t-e<p(t))"~ 
1/9 
, 1, 
In this case the two constructions 1° and 2° lead to the same spaces (up to an 
equivalence of norm) which we shall denote by (A 0 ,A, ) 9 ^. 
For more details about these spaces, see e. g. [6], see also [3], [4], [5]. 
2. The case of Lp spaces with weight functions 
Let Z be a locally compact space provided with a positive measure ¡x. Let w 
be a positive ^-measurable function (weight function). We denote by Lp(w), I p -< 
the space of /(-measurable function / such that \wf\p is /(-integrable and endow it 
with the norm 
n M w ) = W \ \ L p = ( S W \ ' d v ) U " . 
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Let now u'o and w, be any two fixed such functions and take 
A0 = XpOo), A, = Lp(iv,), 
Thus in what follows 
K(t,f) = K{t,f- L„( w0), ¿-p(vvj)), J(t,f)=J(t,f; Lp(u'0), £,(«',)). 




* ( ' , / ) - l l / l l i . 
ll/llz. p(niax(H'o, iwi))* 
| = w0 
Uo 
0 (vv0</vw1), 
K d n f ) = \\f\\LpM, = 
(lV0<iVV!), 
(Wo^tWi), 
IIM«)' w = u ' 
(2) 
= /11'! (Wo^tW,), 
• (vt'o< t\\>i <2w0).. 
- W ) = 1 1 / 1 1 W = 0 ( e l s e w h e r e ) . 
Then holds 
T h e o r e m 2. 1. The following inequalities are valid: 
(2.3) * ( / , / ) : £ C „ ( I J A ^ / F } " ' ( / - 1 , 2 , 3 ) 
where 
= 0 ( a . 1 ) , ^ ( f f ) l = l ( a - l j , 
It follows that 
if and only if 
(p3(a) = min (i , f ) | _ j 
ML'(w0),L"(Wl))Piq (q =p) 
= a (CT<1), 
J [(-"KiitJY — ( < = 1 , 2 , 3) . 
P r o o f . For simplicity we consider the case / = 1 only; the other two cases cart-
he treated in a similar fashion. The inequality to the left in (2. 3) 
KJt,f)^CK{t,f) 
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is trivial, by (2. 1), since clearly iv(1) Smin (iv0, / t e j . Remains the inequality to 
the right. But we get, again by (2. 1), 
{K(t,f))p ^C'J |min O o , tWi)f\' dp 
z 
f \w0f\Pdn + 2-r f \w0f\'dfi + 
»•0<2<tt'i 2t»'iS»'o<22Iivi 
• +2~2p f \w0f\'dn+..]* 
2!WiS»'o<23rwi 
3S C'[[Kl(2t,f)]' + 2-p[Ki(2*t,f)]' + 2-*'[Kl{2*t,f№+...] ^ 
^K^taJ) 
a 
and this inequality too follows. 
If /€(£p(w0) , Lp(wx)\q the trivial half of (2. 3) shows that 
©e 
/ dt HP 
•Conversely, if this condition holds and moreover q~.p, upon writing the other half 
of (2. 3) as 
[t-°K(t,f)]p =s C' foi°- »'[{otyoKt (<x t j ) ] ' — 
. o 
• we get by MINKOWSKI 'S inequality 
[t-°K{t,f)Y> 
dt pli [t-0KL(t,f)]< 
dt HI 
• which shows f€(Lp(w0), Lp(wx))0q. 
Next we prove — this is our main new contribution 
T h e o r e m 2 .2 We have 
••(2.4) f£(Lp(w0\Lp(wx))9A 
Jf and only if 
..(2.5) ^ ^ ( " ^ f e ) ) 
for some non-decreasing <p such that 
i UJ± J UwJ > 1 + 1 = 1 p p 
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P r o o f i) Assume that (2. 5) holds true. Put 










<p{ 2~k) / bfek wq< 2k wi ̂ 2wo dfi 
UP 
the last estimate because cp is non-decreasing. It follows by HOLDER'S inequality 
that 
^ 2~ke J(2k,fk) ^ C| | / | | 




If we put 
this gives 




J t° t 
and, since also / = Jf(t) — , we have established (2. 4). 
o { 
ii) Conversely assume (2. 4) holds true. Then 
dt 
or, in view of (2. 1), 
with 
f K(t,f) i
J te t o 
<p(A) 
oo 
= f [ dt 
~ [J t9[K{t,f)]"-1 t . 
UP 
which is obviously non-decreasing. But 
K(t,f) s max( l , tX)k\-^, f 
5 A 




H P K \ j , f 
[min (1, ?A)]P dt 
(AO®[max (1, tX)]p T C 
A® 
K h ' f \ 




and it follows at once the crucial condition: 




Thus we have shown that / satisfies (2. 5). 
We conclude by mentioning a sort of dual result. 
T h e o r e m 2. 3. We have 
(2-6) / £ ( L p K ) , £>•,)),,, 
if and only if 
f I w 
w0(p (2.7) Ï» for all non-decreasing <p such that 
Prof , i) Assume that (2. 7) holds true. We claim that then 
(2.8) sup 11/11, 
Indeed if this is not the case there is a sequence of non-decreasing functions 
such that 
f H - / , , , f i v M P d t 1 J
 W o ( P v
 - ] / d,= l, 
x o 
Jf we set 
(<p(0)" = 2(<PM)Y 
v 
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but 
I\Wo(p^r}f\dfl = ?1 = co-
Thus we get a contradiction1)-Upon taking <p(i) = min (1 ,1t 0 ) in (2.8) we get 
f\mm(w0,t0Wl)f\Pdn C't'o", 
z 
so by (2. 1) we get (2. 6). 
ii) Conversely asume (2. 6) holds true. Then by (2. 1) 
f\m'm(w0, twJf¡"dp S Ct9". 
z 
Multiply by |r/> and integrate! We get 
/ [ M h min(vv0, iWj) L t 1 J 
z o 







t - /['few 
WO 
2u>i 
Thus we have established (2. 7). 
R e m a r k 2. 1. Theorem 2. 2 and 2. 3 should be compared to the known result 
([see [7]) 
It would be inteiesting to have a characterization of (Lp(w„), Lp(ir i))0j9 which 
covers the remaining case 1<<?<°°, q ^ p too. 
3. Applications to Fourier integrals 
We consider the space Wpq of functions / on ( - » , <») such that 
J | f(x + Nt) - ]/(.v + (N- 1)t) + ... + (-1 y f{x) d t 
LvtS"+ 1 
1/9 
') We owe the above argument to N I L S - O L O F WALLIN. 
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where 1 S i / 5 » , 0 < s < N . This definition is essentially independent 
of N. In view of [3], [5], [6] we have 
iv;-" = H»)s 
where Hp is the space of functions whose JVth order derivative is in Lp (with respect 
to Haar measure). 
Now take p = 2. By PARSEVAL'S formula we then get 
(3.1) fcwr if and only if / e [ M l ) ; L 2 ( m ] . v 
W" 
Thus we may apply the result of Section 2. 
Let us write 
• Ly = [Lp{\),L,Xm]s . 
W" 
On applying theorem 2. 1 (</ = °°, / = 1) we get: if and only if 
(3.2) [ / 1/(^)1" Ct'. 
lilai/i 
In view of the duality theorem of LIONS (see [4] or [5], chap. Ill) this is clearly related 
to [2], theorem II. 
On applying theorem 2.2 we get: f^L*; 1 if and only if 
(3.3) 
for some non-decreasing q> such that 
t> )" dt : co. 
MO) ' 0 
In particular (p = 2) we get by (3. 1): / £ fV^' if and only if 
(3.4) f i 
for some non-decreasing (p such that 
¡ [ h o ) 
2 dt 
(pit)) t 
If the condition on (p reads simply / . ^ < °° and setting (o(t) = (q>(t))2 
2 o (<P(0) 
we get (0. 2). This is essentially [2], theorem III. 
As in [2] similar results hold if is replaced by (1 + |£|)'v. 
It is also clear that we in the above fashion can treat the case of Fourier integrals 
in any number of variables. 
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On multiplicative characters 
By K. A. C O R R A D I and I. KATAr in Budapest 
Let / (h) be a multiplicative number-theoretical function, i. e. 
f(mn)=f(m)f(n), (m, n) = 1, 
satisfying 
(1) \f{n) 1 ^ 1 (>7-1,2, . . . ) . 
H . DELANGE [1] proved that for the fulfilment of the relation 
(2) M ( x ) £ 2 / ( « ) = « W 
a sufficient condition is given by (1) and 
(3) 
p p 
It is natural to ask for a condition, which turns out to be besides (1) • sufficient 
for the fulfilment of the relation 
(4) M(x; k, I) = 2 /(«) = o(x). 
II^X 
n = l (mod ft) 
It is clear that (2) alone is a too weak condition for the fulfilment of (4). If for 
example f{n) — x(n), where y,(n) stands for an arbitrary but fixed non-principal 
character mod k, then 
Mix) = 2 y.(n) = O(X), 
and" oil the other-hand for every I with (/,£:) = 1, l ^ I ^ k , 
M(X-k, I) = 2 M = X(l) { +1} * o(x). 
n = I (mod ft) 
We will show in the sequel that the characters are exceptional in a certain 
sense. 
T h e o r e m 1. Letf(ri) bean arbitrary but fixed multiplicative function satisfying 
(1). Let k and I be given natural numbers with (k, /) — 1. Suppose that 
f(p) = x, if p = l'(mod k), pprime, 
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and suppose that the value of a is different from all the values x(I) taken by any 
X mod k. Then for every m satisfying (m, k) = l 
2 f(n) = o(x) 
(5) "Sx n = m(mod k) 
holds. 
Theorem 1 is a consequence of the following 
T h e o r e m 2. Let g(n) be an arbitrary but fixed multiplicative function satisfying 
(1). Suppose that for a pair k, I of coprime natural numbers 
g(p)=P, if p = / (mod k), p prime 
holds, where [1 ^ I. Then 
2g(n) = o(x). 
riSx 
D e d u c t i o n of T h e o r e m 1 f r o m T h e o r e m 2. Let gx{n) = x{n)f{n), 
where /(«) stands for an arbitrary character mod k. Then Theorem 2 applies by 
trivial arguments and gives the relation 
21 Win) = 0«. 
From this, using 
Z m = Z l On) Z z («)/(«)> 
nsx <p{k) x 
n = m(modfc) 
the statement of Theorem 1 follows. 
For the proof of Theorem 2 we need three lemmas. Before formulating the 
first of them we quote the following preliminaries. 
Let 0> be an arbitrary infinite subset of the rational primes. Let the function 
V»{n) be defined by 
(6) v , ( n ) & 2 1 . . 
pin 
Pif 
V#(n) is an additive function. Let the number Ax be defined by 
(7) 
pSx P 
Then the following result of P. T U R A N [2] yields, which we state as 
L e m m a 1. 
' 2\V,(n)-Ax\ = 0(xA1x>2), 
2(VAn)-Ax)2 = 0(xAx). 
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L e m m a 2. For a coprime pair k, I of natural numbers 
2 1 = —^Trloglogx+oCl). 
¿¿x P <p(k) . p = /(mod k) 
This is an easy consequence of the prime-number theorem for arithmetical-
progressions. 
L e m m a 3. Let f(n) be an arbitrary multiplicative function satisfying (1). Then 
in the notation of (2) and (7) 
(8) M(x) Ax = 2 f ( P ) M\~\ + °M V2). 
pSx \P) 
pi 9 
For the proof, see [3]. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. Let us define SP as the set of rational primes satisfying 
(9) p = / (mod k). 
For the sake of brevity we take 
(10) A log l o g * 
Then using lemma 3 and the condition of Theorem 2 we have 
M(x)h — fi 2 M —} + 0(xhl 
pSx P) 
(11) p Z \ 0(xhll2). 
p = l(mod k) 
We have to deal with two cases: 1) | /? |<1 and 2) |/?| = 1. In the first case the 
statement of Theorem 2 can be deduced from (11) in a very simple way. 
Take 
(12) = 
Then by (11) 
\M(x)\h^\p\(t + e)x 2 - + o(xh) 
p i l P 
p = I (mod k) 
holds for every. £=>0 when ,v ^ x v (i:). From this one can deduce by lemma 2 the 
inequality | T | ^ | J 8 | T . 
In the case \ < 1 this implies r = 0 i. e. the statement of the theorem is then true. 
So it only remains to deal with the case = 1. Let <5 be an arbitrary but fixed 
number with 0 < < 5 < i . Using 
2 M[A =O[X 2 ^ } = 0(X) 
x'SpSv \P ) V I'spSJC P) 
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and applying (11) with x/g instead of x, where g^xd stands for a prime = / (mod k), 
we deduce by adding the results that 
(13) h Z M\-\=p Z Af (——) + 0(xh3/2). 
qSx* \g ) pSx6,qSx* \P<1 J 
« s i ( m o d f t ) p=q = I (mod k) 
.Remark that by the deduction of (13) we have used the relation 
log l o g y = log log x + 0 ( 1 ) , g 5 x". 
From (13), by the modified form of (11), it follows that 
.(14) M(x)h
2 = p2 Z m\—\ + 0(xhi!2). 
PSX* {pg) 
qSx" 
p = q = /(mod ft) 
The first term on the right-hand side of (14) can be described as 
2 p2 2 M\ — 
pq) pqSx° psq 
p = q = 1 (mod ft) 
+ o(x/i). 
"From (11), multiplying by h, and from (14) we obtain finally 
( I 5) = h Z . " ( f ) - J . + 
p = /(modfc) p-^q 
p = q = l(mo6k) 
Let now s be an arbitrary but fixed positive number, and let us define the 
numbers «„ by «v = ( 1 +s)v (v = l , 2 , ...). Then 
ATI — \-M -





+ 1 5 — + 1 
m 




where av is given by 
<17) 
] M(x) = Z avM [JL] + 0(sxh2), 
) v a_jii2§iL_ U v J 
l o g ( l + £ ) 
av = h Z I - 2 I-nv+ i] pq£[nv, "v + i] p = ((mod k) p-^q 
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From the prime-number theorem for arithmetical progressions it follows that 
h 2 . = ( l+o( l>) , . 
P£["V <p(k)lognv 
p = / (mod k) 
l en y = 
pq(lnv, Mv+ il <p2(k) log« 
pSq 
p =q = l (mod k) 
^I0gl0g77 v ( l + 0(1)). 
So for n„Sx512 we have 
(18) a, --
1 SI1V , logx 
<p2(k) log nv log«v 
Now as in the case | j3 |< l we have to show that t = 0 . From (16) it follows 
by (18) that 
(19) h2 
1_ 
1~W I 2 '
o g l Q g f ~ ' o g l o g ^ +« w 
From (19) one has the inequality 
(20) h2 
J 1 
J ~ W 
Letting first x —*• °° then £—0 it results 
h2 + o(xsh2). 
_1_ 1_ T 
T - 2' 
Hence t = 0 or 1 S — . The second possibility can not occur in our case. 1 1 
P 2 p2 
For it implies \P\^l and it holds in the case \P\ = l for P—l only. But /? = 1 is 
impossible by the assumption of the theorem. Thus t = 0 and Theorem 2 is proved. 
A similar argument leads to the following 
T h e o r e m 3. Let f(n)be an arbitrary multiplicative function satisfying (I). Suppose 
that f ( p ) =a if p == / (mod k), p prime, holds for some k, I with (k,l) = 1, where 
arg a 
[a | < 1 or — is an irrational number. Then for every pair k*. I* of natural numbers 
¿71 
2 m = o{x). 
n^x 
7i = f*(mod k*) 
We note for the proof, that it is sufficient to deal with the case (/*, k*) = 1 
only. In this case it is enough to show the fulfilment of 
2gx(n) = o(x), 
where gx(n)= f(n)x(n) and y(n) stands for an arbitrary but fixed character mod k*. 
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The proof of Theorem 2 applies in this case too, the only difference is in the 
choice of the set 0> of Theorem 2, which requires but obvious modifications. We 
omit the details. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 we mention the following 
T h e o r e m 4. Let f(n) be an arbitrary multiplicative function satisfying (1). 
Suppose that for a given natural number k and for every I coprime to k 
f(p) = a, if p = l (mod k), p prime. 
Suppose further that there exists for every character y (n) mod k at least one prime 
p with 
Then for all I with 1^/S/c, (k, I) = 1, we have 
Z /(«) = o(x). 
n^x 
n - 1 (mod k) 
Observe that Theorem 3 has some consequences for the distribution of the 
fractional parts of the values taken by an additive function. Let h(n) be an additive 
function i.e. h(mn)=h(m) +h(n) for (m,n)=l. Suppose that 
h(p)=a if p = I (mod k), p prime 
holds for a given coprime pair k, 1 of natural numbers, where a denotes an arbitrary 
irrational number. 
Under these conditions we have the following 
T h e o r e m 5. The values of {h(n)} are uniformly distributed in every arithmetical 
progression. (Here { } stands for the fractional part.) 
The proof of Theorem 5 can be obtained by applying Theorem 3 to the functions 
ft(n) = e2Kit/.(n) 
and using WEYL'S theorem [4] concerning uniform distribution. 
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An example in the theory of Fourier series 
By K . A. C O R R A D I a n d I. K A T A I in Budapes t 
A . PLESSNER proved in [ 1 ] that if a trigonometric series converges on a set E 
with mE>0, then its conjugate series converges almost everywhere on E. This 
fact was proved independently by J . MARCINKIEWICZ and A . Z Y G M U N D [ 2 ] too. 
In the present note we are going to prove the following 
1 T h e o r e m . There exists a sequence {<x„} of non-negative numbers with the following 
properties. The series 
(1) ^ a„ cos nx 1 n=l 
is the Fourier series of an f(x)^0,f(x)£Lq[ —n, n] for every q >0 . The series (1) 
diverges unboundedly on an everywhere dense set of second category in [ — n, n]. 
There exists, an infinite sequence of natural numbers with 
a "k 
(2) i „ t W = T + 2 ' a v C O S v x £ 0 , ( x e t - j i . n ] ; k= 1 ,2, . . . ) . / v=l 
Finally the series 
( 3 ) AN SIN N X 
n= 1 
converges uniformly in [ — n, n], and so proves to be the Fourier series of a continuous 
function. 
. R e m a r k . By the quoted result of PLESSNER the series ( 1 ) converges almost 
everywhere on [ — n,n]. 
For the proof of the Theorem we need three lemmas. 
L e m m a 1. Suppose that all partial sums of the series . 
( 4 ) - ? R + J > N C O S nx 
a re non-negative for every x £ [ — n, ii\. Then the same is true for the series 
( 5 ) ^ + 2 B 2 „ C O S N X . 
n= 1 
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P r o o f . Let us denote the partial sums of (4) by 
bo 
"n W = 
So we have 
»» = 2 cos vx, (« = 0 ,1 ,2 , ...). 
^ »= i 
3 
2 
2 iL, ] r 
p + 2 ' ^ 2 c o s v j = - / un(t)u„{x-t)dt 
v=l X J 
which, by the supposed non-negativity of w,,(.*), proves the statement of the lemma. 
L e m m a 2. Let {c„} be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers satisfying 
c„=o|^j . Then 
Z c v si n vx ZK (#i = 1,2, . . . ) . 
This lemma represents a well-known result (see [3], Vol. I. pp. 182—183). 
The third thing we need is a theorem of P. TURAN, which we formulate as 
L e m m a 3. All partial sums of the series 
(6) l + J j ( - l ) " | ~ * ) c o s n j c 
are non-negative for every xfc[ — n, 7t]. 
Before going to prove the Theorem, we mention that the coefficients of (6) 
form a decreasing sequence satisfying 
x 
n 
with suitable c l t c 2 > 0 . 
Let now {¿r} be an arbitrary but fixed sequence of positive numbers with 
(7) c , » - * < ( - ! ) " 2 < c 2 « - ± 
r = 1 A r 
We introduce the notation 
«o = 4, ( « = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
Then for every natural number u we have by (7) 
(8) 
for any 0 if V= V(B) is large enough. 
As the next step we define two sequences {/r} and {wr} of natural numbers by 
induction on r. 
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Let /i = l and let m, be the least natural number satisfying the condition 
.mi , GN STI 1 
Z V = 1 A1 
The choice of m, is always possible by (8). 
Suppose now that the numbers /„ and mu are already defined for l < M < r - l . . 
Determine lr and mr by the conditions 
1. lr is the least natural number which is a multiple of / r_, and satisfying 
/,>/,.-
2. If lr is chosen as mentioned, mr is the least natural number satisfying 
mr , a0 , V 1 
Z v = 1 Ar 
The choice of mr is always possible by (8). Thus the sequences {/,} and {mr} are 
defined for every value of r S l . 
. Let now the trigonometric polynomials Ur(x) and Vr(x) be defined by 
^ mr' tltr 
(9) Ur(x) = Z avlrcosvlrx, Vr(x) = ^ ' a v i r s i n vlrx (/• = 1,2, . . .) . 
z v=l v — 1 




Z y U X x ) 
r = 1 
co , 
ZyK(x) r= 1 r 
are conjugate trigonometric series possessing the properties required in the The-
orem. 
First of all, observe that the series 
(12) ^ f l „ s i n / i x 
n=i 
has monotonically decreasing coefficients satisfying a„ = O by (7) and (8). 
Thus, using Lemma 2, we get that 
n 
(13) Z av s ' n v x ( « = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
v=1 
holds for every x f [ — n, n\. On the other hand, we have 
(14) Vr{x) = - Z [g«vSinv^ + - ^ j J -
So one can deduce from (14), using (13), that 
(15) | F , ( x ) | < i ( * € [ - * , * ] ; r - 1 , 2 , ...)-. 
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holds. (15) means that the series (11) converges uniformly in [ — n, n]. Thus 
¿16) / M - i f K(.y) r= 1 Ar 
is a continuous function. By the choice of the sequences {/,.} and {mr}, Fr(x) and 
,Ks(x) do not contain common sines if r?±s. 
By the uniform convergence of (16) and the remark done before we have 




avlr if n = vlr, l ^ v g /;?,. 
where a„ denotes the nth Fourier sine coefficient of f(x). By (17), using the definition 
•of the sequences {a,,} and {/ r} we get the inequality 
,(18) a „ s O ( n = 1,2, ...). 
Now ( 1 8 ) means by a theorem of PALEY [5], that the Fourier series of f(x) 
.converges uniformly. 
A representation similar to (14) shows that 
U,.(x)^ 0 ( * € [ - * , * ] ; / • = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
'holds. Indeed, by Lemma 3 and Lemma 1 all the partial sums of the series • 
•(19) • Z "N COS NX 
^ n = i 
;are non-negative for every —7c,7r]. Using this fact we get 
71 
<20) ¿ 1 jur(x)dx~, -i-o. 
— K ' 
which means by the theorem of Beppo Levi, that the series (10) converges a. e. 
,on [ — n, n] to an / ( x ) ^ 0 , f(x) 6 L[ — n, 71]. 
A similar argument shows that 
<21) / ( * ) - - ? - + 2"«, . 2 cos nx. n= 1 
f(x) and / (x) being given by conjugate Fourier-series and since /(x)£Z,?[ — n, n] 
Jfor every 0, it follows by known arguments that / (x) 6 L"[ — n, n] holds for 
«very 0. 
Now we note that the series (21) diverges unboundedly on an everywhere 
.dense set o.f second category in [ — k, n\ In fact 
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holds by ls\lr if rSs and by the choice of the numbers {/,} and {mr}. From this, 
noting that the numbers 2n —(s = 1, 2, ...) lie everywhere dense in [0, 2n], the 
s 
assertion follows. We quote the result that if a series of continuous functions diverges 
unboundedly on an everywhere dense set in [ — n, it], then the set of points where 
the series diverges unboundedly is of the second category in [— n, n]. For the proof 
see for example [6]. 
We conclude by remarking that for the choice nk = lkmk the non-negativity 
of the partial sums required in the theorem follows without difficulty. 
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A remark on the theory of multiplicative functions 
By K . A. C O R R A D I in Budapest 
In [2] E. M. WRIGHT presents a proof of the prime-number theorem, which 
uses elementary methods and depends on ideas introduced by A . SELBERG in the 
theory of numbers. His method used there enables one to prove more general 
results of the same character concerning multiplicative functions. We call in the 
sequel a function /(я) , defined on the domain of the natural numbers, multiplicative 
if for coprime integers m and n the relation 
f(mn) =f(m)f(n) 
holds. In this note we prove a theorem concerning multiplicative functions of 
that kind. It can be stated as follows. 
T h e o r e m . Let f(n) be a multiplicative function, which takes the three values 
0, 1, — 1 only. Let к be a positive integer. Suppose that there exists a natural number /, 
for which l^k and (l,k) = 1, and the relation 
nSx n 
л = 1 (mod ft) 
is satisfied. Then for all и with lSu^t, (u,k)= 1, the relation 
Fu(xP 2 /(") = o(x) 
n Sx 
n = u (mod k) 
holds. 
We mention, that in the case k = \ , / = 1, when 
f(n)=ii(n), 
where ц{п) stands for MOEBIUS'S function, our result presents the prime number 
theorem. For the detailed elementary deduction of the prime number theorem 
from 2 u(n) — o(x), and for an elementary proof of the mentioned relation (and 
nSx 
thus of the prime number theorem) see [3]. 
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The proof of the theorem consists of two different parts. In the first part we 
prove the inequality 
.V 
<0 2 J 
(.v,k,= 1 1 
where <p{k) denotes EULER'S function, and in the second one we deduce from (1 ) 
the statement of the theorem. 
For the sake of completeness we give the proof in full details. The method used 
by us shows a great formal similarity to that of [2]. The difference between the two 
methods lies primarily in the fact, that we make use, besides the original formulas 
of SELBERG, of some further formulas closely related to them. In the paper we 
make free use of the terminology applied in [2]. Before concluding these preliminary 
remarks, we observe that the result of the paper does not seem to be obtainable 
by analytical methods, thus in this case elementary methods seem to go further 
than those of the theory of functions. 
Proof of the first part of the theorem 
We shall need the following lemmas: 
L e m m a 1. Let cj,c2, ... be a sequence of numbers, 
c ( 0 = 2 c , nSf 
and f ( j ) a function of t. Then 
2 c„m = 2 C(n) {/(«) - / ( „ + 1)} + C(x)/(M). IÎ X Ĥx— 1 
I f , in addition, €¡ = 0 for j<n{ and / ( / ) has a continuous derivative for then 
X 
2 c„f(n) = C(x)f(x)~ J C(t)f [t)dt. 
nmx „, 
For the proof of the lemma see [1], theorem 421, p. 346. 
Lemma 2. (SELBERG'S formula.) Let k be a positive integer. Then if 1 ^u^k, 
(u, k) — i, we have 
(2) Z A {n) log n + Z A (m) A (n) = x log .v + O (x). 
nurSjt <P (K) 
ti = u (mod k ) inn = u (mod k ) 
Here <p(k) stands for EULER'S function. For the proof see [4]. 
Le in m a 3. Let f(ti) be any multiplicative function satisfying the condition 
< log t dt+ 0(x log x), 
I / W M 1 
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for all values of the positive integer n. Then 
(3) F „ ( x ) l o g x - 2 m A (n)Fu„-A^\ = O(x), « i l \n ) 
where A in) denotes VON M A N G O L D T ' S function, and n~ 1 stands for the number m 
determined by the conditions 
mn = 1 (mod k), l^Sm^Sk. 
P r o o f . We start with the obvious formula 
Hence 
2" /(«) log4 = O(X). 
11 ̂ X " 
n = u (mod fc)-
F „ ( x ) l o g x - ^ / ( " ) l o g " = Fn(x) l o g x ~ 2 f ( P ) ]ogpFHP~. [ - + 0(x) = O(x). 
nSx pSx \ P ) n = u (mod ft) 1 
Now considering that 
A(p) = l ogp and 2f(n)A(n)Fun-1 [ - = O(x), 
ltS:X,n±p \n J 
we get at once the statement of the lemma. 
After these preliminaries we perform the first part of the proof, i. e. the proof 
of the inequality (1). 
If we replace n by m and x by xjn in (3), we have 
F. l o g ^ - Z m A W F ^ = O(x). 
n 
Hence 
| F „ ( X ) log x - Z / ( « ) ^ («)Fun-, ( - J J log x + 
+ Zf(n)A{n)\Fm-. U ) l o g - - ^ f ( m ) A ( m ) F u l = nSx { \K ) ft x \ mn J) 
m ^ — n 
= 0(xlogx) + 0\x 2 = 0(x log x), 
I .Sj n J 
that is 
Fu(x) log^ x = 2 / ( « ) Mn) log nFun-. f - | + n i l { n ) 
• + 2 f{m)f(n)A{m)A(n)Fum-in-\-^-\ + 0{x\ogx), 
mnsx {mn) 
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|F„(x)| log 2x == 2 2W 
1SOSk nSx 
(",k)=l 
F„„-i I — 
It 







We now replace the inner sum on the right-hand side of (4) by an integral. 
To do so, we shall prove that 
{ A («) log n+ 2 A(h)A(k), if n = v (mod k), 0 hk = n otherwise, 
„ • 4 " <p(k) 
x l o g x + 0 (x ) 
(5) 2*1 (v) 
2 
cp(k) h- I:) log tdt + 0{x logx). 
Noticing the fact, that if v runs through a restricted system of residues mod k, 
then the same is true of uv~l for an arbitrary u with (u, k) = 1, which means that 
(4) and (5) together will conclude the proof of (1). 
We remark that if 0 
I \Fm..(01 - IFm-,(/')! I •(') - Fuv-,(Ol = • 
= |(F„,-,(0 + GWJ- ,(0) - ( F u u - , ( 0 + (?„„-,(/')) - Gm- . (0 + G„ -1(/') | =S 
where 
Ifgt n = oy~ 
and that Huo-i(t) is a steadily increasing function of t, H,w-i(t) = 0(t). Using 
lemma 1, we obtain that 
(6) 
j-AH~> (^r)l = 




Now we prove (5) in two steps. First if we put 
n 
C l = 0 , c„ = a(nv)~-^ J log tdt, f(n) 
n- 1 
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in the lemma 1, we have 
.S i <P(k) 
M 
/ l o ; log t dt = 0{x) 
and 
2 < F„„-i • — 2 (p{k) lÉÁkx •1:1 / «-I log t dt = 
(7) =, j^íK-* («JhK"1 (̂ frJIK̂ -̂1 (M)= 
= 0
 ( j - i n K" (i) {^tt)})+0(x} = °(xlgx) 
by (6). 
Next 
ilA-" /'- I;! 
n-i n- i 
log t dt 
log t dt 5 





log t dt = 
(8) 
= ^ " ' ( 7 ) - H«> ' ' ( ^ T r ) } ) + 0 l 0 g X ) = 0 ( x l o g x ) . 
Combining (7) and (8), we get (5). 
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Proof of the second part of the theorem 
First we give our inequality (1) another form. We introduce the functions 
V„(0 = e~tFv(eS), 1 *v*k,(v,k) = L 
If we write x = e(, t = xe~n, we have 
i, 
* i i C 5 
J\Fv(^)\logtdt = xf\VM\^~ri)dri = xf\VM\JdCdn = x J'J \Vv(r,)\drj dt 
1 1 0 0 >1 0 0 
by interchanging the order of integration. Then our inequality (1) becomes 
'
 i ? > 
(9) Z ff\VM\dndt + 0(£). ' 
(», fc)=l 0 0 . . _ . . * 
The functions Vv(0 are bounded as £ — Hence we may write 
« 
a„ = Em| Vv(0\, P„ = I™ y [I VM\ dri, 
{-»ON { - • » S J 
o 
since both these upper limits exist. Clearly 
(10) \VM)\^o + o{\), 
and f . 
J \VM\dn^Pvt + o(Q. 
o 
Using this in (9), we get , 
i 
't2\Va(0\ — tr^IT Z [{M + omdZ + 0 « ) = (2-Jpr Z fi. + o(t2), <PW vlSk J (p^K) vtsk 
(», *) = 1 0 (v, k) — 1 
and from this 
Z Pv + 0( 1). 
(p \JC) vmk 
Hence 
(11) «"-¿T 2 Pv 
<P ( K ) VSK 
o>, *)=i 
In the sequel, let 
(12) a = m ax a„. 
lSuSfc 
(", k ) = l 
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To the completion of the proof it is enough to show that a = 0. We suppose 
that a > 0 and prove that this leads to a contradiction. For all v in question 
holds by trivial arguments. So (11) gives that 
(13) a 5 — U 2 P» = -4?T 2 
<p(k) vsk (p{k) <fSi 
(v,k)=l (v,k)= 1 
and this can only hold if for all values of v 
Pv =  av = <* 
is fulfilled. Now from the assumption a > 0 we shall derive that 
for the index / occurring in the theorem, and this will give a contradiction in the 
inequality (13). 
For the proof we require two further lemmas. 
L e m m a 4. Let the meaning of I be that of the theorem. Then there is a fixed 
positive number A, such that for every positive , £ 2 = £, we have 
Î2 
\j V ^ d ^ A . 
ii 
P r o o f . If we put x — e^, t=.e*, we have 
J J ' n Sx n X 
0 1 n = /(mod k) using the condition for f(n) required in the theorem, and applying lemma 1 with 
, = l™ 
"" 1 o, 
= {/(«), if B S / ( m o d f c ) , a n d I 
" 1 " otherwise • y w t ' 
Hence we get for the numbers f , and <?2 that 
<2 «2 {l 
[ / V M d n | = |/VM)dn~ f Vl ( t f ) dt]\ S 
o 
{2 
5 I f v ^ d n l + l f v ^ d n l = 0(1) + 0 ( 1 ) = 0(1), 
0 0 . 
and this gives the statement of the lemma. 
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L e m m a 5. If rio>0, and Vl(rio)=0, then 
a 
0 
where the meaning of a. is the same as in (12). 
P r o o f . We start with a simple remark. If we put Tu(x) for 
2 i 
nSx 
n = u(mod k) 
then as one can see it without difficulty these functions satisfy the relation 
Tl(x)\ogx+ 2A(n)Tln-i\-\=^rx\ogx+0(x). nSx \n) K 
Combining this with (3) we have 
(14) {Ti(x) + F,(x)} logx + 2A(n)Q,„-1[-] = | x l o g x + 0 ( x ) , 
nmx V » ) K 
where 0,n-i{y) stands for 
2 {!-/(«)/("»)}• 
m^y 
m = ln~ 1 (mod k) 
If we take into account that the function T,(x) + F,(x) steadily increases, and 
that for &„-.(j/) 
holds and this function has the same monotonity property as the function mentioned 
before, we get that for any positive x0 and xssxg 
0 S {T,(/) + F, (x)} log x - {T,(xq) + Ft(x0)} log Xq log x - x0 log x0} + O(x). 
From this we deduce that 
(15) \F,(x) log x - F(x0) log x01 ^ 1 {x log x - x0 log x0} + O(x) 
by virtue of the trivial relation 
r , (x) = ! + 0 ( 1). 
We put x = e'l0+x, x0—e''0, so that F,(x0) = 0. We have, since O S i S o : 
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by (15), and so 
a • et 
J |K l ( , 0 + x)| A 4 / + = + ' 
0 0 
which gives the statement of the lemma. 
We now write 
2Ak + (4k— l)a2 
. 5 = 2koi >a' 
take any positive number ( and consider the behaviour of V,(rj) in the interval 
+ — a. By the definition of V,{ri), this function can change sign in the 
interval mentioned above only in the case, if there is an t\0 lying in (£, £ + <5 — a) 
for which VlQio) = 0, owing to the fact that f(n) takes the three values 0,1, —1 
only. Hence in our interval, either V,(rio) = 0 for some f/0 or F,(>?) does not change 
sign at all. In the first case, we use (10) and lemma 5, and have 
£ + •5 10 1o + a ; + s 
J WM\dn=f+f + J I 
C C 10 lo+ 01 
s a(r]0-Q + ^jc0i2+a(C + S-r]0-a) + o(l) = 
= a ^ - ^ l - ^ j a j + o ( l ) = 
for large where a' = a |l— — < a . In the second one we have 
C+S-a c+i-a 
/ \VM\dri = \ f Vt(r,)dr,\^A 
by lemma 4. Hence 
C+a i+s-a t+s 
f \Vt(r,)\ dr, = J + / \V,(rj)\dti^A + a2. + o(l) = a"<5 + o(l) , 
C C t+i-« 
where 
„ A + tx2 ( 2kA 4- 2ka2 ) . i, f , 1 ) «1 
Thus we have always 
/ \V,(t,)\dn^a'S + o(l) 
c 
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where — as ( —«. if M = , 
f I v, Ш d>1 = 2 f . IУ, (n)I ^ + / 1 á 
0 m = 0 т» М<\ 
Hence 
=§ a'M5 + o(M) + 0(\) = <x'Z + o(0. 
f 
Pi = lim 1/ \V,(n)\dn S 
{->~ C J o 
and this inequality gives the contradiction as desired. So our theorem is proved. 
Befoie finishing the paper, we mention that the condition (/, k) = I is essential in 
the theorem, as the following example shows. Let f(n) be the function defined by 
f(n) = i f " s l ( m o d 2 ) , 
u(m)> if n = 2xm, m = l ( m o d 2 ) , 
where x i
n
) ¡stands for the non-principal character mod 4. It is easy to see that the 
series 
y Í^L 
/i = í « 
/ 1=2 (mod 4) 
being an alternating series of Leibniz type, converges and so for its partial sums 
n ax '< 
n = 2 (mod 4) 
holds. On the other hand it follows from the construction that 
2 / ( « ) = 2 /.(«) = 2 i = £+o(i)*o(x). 
II 0x n^X n0X ^ 
n s 1 (mod 4) n = l (mod 4) n = l (mod 4) 
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Minimal spectral sets of compact operators 
By JAMES P. WILLIAMS in Bloomington (Indiana, U. S. A.)1) 
1. Introduction 
In his paper [9], VON NEUMANN introduced the notion of a spectral set for an 
operator T o n a Hilbert space. He proved that each spectral set is a superset of 
a minimal spectral set, but aside from the trivial case in which the spectrum of T 
is spectral, there are no other known minimal spectral sets. In the present paper 
we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the minimality of certain spectral 
sets of finite-dimensional (or compact) operators. A corollary is that the disk 
l z | â [ T | is a minimal spectral set if T is compact and completely non-normal. 
An example shows that the result is not true without the adjective "compact". 
A few other results, based on an interpretation of VON NEUMANN'S work as an ex-
tension of the Schwarz lemma, are also included. 
2. Preliminaries 
We begin with a summary of the relevant results of [9]. 
If T is a (bounded linear) operator on a complex Hilbert space, a closed set 
X is a spectral set of T if X contains the spectrum cr(T) of T and if 
!!«(^)ll — IMLv = sup {|w(z)l: z ^ x j 
for each rational function u(z) with poles off X. Any closed superset of a spectral 
set is again spectral, and, less trivially, any spectral set contains a minimal spectral 
set, i. e., a spectral set no proper closed subset of which is spectral. For example, 
if Tis normal, then a{T) is a minimal spectral set of T. (A result of HALMOS implies 
the same conclusion if T is merely subnormal [4].) There is exactly one spectral 
set of T, or, equivalently, a(T) is spectral for T, if and only if the intersection of 
any two spectral sets of Tis spectral. In general, the spectrum o f T i s not big enough 
to be spectral for T. Thus if X is spectral for T and X is "thin" in the sense that 
rational functions with poles off X are uniformly dense in the continuous functions 
on X, then T must be normal. 
') The results of this paper constitute a portion of the author's thesis written under the super-
vision of Professor ARLEN BROWN at The University of Michigan. 
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The disk |z| g || I'll is always a spectral set of T. This result is equivalent to the 
assertion that a half-plane is a spectral set of any T whose numerical range W(T) — 
= {{Tx,x): ||A'|| = 1} is contained in that half-plane. 
Finally, let us remark that as a consequence of the identical relation \\(T—OLI)X\\2 
—1|(/ —aT)x||2 = (1 — |a|2)[||7a||2 — ||x||2], we have for 9>a(z) = ( z - a ) ( l - a z ) " 1 
( | a | < l ) : 
\\<px(T)\\Sl if \\T\\^l, and | K ( r ) | | = 1 if | | r | | = l. 
3. Functions of a contraction 
The classical Schwarz lemma is concerned with functions analytic in the open 
unit disk D. If we identify each z£Z) with the operator z-I we obtain a natural, 
embedding of D into the set 3) of proper contractions on the Hilbert space H. 
It is reasonable to expect that the conclusion of the lemma is valid for all 
This is essentially what VON NEUMANN proved. 
T h e o r e m 1. (Schwarz lemma.) Let H be a Hilbert space, 3> the set of proper 
contractions on H. If f is analytic in D, f(0) = 0 and | | / | | D ^1 , then | | / ( r ) | | ^ || 2 1 
for each Moreover, equality can hold for some Tu£!3 only if f( T) = y- T for 
some constant y of modulus 1. 
P r o o f . Note that if TZ.3), t h e n / i s analytic in a neighborhood of o(T) so-
that there is no difficulty in defining/(T). Now if T£<2), then by VON NEUMANN'S. 
theorem we have 
ll/(T)ll—sup {| /00| : | z | s | | r | | } . 
and since / (0) = 0, the usual version of the Schwarz lemma implies that the right, 
member of this inequality is ^ | |T | | . Moreover, we can have | | / ( r ) | | = I^U 
for some T£ S> only if there is a z0 with |z0| = | |r | | < 1 and |/(z0)| = | |r | | . This occurs-
only if f(z) = y-z for some constant y of modulus 1. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. Let T be an operator, X a closed set containing o(T), and let 
H be an interior point of X. If ||w(r)|| ^ \\u\\xfor each rational function which vanishes-
at ¡x, then X is spectral for T. 
P r o o f . Let D be a rational function with ||y||x = 1. We claim that ||u(R)|| ^ 1 . 
If u(/t) = 0, this is true by hypothesis, otherwise v(n) — a has modulus less than 
1 by the maximum principle, so that cpjz) is a conformal map of the disk D onto-
itself. Then u(z)=<px(v(z)) is rational, vanishes at ¡.i, and has bound 1 on X. Hence 
u(T) is a contraction. But then, so is v(T) = (p~'(u(T)). 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Consider the "two-dimensional shift" A2 whose matrix relative-
to an orthonormal basis is 
Then ||a + M=i{|/?|+y4|a|2+|/}|2}. 
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P r o o f . We have = 1 for all | a | < 1. Since 
<?Mi) = (A2-a)(l-aA2)-1 = (A2-a) (1 + aA2) = - a + (l - \a\2)A2, 
this gives 
M 2 - a ( l - | a | 2 ) - i | | = ( l - | a | 2 ) - i . 
Put X = a(l — |a|2)~1 and compute 
= y { l + V W + O to arrive at 
This yields the proposition for /MO. If /? = 0, the result is trivial. 
According to the Sz.-Nagy—Foia§ theory of contractions, a contraction T 
is completely non-unitary if T has no reducing subspace restricted to which T is' 
unitary. A compact contraction is completely non-unitary if and only of its spectrum, 
lies in D. (This follows from the fact that if |A| = ||>4|!', then Ax = Xx is equivalent 
to (Ax, x) = (Xx, x) and therefore to A*x=Xx.) The (unique, strong, minimal) 
unitary dilation U— JXdE; of T has spectrum equal to the unit circle dD, and f o r 
each x ^ O in the domain of T, Lebesgue measure on the circle is equivalent to 
the measure (E(-)x, x) [6]. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let T be a compact completely non-unitary contraction. If f is-
analytic in]z\< 1 and bounded by 1 there, then \\f(T)\\ = 1 only i f f is an inner function. 
P r o o f . First of all, since T is completely non-unitary, the operator f(T) is-
well-defined for each bounded analytic function and for x, y in H, 
(f{T)x,y) = (f(U)x,y) ; 
where U is the unitary dilation of T [7]. Secondly, it is elementary that any compact: 
operator attains its bound. 
Now suppose that f(T) has norm 1, where / i s analytic and of bound 1 in \z\ < 1.. 
Replacing/(z), if necessary, by ^ ( / (2 ) ) , where a =/(0) , we may suppose that /(0) = 0 . 
Then f{T) is compact and so we can choose a unit vector x in H so t h a t / ( T ) x has-
norm 1. Then 
1 = II/(2>il2 S ||f(U)x\\2 = /\f(X)\2d(Exx, x). 
Since j / ( A ) | ^ l on dD, this implies that \f{X)\ has the value 1 on dD almost every-
where with respect to (E(-)x, x). By the result referred to above, this in turn implies, 
that / has modulus 1 on dD almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue measure. 
This however is exactly the requirement the / b e an inner function. 
R e m a r k . Using a result of HAVINSON [3, Theorem 2. 5] a stronger veision. 
of Theorem 2 can be obtained. Under the same hypothesis on / and T one can show-' 
t h a t / i s a Blaschke product with only finitely many zeros. 
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4. Completely non-normal operators 
We call an operator T completely non-normal if T has no reducing subspace 
restricted to which T is normal. Any operator T is the direct sum of a normal operator 
N and a completely non-normal operator T0 (cf. e. g. [10]). It follows that a closed 
set X is spectral for T if and only if X is spectral for T0 and X contains o{N), so 
the theory of spectral sets reduces to the study of completely non-normal operators. 
If T is completely non-normal and i//(z) = (az + b)(cz + d)~1 is analytic on 
•a{T), then i p ( T ) is also completely non-normal. Hence the class of completely 
non-normals is closed with respect to translation, inversion, adjunction, and scalar 
multiplication. It is not however closed with respect to products or sums. 
If d i m / / ^ 3 , the notions of completely non-normal and completely non-
unitary are distinct. I f / / is two-dimensional there are essentially only two completely 
non-normal operators as the following theorem shows. 
T h e o r e m 3. Let T be a completely non-normal operator of norm I on a two-
dimensional space. Either T = a+ [1A2 with |/?| = 1 — |a|2, or there exist unit vectors 
x , , x2 and scalars , l2 such that Txi = / ¡ x ; . In the second case the following relations 
.are valid: 
Observe that if T is the two-dimensional completely non-normal operator 
with two eigenvalues and norm 1, then for 'any function / analytic in D, the above 
theorem implies that f(T) has norm 1 if and only if 
Consequently, if / also has bound 1 on D, then the Schwarz lemma implies that 
/ is a conformal map of D onto itself. It is easy to see that the same conclusion 
is also valid for the other two-dimensional completely non-normal operator. We 
record these facts as a 
C o r o l l a r y . Let T be a completely non-normal operator of norm I on a two-
dimensional space. Then the only non-constant functions analytic in D which satisfy 
are the conformal maps of D onto itself. 
We conclude this section with a decomposition theorem which, although 
it does not appear in the literature, is probably known to specialists. Consider 
a compact set X containing the spectrum of an operator T, and suppose that X is 
the union of two non-empty disjoint sets X, and X2. Put 
where y is a rectifiable path surrounding Ar1 and containing X2 in its exterior. Then 
/ is analytic on X, identically 1 on Xx and identically zero on X2. Put E=f{T). 
. ( i ) ( M < X , , X 2 > ! ^ I , 
(ii) i\-\(x„x2)\2 = K ^ - A . K 1-M2)-M-
I ( / ( ^ - / ( ¿ o K i - z a , ) / ^ ) ) - 1 ! = K ^ - ^ H i - ^ ) - 1 ! -
\\f(T)\\ = \\f\\D=l 
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T h e o r e m 4. If X is spectra! for T, then E is a self-adjoint projection, the range 
of E reduces T, and X, is spectral for the restriction of T to E(H). 
P r o o f . . The operator E is idempotent and commutes with T [2] so that it 
suffices to show that E is self-adjoint and that X{ is spectral for T\E(H). 
The first assertion is almost trivial. Thus by approximating the integral defining 
/ , one sees that / is the uniform limit on X of functions which are rational and 
bounded on X, hence 
ll£|| = ll/(T)ll = ll/llx= 1-
It remains only to observe that an idempotent of norm 1 is necessarily self-adjoint; 
this is straightforward and we omit the details. 
It now follows that Hl =E(H) reduces T. To prove that Xx is spectral for 
Tt = T\HX, let u be a rational function with poles off X,. Set 
n 1 fu(A) 
y 
where y is the path used to define E, and note that v(z) is a uniform limit of functions 
which are rational and bounded on X. Also 
and so 
I W ^ I N N ^ M U , . 
Now use the fact that u(Tt) = v(T)\H1 (see [2, p. 574] for example) to conclude 
that IHr j I l s l l i / l l * , . Thus X, is spectral for T , . 
C o r o l l a r y 1. If the spectrum of T consists of a single point, in particular, 
if T is quasi-nilpotent, then each minimal spectral set of T is connected. The same 
conclusion is valid for any completely non-normal operator if dim but is other-
wise false. 
Proof . The first assertion is clear, and the second follows from the fact that 
if £ is a self-adjoint projection with one-dimensional range, and if E commutes 
with T, then T is normal on the range of E. 
To complete the proof observe that the set 
X={z: | z | ^ l } U { z : | z - 3 | s l } 
is not connected, and is spectral,for the completely non-normal operator T = A 2 ® 
(B(A2 +3). We will prove later that Xis in fact a minimal spectral set for T. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. If the operator T is irreducible, then each minimal spectral set 
of T is connected. 
There is another consequence of Theorem 4 which J . STAMPFLI pointed out 
to me. To state this, recall that an operator Ton H is subnormal if T is the restriction 
to H of a normal operator N acting on a space Kz> H. 
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C o r o l l a r y 3.. If T is subnormal and if a(T) = oy U a2 with <r, and a2 non-
empty and disjoint, then T can be decomposed into a direct sum T= T, © T2 of sub-
normal operators with — (/=1,2). 
P r o o f . The spectrum of a subnormal operator is spectral [4]. 
In the next section we will be interested in determining which spectral sets 
are minimal. The general problem of course reduces to the case of a completely 
non-normal operator. By further restricting attention to irreducible operators, 
the preceding corollary allows us to consider only connected spectral sets. It is 
this latter problem we will study, not in complete generality but with the additional 
assumption that the sets in question have nice boundaries. 
5. Minimal spectral sets of completely non-normal operators 
In the remainder of this paper G will denote a bounded region (open, connected 
set) in the plane; G has finite connectivity n, and the boundary dG of G is the union 
of n disjoint, closed, rectifiable Jordan curves. We assume that these curves are 
oriented in the usual positive sense with respect to G. 
B(G) will denote the algebra of functions analytic and bounded in G; Bt(G) 
consists of those f£B(G) whose norm | | / | | = | | / | | c = sup {|/(z)|: z6(7} does not 
exceed 1. 
Our main result depends on a theorem of HAVINSON concerning extremal 
problems in the region G. To state this theorem we introduce the following definition 
n 
(here dG = \J yt, and y, is the outer boundary of G). 
;= I 
D e f i n i t i o n [3]. Let / b e analytic in G. Then f£Ep(G) (p> 0) if there is a 
n 
sequence of closed rectifiable Jordan curves Tk = [J yk such that 
t — 1 
(1) y'i lies inside and yk (i = 2, ..., n) contains inside it for every k, 
(2) y l - y i as ( / = 1 , 2 , .. . ,«), 
(3) the lengths of the r k are uniformly bounded, 
( 4 ) s u p / | / ( z ) | p | i / z | < ° o . 
k j-k 
The space Ep(G) is obviously a generalization of the classical space Hp to multiply 
connected regions, and most of the classical results have analogues in Ep(G). For 
example, any Ep function has boundary values (for approach in an angle) almost 
everywhere with respect to arc length, and the function itself can be written as the 
Cauchy integral of its boundary values. The F. and M. Riesz Theorem is also valid 
in Ep: If / € £ „ has 0 boundary values on a set of positive arc length then / must 
vanish identically. 
T h e o r e m 5 . (HAVINSON) Let a>(X) be-summable on F = i)G. Then 
(1) sup I \'f(X)oj(A)d}\ = inf f \co(X)-<P(X)\ds. 
/€B,(C)r «€£i(C)r 
(2) The infimum on the right is always attained by an extremal function <P € ES(G). 
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(3) The supremum on the left is attained by a function f^B^G) and, moreover, 
f is unique to within a factor e'a provided co(A) is not the boundary value of any 
El function. 
(4) A necessary and sufficient condition for f <z Bl and i> to be extremal 
functions is that almost everywhere on T, 
f(A) [w (A) - <2> (2)] dA = eix\co (A) — <P(A)\ds 
where a. is a real constant. 
To conclude these general considerations, consider the situation in which 
our region G contains the spectrum of an operator T. Then for any g£B(G) we 
can fotm the operator g( T) by the Riesz—Dunford functional calculus. If g is actually 
analytic on G, then g(T) is given by the integral 
(g(T)x,y) = -^.jg(X)(Ri(T)x,y)cU (x,yeH) 
r 
The same formula is valid for any g£B(G). This is a consequence of the following 
facts: 
(1) If gdB(G), then g = lim g„ where the g„ are uniformly bounded and 
analytic on G, and the limit is subuniform in G. 
(2) If {g,,} is a sequence of uniformly bounded analytic functions which 
converges to g subuniformly in G, then for any function co(A) summable on T 
jgn(A)co(A) dA+Jg(A)(o(A)dA (see [3]). 
J' r 
We begin now the task of applying the preceding function theory to the study 
of the minimal spectral sets of a fixed completely non-normal operator T on a 
finite-dimensional Hilbert space (the infinite case will be discussed later). The connec-
tion is made possible by the fact that G can be spectral for T only if a(T) is wholly 
contained in G: 
T h e o r e m 6. ( S Z . - N A G Y — F O I A § [8]) Let S be the closure of a simply connected 
region bounded by a Jordan curve, and assume that S is spectral for an operator A. 
If-A £dS, then Ax = Ax if and only if A*x= Ax. 
C o r o l l a r y . If G is spectral for T, then a(T)<zG. 
P r o o f . Write £=_}>! U y 2 U ... U yn, and let Gl,G2, Gn be the components 
of the complement of G. We may assume that 9° £ G^. Then the complement Gx 
is the closure of a simply connected region bounded by the Jordan curve yx, and 
moreover, G[ is spectral for T because G\~S)G. Hence by Theorem 6, o(T) cannot 
meet y , . 
If 2 ^ / c ^ / i , choose zk6Gk and let cok(z) = (z — zk)~1. Then <pk(T) is completely 
non-normal'and cpk(Gk) is spectral for <pk(T). Applying the theorem we conclude 
that a{(pk{T)) = q>k(a{T)) does not meet (pk(yk), that is a(T)f]yk = q>. 
R e m a r k . The proof of Theorem 6 given in [8] uses unitary dilations, but 
there is a more elementary proof. Thus if S is the unit disk the result is a consequence 
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of the fact that if y£dS then both Ax = Xx and A*x = 2.x are equivalent to (Ax, x) = 
= ?.(x, A). In the general case the set S is the image of D under a function / which 
is 1 — 1 and continuous on D, analytic in D. Then f~[ is the limit of a sequence 
of polynomials which converge uniformly on 5 and because Sis spectral for A, f~'(A) 
is a contraction. The assertion about A and X then reduces to the same assertion 
about f~\A) a n d / - ' ( A ) . 
R e m a r k 2. The preceding corollary is not valid under the assumption that 
T is completely non-unitary. For example, T=A2@X0I is completely non unitary 
if k0 = \\A2. + 1II — I • Also X0 belongs to <T(T) and X0 lies on the boundary of the spect-
ral set 
5 = {z: | 2 + I | S M 2 + 1||}. 
(Incidentally, the same example is the basis for our earlier remark that the notions 
of completely non-normal and completely non-unitary are distinct as soon as 
dim Wis3.)-
T h e o r e m 7. Let T be completely non-normal and let G be rectifiably bounded 
as above. Then G is spectral for T if and only if 
(1) <t(7-)CG, 
(2) max {||/(7)|| : / € S , ( C ) } s l. 
// /(6 G is fixed, then (2) is equivalent to 
(T) max {|!/(r) | | : / € 6 , (C) , / ( / ; )= 0}=£ 1. 
P roof . We have just seen that (1) is necessary. The necessity of (2) follows 
from the facts that (a) the rational functions with poles off G are subuniformly 
dense in B(G) and (b), B,(<7) is a compact subset of B(G) for this topology so that 
the continuous functional/—||/(T)| | attains its supremum over B^G). The sufficiency 
of (1) and (2) are obvious, and the equivalence of (2) and (2') is a standard application 
of Corollary 2 of Theorem 1. 
The next result gives a necessary condition for certain spectral sets to be minimal. 
(Here the operator A is quite arbitrary.) 
T h e o r e m 8. Let X be a minimal spectral set for the operator A and assume 
that a(A)a int .V. If 6int X, then there is a function f analytic in int X with 
/(/t) = 0 and 
II/(-4)11 = s u p {|/(z)|: z 6 int X}. 
Proof . We may assume that int X is connected. Choose a point a 6 int X with 
a^a(A) U {p} and put 
X„ = {z: ¡z —£?2~ 'V/}0 in t X (/;= 1, 2, ...) 
where d is the distance from a to a(_/()U{^}. Then a(A)a int X„ and Xn^X. 
Since X is minimal for A, it follows that X,: is not spectral for A, and since ^ € int X„, 
this in turn implies that there is a rational function un(z) with poles off X,. such that 
= 0, ||i/„(>f>|| ^ = "1. 
Now the functions u„(z) form a normal family in int X minus the point a, and 
hence a subsequence u„k converge to a limit function/uniformly on compact subsets. 
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It is easy to see that a is a removable singularity of / and hence / 'extends to be 
analytic in int X. Then / i s bounded by 1 vanishes at z = p and 
• . ||/(,4)|| = lim |jV.(/!)i| a: 1 
k 
because ;/„k—/ uniformly on a (A). 
We are finally able to prove the principal theorem. 
T h e o r e m 9. Let G be rectifiably bounded and let T be completely non-normal 
as above. Fix Then G is spectral for T if and only if 
(1) <y(T) c G, 
(2) max {||/(70ll : /€Ä1(C) J /(A i) = 0} s i . 
Moreover, G is minima! for T if and only if this maximum is 1. 
Proof . In view of Theorems 7 and 8 remains only to prove the sufficiency 
of the minimality condition. For this, let / £B , (G) be an extremal function with 
f(p)~0 and | | / ( r ) | | = | | / | | c = l. Since the underlying space-is finite-dimensional 
we can choose unit vectors x and y so that (f(T)x, y)= l. Now any proper closed 
subset of G which contains a(T) fails to contain some point of G and hence is 
contained in a set of the form 
S={z£G:\z-a\^s} (aeG1;£>0). 
Hence to prove that G is minimal, it suffices to show that 5 is not spectral for T. 
We make use of the fact that dS = dGUyn+l where y„+1 is a circle contained in G. 
If S is spectral for T, then it follows from Theorem 7 that / is an extremal 
function for the problem 
sup j| jg(X)a>(X)d^, giB^ntS), gQ.0 = 0) 
as • 
where co(z) = (Rz(T)x, y). By HAVINSON'S theorem there is a function </>££,(int S} 
such that almost everywhere on dS, 
/(A) (to (A) - 0 (A)) i/A = e1,* \ a> (A) - <P (A) | ds 
where a is a real constant. This in turn implies that |/(A)| = 1 on the subset Z of 
dS consisting of those A for which co(X)^ $(A). Assuming for the moment that 
we can show that Z intersects yn+l it will then follow from the maximum principle 
t h a t / i s constant. However since/vanishes at p and | | / ( r ) | | = 1, this is a contradic-
tion. In short, we need the following 
Lemma. The function co(z)=(Rz(T)x, y) does not coincide on y„+1 with 
a function of class £ ](int S). 
P r o o f . The spectrum of T consists of finitely many interior points of 5" and 
so we can choose a finite number of open disks Df such that 
5 i n ö J = 0 if i ^ j , ^ c i n t S , er(T)c:UZ);. 
Let 5, be the (rectifiably bounded) set obtained from S by deleting these disks and 
let «5 be the boundary of U D t . Then dS, =dSÖ yn+l U<5. 
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Suppose now that co — <P on yn+1, where $ is a function of class £ t ( i n t S). 
Since CD is bounded on SL, w^E^rA £,). Also <?6£,(int 5 , ) and so by the Riesz 
theorem we can conclude that co = on d S , . In particular, co — <Z> on S. This however 
is impossible, for on one hand 
Jf(l)o)(l)dl = 0 
a 
(because the integrand is analytic in U Dt), while on the other hand 
Jf(X)0}(A) dk = 2ni(f(T)x, y)* 0 
0 
because 5 is a path in G surrounding a(T). The assumption co = <Z> on y„+ [ therefore 
leads to a contradiction and the lemma is proved. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. The unit disk is a minimal spectral set for any completely non-
normal operator of norm I. 
P r o o f . If ju6o-(r), then \p\ < 1 and so the function (pll(z) = (z — fi) (1 — / iz) - 1 
belongs to BX(D), vanishes at z = /t and ||<pM(r)|| = 1. Since D is spectral for T, 
it follows from the theorem just proved that D is in fact minimal. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. (Converse of the Schwarz Lemma.) Let X be a dosed subset 
of the closed unit disk D which contains 0. If |i('(0)| S ||i/||x for each rational function 
u(z) which vanishes at 0, then X = B. Similarly, if for some A£X with U| < 1 
the conditions u(z) rational, u(0)=0, | | t / | | x=l imply |w(A)|s|A|, then X=D. 
P r o o f . The first assertion follows from the fact that D is a minimal spectral 
set for A2. The second assertion follows similarly by considering the two-dimensional 
completely non-normal of norm 1 with eigenvalues 0 and X. 
Using the fact that linear fractional transformations preserve both complete 
non-normality and minimality of a spectral set we get the following improvement 
of VON NEUMANN'S theorem: 
C o r o l l a r y 3. Let T be completely non-normal. Then 
5, = {z: \z-l\rS\\T-X\\} and S2 = {z: | z - S \ \ R , ( T ) \ \ - 1 } 
are minimal spectral sets of T. The set 
S} = {z: Re zSO} 
is a minimal spectral set of T if either ||(.T— l ) ( r + 1 ) - ' | | = 1 or if the. numerical 
range of T lies in the right half-plane and meets the imaginary axis. 
R e m a r k . In the hypothesis of Theorem 9 it is actually superfluous to require 
that T be completely non-normal. Indeed, the assumption max {| | / (r) | | : / € B,(G), 
/(¿() = 0 } = 1 implies that T has a nontrivial completely non-normal part. For if 
T=Nis normal with <x(./V)cint S, and if f^B^G) is chosen as an extremal function 
for the problem 
max {Wgm.giB^G), g(p)= 0} 
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then we have 
|| / ( A 0 | | = s u p ( | / ( z ) | : z € <r(N) } = | | / L ( i v ) . 
Since/is continuous on a(N) it attains its maximum there and the maximum principle 
then shows that H/ll ̂ ( |V)<1. 
6. Remarks on the infinite case 
If T is a completely non-normal operator on an infinite-dimensional space, 
then our previous argument shows that both the point spectrum and residual 
spectrum of T are subsets of the interior of any Jordan spectral set of T. In general, 
this is best possible as the unilateral shift shows (point spectrum void, residual 
spectrum = { |z |< l} , continuous spectrum = {|z| = 1}.) It is perhaps surprising 
that even compact operators can exhibit this behavior. 
E x a m p l e 1. The spectrum of a compact completely non-normal operator 
need not be contained in the interior of each Jordan spectral seet. 
Consider the Yolterra operator A defined on L2(0, 1) by 
( 
(Af )(t) = / / ( / ) ds. 
o 
It is well known that A is compact with a ( A) = {0} and Re A S 0. It follows from 
the equality of norm and spectral radius for normal operators that A is completely 
non-normal. Now let T = (l—A)(l+A)~1— I and observe that T is compact, 
completely non-normal, and T+1 is a contraction because 
|| (T + l)x||2 - M 2 = II(1 - A)( 1 + A)~1 A-||2 - M | 2 -
= 1 1 ( 1 - 1 1 0 = - 4 R e < ^ , ^ > s 0 . (y = 04 + l ) - 'x) . 
It follows that the unit disk D is spectral for T + 1 , and hence S = D — 1 = 
= {z: | z + l | ^ l } is a Jordan spectral set for T. Finally, a(T) = {0} meets the 
boundary of S. 
Example 1 shows that the techniques of § 5 are not suitable for establishing 
the minimality of rectifiably bounded spectral sets of arbitrary completely non-
normal operators. It is natural to expect however that the results are extendable 
by other means. Even this is not possible: 
E x a m p l e 2. The unit disk D is not a minimal spectral set for every completely 
non-normal operator of norm 1. 
Recall that if T is subnormal, then a(T) is a spectral set of T. It follows then 
that it is sufficient to exhibit a completely non-normal subnormal operator of norm 1 
whose spectrum is a proper subset of D. Our construction is motivated by the theory 
of analytic Toeplitz operators developed in [1]. 
First of all, it is easy to see that if T is subnormal on H with minimal normal 
extension N on Kz^H, then T is completely non-normal if and only if no non-trivial 
subspace of H reduces N. 
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Now to construct the example, let V be the unilateral shift on H2 and I) the 
bilateral shift on L2. Let <p be a conformal map of D onto the half-disk 
S= {RezSOjPlD. We claim that T=q>(V) is subnormal, completely non-normal, 
and S is spectral for T. 
The subnormality of T is clear: T=tp(U)\H2 and cp(U) is normal. To prove 
that T is completely non-normal it suffices, by the above remark, to show that 
any reducing subspace H0 for (p(U) which is contained in H2 is trivial. But if H0 
reduces <p(U) then (p(U) commutes with the projection P of L2 onto H0 and this 
implies that U commutes with P, that is, H„ is a reducing subspace of U contained 
in H2. However, it is well-known that the only reducing subspace of U contained 
in H2 is the subspace {0}. Consequently, T is completely non-normal. 
Finally, S is spectral for T because <x(T) is spectral and SZJO{T). (if <p(Z) -A 
is bounded below on D, then (p(V) — A has an inverse.) 
The preceding example indicates that it is not just complete non-normality 
of a contraction which forces the unit disk to be a minimal spectral set and it is 
therefore worth investigating our earlier arguments a little more carefully. Some 
of these are independent of the dimensionality of the underlying space. For example, 
if G is the rectifiably bounded region previously studied, and T is any operator 
with (T(J)CC, the condition for spectrality of G for T is still the same: 
max {\\f(T)\\:fiB,(G),f(n) = 0}S\ 
and if G is minimal for T, this maximum is 1. There are two difficulties encountered 
in proving the sufficiency of the minimality condition. In the first place we need 
the fact that certain functions of Tattain their bound. The second difficulty concerns 
the proof of the Lemma of § 5 where we explicitly assumed that a{T) was a finite 
set. The latter requirement is not really essential and it is easy to extract the 
following extension of Theorem 9: 
T h e o r e m 10. Let G be rectifiably bounded as before and let 0£G. Let T be 
a compact completely non-normal operator. G is spectral for T if and only if 
(1) <7(7-) c-<7, 
(2) max { | | / ( r ) | | : / €5 1 (G) , / (0 ) = 0 } ^ 1. 
Moreover, G is minimal for T precisely when the maximum is 1. 
P r o o f . If T is compact, then so is any f(T) with / (0) = 0 and so f(T) attains 
its bound. Secondly, if S is a rectifiably bounded subset of G whose boundary 
meets G, then because 0 is the only limit point of a{T) we can still punch finitely 
many holes in int S to get the set 5, needed in the proof of the lemma of § 5. 
The remainder of the argument is exactly as before. 
C o r o l l a r y \. If T is compact and completely non-normal, then | z |^ | |T | | is 
a minimal spectral set of T. 
There is an obvious extension of the corollary: If T has norm 1, is completely 
non-normal and for some a of modulus less than 1 the operator <pa(T) is compact 
(<pa(z) = (z — a)(l —az) - 1), then D is minimal for T. To prove this note that (p^T) 
has norm 1, is completely non-normal and so by the above corollary, D is minimal 
for T. This implies that cp~i(D)=D is minimal for <p~1(<pa(T)) = T. 
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Since T—cc = (p0l(T)(l—ctT'), the operator (px(T) is compact precisely when 
T— a is compact, and so the extension of the corollary reads as follows: 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Let T be completely non-normal of norm 1 and suppose that 
T—a. is compact for some a of modulus less than 1. Then D is minimal for T. 
The signifiance of the condition |oc| = l' is clear: T — a can be compact only 
if 0€<r (T-a ) , i. e., only if a £a(T). What is not clear however is that the condition 
fails in case |a| = l. Equivalently, if T has norm 1, is completely non-normal, and 
T— 1 is compact, must D be minimal for 7? 
7. An application concerning numerical ranges 
Recently several authors have been interested in the relation between the spectral 
sets of an operator T and its numerical range W(T). VON NEUMANN'S theorem 
asserts that a closed half-plane H is spectral for T if and only if Hr> W(T). The 
latter inclusion is equivalent to 
| | ( r - A ) - ' | l ^ s u p { | z - A | - < : z € / / } (X$H) 
and so to determine whether or not H is spectral we need only look at (a subset of) 
the rational functions of order 1 with poles off H. This fact leads, naturally to the 
question of whether one can similarly prescribe a sub-class of rational functions 
which determine the spectrality of W(T). Such a result is the following one: 
If \\P(T)\\ =; \\p\\w(T) for aH polynomials, then W(T) is a spectral set for T. 
( P r o o f . The compact set W(T) has a connected complement and so by a 
theorem of LAVRENTIEFF (see [5]) the polynomials are uniformly dense in the algebra 
of functions which are continuous on W(T) and analytic in int W(T).) 
It is an elementary fact that if \W(A)\ and \a(A)\ denote the numerical radius 
and the spectral radius of an operator A, respectively, one has ||X|| = \W(A)\ if and 
only if \\A\\ = \<r(A)\. It follows that either of the equivalent conditions 
||/7(r)|| = \c(p(T))|, ||/7(r)|| = | W{p(T))\ 
(for all polynomials) is a sufficient condition for the spectrality of W(T). It seems 
reasonable to ask whether the condition remains sufficient when the class of all 
polynomials is replaced by the linear ones. That is, does the condition |H/(7— A)| = 
= \\T— X\\ (all complex X) imply spectrality of W(T) ? The following example answers 
the question negatively. 
E x a m p l e 3. Let T=A2®U where U is unitary with spectrum equal to eth 
cube roots of unity. Then \W(T-X)\ = \\T-k\\ for all complex X but W(T) is not. 
spectral for 7. 
First of all, W(T) is the convex hull of the numerical ranges of W(A2) and. 
W(U), and hence W(T) is the equilateral triangle which constitutes W(U). Therefore 
\\U-X\\ = \W(U-X)\ = \W(T-X)\, 
thus . 
| | 7 - A | | = m a x { | M 2 - ; . | | , ||£/ —A||} = max {\\A2|H/(7-A)!). 
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It remains to see that 
(1) \\A2-X\\^\W(T-X)\. 
(2) The triangle W(U) is not spectral for A2. 
The first of these is a simple computation (see Corollary 2 of Theorem 1), and the 
..second is a consequence of the fact that the unit disk is a minimal spectral set for A2. 
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Über Potenzen von linearen Operatoren 
in Banachschen Räumen 
Von VOLKER NOLLAU in Dresden (DDR) 
1., Es sei A ein abgeschlossener linearer Operator im Banachraum X, dessen 
Definitionsbereich £>(,4) in X dicht liegt. Wir sagen, A sei vom Typ (M), wenn die 
negative reelle Achse (ausschließlich des Nullpunktes) zur Resolventenmenge 
g(A) gehört, und eine positive Konstante M existiert, so daß die Resolvente 
R(-k; A) = {A+kiy1 für alle k>0 der Beziehung A)\\^Mk~l genügt. 
Durch das Integral 
(1) n"-xR{-n\A)Axdr¡ ( 0 < a < l ; x£X>(A)) 
o 
ist dann auf D(A) ein linearer abschließbarer (siehe [1]) Operator definiert, dessen 
Abschließung wir die a-te Potenz Aa nennen.1) 
Das Ziel dieser Mitteilung soll es sein, zu zeigen, daß die so definierten Potenzen 
den üblichen Potenzgesetzen genügen, d. h., für einen Operator A vom Typ (M) 
und O ^ a , ß ^ l gelten die Beziehungen 
(2) A'Aß = A"+p (OSa + ß S l ) , 
(3) {A*f = Aa*. 
Darüber hinaus werden wir beweisen, daß zu einem Operator A vom Typ (M) und 
einer beliebigen natürlichen Zahl n genau ein abgeschlossener Operator B mit 
den Eigenschaften 
(4) B" = A und o(B) = jz : |argz| —. 
existiert; dieser Operator B ist die l/«-te Potenz ^ 1 / n von A und selbst vom Typ ( M ) 
(Satz 4). 
Sind X ein Hilbertraum und der betrachtete Operator maximal accretiv, so 
wurden die Eigenschaften (2), (3) der Potenzen mit Hilfe des Funktionalkalküls 
') Unter A" wollen wir die identische Abbildung und unter Al den Operator selbst verstehen. 
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für Kontraktionen im Hilbertraum von B. SZ.-NAGY und C . FOIA§ [11] nach-
gewiesen.2) Unter der Voraussetzung, daß der offene Sektor 
das Spektrum <T(A) enthält und der Operator A der Bedingung \\zR(z\ ,4)|| ä cons t . 
für alle genügt3) , geben T . KATO und H . TANABE [6] (2) an, während M . A. 
KRASNOSELSKIJ und P. E. SOBOLEWSKIJ [7] die genannten Potenzgesetze (2) und 
(3) für stetig invertierbare Operatoren vom Typ (M) zeigen. A. V. BALAKRISHNAN 
beweist für 0 < a - | - / ? < 1 und 0<<x, ß < l die Beziehung A*Aßx = Ax+l>x (x£5>(A2)) 
für einen Operator A vom Typ (M). Die Eigenschaft (3) erhält J . WATANABE 
(vgl. [12] 4)) für sogenannte Operatoren vom Typ (M,a>) (vgl. T. KATO [4]) als 
einfache Folgerung einer Integraldarstellung der Resolvente R( — 17; A") (<7>0). 
Wir zeigen, daß diese Integraldarstellung auch für die^ Potenzen von Operatoren 
vom Typ (M) richtig bleibt (Satz 2). 
Mit der Existenz und Eindeutigkeit einer Lösung der Operatorengleichung 
ß" = A für einen vorgegebenen Operator A und eine natürliche Zahl n hat sich 
im Spezialfall eines Hilbertraumes eine Reihe von Autoren beschäftigt. Für positive, 
selbstadjungierte Operatoren folgt die Existenz einer positiven Quadratwurzel 
aus dem Spektralsatz; eine direkte, einfache Konstruktion stammt von C . VISSER. 
B. SZ.-NAGY (vgl. [10]) hat gezeigt, daß diese Quadratwurzel durch die Bedingung 
der Positivität eindeutig bestimmt ist. W . I. MAZAJEI'F und J . A. PALANT beweisen 
in [9], daß es zu einem beschränkten dissipativen Operator T in einem Hilbert-
raum § und einer beliebigen natürlichen Zahl n genau einen beschränkten Operator 
S gibt, der eine Lösung der Gleichung S"=T ist und dessen quadratische Form 
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(Sx, x) (*££)) Werte im Sektor O S a r g z ^ — annimmt. H . LANGER zeigt in [8], 
n 
daß diese Behauptung auch für einen abgeschlossenen maximal dissipativen 
Operator T richtig bleibt, wenn man verlangt, daß S ein abgeschlossener maximal 
dissipativer Operator ist. 
Wir bemerken, daß die genannten Aussagen sich als Spezialfall des von uns 
in Satz 4 angegebenen allgemeinen Sachverhaltes erweisen. 
Herrn Prof. DR. H. LANGER danke ich für seine freundliche Unterstützung 
und zahlreichen Hinweise. 
2. Einige Eigenschaften der Potenzen A* ( O S a S l ) , die wir später benötigen, 
werden in den folgenden Lemmata bewiesen. 
L e m m a 1. Es sei A ein Operator vom Typ (M). Für x€3X/1) ist Aßx stetig 
bzgl. ß im Intervall 0<ßS 1; d.h. 
2) Die Beziehung (A''")" = A wurde in [4] gezeigt. 
3) Diese Voraussetzung hat notwendigerweise die Stetigkeit des Operators A ~1 zur Folge. 
") Die Originalarbeit in Proc. Japan Acad.,yi (1961), 273—275, wurde mir erst nach Abschluß 
dieser Arbeit vom Verfasser freundlicherweise zur Verfügung gestellt. 
l im AAX = AFIX. 
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Beweis. Sei 0 < / ? < l . Ist x £$( / ! ) und 0 < ß S ß + ß'< 1 ( /T>0) , 
so existieren zu einem beliebigen e > 0 ein 0<<5 =<5(e) und ein R = so daß 
(/ + J]c(y) ny-<R(-n;A) Axeln 
b R 
gilt. Weiterhin ergibt sich 
| für C(y) = ^ (y=a,ß) 
3 7t 
I / { C C o O ^ - ' - C X / ^ - 1 } ^ - » / ; sl 
<5 
S (l+.yV/)(/?-<5)||x|| sup | C ( á ) ^ - , . - C ( j 8 ) í / í - ' | s 
SSßR 3 
für |A —<<T(<;) (0<<7(e)^/T)- 5) Folglich existiert zu jedem E > 0 ein O-(E)>-0, 
so daß <e für | a - / ? |<c r (e ) ist. 
Die linksseitige Stetigkeit im Punkte ß=1 wurde schon von A. V. BALA-
KRISHNAN [L] bewiesen. 
L e m m a 2. Zw/' 0 < a < l und /7 > 0 ist der Operator A*R( — r]; /1) beschränkt, 
und zwar gilt 
(5) /011 ==*(«)>,«-« (*(«) = J ( n i ! a g ) M ( ' + ^ ) 
Beweis . Wegen / ) ) I c D ( / l ) ist für x£X 
äin na f 
0 
si ' 
A'R(-7?; = — / 1 A)AR(->7; /i)x<//l. 
Mit Hilfe der Substitution k = ergibt sich 
1 
. Sin 7T0C (II II 
\\A«R(-r,;A)\\ n-1 ¡IIJ 1 AR(—^rjl A)t]R(—r}-, A)x c/q| + 
0 
+ |yV'>/?(-£>/; /!)/</?(-»/; /*)* . 
1 
Wendet man die Abschätzungen | | / ? ( -A; A)\\ und \\AR(-k\ Ä)\\^Y+M 
für A > 0 auf die rechte Seite der vorangehenden Ungleichung an, so erhält man 
sin na ( p F i 
\\A«R(-n;A)x\\ s — ( l +M)Mrr-,\J.{"-ldZ+J &-2dE) ||x||. 
0 i 
L e m m a 3. Der Definitionsbereich des Operators A1 ist ein Kern (vgl. [5],) 
von / 4 a ( 0 ^ a Ä ] ) ! d. h., zu jedem x existiert eine Folge {x„}czX)(A2), so daß 
xn-*x und A"xn-~Aax (77-*°°) gilt. 
5) Wir verwenden hier die Abschätzung ('/=-0) 
\\AR(-r¡;A)\\ = \\l-}](A + >//)-' II S 1 +i¡\\R( — r¡\ A) II S 1 +M. 
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Beweis . Wir setzen T„ = n(nl+A)~l (/» = 1,2, ...). Man überlegt sich leicht, 
daß die Folge der gleichmäßig beschränkten Operatoren in der starken Operatoren-
topologie gegen I konvergiert. Für y£T)(A) ist TnAxy = A*T„y (/» = 1 ,2 , . . . ) . Auf 
Grund der Definition von A" existiert zu jedem y^X>(A") eine Folge {ym}cT)(A) 
mit l imy ,„=y und lim Axym — Axy (w — °°). Da der Operator A"T„ für jedes 
/» = 1,2, ... beschränkt ist, konvergiert die rechte Seite in der Ungleichung 
|\A'T„y-TnA>y\\ ^ ^A*T„y — AaTnym\\ + \\TnA"ym — T„A'xy\\ 
für o gegen Null; und somit ist A"T„y = TnA"y für alle /» = 1,2, ... und alle 
Es sei nun und x„ = T2x. Mit Hilfe der vorangegangenen Überlegung 
erhält man die Aussagen x„6®(,42), l imx„ = x und lim A*x„ = limAxT2x = 
lim T2 A"x = A"x, was zu zeigen war. 
" " " Für x££(A2) und O < a + 0 < 1 gilt A"x€X)(A) und A*Aßx = Ax+ßx [1]. Ist 
1 1-2-
a„ = \ - ß ~ - (ß > 0 ; <xn > 0 ) und x<iT)(A2), so erhält man A"»Aßx = A «x. 
Auf Grund der Stetigkeit von A"x (x£l)(A)) bzgl. a ergibt sich dann A'~ßAßx = Ax 
(xex>(A2)). 
L e m m a 4. Für O ^ A ^ ß ^ l besteht die Beziehung S ^ D D ^ D S ^ ) ; 
insbesondere konvergiert für jede Folge {y„} c X)(A) (/» = 1,2, ...) mit den Eigenschaften 
lim y„ =y und lim Aßy„ — Aßy auch A"y„ gegen Axy. 
n - f o o l i - » c o 
Beweis . Eine Folge {j) ,}c®(/l) (/» = 1,2, ...) genüge den genannten Voraus-
setzungen, also ist AR{-t]\ A)(y„-yJ = Ai~ßAßR(-t]; A)(yn-yJ für / / > 0 , 
und man erhält für alle 0 < a < j ? S l die Abschätzung 
sin na < r 




Für w, /» —oo konvergiert die rechte Seite der Ungleichung gegen Null, da auch 
das zweite Integral auf Grund von (5) einen endlichen Wert besitzt. Wegen der 
Vollständigkeit des Raumes existiert somit ein z£X derart, daß für die Folge 
{y„}cD(/ l ) die Beziehungen lim y„=y und lim A"y„ = z gelten, woraus sich auf n -* eo n -* e» 
Grund der Abgeschlossenheit von Ä* sofort y£T>(A*) und z = A*y ergibt. 
Wir bemerken, daß damit auch die Inklusion X— £(A°) 3 £(A") d T>(Aß) => X>(A) 
für O S a S ^ g l bewiesen ist. 
3. S a t z 1. Es sei A ein Operator vom Typ (M). Dann gilt die Beziehung 
AxAß=Ax+ß für 0S<x + ß^\ und 0^ct,ß. 
Bewßis . Es sei .x6í)(,4a+ ' ,). Wie wir in Lemma 3 bewiesen haben, existiert 
eine Folge {x„}cl5(/ l2) mit limx„ = x und limA*+ßx„ = Ac'+px (n-*°°). Auf 
T)(A2) gilt A"Af = A"+f, folglich besteht für x„eT>(A2) die Gleichung A"Aßxn = 
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— Ä*+ßx„. Mit Hilfe des vorangehenden Lemmas folgt nun aber, daß x£T)(Aß)' 
und lim Aßx„ = Aßx (n —«,) ist. Aus der Beziehung lim AxAßx„ = lim A*+I>xn = 
— Ax+ßx und der Abgeschlossenheit von A" ergibt sich dann AßxdT>(Act)-
und AaAßx = Ax+ßx, d.h. AxAß^Ax+ß. 
Für xeX>(A«Aß) ist x„ = n(A+n/)-ix = T„x££>(A) (2(A)czT)(Ax+ß)), d. h., 
es gilt A"Aßx„ = Ax+ßxn. Wegen der Vertäuschbarkeit der Operatoren Tn und Ax 
für»n = 1,2, ... und O ^ a ^ i auf erhalten wir A*+ßx„ = AxAßT„x = AxT„Aßx. 
Nach Voraussetzung ist x£T>(AxAß), also Aßx£T>(Ax), so daß sich für « - » die 
Gleichungen lim Ax+ßxn=lim AxTnAßx = lim T„AxAßx = AxAßx ergeben. Da anderer-
seits x„ gegen x konvergiert, folgt aus der Abgeschlossenheit von Ax+ß, daß x £ T>(Ax+i') ' 
und Ax+ßx = AxAßx gilt, d .h . AxAßcA"+ß. 
Damit ist der Satz bewiesen. 
F o l g e r u n g 1. Die Wertebereiche der Operatoren A* genügen für O ^ o c S ß ^ l . 
der Beziehung miA^^MiA^^HiA). 
4. Sa tz 2. Es sei A ein Operator vom Typ (M). Dann gestattet die Resolvente 
R( — r¡; A") für t] >0 und 0 < a < 1 die Darstellung 
( 6 ) c ^ — • ) 
0 
Insbesondere ist Ax ein Operator vom Typ (M), und es gilt er (Aa) cz {z: [arg z\ S na}. 
Beweis. I. Zunächst setzen wir voraus, daß A sowie seine Inverse A~1 beide-
stetig sind. Dann ist der Operator A* bekanntlich durch das Riesz—Dunford-
Integral > = ~^-.(^)zxR(z; Ä)dz 7) darstellbar (vgl. [3]), und die Resolvente 
c 
(Ax+r¡I)~l besitzt für die Form 
j)(z* + r,)-iR(z;A)dz; 
dabei ist C eine geschlossene Kontur, die aus den Kurven z = Re?(f ( — n^cp^n),. 
z = —t] (R^rj^e), z = sei"'(n^(p^—n). und z = — r] (s^rj^R) besteht. R und' 
s sind so zu wählen, daß C in ß(A) verläuft und das Spektrum von A enthält. Durch. 
den Grenzübergang — und e—0 erhält man 
(A" + tjl) 
• - L 
_ sinrax / ra(A+rI)~1 dr 
n J r2x + 2t]rx cos na+ ri2' 
0 
was zu zeigen war. 
6) T. KATO definiert in [4] A" (0-=a< 1) für A vom Typ (M, co), indem er zeigt, daß das Integral1 
(6) die Resolvente eines abgeschlossenen Operators ist, den er als A" bezeichnet. 
7) Die komplexe Ebene sei längs der negativen reellen Achse aufgeschnitten, und z" sei so-
definiert, daß z ' > 0 für z > 0 ist. 
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Für einen beliebigen Operator A vom Typ (M) und 0 < a < 1 sei 
„ , ' ^ sin na / r'(A + rI)~x dr 
b 
Der Operator Sa(r\\ A) ist beschränkt, insbesondere gilt mit r* = rni" 
M L sin na LI"~] du 
(8) II s m * ) \ \ n(/.l2x + 2H* COS TLOL + 1) 
M_ 
n 
II. Es sei jetzt A ein beschränkter Operator vom Typ (M ) . Wir zeigen, daß 
SJj l \ A) die Resolvente von A" ist. Der Operator Ae = A +e/ (e>0) ist beschränkt 
invertierbar, und daher ergibt sich nach I: (A" + r)/)~'=Sa (r¡; Ae). Folglich gilt 
für ¿ > 0 
(9) 
\\I- Sa(l; A) (A' + nl)II ^ \\(A* + nl)~* (AI + vi) - (A". +niy1 (Ax + + 
+ \\SMJJ(J' + nn-Sa(ri;A)(Ä' + riO\\ s 
M \\Al-A«\\ + \\A* + )il\\ 
ö 
h 
2 Mr<"' dr 
' + 2r¡r"cos na + r¡ r + 
+ £||/Íí' + Jj7 || u 
M2>" '•dr 
2x + 2rjrx cos na + rj2' 
Die Operatoren A" konvergieren für e \ 0 in der gleichmäßigen Operatorentopologie 
•gegen Ax, denn es ist 
, „ sin na 12 \\A°-A*|| ^ { - + 
a 1 —a M
2 E * ( Í ; > 0 , 0 < a < 1) (vgl. [9]). 
Wählt man in (9) <5>0 hinreichend klein und läßt anschließend s \ 0 streben, so 
erhält man Sx(t]; A)(A" + r\!) = /. In entsprechender Weise ergibt sich (Aa + r}I)-
• S . f o ; A) = T, d. h. 
•(10) (A> + >,/)-'= Sx(n; A). 
III. Nun seien A ein beliebiger Operator vom Typ (M) und A„=nA(A +n/)~1 
.(« = 1,2, ...). Wir stellen zunächst einige Eigenschaften der Operatoren A„ zusammen: 
a) A„ ist beschränkt. 
b) A„ ist vom Typ (M') (M' = 2M + 1). Das zeigt folgende Abschätzung: 
||(/f„ +,,/)-' || = \\(A + nl)(A(n + r¡) + rtnl)-
n + r¡ (A+nI)\A + 
r\n 
n+'l 
+ M M 1 + 2 M 
n + r¡ '1 
( f > 0 ) . 
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c) Für JC£®04) gilt Anx-~Ax (n-*<*>). . 
d) Die Folge {(A„ + rj/)~1} konvergiert in der starken Operatorentopologie 
gegen (A+rjI)-1. Für x£T)(A) erhält man nämlich 
\\(A, t + r,I)~ i x - ( A + riI)->x\\ • \\(A-An)x\\-0 (»—). 
Zu jedem y£X existiert nach Voraussetzung eine Folge { y m } c i ( ^ (m = 1, 2, ...) 
derart, daß y,„—y für m —°° gilt. Es ist folglich für E > 0 
\\(An + r,I)-iy-(A + r,l)-iy\\ \\(A„ + t]I)-ly-(An + /?/)"1 Jm|| + 
(11) +\\(An + tlI)-1ym-(A + r,I)-lyJ + \\(A+r,I)-iym-(A + r,I)-^y\\ s 
2M+1 .. .. (2M+\)M ... . n , M .. „ 
^ — + - ~r-— \\(A-An)ym\\+—\\y-ym\\ S 8, rj rj* rj 
E 
falls man ein m so wählt, daß ( 3 M + 1)/7 1 I I— ym\\ = u n ( l " = « o ( e ) ist. 
e) Für y£ X gilt lim Sa(rj; A„)y = SJt]; A)y. Es sei <5>0 beliebig. Für ein 
rt-»oo 
e > 0 ergibt sich dann 
sin TT« i n"{(A„ + n I ) ' l - { A + n I ) - i } y 
71 J n 2° 1 x + 2r¡n" cos na + r\2 
• dw 
3 M + 1 . J 
• sin na / — - - V + 
' 11 + 2/7/í1 cos na + r¡2 </V J 0 
3 M + 1 . / n ' - i d n 
^ ~ S m n a ' n2x + 2tifx"cosna + t]2 l l j ; - j ; J + 
(2M+ \)M . f y.*-2dn 
S ' n n a 1 ~T * i UM— -»OjUlí ' n2x + 2rjßxcos na + n2 
wobei (11) benutzt wurde. Wir wählen nun ein e > 0 , so daß der erste Summand 
der rechten Seite kleiner als öß wird, weiter existiert ein m derart, daß der zweite 
Summand kleiner als <5/3 ist. Für alle n ^ n 0 ( ö ) gilt dann die Beziehung 
II Sa(rj; An)y - Sa(rj; A)y\\ < <5. 
Mit diesen Vorbetrachtungen beweisen wir nun, daß Sa(A;ri) = (A* + riI)~1 ist. 
Wie in II gezeigt wurde, besteht für die An die Gleichung Sa(t]; An)(A* +t]i) = 
= (Ax + rjI)Sx(ri; A„)=I. Es sei x£X)(A). Dann ergibt sich die Beziehung 
\\x-Sx(r,;A)(Ax + r,I)x\\S 
= II« + nlYKAl + riI)x-(A'n + nI)~\Ax + f]I)x\\ + 
+ \\SJb; An)(Ax + t,I)x-SMl A)(Ax+r,I)x||. 
8 a 
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Beide Summanden der rechten Seite dieser Ungleichung werden aber für hinreichend 
großes n beliebig klein. Für den zweiten Summanden folgt das unmittelbar aus 
der Aussage e), für den ersten Summanden aus den Abschätzungen 
71 j ,U 2a + 2¡i" cos na + 1 >/ 
o 
(n = 1, 2, ...), und 
CO 
J r - 1 K R(-n;A„)-AR(-n; A)} x J „ , J II
 S l n n a 
\\(A*n-A«)x\\ ^ — -71 
Ö ©o 
I sin na(M + 1) J r¡*-ldn\\x\\+^^-(2M+l)Mj rf~2 dtj ||(/1 -An)x\\ 
Damit haben wir die Beziehung Sx(ri; A)(AX + t]I)x = x bewiesen. Es sei 
j ^ S O 4 " ) - Wir betrachten die Folge { y M j c S ( ^ ) mit lim ym=y, lim A"y,„ = A"y. m -» oo m co 
Dann ergibt sich lim Sa(r¡; A)(Aa+ r\I)ym= lim ym~y, d .h . , es ist 
«I -* «« , 77t -* co 
SJLr,A)(A' + ll)y=y-
Bleibt zu zeigen, daß der Operator Sa(t]; A) auch Rechtsinverse von (A* + rjl) ist. 
Der Operator Sa(r¡; A) stellt sich nach Definition als der Limes in der gleich-
mäßigen Operatorentopologie einer Folge von Operatoren 
SB = Z ^ R i - ^ A ) k= 1 
mit reellen ak und positiven r¡k dar. Wie man leicht sieht, ist ^DC/l) C X>(/4) und 
AX S„x = SNA"x (x e ®(/l)). Für n - ~ erhält man S„x-SA(I¡; A)x und v4aS„x = 
S„A"x-* SX(IJ; A)A"x, a lso ist au f G r u n d der Abgeschlossenhe i t von A" 
S.(r, A)x€Q(A), A'Sjini A)x = SJfr; A)A'x, 
d. h., auf T>(A) gilt (Aa + rjl)Sa(t]; A)x = x. Es sei nun y£X und {ym}at>(A) eine 
Folge, die gegen y strebt. Dann ergibt sich (A*+ r¡I) Sa(ri; A)ym=y,„-*y (/«-*<>=). 
Aus der Abgeschlossenheit von A" erhalten wir somit die Beziehung 
(A" + r¡I)Sa(r¡', A) d. h., es ist Sa(tj; A) = (A" + qI)~1, was zu zeigen war. 
Die Aussage a(A")c{z: | a r g z | ^ not} ergibt sich dann unmittelbar aus der 
Jntegraldarstellung (6) (vgl. [4]). ' 
Aus der Integralform (6) der Resolvente von A" folgt nun wie in [12] der 
S a t z 3. Es sei A ein Operator vom Typ (M). Dann ist 
(A")f = A'ß • für O S o t J S l . 
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F o l g e r u n g 2. Es seien A" ( O ^ a ^ 1) die Potenzen eines Operators A vom 
Typ: (M). Dann gilt für alle x£T>(A*) 
iimAßx — Ac'x. 
ßsni 
Beweis . Aus Lemma 1 erhält man für einen Operator B vom Typ ( M ) die 
Aussage lim Byx = Bx für alle x£T)(B). Auf Grund von Satz 2 (vgl. (8)) ist Ax 
vom Typ (M), d .h . , es eilt lim (A*yx = A"x (x6i>(Axj). Entsprechend Satz 3 ist 
y^rl V 
(A")y = Aay, woraus für ß = ay die Behauptung folgt. 
5. Der Aussage über die Eindeutigkeit der — t e n Potenzen eines Operators 
n 
vom Typ (M) stellen wir drei Lemmata voran. 
L e m m a 5. a) Es sei A ein Operator vom Typ (M). Dann gehört der Sektor 
j z : |arg z | >7i — y; tan y = -^-j 8) zur Resolventenmenge ß(A). 
b) Es sei A ein abgeschlossener Operator, dessen Spektrum o (A) zum Sektor 
= larg2l — gehört, wobei n eine natürliche Zahl ist. Ist dann A" ein 
Operator vom Typ (M), so liegt a(A) sogar im Sektor 
Beweis , a) Nach Voraussetzung gehört die offene negative reelle Halbachse 
zur Resolventmenge Q(A), und es existiert eine von T] > 0 unabhängige Konstante 
M nö 
M > 0 , so daß die Beziehung \\(A + t / / ) _ 1 | I = — besteht; Für ein z ' = —77 + /' — 
R/ M 
(— 1<<5<1; 0 - o j c c o ) erhält man folglich die Ungleichung \z' + rj\\\(A +7j / ) _ 1 | | ^ 
- ä g l . i i ^ H H , . 
' M Y] • 
Bekanntlich [12] gilt für alle z mit der Eigenschaft |z + 77| <( | ] ( ,4+ 77/)- 'IQ-1 , 
Stj daß Z£Q(A) ist. Die Menge aller z ' = —;/+ I-^ (— 1 <c> < 1; 0<T/-C «=) gehört 
also zu Q(A) und bildet ihrerseits den Sektor jz : |arg z| >7r — y; tan y = - ^ j . 
b) Entsprechend dem Spektralabbildungssatz für Polynome abgeschlossener 
Operatoren, s. [3] S. 604, gilt einerseits {<T(A)}" = A(A"). Andererseits ergibt sich 
auf Grund der Aussage a): <T(.4")C{Z: | a rgz |S7t — y} (y = Are t a n . Es ist: 
also {a(A)}"cz {z: |arg z| S n — y}, woraus wegen der Voraussetzung o(Ä)a 
unmittelbar die Behauptung fdlgt. ' -
8) Das Argument arg z einer komplexen Zahl z sei stets so definiert, daß - TT < a r g ZSTT ist, 
und es gelte arg 0 = 0. 
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L e m m a 6. Es seien A,„ (m = 1 , 2 , ...) beschränkte Operatoren vom gleichen 
Typ (M). Konvergiert die Folge {A,„} für in der starken Operatorentopologie 
gegen /, so gilt auch lim (Am)"x = x ( x f l ; O S a S l ) . 
Beweis. Es sei 0 < a < l . Wegen 
sin na f ... . . . 
/ 'f~'(• dt] = 1 
erhält man dann für x£X 
sin na I , „, , . , 




Auf Grund der Voraussetzung ||/?( — t]] /f,„)|| ^ — 07>0) für alle «7 = 1 ,2 , . . . 
'1 
ergibt sich dann 
sin na / If T , , A \ t A 1\ J 1 R(-ir,AJ(Am-/)xdfj 
á j
* J o 




Ä M ^ ^ / dn \\(Am - 1 ) All - 0 (m - » ) , -  
o 
was zu zeigen war. 
Im folgenden Lemma stellen wir einige Eigenschaften der Funktionen fm(z) = 
( m V'" = 1 (n — eine feste natürliche Zahl; m = 1, 2, ...) mit dem Ziel zusammen, 
\m + z") 
einem abgeschlossenen Operator A, dessen Spektrum im Sektor (0<cu-<7t) 
liegt, entsprechend dem Riesz—Dunford—Taylorschen Funktionalkalkül be-
schränkte Operatoren fm(A) (m= 1,2.,...) zuzuordnen. Die Spektraleigenschaften 
von f„(A) und die Beziehung' l im f„{A)A = A (X£X) werden im Beweis zur eingangs 
genannten Eindeutigkeitsaussage eine wesentliche Rolle spielen. 
( m V / n 
L e m m a 7. Es seien n eine natürliche Zahl, /7 > 1, und fm(z) = •) \m 4- z ) 
(m = 1 , 2 , ...); dabei denkt man die komplexe Ebene längs der n Verbindungsstrecken 
von — ^ (\m >0) zu den n Punkten yme v " ' (k = 0,1, ..., n — l)aufgeschnit-
ten, und es wird derjenige Zweig der Funktionen genommen, für den gilt: f„(z)>0 
für 2 > 0 . Dann gilt: 
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a) Die Funktionen fm(z) (m= 1 ,2 , . . . ) sind auf jedem Sektor Y = 
f co 1 
= jz : |arg | (0<OJ <7c) analytisch. 
b) Die Funktionen fm(z) ( M = l , 2 , ...) JW/ im Unendlichen analytisch und 
haben dort eine Nullstelle erster Ordnung. , 
c) Die Funktionen fm(z) und gm(z) = zfm(z) bilden jeden Sektor 2 ( —I 
(0 < CO < 7t) 777 ii'c/7 ab. \ n 1 
Beweis , a) ist klar. 
b) folgt aus der Reihenentwicklung um den Punkt z = °°: 
/m(z) = m" — 
m n \n ) m 
2! z 2 n (vgl. [2]). 
c) Es sei 0 < a r g z ^ — (0<co<7t) . Dann erhält man für die Funktionen 
77 
fm(z) ( m = l , 2 , ...) die Beziehung 
ärg/m(z) = — arg n 
m I 1 / , BN _ 1 « 10 = arg (m + z ) s — — arg z £ . m + z ) n n n 
Außerdem ist wegen arg z & 0 
a r g f m ( z ) = — - a r g ( 7 7 7 + z") ^ _ — a r g m = 0, 
77 II 
woraus sich die Aussage 
0 & arg /„ , (Z)Ä—— für 0 arg z = — 
77 77 
ergibt. In analoger Weise zeigt man ohne Schwierigkeiten die Beziehungen 
0 s a r g / „ ( z ) s - für O s a r g z a - -
77 N 
und 
CO . . CO . . . CO CO 
= argg„,(z) Ä — für ^ a r g z ^ — . 
n n n n 
6. S a t z 4. .se/e« A ein Operator vom Typ (M) und n (n^2) eine beliebige 
natürliche Zahl. Dann existiert genau ein abgeschlossener Operator B mit den Eigen-
schaften 
(1) Bn = A 
und 
(2) = 
also ist notwendigerweise B = A". 
Beweis . Die Existenz eines solchen Operators B, nämlich B — A", erhält man 
unmittelbar aus den Sätzen 1 und 2. Der Satz ist folglich bewiesen, wenn wir zeigen, 
daß für jeden abgeschlossenen Operator B, mit den Eigenschaften: 
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(1') der Operator B" ist vom Typ ( M ) 
(2) A(B) c 2 = | 2 : l a rS zl — ' 
gilt: -L 
(B n ) n = B. 
Der Beweis für diese Beziehung erfolgt in drei Schritten. 
I. Der Operator B erfülle neben den Voraussetzungen (1') urtd (2) folgende 
zusätzliche Bedingungen: 
(3) B sei beschränkt und 
(4) 0 €<?(*). i 
Nach Lemma 5a) erhält man o(B")cz {z: | a rgz |^7r —y} (y = A r c t a n — ) . 
Wegen 0£Q(B) gilt 0€E(B") ; die Funktion f(z) = z,/n ist folglich auf A(B") analytisch. 
Mit Hilfe des Riesz—Dunfordschen Funktionalkalküls kann man deshalb der 
Funktion / ( z ) = z1 / n einen Operator f(B") = (B"y/" 9) zuordnen. Da der Operator 
B die Voraussetzung von Lemma 5b) erfüllt, gilt A(B)C:2 (y = Arc t a n ^ : ) . 
Wegen der Voraussetzung (4) läßt sich eine Umgebung U des Spektrums A (B) 
finden, die den Nullpunkt nicht enthält. Auf U ist (z")1/n = z. Unter den zusätz-
lichen Voraussetzungen (3) und (4) gilt also 2? = (2?")1/n. 
II. Der Operator B erfülle neben den Bedingungen (1') und (2) die Voraus-
setzung (3). Dann genügt BE = B + SI ( s > 0 ) den Bedingungen (1'), (2) (3) und (4). 
Zuerst ist es klar, daß <T(BE) = <T(B) + E, also A ( B R ) c + • Außerdem 
is t A{{B£F} = {A{BE)Y u n d fo lg l i ch ist (BE)N e i n O p e r a t o r v o m T y p ( A f ) m i t 
M' = 1 +1|№)"|| sup \\R(-RI; (B£)")||. Entsprechend dem Teil I erhält man also 
0 S i | < » 
Nach Voraussetzung (1') ist B" vom Typ (M). Folglich existiert der Operator 
(ß")1/n, und es folgt auf Grund der Ungleichung (vgl. [9]) 
. n i sin— 1 - -
M O B j r - ( ¿ V I I S — - — T M ^ * № y - B T ^ 
iL i _ I 
11 n 
. n 1 sm— „ l -n 2 " ^ f « M l + X > 
iL 
11 Tl 
T # l + ' 2 [ k J w 
(wobei ( M = m a x (Af, M% die Beziehung [BN]L/N=B. 
9) Die Identität von f(B") und der ten Potenz von B" ergibt sich mit Hilfe einer einfachen 
1 r " 
Umformung des Integrals d) zi/"R(z; B")dz bei geeigneter Wahl des Integrationsweges C 
.2711 J. 
(Vgl. [9]). 
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III. Der Operator B genüge den Bedingungen (1') und (2). Nach Lemma 5b) 
( 71 — "Vi 1 
ergibt sich dann <7(ß)c 2 -I (7 = Are tan — ) . Die in Lemma 7 eingeführten 
v n J M 
Funktionen/m(z) und gm(z) = z f m ( z ) (m = \, 2, ...) sind folglich auf a(B) und einer 
Umgebung von. z = °° analytisch. Entsprechend dem Riesz—Dunford—Taylor-
schen Funktionalkalkül für einen abgeschlossenen Operator B mit nicht leerer 
Resolventenmenge. Q(B) existieren den Funktionen fm(z) und gm(z) (m = 1,2, ...) 
zugeordnete Operatoren fm(B) und gm(B) = Bfm(B) mit folgenden Eigenschaften 
(vgl. [3]): 
a) [fm{B)f = [ f m f ( B ) = m(ml+B")~1 (m= 1 ,2 , . . . ) , 
b) o(fm(Bj) = / , > ( ß ) U { z = oo}); 
Cl) gm(B)x = Bfm(B)x = fm(B)Bx . (x^(B); m = 1,2, ...), 
c2) °(gm(B)) = gm(a(B) U {z =«»}), 
c3).[gm(B)r = [gm]"(B) = B"m(m/+B")-'-
Wir zeigen nun zunächst mit Hilfe der Aussagen c2) und c3), daß die beschränkten 
Operatoren gm(B) die Bedingungen (1') und (2) erfüllen, um das Ergebnis des Teiles II 
auf diese Operatoren anwenden zu können. Auf Grund des Spektralabbildungs-
satzes c2) und der Voraussetzungen (1') und (2) für B ist entsprechend der Lemmata 
5b) und 7c) 
*(*»(*)) =gm(?(B){J{z= =o})c 
; = f c ( ¿ ( i ) u ( . - } ) c 2 ( ¿ ) c 2 ( í ) |o y = Are tan ~ 
Wegen der Bedingung (1'), die wir an den Operator B stellen, sind die Operatoren 
k'Jß)]" = {gl(B)] = B"in(ml +B")'1 für alle m= 1 ,2 , . . . vom Typ (2M+1) (vgl. 
Beweis zum Satz 2; Abschnitt 3b). Die Aussage des Teiles II ergibt dann angewandt 
auf die Operatoren gm(B) (m= 1, 2, ...) 
— • ± 
( l g j ß ) r y = gJB) oder [mß"(m/+B"r']" = BfJB). 
Da nach Voraussetzung (1') für B der Operator B" vom Typ (M) ist, gilt (vgl. 
Beweis zum Satz 2; Abschnitt 3) 
lim [mB-iml+B")-1]* ~ (B")" * (x£l>(Bn)). 
Zum Beweis der Aussage (B") i , n = B bleibt zu zeigen, daß für jedes * £ T>(2J") die 
Beziehung lim Bfm(B)x = Bx (m — besteht. Die beschränkten Operatoren fm(B) 
(m = 1 ,2 , . . . ) genügen aber den Bedingungen (1'), (2) und (3), denn es ist für alle 
m = 1 ,2 , . . . 
\[(fm(B))" + r,iyi\\ = \\[m{mI+B")-1+riI]-1\\ = 
M, , M + l 
H (11 > 0) 
1 + Í? 
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und wegen der Lemmata 5b) und 7c) 
<x( / „ (20)c /> (2? )U{z = ~ } ) c / „ 
(0 < y = Are tan -4-) . 
M 
Man bekommt also entsprechend der Aussage von Teil II 
Un(ß))f = LAß). 
Die Operatoren f„(B) und B sind auf T>(ß) vertauschbar (vgl. Cj), so daß sich nach 
Lemma 6 die Beziehung 
lim Bf„,(B)x = lim fm(B)Bx = lim [m(ml + B")~ l]n x = Bx 
in-* oo in-*» m-><» 
für alle x££>(ß) ergibt. Die abgeschlossenen Operatoren (ß")1/rt und B stimmen auf 
D(JB") überein, es gilt also entsprechend der Definition der — t e n Potenz von B" 
n 
CS")" = B, 
was zu zeigen war. 
Als einfache Folgerung des eben bewiesenen Sachverhaltes ergibt sich: 
Sa tz 5. Es seien A ein Operator vom Typ (M) und Ax ( 0 < « S 1) eine Schar 
von abgeschlossenen Operatoren mit den folgenden Eigenschaften: 
1. für O^ß^a^l ist 
2. die Schar Aa ist linksseitig stetig auf T>(Aa), d. h. 
lim Apx = Axx (x€T>(AJ); fi^a 
3 . für alle « = 1 , 2 , ... gilt (T(y41/n)c|z: | a r g z | ^ - ^ j ; 
4. für /> = 1,2, . . . ,« ist (Au,y = APln und At=A. 
Dann gilt für 0 < a S l 
A„ = A'. 
Beweis. Auf Grund der Eigenschaften 3 und 4 erhält man nach Satz 4 
' A± =A" . 
n 
Wegen der Gültigkeit des Potenzgesetzes (Satz 1) liefert die Voraussetzung 4 für 
/ 7 = 1 , 2 , . . . , « 
L 
(Ap) = (Aly = (A'y = A ' t 
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d. h., für alle rationalen a ( 0 < a S 1) ist Aa = A". Mit Hilfe der linksseitigen Stetigkeit, 
von Ax (Voraussetzung 2) und A" (vgl. Folgerung 2) bzgl. a ergibt sich also 
was zu beweisen war. 
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Über die Größenordnung der Partialsummen 
der Entwicklung integrierbarer Funktionen 
nach W-Systemen 
Von FERENC SCHIPP in Budapest 
Einleitung 
Es sei {(p„(t)} (" = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ' ) ein im Intervall [0,1] definiertes Funktionen-
system mit 
(1) Wn(t) 1 = 1 ( i € [ 0 , l ] ; « = 0, 1,2, ...), 
ferner sei {yV„(0} (« = 0, 1,2, ...) das von {(pn(t)} erzeugte ff-System. D.h . , es ist 
i//0(t) = l, und für 
(2) n = 2Vl +21'2 + . . . +2V« ( v 1 > v 2 > . . . > v s ^ 0 ) 
ist 
(3) >l'n(t) = <pvi(t)(pv2(t) ••• <Pvs(0-
Wir nehmen an, daß das System {<p„(t)} stark-multiplikativ orthogonal ist, d . h . 
daß das System {»A„(0} orthogonal ist. r) 
Wir bezeichnen mit 
(4) s „ ( f j ) = " z |>V(0 ( / f { u ) 4 > M dl 
die «-te Partialsumme der nach dem orthogonalen System {^„(t)} fortschreitenden 
Fourier-Entwicklung von f(t). 
In dieser Arbeit werden wir den folgenden Satz beweisen. 
Sa tz . Es sei {).„} (n= 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ) eine positive, monoton nicht abnehmende 
Zahlenfolge mit limA„ = °°, /.„ = o(log log n). Dann existiert eine Funktion 
f(t)£L[0, 1] derart, daß überall im Intervall [0, 1] 
(5) l i m s u p 1 ^ ^ 1 > 0 
n-»oo • n 
besteht. 
') Siehe ALEXITS [1], S. 165. 
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Unser Satz gibt eine Verschärfung eines Satzes von E. STEIN ([5], Satz 7.), 
nach dem eine Funktion f(t)^L[0, 1] existiert, die eine fast überall divergente Walsh-
Entwicklung besitzt. 
Durch Anwendung der Beispiele von KOLMOGOROFF ([3] , [4]) hat Y U N G - M I N G 
C H E N [6] einen analogen Satz für Fourierreihen bewiesen. 
Zuerst beweisen wir das Analogon für {•/'„(/)} des grundlegenden Lemmas in 
der Kolmogoroffschen Konstruktion. 
L e m m a . Für jede Zahl k( = 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ) kann man ein W-Polynom 
p
k
( 0 = 2 « v № ¥ v ( 0 
v = 0 
und eine Folge {H{2k~1^} (/7 = 0, 1, 2, ..., 22k — 1) von meßbaren Mengen mit den 




a) n/Zi?*-" = 0 . (n^n'), ' U = PUl ; 




d) für n = 0 ,1,2, und tdHi2«-» gilt fS„(/;A)| 
k 
wobei /( = 22lk+" + 2 22v gesetzt wird. 
v = 0 
§ 1. Bezeichnungen 
Es sei {r„(x)} (/7 = 0, 1,2, ...) das Rademachersche System, d . h . 
'»M = {_J qZIZ?) ro(x+l) = r0(x), 
( 1 - 1 ) 
r„(x) = r0(2"x) ( /7=1,2 ,3 , . . . ) . 
Es ist bekannt, daß die Funktionen rn(x) im Interwall [0, 1] stark-multiplikativ 
orthogonal sind und das von ihnen erzeugte tf-System das bekannte Walshsche 
Orthogonalsystem ist, dessen Elemente wir mit W„(x) (n = 0, 1,2, ...) bezeichnen. 
Es sei x = 0, x,x2 ...x„x„+l ... die dyadische Entwicklung der Zahl x£[0, 1), 
wobei wir festsetzen, daß für x=p2~q alle xt (i^q + 1) gleich 0 sind. Dann gilt 
(1.2) /•„(*) = ( - 1 ) * — . 
Im Folgenden bedeutet R die Menge der dyadisch rationalen Zahlen in [0, 1). 
F I N E [2] hatte die folgende Operation in R eingeführt: es sei 
11= 1 Z. 
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№ 
x = 0,x1x2 ... x„... = J = 0, y2 ... y„... = 
n= 1 z n= 1 
Es ist leicht zu verifizieren, daß R mit dieser Operation eine Abelsche Gruppe 
ist, und daß die Relationen 
(1.4) x + x = 0, Wn(x+y)=W„(x)W„(y) (x,y£R-n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
gelten. 
Wir bezeichnen mit G die Menge der nichtnegativen ganzen Zahlen. In der 
Menge G führen wir eine Operation © folgenderweise ein: 
<1.5) k®l= j h * - v - / , | 2 » 
V = 0 
für 
k = Z K2\ I = i 1,2V /, = 0,1). 
v = 0 v = 0 
Offensichtlich wird G mit der Operation © zu einer Abelschen Gruppe und die 
nichtnegativen ganzen Zahlen, die kleiner als 2" sind, bilden eine Untergruppe 
G„ von G von der Ordnung 2", wobei noch 
/16} k 1 = k®l 
besteht. 
§ 2. Hilfssätze 
Zur Konstruktion der Funktion Pk(t) werden wir einige Hilfssätze benutzen. 
H i l f s s a t z I. Es sei n = 2V '+2V2 + ...+2V< (v, > v2 > . . . > v s g 0 ) und 
< 2 . 1 ) = " l V v ( 0 ^ , ( 4 
v = 0 
Dann gilt 
<2. 2) D„{f,x) = 4>„{') Wn(x) J <p (t) r (x) D2vj(t; x). 
J = I 
Beweis v o n H i l f s s a t z I. Es sei m = 2k + m' mit 0 W e n n v<2 f c 
ist, dann folgt aus (3) t/f2k+„(7) fV2k + V(A") = <pk(t)rk(x) i//v(7) lYv(x), und so gilt 
m - 1 
Dm{f,x)= Z ^ A 0Wy(x) = v = 0 
2k— 1 ra'-J 
<2.3) = 2 2 = 
v = 0 v = 0 
m ' - l 
= ¿ V + %('KW Z Mt)Wy(x) = D2k(t;x) + <pk(.t)rk(x)Dm.(t;x). 
v = 0 
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Speziell für m' = 2k ergibt sich 
£>2,t+1(i; x) = (l + q>k(t)rk(x))D2k(f, x) = ]J (1 + (pv(t)'\(x)) ^ 0 
v = 0 
(2.4) 
(k = 0,],2, /€ [0 ,1] ; x£R). 
Mit der Benutzung dieser Formeln zeigen wir (2. 2) mit Induktion. Ist n = 2k 
(k = 0,1,2, ...), dann folgt (2. 2) auf Grund von (1): 
D2k(t;x) = il/2k(t)W2k(x){<pk(t)rk(x)D2k(t;x)}. 
Wir nehmen an, daß (2. 2) schon für alle Zahlen n ' S 2 k bewiesen ist. Wir zeigen, 
daß sie auch für n (2k < n < 2k+J) besteht. Es sei n = 2k + ri. Ist n' = 2V> + 2Vi + ... + 2 % 
( f c > v | > . . . > v 4 s 0 ) , dann ergibt sich aus (2. 3) und der Induktionsannahme ' 
D„(t;x) = D2k(t; x) + q>k{t)rk(x)DJf,x) •= 
= D2k(t; x) + < M ' K ( * ) < M 0 W„.(x) { Z <Pv{t) l\J(x)D2\J(tj r ) j • 
Da für v </c 
<PÄt)rv(x) " f f (1 + <Pj(>)rj(x)) = 2 (1 + <Pj(r)rj(x)) = D2k(t;x) 
j= 0 j = 0 
gilt, erhalten wir schließlich 
•D„(t;x) = 
= <pk(t)rk(x)i}jAt) W„,(x) ^pk(t)rk{x)D2k{f, x)+ 2 <Pvj(t)t\,.{x)D2.j(f,x^ = 
•= <A«(0 Wn{x) {cpk(t)rk(x)D2k(t; x) + (pVl(t)rn(x)DMf, x)+ ... + 
+ <Pvs(t)'\s(x)D2vs(f,x)}, 
womit (2. 2) bewiesen ist. 
H i l f s s a t z II. Es seien 
(2.5) £<°> = {r . /£[0 , 1], <pv(0 = 0 , £<'> = { / : /€[0 , 1], <pv(0 = - 1 } 
(v = 0, 1,2, ...)_ 
k 
Für 0 s n < 2 k + i und n= £ nv2k~v («v = 0 ,1) sei 
v = O - • 
( 2 . 6 ) H P = n ^v"v) (ii = 0 , l , . . . 2 * + 1 - l ; & = 0 , 1 , . . . ) . 
v = 0 
Dann bestehen 
(2.7) = 0 (u*« ' ) , 2 Ü " 1 ^ = [0, 1], 
n = 0 
und 
(2.8) 2 Ä t ) = 2« ( / € / / « ; 
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Bewe i s v o n H i l f s s a t z II . Die Relationen (2. 7) ergeben sich leicht aus-
£v(0) U £v(1) = [0, 1] und EW 0 E P = 0 . 
Zum Beweis von (2. 8) führen wir die Zahlen 
N U ; n ) = 2 n v 2 J - " . 0 = 0, 1,2, . . . ,k) 
v = 0 
ein. Dann besteht offenbar iV(Ä:; n)=n, und 
n 
, = o 2V+1 ' 2J + 1 v = o 2V+1 2"+ 1 v t o 2 v + ' 2J + 1 
Daraus auf Grund von (1. 2), (2. 4), (2. 5) und (2. 6) folgt, daß für 0 S j ^ k 
D2J+l\t; 
(2.9) 
gilt, 2) ferner 




= A(i + (-iy<Pl(t)) = lV+i' ^ n n int + K MV | 0 j w e n n . t i H u } u n ) 
H % i n ) = h e ' ^ f n n e 1 
v = Ö ' \v = 0 
also HÜlj.n)(zHiNj(-j-\-,n) 0 = 1, 2, ..., fc). Beachten wir, daß nach ' (1 .2) und (2. 4> 
f ü r t£E<»i> rj ( ^ ^ r ) <
P
j(t) = (- rr (Pj(t) = l gilt u n d E p ^ H ^ O = 0, 1, . . . , k),.. 
so bekommen wir aus (2. 9) für / ' + 1 = 5 die zu bewiesende Gleichung (2. 8). 
H i l f s s a t z I I I . Es sei 
n ö(k) 
(2.10) + („ = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , 2 ^ - 1 ; /c = 1, 2, 3, ...), 
wobei die Folge öj,k) ( = 0, 1) durch die unteren rekwsiven Formeln definiert wirdr 
¿q1' = 1, ¿1» = <5<» = 5'«) = 0; 
= 1, • = 5»+D = ¿(t+D = 0; 
0 = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , 2 " - 1 ; ¿ = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ) . 
(2.11) 
& se/'e/j weiterhin 
(2. 12) mk= 2 2Zv (* = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) v = 0 
2) Es folgt aus (2. 9) füry'= Ar, wenn man noch / 0 2 k + 1 ^ r r j 1 beachtet, daß = 
= 2 - ( k 4 , ), wobei ¡//„<"1 das Lebesguesche Maß von H,',k) bedeutet. 
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.und 
22k — 1 
Uk(t;x) = 2 VikiOrikix + A^D^Xtix + AP), 
n = 0 
•(2. 13) 
vk(t ; x) = J ф т к ( 0 W„,k(Л-) { i (22v_ 1 ) ( p 2 i k _ v ) ( t ) r 2 ^ v ) ( x ) D 2 M . - A t ; *)} 
(л-€Л; i€ [0 , l ] ; k = 1,2,3,...). 
.Dann besteht 
<2.14) Uk(t; л-) = Vk(t; x) (k = 1, 2, 3, ...; xiR; i€[0, 1]). 
Beweis v o n H i l f s s a t z I I I . Der Beweis wird 'durch Induktion in Bezug 
.auf к geführt. Aus den Definitionen der A{k) und mk folgt mit Hilfe von (1. 4) 
Ui(t;x) = 2 cPi(t)r2(x + A^) = «=o 
= <p2(t)r2(x)\r2 \jf\+r2 |^rl+/"2 у " 2 У } = ^ ( O ^ O ) , 
Vl(t;x) = j<p2(t)(p0(t)r2{x)r0(x){(22 - ])(p0(t)r0(x)} = 2<p2{t)r2(x), 
•der Satz ist also für k= 1 richtig. 
Wir nehmen an, daß für einen Index 1) Uk(t; x)=Vk(t; x) (x£R, 1]) 
gilt. Mittels ( 1 . 2 ) und ( 2 . 1 1 ) ergibt sich durch einfacher Rechnung, daß immer, 
wenn nicht / = l , / = 0 sind, die Gleichung 
' 2k + 2\/t4-j + i J ' 2 k ( ^ l 4 j + i ) — ' 2 k\-Hj ) 
• ( 2 . 1 5 ) 
0 — 0 , 1 , 2 , ...,22k— 1 ; k= 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ; / = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ) 
"besteht und im Falle / = 1 , 7 = 0 
( 2 . 1 6 ) r2k+2(Ar,))r2k(Ar'))=-r2k(A«>) . (k= 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ) 
.gilt, weiterhin für alle natürlichen Zahlen i ( < 2 / c ) 
rMj++V) = r,(Ai">) ( y = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 2 ^ - 1 ; k= 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ; / = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ) . 
.Aus dieser letzten Gleichung folgt, daß im Falle / S 22k 
Dl(t;x+A^) = D.itix + AW) 
' ' 0 ' = 0 , 1 , 2 , ...,22k-\; k= 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ; / = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ) 
ist. Mit Hilfe von( l . 4 ) , ( 2 . 3 ) und ( 2 . 1 5 ) ergibt sich — wenn nicht / = 1 , 7 = 0 sind — 
•die folgende Gleichung: 
'2k + 2 2fc + 2 ' 2Ü + 2 
• {DMt; .v + Aik/+ !>) + <p2k(t)r2k(x + Aikj%V)Dmk_, (i; x + A%++?)} = 
- /-2. + 2 ( x ) {r2k+2(Ai%)>)D22k(f, x + A^)++(p2k(t)r2k(.x4- Af))D„k_l(t; x + Af>)} 
( 7 = 0 , 1 , 2 , ...,22k- 1 ; > = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ; / = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ) , 
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woraus auf Grund der Gleichung 
ö\k> r2kl' 
(¿(k + 1) 
r ( , i « c + l ) \ _ r + i ^2k+ 2 \ 4-j + i ) — 2k + 2 I 22fc+3 
- ^ l ^ l r r l 0 = 2,3) 
die Beziehung 
2 <P2k + 2(0r2k+2^ + A^)Dmk(i-,x + AikjX^) = ¡ = 0 
= 492k + 2(t)r2k+2{x){cp2k(t)'-2k(x + AV)Dmk_Xt;x + A^)} 
folgt. Daraus ergibt sich, daß 
22k—1 3 
Uk+1(t;x) = 2 2 <P2k + 2(t)>-2k+2(x + A^)Dmk(f,x + AiY+i>) = j=o ;=o 
j = 0 
- 4<P2k + 2 (0''2* + 2 (*) <P2* ( 0 r2k (* + A P ) Dmk _, (t; x + ^ 8» ) + 
i = 0 
besteht. Da auf Grund von (1. 4), (2. 3), (2. 10), (2. 11), (2. 16) und (2. 17) 
¿3 = <J>2ft+2(0'2k+2C*:)-
i = 0 
gilt, bekommen wir aus (1. 4), (2. 3) und (2. 13), auf Grund der Induktionsannahme, 
daß 
Uk+1(t;x).= 2<p2k + 2(t)r2k + 2(x)-
•{2 Uk(t;x) + D22>{t;x + Ap)-<p2k(t)r2k(x±Ap)D^_l(t;x + Ap% = 
= 2<p2k+2(t)r2k + 2(x){2Vk(t;x) + D22k(t;x) + q}2k(t)r2k(x)Dmk_l(t;x)} = 
= 2(p2k+2(t)r2k+2(x){2Vk(t;x) + Dmk(t;x)} 
ist. Benutzt man die Gleichungen (2. 2) und (2. 13), so ergibt sich 
Uk+i(t;x) = 
= . ( ' )W» f c + 1 (*) | Z (2^*-4)(p2{k-v){t)r2ik_v)(x\D2Mk-^tt-x) + i lv = 0 
+ 3 2 (P2(k-v)(0''2(k-v)(x)D22(k-v)(t;x)\ = 
v = 0 J 
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Aus dem Hilfssatz II folgt noch, indem man (2. 13) berücksichtigt, daß für 
0 ^ n < 2 2 k die folgende Abschätzung gilt: 
(2. 18) 
' M ] 
2 n 22,c J ~ 3 k2 (2**-»-l)<p2v(t)r2 v = 0 i - 1 v [ 2lk J DizAt: 22 k 
0 ft— 1 k — 1 k.'>2k 
= i- 2 ( 2 ^ - v ) - l ) 2 2 v > ± 2 22*-i = • (t£N<2k-V). 
3 v = 0 J v = 0 J 
H i l f s s a t z IV. Die Ziffern co(v)(/), k) der dyadisch rationalen Zahl 
^ (« = 0,1,2, . . . , 2 « - l ; ¿ = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ) • BW = 2 Z L I O M ( " ' K ) 
(2.19) coM(n, k) = 
seien folgendermaßen definiert: 
l, / a r = 
k0, für r2k{Al»+A<»+A%v) = 1, 
wobei n@v die in (1. 5) definierte Summe der Zahlen n, v(£G2k) bezeichnet, ferner sei 
(2.20) ?<»(';*) = '-2«+1,W<P2»+n(0 
r2k(.x) <Pik(t)Dm,< - , (' i X) 
(« = 0,1,2, . . . , 2 2 t - l ; ¿ = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ) . Dann gilt 22k_ 
(2.21) 2 qPOlC«) = + ^ 
Beweis von H i l f s s a t z IV. Aus der Definition der folgt 
r2>k+vm = +yi<« v) 
(» = 0,1,2, . . . , 2 « - l ; v = 0,1,2, ..., 22(1— 1; ¿ = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ) , 
woraus sich 
(2. 22) 
mit aufwechseln der Indizes n und v ergibt. Aus (2. 19) und (2. 20) schließen wir 
für s-<22k: rfCink)) = rs(A(nk)), also 
(2.23) Dt(t;x+C^) = D,(f,x + Aik>) (l^222k). 
Auf Grund von (1. 6) ergibt sich 
22/t 1 22k+l 22 k ' 22k+1 
22k ' 22k 22k+1 
(S(k) S(k> ö(k) , 
Aik) i 1 X " _L "v 
-"n © v ^ I 22k+ 1 ~2 2 f c + 1 ?2*+l I1 
22k+i ' 2 2 k + 1 ' 2 2 k + 1 
2 2 t + 1 
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woraus rs(Aik) +Alk)) = r,(,A(n%v) (s < 2k) folgt. Daraus erhalten wir 
(2.24) Dl(f,x + A^+A^) = Dt(f,x + Aiklv) (l^22k). 
Mit Berücksichtigung von r22k+„(A)k)) = 1, bekommen wir auf Grund von (2.20), 
(2. 22), (2. 23) und (2. 24): 
= r22k+n(x)(p22k+M)r2k(x)(p2k(t)r22k+n(B^)r2k(A^ +A^)Dmk_1(f, * + = 
= r2 2k+„ (x) cp2 2k+„ ( 0 r2k(x + A<% v) (p2k (t)Dmk _, (t; X + AI;^ v). 
Da mit v auch «®v die Gruppe G2k ( = 0, 1,2, ...,22k— 1) durchläuft, erhalten 
wir mit Berücksichtigung von (2. 13) und (2. 14) 
2 2 k - 1 
v = 0 
(22k-l 1 
= r22k+ii(x)<p22k+n(t)\ 2 r2k(x + A(kl,)<p2k(t)Dmk_l(t;x + = 
= r2i*+„(x)(p2i*+n(t)Vk(t\x). 
Für x = A^ ergibt sich (2. 21) auf Grund der Relationen r22k+„(Aj,k)) = l und ' 
Vki.f,A^)=Vk\t-,-^r2k(AP). 
Damit haben wir den Hilfssatz IV bewiesen. 
§ 3. Beweis des Lemmas 
Es sei 
(3 .1 ) pk(t) = ^ - 2 2 D222k+i(f,C^). 
y v = 0 
Dann bestehen a), b), c) auf Grund von (2. 4) und (2. 7), wobei H(„2k'1) (n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . 
22k — 1) die Mengen bedeuten, die im Hilfssatz II und mk durch (2. 12) definiert 
sind. Zum Beweis von d) beachten wir, daß auf Grund von (2. 3) und (2. 20) 
S2^+n+mk{f,D222k„(f,x)) = 
= D222-+Äf,x) + r22k+n(x)(p22k+„(i)D22k(t;x) + qj,k>(t;x) 
gilt. Mit Berücksichtigung von (2.21) und (3. 1) erhalten wir daraus: 
j 22k — 1 
5
2 2 2 ^ n + m k ( t \ P k ) = 22T 2 D2l2k+n(t;C^) + 
(3.2) 
l 2 1 k~1 i V r22k+n(C^)D22k(t', CW) + 22k (P22k + u(t)r2k 
J 28 
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Wegen (2. 9) und (2. 23) gilt 
D2>k(t; C»>) = D22u{f, /<«>) = />2№ I/; 22k 
2 " , wenn 
0, wenn i<f7/<2*-'>. 
Da die Mengen //<2 ' [-1) (v = 0, 1, 2, ..., 2 2 * - l ) disjunkt sind, folgt 
s l (/'€[0,1]). 
1 
22t 
22k — i 
z <p2iu+n(t)r2ik+n(CW)D22k(t; c«>) 
Da auf Grund von (2.9), der Wert von £>,22k+„(i; C^') auf einer Menge 
(vom Maß l/222k+") gleich 22 2 k +" ist, sonst aber verschwindet, bekommen wir, 
mittels der Gleichung (2. 13), 
|K,(/ ;x) | (/€[0,1]). 
Auf Grund von (2. 18) folgt aus (3. 2) 
2 k ( 2aii-1 ^ ^ ^ / r f v y j , 
22k + n + i»fv. 
(c, Pk) | ^ 
v = 0 / 
Damit haben wir auch die Behauptung d) bewiesen. 
§ 4. Beweis des Satzes 
Es sei A„ = e„ log log wo wir ohne Beschränkung der Allgemeinheit an-
nehmen können, daß e „ \ 0 . Ferner sei N¡ = 22l"'* < ... </c, < ...) mit £ eiv, < °°> 
i= I 
und wir bilden die Reihe 
(4.1) / ( ' ) = J % > » , ( ' ) 
i = 1 
Der höchste Index von i/rv(f) in Pk.{t) ist nicht größer als # ¡ — 1, so ist das te Glied 
der Reihe (4. 1) ein PK-Polynom der Funktionen ij/v(t), wobei der kleinste Tndex 
mindenstens der größte aber höchstens 2Ni — 1 ist. Da für jedes / ( = 1 , 2, 3, ...) 
2Ni~ l<Ni+i gilt, schließen wir, daß (4. 1) eine nach \jjv{t) fortschreitende (ge-
klammerte) Reihe ist, und in den verschiedenen Gliedern die einzelnen Funktionen 
ipv(t) höchstens je einmal vorkommen. 
Aus den Eigenschaften b) und c) von Pk(l) folgt, daß 
i 
JKf l < M 0 PMdt 
I 
co [* • oo 
= / Pki(t)dt = 2 eNr 
i= 1 ./ i = 1 
Hieraus bekommen wir, daß die Reihe (4.1) fast überall gegen eine integrierbare 
Funktion f ( t ) konvergiert. Weiter folgt auch, daß wir aus (4. 1) durch Weglassen 
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der Klammern die Entwicklung der Funktion f ( t ) nach dem System {^v(0} 
bekommen. 
Zum Beweis von (5) führen wir die folgenden Mengen ein: 
(4.2) Rl = {r.t€[0,l],Pkt(t)>6}, r = .Ü '¡JÄ,. J=1i=j Im Falle v ^ v ' ist DN.(t; C{*'>) DNl(t; C$l))= 0 (f€[0, 1]), also besteht Ri aus 22k< 
N-
disjunkten Mengen, die alle das Maß Nt 1 besitzen, und für tf^R, ist Pk.(t) = . 
Daraus folgt: 
|T| = lim U X, 
22k> 
l = J  J V1 
Zuerst zeigen wir, daß (5) für die Punkten von Ä = [0, 1] — T, d. h. fast überall 
in [0, 1] besteht. Es sei t£S. Dann gibt es, auf Grund von (4. 2), einen Index i0 = /„(t) 
derart, daß t$_R-, für i > z0 ist, folglich gilt 
(4.3) SN.(t;f) = S2Ni_i(t;f) = S2N,o(t;f) (i>i0). 
Auf Grund der Eigenschaft (6) a) der Mengen H ( k ) kann man eine Indexfolge 
«¡ = «¡(0 eindeutig angeben, für die - 1 , und (/ = 1,2, 3, ...) 
besteht. Es sei Mi = Mi(t) = 22:iki+ni(')+mkl. Dann bekommen wir aus (4.1), 
mittels (4. 3), daß für / > i 0 
s K t + M t ( t ; f ) = sN, ( f J ) + ( 0 s M i 0 ; A,) = 
BNi •Ajv,- (') SMi (t; Pk.) 
gilt. Daraus folgt auf Grund von (6) d) für genügend große /, 
( ' ; / ) i . C j ^ I - I ^ C ; / ) ! 
Y - 1 1 ; +0(1) •£ , , . • +0(1) : bNi + Mt log log (Ni + Mi) w ~ log log 2Nt ' . w 12" 
Damit haben wir (5) für die Punkten von S bewiesen. 
Es sei nun t£T. Dann gibt es eine Folge is = ix(t) (s= 1, 2, ...) für die t£ Ris 
log log X 
( ¿ = 1 , 2 , ...) gilt. Da die Folge A„ nicht abnehmend und die Funktion —, 
log* 
für x s 4 monoton abnehmend ist, gilt für j < s 
^ loglogJV,-, £ log Nis __ 2lki* 
£n1s ~ log log Nt ~ log Ni 22k,-> ' 
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Daraus folgt 
-2*1. »r. 0-.2*«, 
¿2n, e2N log log 2N s 's 
A U . ^ A^ 2 " 4 ^ J " 
Nis2~2k's f , ^ - f ] 2 ^ k - D | ^ ^ 
, log log vVis ( j t i A f , ^ " 4 ^ 'og'log [ i' 22 • / 
Damit haben wir unseren Satz bewiesen. 
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On a generalization of completely 0-simple semigroups 
By OTTO STE1NFELD in Budapest 
§ 1. Introduction 
The well-known theorem of REES characterizes the completely 0-simple semi-
groups with the help of matrix semigroups over a group with zero. In this paper 
we generalize this theorem by giving a class of semigroups that are characterized 
as matrix semigroups over a semigroup with zero and identity. 
In §2 we introduce the notion of left (right) ¿-translation between two left, 
(right) ideals of a semigroup 5" with 0. This notion is a generalization of right (left) 
translation of S in the sense of CLIFFORD—PRESTON [1]. Two left (right) ideals 
«[ , a2 of S are called left (right) ¿'-similar if there exists a one-to-one left (right) 
¿•-translation from o, onto a 2 . In Proposition 2. 1 a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion is given in order that the left ideals Set, Se2 (ef=ei; / = 1,2) of S be ¿»-similar. 
In § 3 we show that all 0-minimal left (right) ideals of a completely 0-simple 
semigroup are left (right) ¿-similar. Proposition 3 :4 gives the following characte-
rization of the completely 0-simple semigroups: a semigroup ¿ with zero is completely 
0-simple if and only if S has the form 5 = [J Sek with idempotents eA where Sex 
are 0-minimal, left '¿-similar left ideals of S. In view of this result we define the 
following generalization of the completely 0-simple semigroups. Let ¿' be a semi-
group with 0 such that 
' S=\JSel = \JelS (e2x = ex, ef = et; lg/rW), HI 
where Se} (etS) are left (right) ¿-similar left (right) ideals of ¿ with Sefl D Se, = 0 
(n, v€/1; ^ v) and ejSC\ekS = 0 ( / , k(L/; j^k). These semigroups are called 
¿"-similarly decomposable. 
The theorem of REES states that a semigroup is completely 0-simple if and 
only if it is isomorphic to a regular Rees matrix semigroup over a group with 
zero. In;order to give an analogous characterization of the ¿-similarly decomposable 
semigroups, we introduce the notion of the locally regular Rees matrix semigroup 
M°(H; I, A; P) over a semigroup H with zero and identity. (See at the end of § 3.) 
The regular Rees matrix semigroups are locally regular. Then we have: a semi-
group S with zero is ¿"-similarly decomposable if and only if it is isomorphic to 
a locally regular Rees matrix semigroup over a semigroup with zero and identity. 
(See Theorem 4. 1.) We intend to deal with the homomorphisms of a locally regular 
Rees matrix semigroup in another paper. 
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It is known that the Brandt semigroups are just the completely 0-simple inverse 
semigroups, therefore they have representations by special regular Rees matrix 
semigroups. (See Theorem 3. 9 in [1].) In § 5 we define the special S-similarly 
decomposable semigroups and we prove an analogous theorem concerning them. 
(See Theorem 5. 1.) It is interesting that these semigroups have an application 
in the theory of codes and finite-state transducers. 
§ 2. On the translations 
Let S be a semigroup with zero and I, , l2 left ideals of S. By a left S-translation 
ofl1 into I2 we mean a single valued mapping <p of I, into I2 such that 
(2. 1) xcp 612, s(x<p) = (sx)<p (for all x 61] and s £ S). 
If co is a left S-translation such that for every element i of I, 
xco = 0 (x£l , ) 
holds, then co is called the zero left S-translation of I, into 12. 
Let a2 be a fixed element of I2. Then the mapping 
(2.2) x— xa2 ; a 2 €l2) 
is a left S-translation of I, into I2. 
In the case I, = I 2 = S the left S-translation of S into itself and the right trans-
lation of S in the sense of CLIFFORD—PRESTON [1] are the same notions. 
Analogously, one can define the right S-translation of the right ideal r-j into 
the right ideal r2 of S. 
We say that the left ideals I , , 12 of S are left S-similar 1) if there exists a one-to-
one left S-translation <p of onto I2. It is easy to see that this notion defines an 
equivalence relation among the left ideals of S. 
One can define dually the right S-similarity of right ideals. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. 1. Let S be a semigroup with 0 and e{ ^ 0 , e2 F̂ O idempotents 
in S. Then the left ideals Se, and Se2 are left S-similar if and only if there exist elements 
<712 and cj2 j in S such that 
(2.3) . elql2e2 = ql2, e2q2lel = qzl, 
(2.4) 9i202i = ei> qi \q\2 = e2-
P r o o f . Let Se, and Se2 be left S-similar and.<p a one-to-one left S-translation 
of Se, onto Se2. Set elq> = ql2(€Se2), e2<p~1 = q2i(€ Sej). Then in view of (2. 1) 
and e] = e , , e2=e2 the relations (2. 3) hold. Furthermore, 
ei^(el(p)(p-l=ql2(p-1 =(q{2e2)(p-1^qi2(e2(p-1) = qi2q2]. 
Similarly <72,#i2 = e 2 . 
') In his paper [2], H.-J . HOEHNKE defines a more general, analogous notion for the S-systems. 
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Conversely, assume that some g1 2 and q2i in ¿ satisfy the relations (2. 3), (2. 4). 
Let (p be the mapping of Se1 into Se2 satisfying (se1)<p=se1ql2 (sel € Se^. Then. 
(sel)<p = (tel)(p (sel and r e ^ S e , ) and (2. 4 t ) imply 
selql2 = teiql2 => seiq12q2i = teiql2q21 => sel=tel. 
If ue2 is an arbitrary element of Se2 then because of (2. 42) (uq2lex)cp— 
= uq2leiql2 = uq2iql2=ue2. Thus cp is a one-to-one mapping of Se^ onto Se2-
with property (2. 1), i.e. Se, and Se2 are left ¿-similar. 
A dual proposition holds on the right ¿-similar right ideals e2S of S. 
R e m a r k 1. It is easy to show that the conditions (2. 4) alone are sufficient 
to assure the left ¿-similarity of Se{ and Se2. 
Since the conditions on ei and e2 of Proposition 2. 1 are left-right symmetric, 
it is clear that we have the following 
C o r o l l a r y 2. 2. Let S be a semigroup with zero and ei ^ 0 , e2^0 idempotents 
in S. Then the left ideals :Sel and Se2 are left S-similar if and only if the right ideals 
eYS and e2S are right S-similar. 
Proposition 2. 1 and Corollary 2. 2 are analogous to Proposition III. 7. 4 and 
its Corollary in JACOBSON [3]. 
An other consequence of Proposition 2. 1 is the following 
C o r o l l a r y 2. 3 (Cf. STEINFELD [6] Theorem 5. 4). If the left ideals Se{, Se2 
=e19£0, e\ = e2 t^ 0) of a semigroup S with zero are left S-similar, then the sub-
semigroups etSei and e2Se2 of S are isomorphic. 
P r o o f . Since the left ideals Set, Se2 are left ¿-similar, elements q12 and q2[! 
with properties (2. 3), (2. 4) exist. We shall show that 
(2.5) elsel-»q2isq12 (else1£eiSei) 
is an isomorphism of elSel onto e2Se2. For, let e^sei and eite1£elSel; then 
in view of (2. 5) and (2. 4,) 
e1sel-e1tel -~q2lse1tq12=q2lsql2-q2ltql2. 
So (2.5) is a homomorphism. Furthermore, if the images q21sqi2 and q2itqiZ 
of e1se1 and eltei are equal, then 
(2.6) eisel = ql2-q2isqx2-q2i=q12-q2ltql2-q21=eite1: 
Finally, let e2ue2£e2Se2. In view of (2. 42) the element e1q12e2ue2q21e1 of e1Se1 
is mapped by (2. 5) upon the element q2x • q^2uq2l • qi2 = e2ue2. Thus (2. 5) is art 
isomorphic mapping of e^Sex onto e2Se2, indeed. 
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§ 3. On the completely 0-simple semigroups 
Now we need the following 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 . 1 (STEINFELD [5] Satz 6 ) . Let I be a 0-minimal left ideal of 
vd semigroup S with zero and e^O an idempotent) in I. Then el is a group with zero. 
Let S<?,, Se2 (e2 = e , ; e 2 = e 2 ) be two 0-minimal left ideals of a semigroup 
S with 0, and a£S. By the 0-minimality of Se2 either Se1ae2; — Se2 or Setae2 — 0 
holds. 
The first possibility implies the existence of an element /;>e,€Se, such that 
belae2—e2. Hence e2be{ •e,ae2 — e\ = e2 . From this we get 
e, ae2 • e2bel • e,ae2 • e2be, = e, ae7 • e2- e 26e, = ex ae2 • e2bet, 
that is e, ae2 • e 26e, £e,Se, is an idempotent. Since e,Se, is a group with zero 
.and elae2-e2bel ^ 0 , we obtain etae2-e2bel =e,. By Proposition 2 .1 and the 
properties of the elements e, ae2, e2be{, the left ideals Se, and Se2 are left S-similar. 
The second possibility implies that the mapping 
set—sei-elae2=0 (set£Se,) 
is the zero left S-translation of Se, into Se2. 
Thus we have: if an element ae2 (£ Se2) exists such that Selae2 = Se2, then 
.Se, and Se2 are left S-similar; if such an element does not exist, then the only 
left ¿"-translation between Se, and Se2 is the zero ¿"-translation. Therefore: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.2. Let Se, , Se2 (e, = e , ; e2 = e2) be 0-minimal left ideals 
•of a semigroup S with zero. Then either Se,, Se2 are left S-similar or the only left 
S-translation between Se, and Se2 is the zero left S-translation. 
These imply 
C o r o l l a r y 3. 3. All 0-minimal left (right) ideals of a completely 0-simple 
.semigroup S are left (right) S-similar. 
P r o o f . Let (, , I2 two 0-minimal left ideals of the completely 0-simple semi-
.group S. It is known that has the form I; = Se; ( e f = e i \ / = 1 , 2). In view of the 
0-minimality of Se2 the product Se, •ae2(a £ S) is either 0 or Se2 . As S is a 0-simple 
semigroup Se, S = S holds. Thus at least one element ae2 (£ Se2) exists with Se, ae2 = 
= Se2. This and Proposition 3. 2 imply our assertion. 
We shall prove the following characterization of completely O-siinple semi-
groups. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. 4 (cf. STEINFELD [7] Theorem 15). A semigroup S with zero 
.is completely 0-simple if and only if S has the form 
<3.1) {el = ex) 
X£A 
-.where Sex are pairwise left S-similar 0-minimal left ideals of S. 
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, P r o o f . By Corollary 2. 49 of [1], a completely 0-simple semigroup ¿ is the 
union of its 0-minimal left ideals 1; (/„ € A). As S is a regular semigroup we can 
write lk = Sex (ej = ex; X£A). Thus, by Corollary 3. 3,! the necessity of the stated 
condition follows. 
Conversely, let ¿ be a semigroup with- the stated properties. In view of Exercise 
12 for § 2. 7 of- [1] it is enough to prove that S is 0-simple. As S has at least one 
non-zero idempotent, we have S2 ¿¿0. By (3. 1), any ideal 0 ( ^ 0 ) of S has a non-
zero element of the form a e ^ d a ^ ^ A ) . Hence 
O^ae^daSe^ = 
Because of the O-minimality of Sefl, this implies Sefl = aSellQa. As ¿e„ and every 
Sex(X(iA) are left ¿'-similar, 0-minimal left ideals of ¿ in view of Proposition 2. 1 
Sex= Se^-SexQa-SexQa (A 6 /1) 
holds. This and (3. 1) imply 
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establishing the O-simplicity of S. 
• • The dual-characterization of the completely 0-simple semigroup S holds by 
the right ¿"-similar, 0-minimal right ideals etS i£l) of S. 
It is easy to show that the left ideal Se (e2 = e^0) of the. completely 0-simple 
semigroup S is 0-minimal if and only if eS is a 0-minimal right ideal of ¿, therefore 
one can'suppose that in the decompositions 
.•V • U \Je:S A€/l HI 
1 € / r i / l holds. Naturally the 0-minimal left ideals Sex (HA) in (3. 1) are different, 
therefore ¿ ^ • ¿ e v = = 0 if p^v and n, v£A. ' ' 
We: now generalize the notion of completely 0-simple semigroups. 
Let ¿ be a semigroup with 0 such that 
(3.2) (e2x = ex; e? = ei; . I tin A) 
I E A I E I 
where Sex (Xd /l)[e,.S"('€ /)] are left [right] 0-similar left [right] ideals of ¿ such 
that Se^ H ¿"ev = 0 (p, v € A; p v) and ejSPlekS = 0 ( j , kel; j^k). We call a 
semigroup with these properties S-similarly decomposable. 
By Proposition 3. 4 and its dual, the completely 0-simple semigroups are 
¿-similarly decomposable. 
The well-known theorem of REES (CLIFFORD—PRESTON [1], Theorem 3. 5) 
characterizes the completely 0-simple semigroups by the regular Rees matrix semi-
groups over a group with 0. In the next § we wish to give an analogous characteri-
zation of. the ¿-similarly decomposable semigroups. For this characterization 
we need to generalize the notion of the regular Rees matrix semigroup. 
Let H be a semigroup with 0 and with the identity element e. Let M (H; I, A; P) 
denote the Rees matrix semigroup over H with a sandwich matrix P = (pxd (X£A; 
PM^H)- Denote the elements of M° by (a)iX with a in H, i in I and X in A. 
The product of the matrices (a)ix, (¿>)J|U is defined by 
(3. 3) (a)iX o (b)j„ = (apxjb)Hl (a, b£H; /, j€/; X, p £ A). 
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We say that M°{H\ I, A; P) is locally regular if P = (pXi) has the following 
properties: 
1) in every row X of P there exists an element pxj(x) (j{X) £ / ) which has a right 
inverse p \ j W in H, that is 
(3-4) P>.ju)Pvo.) = e; 
2) in every column i of P there exists an element p^^ (p(i)£A) which has 
a left inverse p'^i in H, that is 
(3-5) P l w i P „ w = e-t 
3) there exists at least one element pXi in P which has a (right and left) inverse 
in H. 
A regular Rees matrix semigroup M°(G; I, A; P) over a group G with zero 
is locally regular. 
§ 4. A generalization of the Rees theorem 
T h e o r e m 4. 1. A semigroup S with zero is S-similarly decomposable if and 
only if it is isomorphic to a locally regular Rees matrix semigroup over a semigroup 
with zero and identity: 
P r o o f . Let S be a S-similarly decomposable semigroup. Then S has a de-
composition (3.2). In view of (3.2) an arbitrary element a 9^0 of S belongs to . 
exactly one right ideal e ; S (/'€/) and to exactly one left ideal Sex (A 6/1). Hence 
(4.1) a = e,aex (iei;X£A). 
As every left ideal Sex (A£A) is left S-similar to Sex ( l G / f l / l ) and every right 
ideal etS ( /£ / ) is right S-similar to (1 £IC\A), by Proposition 2. 1 there exist 
elements q[X (£eiSex), qXi (£exSe{) and ru(£e i Se^), r,-t(<EeiS'ei) such that 
(4-2) «u?n=«i, <hi<lu = ex 
and 
(4.3)' r , i r u = ei. 
Let M°{ex Se, ; I, A; P) denote the Rees matrix semigroup over the semigroup 
eiSei with the sandwich matrix P = (pXi) = (qiXrn). We shall prove that the mapping 
(4.4) cp: a = eiaex~(r[iaqn)ix (a £ S; idl; Ad A) 
is an isomorphism of S onto M° = M°(e]Sel; I, A; P = (qlxrn)). First we show 
that (p is one-to-one. If the images (ruaq x t ) l x aind (r^bq^j^ of the elements a = 
and b = ejbe)t (/, /€/; X, p£A) are equal, then i=j\ X = p and ruaqxi=rubqx]. 
Hence, by (4. 2) and (4. 3), 
a = eiaex = r-n-riiaqn-qu = rn-rubqxi-qu = eibex = b. 
<p is a homomorphism. For, let a = e;aeA and c = ejcelt (i,j£I; X, p£A) be 
two elements of S. By (4. 4), (4. 2), (4. 3) and (3. 3) we get 
ac = eiaexCj cefl -~(ruaexejcq„,),-„ = 
= ( r u a q u <7IA'';I r'Jcch>i) <« = (''i;at!>-')o-°(r•JaA<Ihn • • 
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(/> maps S onto M°. For, an arbitrary element (e, uet)u of M° is the image 
of the element rnuqlk of S: 
We still have to prove that the Rees matrix semigroup is locally regular, that 
is, the sandwich matrix P = {pxd — i.q\xri\) fulfils the properties 1), 2) and 3). Let us 
consider the idempotent ekdSek (¿£/1). In view of (3. 2) there exists a j=j'(X)£I 
such that e xdejS. Hence 
(4. 5) ex = ejex ( . / £ / ; / f / 1 ) . 
The element pkj = q\xrji €e, Sel in the A-th row of the matrix P has a right inverse 
element p'kj = r^qk{ Sel, since because of (4. 2), (4. 3) and (4. 5) 
P>.jP\j = <}i>rj\'''I./= <7u<?//;.i = ciii.eje).ili.\ =qixexqn =qiXqn =e,. 
Similarly, in the i-th column (/'€/) of the matrix P the element plti = qillril 
(p =ii(i) £ A) has a left inverse p^i = rliqftl£eiSei. 
By the assumption l ^ / D / l , the matrix P = (pkl)=:(qlkrn) has the entry 
P u = q u r { l . From (4. 2) and (4.3) it follows that p*i=rnqu satisfies pitp^{ = 
-1iiru-rnqii=el and p*llpi, =rllqu •qirn =e,. Thus p, l = q, 1rll £e, Sel 
fias an inverse. Consequently, for the sandwich matrix P = (pki) = (i/u/- ; ]) conditions 
1), 2) and 3) are fulfilled. 
Conversely, let S be isomorphic to the locally regular Rees matrix semi-
group M°(H\ I, A; P) over the semigroup H with 0 and with identity e. Denote 
the elements of M° by (a) ik (a£H; X 6 A). Let IA (X £ A) be the set of the matrices 
(fl),-̂  for all a£H and /£ / . From (3. 3) it follows that \k is a left ideal of M°. The 
decomposition 
(4.6) m°= U U (Uni„ = o if X^p) 
trivially holds. Because of the local regularity of M° = M°(H; I, A; P) the sandwich 
matrix P = (pki) (A£.A\idI) has in every row X an element • pXjW such 
that for a suitable p ' x ^ m 
<4-7) .PXJWP'XJ W=e; 
For every X£A let a pair of elements pkJ(k), Pxj(xy€-ff with the property (4. 7) be 
chosen. 
By the property 3) of the local regularity of M° we can assume that for some 
v(£/t) , p'vJ(v) is an inverse of ptJ(v). 
We shall prove that the elements (p'xnx))jwx~Ex of M° are idempotent and 
the left ideals \k have the form \k = M°Ek. In view of (3. 3) and (4. 7) we have 
ExoEx = (pljU))jU)x0(P;.Hx))jU)x = 
= (PxHX)Pxj<.X)P>.j(X))j(X)X = (p'xj(»)j(x)x — Ex-
From the definition of I; and E k it follows that E x £ l x whence M ° E k Q \ k . On the 
other hand, if (a)ik is an element of lx,. then by (3. 3) and (4. 7) we get 
• (a)ikoEk = (a)iko(p^Kk))J(k)k = (apkjik)p'kJik))u = (a)u, _ 
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that is , . (a) a£M°E x , and thus \/ = M°E>. This and (4. 6) imply 
(4.8) M°=\JM°E) (М°ЕхГ\М°Еи = 0 if 
In order to show that the left ideals M°Ek and М°Ец{А,-'ц€А) are left 
similar, = = /с (/()€/)• In view of Proposition 
2. 1 and Remark 1 the mentioned similarity follows from the existence of the 
elements 
( P w . ) ) j W ^ M ° E t l and (p 'a k w ) k ( l l ) k eM°E x 
satisfying 
(Pi,k(,i))k(n)k0(PxjU))j(x)n — (РцЦц)Р.хнх) Рхцх))к(ц)р = = Ец 
and 
(Pxj(.x))j(x)fi° (Piik(v))k(n)X = (Pxj(x)P,,k(fi)Puk(ti)) j(X)X = (Pxj(X))j(X)X — Ex. 
Analogously, one can show that M° has a dual decomposition 
(4.8') M°=\JE,M° (EiM°C\EjM° — 0 if i j t j ) 
where £ г ( /£ / ) are idempotents and are right M°-similar right ideals of M°. 
Finally, one can assume by a suitable ordering of the indices that for some 
and j(v)dl 
V=;(V) = 1 6 / n i 
From Theorem 4. 1 we get the Rees theorem as a special case: 
T h e o r e m 4. 2 (RHES). A semigroup is completely 0-simple if and only if it is 
isomorphic to a regular Rees matrix semigroup over a group with zero. 
It is possible to prove the Rees theorem with the help of Theorem 4. 1, but this 
proof is more complicated than the direct one. 
§ 5. A generalization of Brandt semigroups 
In Theorem 3. 9 of [1] the Brandt semigroups are characterized by special 
regular Rees matrix semigroups. We shall give a generalization of this result. 
A semigroup £ with 0 having the following property: if a, b, c are elements 
of S such that ac — bc^O or ca = cb9i0, then a = b, is called O-cancellative. 
A generalized Brandt semigroup is a semigroup S with 0 satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(a) S is O-cancellative; 
(/?) to each element a of S there corresponds an element e of S such that ae = a 
and an element f of S such that fa = a; 
(y) if et and e} are idempotents of S then eiej = eJei;• 
(<5) for all pairs e, of non-zero idempotents of S there exist elements qji 
in S such that 
qu(iji=ei a n d qjiq>j=ej-
Later we shall show that Brandt semigroups are generalized Brandt semigroups. 
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By a special S-similarly decomposable semigroup we mean à semigroup S with. 
0 having the properties 
(a) S = U Se-t = U e,S (ef = er, e^, = 0 for //•./; i.JC /): 
HI i£I 
(b) S é r i e l ) ; a r e left ¿-similar; 
(c) There exists at least one idempotent ek (k ÇJ) such that the semigroup ekSek 
is O-cancellative. 
R e m a r k 2. In his paper [4] A. E. LAEMMEL has shown that semigroups 5" 
having properties (a), (b) and (c) play an important role in the mathematical theory 
of codes and finite-state transducers. 
It is easy to see that these semigroups are special cases of the ¿-similarly de-
composable semigroups defined in the foregoing §. 
T h e o r e m 5. 1. The following three conditions on a semigroup S with zero 
are equivalent: 
(i) S is a generalized Brandt semigroup; 
(ii) S is a special S-similarly decomposable semigroup; 
(iii) ¿ is isomorphic with a (locally regular) Rees IXI matrix semigroup 
M°(H; I, I; A) over a O-cancellative semigroup H with zero and identity and with• 
the Ixl-identity matrix A as sandwich matrix. 
P r o o f , (i) implies (ii) 2). Let a(^O) be an element of S. From ( f t ) it follows 
the existence of an element with ae = a. Hence ae2 = ae = a^0 and in view 
of (a) this implies e2= e. 
Let (idI) denote the idempotent elements of S. Then ¿ = (J Set holds. 
if 
From xe^yej^O (x, ydS; i,jdl) it follows xeiei = xei=yej=yeJej, whencé 
because of (a) we get e ; = <?j-. Thus Seir\Sej = 0 for e^ej. This and (y) imply 
e ^ j ^ e j e ^ 0 if M / 
In view of Proposition 2. 1 and Remark 1 the condition (<5) implies that thé 
left ideals ¿e ; (idI) are left ¿-similar. 
As condition (c) is an immediate consequence of (a) we have only to prove 
that S= U etS. If a(?±0) is an element of S then because of (ft) there exists an.. 
izl 
element / ( d S) such that fa = a. But we can show — as above — that / is idempotent, 
therefore adetS for a suitable 
(ii) implies (iii). Assume (ii). From the assumption (a) it follows that an arbitrary 
element o of 5 has the form 
(5. 1) a — eiOej (i,jdl). 
Let ek (k dl) be a fixed idempotent of S with property (c). By (b) the left ideals-
¿¿jt and ¿e ; ( idI) are left ¿"-similar, therefore by Proposition 2. 1 there exist elements-
Iki i^ekSei),qik (de,Sek) such that 
(5.2) ciki1ik^ek a n d qikqki = ei (k,idl). 
2) Cf. this part of the proof and Theorem 2 of LAEMMEL [4]. 
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Let M°(ek Sek; I, I; P) denote the Rees matrix semigroup over the semigroup 
ekSek with the sandwich matrix P—(Pij) = (qkiqjk). ekSek is a semigroup with 0 
.and with the identity ek; furthermore by (c), ekSek is O-cancellative. As in the proof 
of Theorem 4. 1 we can show that the mapping 
,(5. 3) a = e.ae ; '(.Rkiaijdij (a£S; /,./'€/) 
is an isomorphism of S onto M° = M°(ek Sek; I, I ; P = (qki q/k)). In view of (5.2) 
.and the assumption elej=0 for i ^ j we get for qki ( £ek Se^ and qjk (£ Cj Sek) 






0 e k 
0 
is the identity matrix, indeed. 
(iii) implies (i). Assume (iii) and let S = M°(H; J, / ; A). Denote the elements 
of S by (a)u (a£H; i,j£l). If e is the identity of H then (e)uo(a)iy = {ea)tj = (a) ¡j 
and (a)ijo(e)jj = (ae)u = (a)ij hold. Thus condition (/?) is fulfilled. 
To prove (a), let {a)u, (b)kl, (c)mn be elements of S such that (a ) y o(6) w = 
.= (a)ij o(c)m„?i(0). This holds if and only if j = k — m, l=n and ab = ac?i 0. As H 
is O-cancellative, this implies b = c whence (b)kl = (A)yi = (c)Jl = (c)mn. Similarly from 
<b)ki o (ct)ij = (c)nm o (a)ij ^ (0) it follows (b)M = (c)„,„. So condition (a) is proved. 
Let (a)ij be a non-zero idempotent of S. Then (a)^ o (a)^ = (a)^ (0) if and 
only if j=i and a2=a?i0. Hence (a)uo(a)ij — {a)Ho{a)H — (a)ii = {e)uo(a)il whence 
by (a) 
(a)ij = (a)ii = (e)u. 








this proves condition (y). Furthermore, from 
(e)Jk°(e)kj = (e)jj and (e)kJo(e)Jk = (e)kk 
(<5) follows. 
The proof is finished. 
In Theorem 3. 9 of [1], it is proved that the following three conditions on a semi-
group 5* with zero are equivalent: 
(i') S is a Brandt semigroup; 
(ii') S is a completely 0-simple inverse semigroup; 
(iii') S is isomorphic to a (regular) Rees IXI matrix semigroup 
M°{G\ 1,1; A) over a group with zero G and with the /X/-identi ty matrix A as 
¡sandwich matrix. 
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We shall show that the conditions (i') and (ii') and (iii') are special cases of 
conditions (i) and (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 5. 1, respectively. 
It is trivial that (iii') is a special case of (iii). In view of Theorem 5. 1 and 
Theorem 3. 9 of [1] this implies that (i') [(ii')] is a special case of (i) [(ii)]. 
We remark that it is possible to prove Theorem 3. 9 of [1] with the help of 
Theorem 5. 1, but this proof is more complicated than the original. 
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Ergänzung zu einem Satz von S. Kaczmarz 
Von K Ä R O L Y T A N D O R I in Szeged 
Einleitung 
Für ein im Intervall (a, b) orthonormiertes Eunktionensystem {%(x)}r be-
zeichnet 
b 
-n{{<Pk}', X) = \ 2 <Pk(x)<pk(t) J I k=l 
dt 
die rt-te Lebesguesche Funktion. Wir werden uns mit solchen Systemen beschäftigen, 
für die 
(1) Ln({cpk};x) = 0( 1). 
Nach einem Satz von KACZMARZ [1] gilt die folgende Behauptung: 





Wir beweisen die folgende Umkehrung dieser Behauptung. 
Satz. Zu jeder Koeffizientenfolge {ak}Y mit 
(3) 2 4 = -
k= 1 
gibt es ein im Intervall (0, 1) orthonormiertes System {(pk(x)}derart, daß (1) besteht 
und die Reihe (2) fast überall divergiert. 
Im Falle ak^ak+1 (k= 1,2, ...) folgt diese Behauptung aus einem Satz von 
ULJANOV [2] ; er hat nämlich den folgenden Satz bewiesen: 
Ist {ak} eine positive, monoton abnehmende Folge mit (3), dann divergiert die 
Haarsche Reihe 2akXk(x) fast überall. ' . 
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§ 1. Vorbereitungen 
Die Haarschen Funktionen %k(x) (k = 1 ,2 , . . . ) sind folgenderweise definiert: 
Z l(x) = l, /Jx) = xl'>(x) (k = 2"' + /; /77=0, 1 ...; l â / S 2 ' » ) , 
wobei 
X i 0 « = 
Bekanntlich gilt 
f2T (te((2k-2)l2",+ \ (2k—1)/2"'+ ')), 
- fÎT (/£ ((2k - l)/2"'+1 , 2/c/2"'+ ')), 
0 sonst. 
( 4 ) ¿ „ ( { X , } ; * ) ^ ( O S A - S ! ; « = ! , 2 , . . . ) . 
(Siehe z. B. ALEXITS' [3], S. 4 6 — 5 0 . ) 
H i l f s s a t z I. Ist {bk} eine positive, monoton abnehmende Folge, dann, gilt 
i 









(n = o, 1, ...), 
wobei /1 ( = 1) eine positive, absolute Konstante bezeichnet. 
Dieser Hilfssatz ist bekannt. (Siehe [2], Bemerkung an der Seite 935.) 
H i l f s s a t z I I . Es sei N eine positive ganze Zahl und {bk)\K eine positive, monoton 
abnehmende Folge. Dann gibt es ein im Intervall 
O s . v s B2 = tniri l, A2 
*=i 
definiertes orthonormiertes System von Treppenfunktionen <i/k(x) (k = 1, ..., 2N) 
und eine einfache Menge ') G(^[0, ß2]) mit 
und 
m e s ( C ) ^ ß 2 / 4 , L „ ( { ^ } ; A ) ^ 2 (0 S A S B2 ; n = 1, 2, ...), 
2 bkij/k(x) (x£G). 
Beweis. Ohne Beschränkung der Allgemeinheit können wir annehmen, daß 






\Z bk Xk(x) 
¡k=l 
dx = 2 
bestimmt. Es sei fernerI r = (cr, dr)(r = 1, ..., (?) eine Zerlegung von (0, 1) in paarweise 
disjunkte Intervalle derart, daß jede Funktion y_k(x) (k=\, ...,2N) in jedem I r 
') D . h. die Vereinigung endlich vieler Intervalle. 
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konstant ist. Den Wert der Summe C 2 bkxk(x) im Intervall1 Ir bezeichnen wir 
k- i 1 ' 
mit wr. Nach (5) ist 
(6) ¿vv r mes( / r ) = 2. 
r= 1 . 
Es seien l g ;•(])< ... < r ( i ) à g die Indizes r, für die 1 ist! Nach (6) gilt 
(7) (2 s ) 2 H' r ( 0mes(/ r ( 0 )^ 1. 
> ' = 1 • 
Es seien Jr = ( y r , <\) (r = l, ..., Q) nacheinander folgende Intervalle im Intervall 
(0,3) mit mes (/ r) = mes (7r) für rAr(i) (/ = 1, ..., s), und mit mes(/ r ( i )) = 
= w r ( i ) mes( / r ( 0 ) ( / = ! , ...,.s). Ferner seien JrU) = (yrji), ¿KO) ( ' - ! > nach-
einander folgende Intervalle im Intervall (3, 4) mit mes (J =mes (7r(i)) (i= 1, ..., s). 
Wir setzen 
Xk(x-yr + cr) (x£Jr; i=\,...,s), 
i¡>k(x) --
v r ( 0 ( " ' r ( 0 
1 
" r ( 0 
(x£Jr(l); i=\,...,s), 
0 sonst 
(/c = l, ..., 2N). Auf Grund von (7) ist diese Definition möglich. 
Die Treppenfunktionen \j/k(x) bilden offensichtlich ein orthonormiertes System 
im Intervall (0, 4). Wir setzen 





mes (C) S1 . 
C v bkipk(x) 
k= 1 
= 1 (x£G). 
Auf Grund von (4), durch eine einfache Rechnung erhalten wir 
(10) 
Es sei 
' K M 
0 sonst 
(fc= 1, ..., 2^). Weiterhin soll G die Bildmenge von G bei der Transformation 
j> = 4 - 1 ß 2 x bezeichnen. Auf Grund des Hilfssatzes I, und der Relationen (5), (8), 
(9) und (10) ist es offensichtlich, daß die Menge G und das System {i¡/k(x)} alle 
Bedingungen des Hilfssatzes II befriedigen. 
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H i l f s s a t z I I I : Es sei {c t}r eine reelle Zahlenfolge mit 
(11) 2ci = 
Dann gibt es eine einfache Menge H( £[0 , 1]) mit mes (H) = 1/8, eine positive ganze 
Zahl R und ein in (0, 1) orthonormiertes Funktionensystem von Treppenfunktionen 
a>k(x) (k=l, ..., R) derart, daß n 
L„({a>k},x) s 2 ( 0 g x s l ; n = l , ...,R), max Z e k a ) k ( x ) ^ 1 ( x £ H ) 
1 Sn^SR k= 1 
bestehen. 
Beweis. Aus (11) folgt, daß eine der Reihen 2(ck)2> 2(ck)2 divergiert 
(ck bzw. ck bezeichnet den positiven bzw. den negativen Teil von ck). Ohne 
Beschränkung der Allgemeinheit können wir annehmen daß 
2 cm = °°> •=i 
wobei 1 S / c ( l ) < . . . <&( / )< ••• diejenigen Indizes k bezeichnen, für die c f c >0 ist. 
Die Indexfolge. / = {fc(i)}r kann man offensichtlich in paarweise disjunkte Folgen 
Ir (r = l , 2 , ...) zerlegen, derart, daß jede Folge {ck}kiIr (r = l, 2, ...) abnehmend 
ist. Weiterhin gibt es einen Index R und eine positive ganze Zahl p derart, daß 
(12) A2 2 c2k 2 2 c2kSl 
k£I,kgR r = 1 k£Ir,kSR 
gilt. (A bezeichnet die Konstante im Hilfssatz I.) 
Es sei 
Br2 = A2 2 cl (r=\,...,p). 
k£l,kSR 
Wir wenden den Hilfssatz II auf die Folgen {ck}k^Ir kSR (r = l, ...,p) an. Die 
entsprechenden Mengen, bzw. die entsprechenden orthonormierten Systeme be-
zeichnen wir mit Gr, bzw. mit {t/^(x)} (r = 1, .. . ,p). Ein Funktionensystem {c5t(x)}f 
definieren wir folgenderweise. Ist k das m-te Glied der Folge Jr, so setzen wir 
& k ( x ) = B f , 
Für die Indizes k$I, k^R seien cok(x) der Reihe nach gleich den Funktionen 
¡=1 
xM2B?, 2Bf + \);x) (k — \,2,...).2) 
v ,=1 ' 
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Die Treppenfunktionen cök(x) (k = 1, ..., R) bilden in (0, S2).(S2 = 2Bi+l) 
i- 1 
offensichtlich ein orthonormiertes System. Nach (4) und dem Hilfssatz II gilt 
<13) Ln({(ök};x)s 2 (0Sx^S2;n=l,...,R). 
Es bezeichne Gr die Bildmenge von Gr bei der Transformation y — x + 2 Bf und 
. > = i 
"wir setzen , 
G = Ü Gr. 
r = 1 
Auf Grund des Hilfssatzes II und von (12) ist 
(14) mes(G) ssl/4. 
Weiterhin gilt nach dem Hilfssatz II , 
2 ck 0Jk(x) (x6G). <15) max 1 SnSR 
Es sei 
co*(x) = Scöt((0, l ) ; x ) (k=l,...,R), 
und es bezeichne H die Bildmenge von G bei der Transformation y — xjS2. Es sei 
endlich HQH eine einfache Menge mit mes (H) — 1/8. Wegen 1 ^ S 2 ^ 1/2 folgt 
aus (13), (14) und (15), daß die Menge H und das System {ü>t(x)} alle Bedingungen 
des Hilfssatzes III befriedigen. 
§2 . Beweis des Satzes 
Für m = 2s+l-2 ( s = l , 2, ...; l i s / s 2 s ) sei Im = ((l- 1)/2S, //2S). Weiterhin 
seien Jm (m —1,2,...) Intervalle in (0, 1) mit 
JmOJ ß = 0 ( m ^ n ) , y mes (Jm) = mes ( / J , 
(16) 
Imf]Jm = 0 (m = 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
(Solche Intervalle Jm kann man leicht angeben.) 
Wegen (3), durch Anwendung des Hilfssatzes III können wir eine Indexfolge 
(0 = ) R0 •<...< Rm < . . . , eine Folge von einfachen Mengen N m (Q [0, 1]) ( m = l , 2 , ...) 
unde in in(0 , 1) orthonormiertes System {co™(x) f R'"~1 (m = 1,2, ...) von Treppen-
funktionen co™(x) angeben, derart, daß 
0 7 ) mes (//„,) = 1/8, 





l (x €//„,) 
für jedes m bestellen. 
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; Durch Induktion werden wir ein in (0, 1) orthonormiertes System von Treppen-
funktionen q>k(x) (k = 1 ,2 , . . . ) und eine Folge von einfachen Mengen Gm(QIm) 
( m = l , 2 , ...) mit den folgenden Eigenschaften angeben: 
(20) 
(21) 
mes (G,„)= 1/8 [log2 (m + 1)], 3) 
<Pk (x) - 0 (.v<t /,„ U ./,„; Rm _! < k s Rm), 
(22) 
i 
/ 2 <Pk(x. 
J | * = R m - l + l 
<P  (x)<Pk(t) dt 75 4 m e s ( / J (.V£ /,„; /?„, 
<23) 
i 
/ 2" <pk(x)(pk(t) k—Rm-i+l 
(24) max 
.Rm-i<nSR„ 
2 ak <Pk(x) k=Rm-i+l 
^ i (xf-GJ; 
weiterhin sind die Mengen 
stochastisch unabhängig. 
Es sei 
<Pk(x) = ojI (Il-,x) + 
2 A + n 
F, = U " Gn 
1 —mes(/j) 
mes ( J j ) 
col(Ji;x) (k=\,...,Ri). 
G| bezeichnet die Bildmenge von Hx bei der linearen Abbildung von (0, 1) auf / , . 
Offensichtlich bilden diese Treppenfunktionen ein orthonormiertes System in (0, 1). 
Auf Grund von (16), (17), (18) und (19) ergibt sich durch eine einfache Rechnung, 
daß (20)—(24) für m = 1 erfüllt sind. Es sei /w 0 (> 1) eine natürliche Zahl. Wir 
nehmen an, daß die Treppenfunktionen <pk(x) (k = 1, ..., /?„,„_,) und die einfachen 
Mengen G m ( £ / m ) (m = 1, ..., m0 — 1) schon definiert sind, derart, daß diese Funktio-
nen in (0, 1) ein orthonormiertes System bilden, (20)—(24) für m = 1, ..., m0 — 1 
erfüllt sind und die Mengen Flt ..., Fq (^^[logz w0j) stochastisch unabhängig sind. 
Dann kann man das Intervall Imo bzw. Jmo in paarweise disjunkte Inter-
valle Pu (1 S i i S U), bzw. Qv (1 ^v^ V) zerlegen, derart, daß jede Funktion <pk(x)> 
(1 in jedem Pu, bzw. in jedem Qv konstant ist, weiterhin jede Menge 
fm0^Gm (m— 1, ..., m0 — 1), die nicht leer ist, die Vereinigung gewisser Pu ist. 
3) [a] bedeutet den ganzen Teil von a. 
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Die zwei Hälften von Pu, bzw. Qv bezeichnen wir mit P'u, bzw. mit Q'v, Ql. 
Wir setzen 
<pk (x) = 2 <»z0->+*(P'u I X ) - 2 o > Z 0 - ; x) + u=1 u= 1 
+ 
1 — mes (/шо) 
L г - к 
(i Vu= 1 M'Z.-i+kiQ'vl x ) - 2 (OR°-,+k(Qv';x) • B=1 mes (/„,„) 
(k = Rmo_l + l, ...,Rmo). Weiterhin sei 
Gmo = ^ U / / ' (« ) ] u ( H U / / ' ' ( » ) j , 
wobei H'(u), bzw. H"(u) die Bildmenge von H,„0 bei der linearen Transformation: 
bezeichnet, die (0, 1) auf P'u bzw. auf P„ abbildet. Offensichtlich bilden die Treppen-
funktionen <pk(x) (k =],..., Rmo) ein orthonormiertes System in (0, 1) und ist die 
Menge Gmo einfach. Aus (16)—(19) ergibt sich durch einfache Rechnung, daß (20)—(24)' 
für m = mu erfüllt sind. Durch Fortsetzung dieser Konstruktion erhalten wir, daß 
die Mengen , ..., Fq+i auch stochastisch unabhängig sind. Das System (<pk(x)} 
und die Mengenfolge {Gm} erhalten wir durch Induktion. 
Wegen (20) gilt 
mes (Fs)= 1/8. 
Aus dem zweiten Borel—Cantellischen Lemmas ergibt sich also, daß mes( Tim Fs) = 1. 
S~* oo 
Auf Grund von (24) erhalten wir daraus, daß die Reihe (2) fast überall divergiert. 
Es sei x d (0, 1). Wegen (16) gilt x£J„, für höchstens ein m, weiterhin gibt es eine 
Indexfolge {ms} ( 2 s - l ^ m s S 2 s + 1 - 2 ; 5 = 1 , 2, ...) mit x$Im (m^ms\ 5 = 1 , 2, ...). 
Auf Grund von (22), (23) und der Definition von /„, folgt hieraus 
1 
-n{Wk)',x) = j 2 Vk(x)(pk(t) k= 1 
A ^ 4 + 4 i m e s ( / J = 4 • 
s = l s = 0 z 0 
für jedes n. 
Damit haben wir den Satz bewiesen. 
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On the order of magnitude of the partial sums 
of rearranged Fourier series of square integrable functions 
By F E R E N C MÓRICZ in Szeged 
Introduction 
KOLMOGOROFF [1] was the first to remark that there exists a square integrable 
function the Fourier series of which diverges almost everywhere in a certain rearran-
gement of its terms. However, he has never published the proof of this fact. After-
wards ZAHORSKI [2] sketched a proof of this assertion. Recently OLEVSKIT [3] and 
UL'JANOV [4] obtained some more general theorems. Then, using less elementary • 
tools, TAIKOV [5] obtained a somewhat sharper result, and a direct elementary 
construction leading to KOLMOGOROFF'S assertion was given by TANDORI [6]. In this 
paper we are going to sharpen this result by refining a method, due to TANDORI [7], 
concerning the rearrangement of Walsh series. 
UL'JANOV has raised the following question [4 ] : what is the exact Weyl multipli-
cator of unconditional convergence in case of Fourier series? We shall show that 
it is at least O (log log n). *) 
T h e o r e m 1. If {e(n)} is any sequence of positive real numbers for which 
(1) Q(n) = o(Y loglogw) 
is satisfied, then, there exists a square integrable function whose Fourier series 
2 (a„ cos nx + bn sin nx) n= 1 
is such that 
(2) Í ( « „ 2 + № ( « ) < -
and which can be rearranged into an everywhere divergent series 
oo 
2 (an(j) cos n(j)x + b„U) sin n(j)x). j=1 
For the partial sums of the rearranged Fourier series we have following estimate: 
') In this paper log means logarithm with base 4 (but this is not essential to our results). 
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T h e o r e m 2. If {(?(«)} is any sequence of positive real numbers for which (1) 
holds, then there exists a square integrable function whose Fourier series 
2 (A„ cos tix + B„ sin nx) 




2 (An(j) c o s n ( j ) x + B„U) s in n ( j ) x ) J=1 
l i m s u p i ^ U o 
I am grateful to Professor KÂROLY TANDORI for calling my attention to this 
problem. 
§ 1. Lemmas 




s in («+ 1)-
sin • 
By a simple calculation we obtain the following inequalities 





n+ 1 ' 
n2 . . n 
W + W J f W - Y ' 
f Kl (x) dx < un. 
In the following a set E will be said to be simple if it is the union of finitely 
many, non-overlapping, closed intervals [ak, pk] (ak< flk). For any f.>0 
( e < m i n ( f i i t ^ a ^ l ? ) , we set 
£«= \J[ak + e,pk-e]. 
k 
For a function av cos vx + bv sin vx ( ^ 0 ) we call v its frequency. Two trigonometric 
polynomials will be called disjoint if they have no terms of the same frequency. 
C , , C 2 , ... will denote positive absolute constants. 
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L e m m a 1. Let e(<<5) and t](=l) be positive real numbers, and 
let n be a natural number such that n > CJsrj. Then there exists a non-negative trigono-
metric polynomial P(x) with frequencies 4v (v = 0, 1, ..., ri) and having the following 
properties: 
(7) if \x\^3-e, 




P r o o f . We write 
bk = , , ( /c = 0 , ± 1 , ±2,...). 4 ( k + 1) * 2(n+1) 
Let the integers q and a be determined by the inequalities 
bQ — a S — S + e<bQ and ba<S — e^ba + a. 
This choice of q and a is possible because n+ 1 >7t/2e. 
Define the trigonometric polynomial P(x) by 
P(x) - 271« J K„(4 (x~brj). 
r = e 
We are going to show that P(x) has the properties (7)—(9). On account of the 
choice of q and a and (4) we can easily see that (7) is satisfied. 
To prove the inequality (8), suppose <5^ Using (5), it follows 
P ( x ) ^ 2 n a f - < *3g f ^ < 
r% 32{n+\)(x-br)2 16(«+ 1) k = 0 (e + bk)2 
(2a 
m 32(n+l){s
2 J x2) 16e(«+1) ' 
c 
Hence we get (8) if C j =tt3/16. 
It remains to show that (9) holds. By a simple transformation we get 
71 7Z 
(10) ¡P2(x)dx = 4n2a2 2 2 JKn(x-br)Kn{x-bs)dx. . 
-n r = e s = e -n 
If r ^ s , for example r<.s, then we can write 
71 br—a br + a bs — a bs + a jz 
(11) f K„(x-br)Kn(x-bs)dx = f + / + / + / + / . 
— re — n br — (i br + a bs—a bs + a 
t56 
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Let us denote the integrals on the right-hand side by I2, / 3 , /4, /5, respectively. 
Applying (4), (5) and (6), we get 
B R~ A J 4.
 h
-z" J dx ax /J2") j it f dx ic r 
1 - 4Cw4- n2 j ( x - h V i x - h V ^ A(nA-U2(h - b \ 2 j («+ I)2 (x-br)2(x-bs)2 ( +\)2(bs-br)2 ^ (x-bs)2 
T 2 
(s — r)2(bs~br + a) (s-r)2a 
br + a 
(13) r " + 1 f 2 _ 2 6 2 + n 2 . •/ Cx-
«+1 R dx TI2 2a 
( « l ) J_a (x-bs)2 4 (bs — br — a)2 , 
8fl(n + l)2 _ n2 
~ (2s — 2r— l)2 ~ 2(2s — 2r— \)2a ' 
and the same is true for I5 and / 4 too, respectively. As to / 3 , it is clear that 73 = 0 
if s = r + 1 . In case s >r + 1 we break up the integral I } into the sum of the integrals 
Jr and J2 extended over (br + a, (br + bs)j2) and {{br + bh)j2, bs — a), respectively. 
./, may be estimated in the same way as I 1 and / 2 , and we get 
47c2 
(14) A < 7 r r - , 
(s — rya 
and the same is true for J2. 
In virtue of (11), (12), (13) and (14) we obtain that 
¡K„(x- br)Kn{x- bs) dx<2(Ii +12 +./,) -
1 ITI2 
(s — r)2a' 
Hence, using (6) and (10), it follows that 
¡P 2 ( x ) d x ^ a 2 ± (nn + ^ J -
< \71n*a(o — g + 1 ) = + a ) = C2d, 
if C2 = 177n4. This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
The following generalization of Lemma 1 can be proved by the same argument.. 
L e m m a V. Let Ea[ — n/S, 7t/8] be a simple set, s and f / ( = l ) positive real 
numbers, and n a natural number such that n^C1jst], Then there exists a non-negative-
trigonometric polynomial P(x) with frequencies 4v (v = 0, 1, . . . ,«) such that 
(T) : P(x)S 1 if xCz E<c\ 
71 n 




2) mes (E) denotes the Lebesgue measure of the set E. 
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L e m m a 2. Let P(x) be the trigonometric polynomial in Lemma V, and let N" 
be a natural number divisible by 4, 7V=> 4/? + 2. Furthermore, set 
0 5 ) 
Qt(x) = cos Nx-P(x), 
Q2{x) = -C3 cos 2.v Qiix), 
Q3(x) = Q cos 4Nx-P(x). 
Then Qi(x), Q2(x) and Qi(x) are mutually disjoint trigonometric polynomials wi'th-




Ißl(*) + ß 2 ( * ) + ß 3 ( * ) l ^ Csr, if Xt 
Jl 
f(Qi(x)+Q2(x) + Q3(x))2dx*C6mes(E). 
E, 
Furthermore, there exists a decomposition of the set £<E) into three simple, mutually 
disjoint subsets El, E2, E3, such that 
(18) ¿ Ö t w 4 f°r ( /=1»2,3). 
P r o o f . It is obvious that Qy(x), Q2(x) and Q3(x) are mutually disjoint, 
trigonometric polynomials, since Qt(x) and Q3(x) have only terms with frequencies 
divisible by 4, Q2(x) has only terms with frequencies divisible by 2, but not by 4, and,; 
furthermore, we have N + 4n<4N~4n. 
In virtue of the fact that cos x S l / 4 if 5n/12, we get the following estimates:.. 
ß i M S 
P(x) _ 1 
if x a ^ E ^ n { y [ i (2far - 1, 1 1 2 k n + ^ 1 2 . ' N 12 








2kn + Yin 
IT 
C4 QI(X) + Q2(X) + Q3(X) i s ( C 4 c o s 4 N x — C3 — L)P(x) £ - F - C 3 - 1 
x c E 3 = £ « n j U l i ^ - ^ Z L l i ü l l l _N{ 2 48 J ' JV I 2 +48j j j • 
Since 5jt/12>-7i/2-57t/48 and 7tt/12<?r/2 + 5tt/48, we have EM =E, U £ 2 U £ 3 . 
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-Set EV-EI, E2=E2-Et and E3=E3-(EiU E2). We get (18) with C 3 = 8 and 
C 4 = 4C3 + 5. 
The inequalities (16) and (17) are then satisfied with C5 = l + C3 + C 4 and 
-C6 = 1 + C 3 + . The proof of Lemma 2 is complete. 
We shall need Lemma 2 in the following slightly different form too: 
L e m m a 2'. Let P(x) be an arbitrary trigonometric polynomial with even 
frequencies v ( S n ) and let N be an even natural number, N>n + 1. Furthermore, set 
g , (x ) = cos Nx-P(x), 
•05') Q2(x) =-C3cosx-Qi(x), 
Q3(x) = C 4 cos ANx• P(x). 
Then QI(x), Q2(X) and Q3(x) are mutually disjoint trigonometric polynomials with 
frequencies v (N — n— 1 g v^4N + n), having the following properties: 
(16') . 12, (X) + Q2(X) + Q3(X)\ g C 5 \P(x)\, 
n 11 
.(17') F(Q1(x) + Q20-) + Q3(x))2dxsC6Jp2(x)dx. 
—n -n 
Furthermore, every measurable set E ( c [ — 7r/8, tt/8]), on which P(x) is positive, 
can be decomposed into three mutually disjoint measurable subsets Ei, E2, E3, such 
that 
.(18') . for xdEt ( / = 1 , 2 , 3 ) . 
L e m m a 3. Let e ( < u/4) be a positive real number. Then there exist mutually 
.disjoint trigonometric polynomials R^ (x) and simple sets E^ (k = 1,2, . . . , 3'; i = 1, 2,...) 
with the following properties: 
(i) the frequencies occurring in R(kl){x) (k—\,2, ..., 3') are even numbers, at 
. most equal to a number = (C7/e) f44 '; 
* 3 ' ' 
(ii) / ( 2 R^ ( . x ) f d x g C8 for / = 1 , 2 , ...; 
-n 1 
(iii) the sets E^ (k = 1, 2, ..., 3') corresponding to the same value of i are dis-
joint, the set 
' • - i - f - f l - . y , ^ ' 
consists of at most 2f disjoint intervals, and 
(19) m e s ^ S e f l - i ) ; 
(iv) for any natural number i, the trigonometric polynomials Rkj){x) with 
k=\, 2, ..., 3 J ;7 = 1 , 2, ..., / can be arranged into a sequence 
U ? ( x ) , u f (x), ..., u
(
j! (x) where J , = 3 + 32 + ... + 3'; 
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such that 
CO /ik I 
(20) for every x££<;> 
j= 1 8 
with nkl) not depending on the particular point x in E^ (k = 1, 2, ..., 3'). 
R e m a r k to Lemma 3. On the basis of (i) and (ii), it is obvious that 
* Ji n i 3J 
(21) / ( i up{x))2dx = f ( 2 2 Ri J >(x))2dx g C8i 
j=1 -n j=lk=i 
holds for i = l , 2, ... . 
P r o o f . The construction of the trigonometric polynomials R£'}(x) and sets 
Ejf* will be accomplished by recurrence with respect to i. 
First let i = 1. Apply Lemma 1 with <5 = 71/8, e/4 instead of s, r/ = l and n= 
= [4C,/s] +1 . 3 ) Then apply Lemma 2 for the obtained trigonometric polynomial 
and N—4n + 4. We get the trigonometric polynomials Qk(x) and simple sets 
Ek ( f c= l , 2, 3) satisfying (16), (17) and (18). Now write R^(x) = Qk(x) and E^ =Ek 
(k = 1,2, 3). It is clear that Rkl>(x) (A: = 1,2, 3) have even frequencies at most 
equal to 
2(4iV+4w) = 40n + 32 == ^ - 4 4 = / l f s 
where C7 = 64 C, C 5 . The assertions (ii) and (iii) are satisfied with C8 = C67t/4, 
furthermore, the set Fx consists of at most 
2 2 mes (A(1))/i = 2/1 
intervals. Writing Uj1)(x) = Rj1)(x) and =j(j= 1, 2,3), we have that (iv) holds to.o 
Now we suppose that all the trigonometric polynomials R^ (x ) and sets E f t 
with i = l , 2 , ..., m are already determined and satisfy (i)—(iv), and we are. going 
to construct the polynomials and sets corresponding to i = m + 1 so that the enlarged 
system still satisfy (i)—(iv). 
We begin with applying Lemma 1' by choosing subsequently (k = 1,2,. . . , 3m) 
(instead of E), xs (instead of s), t] and n > m a x (CJxet], fm), where the positive 
numbers x, t] and the natural number n will be determined later on. Denote by 
Pk(x) (k = 1,2, ..., 3m) the corresponding trigonometric polynomials in the sense 
of Lemma 1'. Next apply Lemma 2 to each of the trigonometric polynomials 
Pk(x) by choosing for the three functions (15) the following ones: 
R№V(x) = cosNkx.Pk(x), 
R ^ P (x) •= - C3 cos 2x • R^ll > (x), 
^ 7 + 1 ) ( * ) = CAcos4Nkx-Pk(x) 
3) The integer part of a real number a is denoted by [a]. 
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(k = 1,2, ..., 3m), where the natural numbers Nk are chosen so that 
-y- — 2n — 1 > / m , J ^ - 2 n - l > 2 N k + 2n 
(k = 1, 2, ..., 3m — 1) and, in addition, each Nk be divisible by 4; we can choose 
for example: 
(22) N^Sn + 4, Nk+1-=4Nk + 8n+4 (k = 1, 2, ..., 3m - 1 ) . 
The condition (22) ensure that the trigonometric polynomials R(km+1 '(x) 
(k = 1, 2, ..., 3m + 1) are disjoint from one another and from all the polynomials 
R^(x ) with i ^ m . From (22) we get that the frequencies occurring in ^ m + 1 > ( x ) 
are even numbers, at most equal to 
(23) 4_/V3m + 4 « < ( l + 4 + 42 + . . . +43 '") (16n +1) . 
In virtue of (17) we get 
¡Cz1 * i m + 1 ) {x))2dx s C6 Z mes (E<r>) g C 8 , 
so that (ii) holds for i = m +1 too, with C8 = C67i/4. 
By Lemma 2 there exists a decomposition of the set ( E ^ y * ^ into three mutually 
disjoint simple subsets, which we denote now by E$±\'> and E(3k + "; thus 
(24) 2 R ^ i i j i x ) ^ | for a-6 E ^ H t 
( /=1 , 2, 3; k = 1, 2, ..., 3m). It is clear that the simple sets J^m+1> (k = 1, 2, ..., 3 r a + 1) 
are disjoint. Using also the induction hypotheses, we get 
mes(Fm + 1) g mes (Fm) + mes ( U - U E & t ? U E&+»))) g 
2 
Thus if we choose the hitherto indetermined y. such that 
1 
(25) if ' 
J m 
then (19) will be satisfied. We can easily see that Fm+l consists of at most 2 /^+j 
intervals, because 
k= I 11 
This proved that (iii) holds. 
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The arrangement of trigonometric polynomials Rii}(x) with k= 1, 2, ..., 3'; 
/ = 1,2, ..., m, m + 1 into a sequence, as required by (iv), will be realized as follows. 
On the basis of induction hypothesis we have a sequence 
(26) U[m)(x), U^>(x), ..., U^(x) 
of all the polynomials R p i x ) with i s m . For every trigonometric polynomial 
Rlm)(x) (k—1,2, ...,'3m) we find the place, where it occurs in the sequence (26), 
and then we insert the trigonometric polynomials 
. « ! ' ( * ) , R ^ l K x ) and 
immediately after Rjf\x) in (26). In such a way we have ordered into a sequence 
{t/jm+1>(x)} a u the trigonometric polynomials R ^ i x ) with i s m + l . 4 ) 
For every k(k = 1, 2, ..., 3 m + 1 ) let p[m+l> denote the subscrift j of that term 
of the sequence {i / jm + 1 ) (x)} which is equal to R£n+l)(x). A simple calculation 
shows that 
N(M +1) . im+l 
2 Ujm+1Hx) s 2 u'jm)(x)+ 2 r № V + j ( x ) - 2 ' \R{jm+y>(x)\, j=i j=i J=i J=I 
where the last sum is taken for each index j except j = 3>k — 3>-\-l ( / = 1 , 2 , 3 ) . On the 
basis of the induction hypothesis, of (16) and (24), we get 
„(m + l) 3k-3 + ' m 1 
2 c / j m + 1 ) W s _ + T - ( 3 » - i ) c 5 » i 
for every x ^ E ^ l i h ( / = 1, 2, 3;/c = 1, 2, ..., 3m), and this will be S ( m + l)/8 
if we now fix the value of /7 as follows: 
( 2 7 ) ^ = 8C5 (3m— 1) " 
This proved that (iv) holds for the case m + 1 too. -
Thus we have showed the properties (i)—(iv) with the exception, in (i), of the 
assertion concerning /„,+ 1 , i.e. that fm+1 = (C1le)m+14*m+l. By (25) and (27), n 
must be chosen so that 
f C , 6 4 C 1 C 5 - 6 m / m 
for example n = [C76mfjE] +1, where C7 = 6 4 C 1 C 5 . By (23), the frequencies 
occurring in R l m + 1 \ x ) equal at most 
C143"' + 26'"fm cy+144"1"' _ 
£ " 8m+! ""/m+l-
This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
' ,)For example, in the case m = 1 the sequence {U'/Hx)} will be the following: R'j'^x), R',2'(x)r 
R'z2)(x), R?'{x\ Ri'Hx), R?>(x), R<s2>(x), R'62>(x), № ( x ) , R'72>(x), Rh2>(x), Rl,2>(x). . 
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L e m m a 4. Let M be an arbitrary natural number. Then for every m(m= 1, 2, ...) 
there exist mutually disjoint trigonometric polynomials Sjm\x) ( 7 = 1 , 2 , ..., Jm+i) 
with the following properties: 
(v) the frequencies v occurring in Sj'"\x) are such that M+ l S v g 16M + 4 4 m + c " ; 
(vi) f ( m f (x)}2 1,2, . . . ) ; 
i 
f 2 , 1 7T 
(vii) e ^ r y lx| g - , 
where ^ = /<ira)(x) (¡ = 1,2), 1 ( / « = 1 , 2 , ...). 
P r o o f . Let us fix the natural number m. Apply Lemma 3 with e! = l/m. We 
get that there exist mutually disjoint trigonometric polynomials Ujm)(x) ( j = 1,2, ...•/,„), 
the frequencies occurring in Ujm)(x) are even numbers, at most equal to the number 
/„,; furthermore, there exist disjoint simple sets E'km) (k = 1, 2, ..., 3m) such that (iii), 
(20) and (21) hold. 
Denote by F the simple set which can be obtained from the intervals [a, /?] 
3"1 
of [ — 71/8,71/8]— |J Elm) by replacing them with [a —e2, /?+e2], where e2=eJ4fm. 
k= 1 
It is clear that F consists of at most 2 fm intervals. In virtue of (iii),. we have 
mes (F) g mes - j j £*">) + 4 / m 
2_ 
m 
Apply Lemma V by choosing F (instead of E), e2 (instead of e), r) — l and fm+i 
(instead of n). We get the trigonometric polynomial P{m)(x) with frequencies 4v 
(v = 0, 1, . . . , / „+ , ) such that (7') and (9') hold. 
Let JV, and N2 be the smallest even integers for which ¿V, — f„^M+l and 
N2—4fm+i + f n + l. Now apply Lemma, 2' to each of the trigonometric 
polynomials U(J"')(x)lm with Nv, then to the trigonometric polynomial P{m\x)l8 
with\/V2 by choosing for the three functions (15') the following ones: 
S'r> (x) --- cos x • U<'""(x\ 
m 
£/'"+;(*) = -C3 cos A- • Sjm> (x), 
S&m+J(x) = C 4 cos 4AS A- • U ' m > ( x ) m 
( j — 1 ,2 , . . . , /,„), furthermore, 
Slt+dx) = c o s * 2 , . ^ « 
Sit+2 (*) = - C3 cos A-. s i t +1 (*), 
S i t , + 3(-V) = C4 cos 4N2 x • ^ ^ . 
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By this the trigonometric polynomials Sjm)(x) (j= 1, 2, ..., Jm+i) are defined because 
3Jm + 3 = Jm+1. 
It is obvious that 5jm)(x) (j= 1, 2, ..., Jm+1) are mutually disjoint trigono-
metric polynomials with frequencies at most equal to 4N2 + 4 / „ + 1 . Now, a simple 
calculation shows 
4N2 + 4fm+1 s 4(4iV1 + 4 / m + 1 + / m + 2) + 4/m + 1 a 1 6 M + 2 0 ( / B + 1 + / m + 2)-= 
< 1 6 M + / m + 2 = 16M+(C7rn)m + 244 m + 2 < 1 6 M + 44," + c ' . 
As to (vi), by (9'), (17') and (21) we get that 
* J N N J 
-71 J ~ 1 —nj — 1 
64 m 
holds with C 1 0 = C6(C8 + C2/32). 
To show (vii), in case of x£Elm) we set /i[m}(x) = 1 and on the ground of (18') 
Mm )(*)=/4m ) or Jm + [i(km> or 2Jm+4m\ respectively (k = \,2, ...,Jm). Further-
more, in case of we set n\m)(x) = 3Jm + \ and pi2m>(x) = 3Jm+l or 3Jm + 2 
or 3Jm + 3 according to (18'). Thus the indices Mm)(*) and /4m)(x) (l 
are defined for every \x\Snj% because 
In virtue of (7'), (18) and (20), the assertion (vii) holds. So the proof is complete. 
§ 2. Proof of the theorems 
Without any loss of generality we may assume that {(?(«)} is a non-decreasing 
sequence. Define the sequence of natural numbers (C9 + l § ) m 1 < m 2 < . . . such that 
(28) g ( w ) a i if n^Mk = 4*mk+c> 
\ log log« k 
( k = \ , 2 , ...); this is possible by virtue of (1). Applying Lemma 4 with M*, we get 
the trigonometric polynomials S^"k)(x) (j= 1, 2, ..., J„k+1; k = 1,2, ...). Denote by 
Tk(x) the sum of the trigonometric polynomials S(jmK)(x — (k}snj4) 5) 
( / = 1 , 2 , ... ,J,„K+1); it is obvious that 
17 MK 
(29) Tk(x) = 2 cos nx + b„ sin nx) (k= 1 ,2, . . . ) . - -n = Mk+ 1 
') (k)& denotes the remainder of k modulo 8. 
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Consider the series 
(30) a) ZTk(x), b) 2 ^ - T k { x ) . 
k=l k= I 
The trigonometric polynomials Tk(x) and T,(x) do not overlap for k?±l because 
\lMkr±Mk ^Mk+i (k = 1, 2, .;.)• Therefore, writing every Tk(x) in (30) in extenso, 
we represent (30) in the form of trigonometric series 
oo ©o 
(31) a) 2 (a„ cos nx + b„ sin nx), b) 2 (Ancos nx + B„ sin nx), 
/1=1 n = l 
where a„ and bn are defined by (29), An=animk\k and Bn = bn\'mklk if Mk + 1 g 
(k= 1,2, ...); and a„, bn, A„, B„ equal 0 otherwise. 
In virtue of (vi) and (28) the following estimates hold: 
OO CO llMk 
Z (an + t>l)Q2(n) ^ ZeHMM,) 2 (al + bl 
n=1 k=1 n-Mk+I 
71 
s z Q2(Mt) f Ti(x)dx S C 1 0 i m k t C ' + 1 ^ 2C 1 0 i T T < - , * = i k= i kimk i 
and 
« 1 
2 (A2+#) = 2 % fThx)dx ^ c10 i 
11=1 fc = l K _ „ t = l / c 
Hence, (31a) and (31b) are Fourier series of square integrable functions, and, in 
addition, (31a) satisfies (2). 
Write down the mutually disjoint trigonometric polynomials S(fk)(x) in this 
order: 
(32) S{r\x), (x);Sr\x), ..., (x); ... ; - S « ( x ) , ..., (x); ... 
and label the occurring frequencies, in this order, by the subscript n(j) (j= 1, 2, ...). 
It is clear that for the frequencies n(j) occurring in the trigonometric polynomials 
^ ( x ) , ..., S ( r : l , ( x ) of (32) ( ¿ = 1 , 2 , ...), we have 
(33) Mk+\^n{j)^\lMk. 
It is obvious that series 
a) Z (a»u)Cosn(j)x + b„wsmn(J)x), 
(34) 
t>) Z ( A K j ) c o s n 0 ' ) * + BnU) sin n ( / ) x ) 
j= i 
are well deteinedrm arrangements of the non-vanishing terms of (31a) and (31b), 
respectively. 
In virtue of (vii), the partial sums of (34a) diverge everywhere. Thus the proof 
of Theorem 1 is complete. 
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As to (3), denote by crA(x) the Ath partial sum of (34b). For any — ti/8, TC/8] 
and for k — 1, 2, ... denote by /, = j[k(x) the first natural number j, for which the 
frequency n(j) occurs in S(™k\x), and by j2 — j2k(x) the last natural number j, for 
which the frequency n(j) occurs in Sj£k>(x), where the subscripts jj.i = f i[ m k \ x ) 
(/ = 1,2) are defined in Lemma 4, by (vii). Thus, we have 
aj2(x) - a,, (x) = S ^ ( x - ( k ) 3 j ) , 
and by (33), it is obvious that 
Mk+ 1 Sjlk(x) Sj2k(x) s 17Mk (¿ = 1,2, . . . ; |*| 
Hence, for every x £ [ —rc/8, n/8],jik(x) and j2k{x) tend to » with k. In virtue of 
(vii) and (28) we obtain 
<Jh{x)-ah{x) ^ jmk ^ flog l o g M £ ___ 1 
e(Ji) 32kg(\7M
k
) 32 / 2 kg (M k 4 ) 32 / 2 
( |x-(/c)87r/4| g TT/8; / c - 1 , 2 , ...). Thus 
m a x feM K M ) ^ 1 
{ eUi) ' eO'i) i 64j/2 ' 
Taking into account the construction of the trigonometric polynomials Tk(x), 
(31b) satisfies (3) for every x € [ — n, TT]. This concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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Smoothness conditions for Fourier series 
with monotone coefficients 
By R I C H A R D ASKEY in Madison (Wisconsin, U.S.A.)1) 
HARDY and LITTLEWOOD [2] showed that for Fourier series with monotone 
coefficients it is possible to connect the integrability of the function and the summabi-
lity of the coefficients. We show how it is possible to get a similar theorem connecting 
the smoothness of the function with the summability of the coefficients. 




is finite if and only if 
fix) ~ + 2 an cos nx, a„+i S an. ¿ n= 1 
, « ( « + l - l / p ) - l " l l / i 
m 





The class of functions for which (1) is finite is usually denoted by A (a, p, q) 
and has been extensively studied by TAIBLESON [8]. Some special cases of this theorem 
have been found previously; p = q = °°, 0 « = a < l in [7], 1 < / x < » , <7 = °°, 0 < a < 1 
in [4], and a number of different cases in [6]. To simplify the exposition of this 
note we use two results that are implicity contained in [1]: 
<2) 
(3) 
a„ ä inf [ J \ f ( x +1)-2/0) +f(x-t)I"dx\ HP 
(n+ 1) " 
sup [ J'\f(x+l)~ 2f(x) +f(x-t)\rdx]llP^ 
OStSnln Q 
S An-2 [ 2 KIP~2aPX'P+B \ 2 K"~2a^YLP\ i L)— J i k = n 
(2) is also contained in [5]. 
') Supported in part by N. S. F. grant GP-3483. 
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Finally we need a form of HARDY'S inequality and also the reverse inequality 
to HARDY'S inequality which holds when the terms are monotone. 
T h e o r e m A. If (a) o l , sn = ai +...+an, or (b) c < 1, sn = an + a„+l +..., 
then 
2 ^ K 2 n-c(na,,y, 1 
T h e o r e m B. If (a) • c > l , j „ = fl1 + . . .+fl„, or (b) c < 1, sn = a„+a,l+l + ..., 
•and n kan is monotone for some k, then 
2>i~csp„^ K2n~c{na„Y, 0 < / > < l . 
Theorem A is in [3, p. 255] and Theorem B is in [5, p. 75 and p. 83]. 
Assume first that (1) is finite. By (2) we have 
n 
w(«+i-UP)i-ia"n =3 A inf [ / | / 0 + 0 - 2 / 0 ) +f(x-1)\"dxYIPn^~1 ^ 
-
 0 
H + 1 n 
it 
n n 
S A / [ / 1 / 0 + 0 - 2 / 0 ) +f(x-t)\" d x f . " - ^ 
it 0 1 
||+ 1 
and summing we have 
ji it 
s a J [ / l / o + 0 - 2 / 0 ) + / 0 - ' 
0 0 1 
T o prove the other inequality we use (3) and Theorems A and B. By (3) 
n n 
f [ f l / ( * + 0 • - 2 / 0 ) + / ( * - o r ^ r ^ T = 
0 0 f 
. n 
H n 
1 it 0 1 
11+1 
S ^ 2 n*"-1"-29 [ i" A:3"-2<1,/P +A 2 n""'1 i 2 ^p"2afl"P • n= 1 4=1 J 11=1 k = n 
If q\p < 1 we use Theorem B. If qlp > 1 we use Theorem A and if q=p we inter-
change the order of summation. Then we get 
(1) =§ A 2 n<zq-l-29[n3p-1a%]qli' +A 2 « a «- 1 [n p - 1 <] ? / ' ' = A 2 
n= 1 n = 1 n = 1 
The conditions on the parameters that must be satisfied to use Theorems A and B 
are all implied by the condition 0 < a < 2. The proof for the case q = °° is an obvious 
adaptation of the above proof. 
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Ableitungen von trigonometrischen Approximationsprozessen 
Von P. L. BUTZER und S. PA WELKE in Aachen (B. R. Deutschland) 
1. Einleitung 
Das Problem dieser Arbeit ist der Versuch einer Umkehrung eines Satzes 
von ZAMANSKY [15], S. 2 6 . Es werden hier für spezielle trigonometrische Polynome 
Aussagen von der Art dieses Satzes und ihre Umkehrung bewiesen. Beide Fälle 
werden für Folgen von Operatoren untersucht, die den Raum C2n bzw. L"2n (1 S / x » ) 
in den Raum der trigonometrischen Polynome höchstens w-ter Ordnung abbilden. 
Der Satz von ZAMANSKY [15] lautet: Sei g eine stetige, 2n-periodische Funktion 
und f„ ein trigonometrisches Polynom von der Ordnung n. Gilt 
(1.1) sup[ i„(x)-g(x) | = Ik„-g| | = 
wobei <p(u) eine, stetige, positive, nicht wachsende Funktion in u ist, dann gilt für die 
r-te Ableitung t(„T) von t„ die Abschätzung 
n 
(1.2) lltf'll S A + BnA(n) + c f A(u)du, 
I 
worin A, B und C Konstanten sind. 
Ersetzt man die Bedingung (1. 1) durch 
! | f B - g | | = o ( f f l r ( i - ; g ) J ( B - O O ) , 
wie STECKIN [10], S. 2 3 0 , und im Falle r = 1 auch ZAMANSKY [15], S. 2 9 , gezeigt haben. 
Der r-te Stetigkeitsmodul o)r(ö; g) ist definiert durch 
(1- 3) 
dann folgt daraus 
( 1 . 4 ) 
<°r(ßiS) — max hsi ¿ ( - 1 
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Setzt man speziell 
(1.5) wr[~-,g} = 0(n-«),) 
dann folgt für a. < r aus (1. 3) die Aussage \\t',r> || = 0(nr~x) (n Da sich (nach 
dem Satz von S. BERNSTEIN) aus der Voraussetzung (1. 3), d. h. \\tn—g\\ = 0(n~'1) 
schon (1. 5) für 0 < a < r ergibt, ist dies keine zusätzliche Bedingung an die Funktion g. 
Für holomorphe Halbgruppen von Operatoren der Klasse (C0) wurde ein 
Analogon dieses Satzes und auch die Umkehrung von BERENS [3] in seiner Dissertation 
bewiesen. Die Ableitung wird dort durch den infinitesimalen Erzeuger der Halb-
gruppe ersetzt. 
Wir werden im nächsten Abschnitt der vorliegenden Arbeit zeigen, daß im 
allgemeinen die Aussage von ZAMANSKY nicht die bestmögliche ist, d. h. daß der 
Satz im allgemeinen nicht umkehrbar ist. Ist {/„(x)} eine Folge trigonometrischer 
Polynome, für die gilt ||i,Sr)|| = 0(« r_at) (0 < a ^ /•), dann stellt sich die Frage, unter 
welchen Bedingungen an {£„(*)} eine Funktion g aus C2n existiert, für die gilt 
||/n — g|| = 0(n~a). Dieses Problem wird hier u. a. für spezielle trigonometrische 
Polynome in den Räumen C2lt und LF2K (1 =/><«=) und im Räume L\N auch für 
die Polynome bester Approximation gelöst. Die zusätzlichen Bedingungen an 
die Polynome werden allgemein formuliert (Satz 2, Abschnitt 2) und dann in 
speziellen Beispielen verifiziert. Es wird ein allgemeiner Satz bewiesen, der zwar 
von elementarem Charakter ist, jedoch interessante Anwendungen auf die Teil-
summen der Fourierreihe, ihre Fejerschen Mittel und die typischen Mittel besitzt 
und neue Ergebnisse liefert. Von besonderem Interesse erscheint Satz 6. 
Zunächst noch einige Bezeichnungen. Unter C2l t, LP2lt (1 =•=), l2k bzw. 
BV2K verstehen wir die Menge der 2^-periodischen Funktionen, die stetig, bzw. 
zur p-ten Potenz integrierbar, bzw. meßbar und wesentlich beschränkt, bzw. von 
beschränkter Variation sind, wobei die Norm ||/ | | einer Funk t ion / in diesen Räumen 
in der üblichen Weise definiert ist. Mit /*( / ; x) — (t*f)(x) bezeichnen wir die Poly-
nome bester Approximation der Funktion / in einem der Räume C2k oder L2N. 
Lip* a ist die Klasse der Funktionen / aus C2n, die die Bedingung max \f(x + h) — 
-2f(x)+f(x-h)\mM\h\x (0<oes2) erfüllen; Lip* (a, p) ist die Menge von 
Funktionen aus L%n, für die 
n 
{ f \f(x + li)-2f(x)+f(x-h)\*dx}llP^ M\h\" 
gilt.*) 
') CIVIN [7], S. 794, hat diese Spezialisierurig der Behauptung für die Approximation in £§„-
Räumen für 1 und r= 1 bewiesen. Der Satz ist auch in der allgemeinen Formulierung (mit 
(1.1) und (1.2)) für die R ä u m e g ü l t i g . Der Beweis verläuft im wesentlichen wie im 
stetigen Fall. 
*) Diese Arbeit entstand im Rahmen des Forschungsvorhabens Bu 166/4 der D F G . 
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2. Allgemeiner Satz 
Zunächst wollen wir zeigen, daß der Satz von ZAMANSKY im allgemeinen nicht. 
die bestmögliche Abschätzung für die Ableitung liefert. Als Beispiel benutzen 
wir das singuläre Integral von DE LA VALLÉE POUSSIN, welches ein trigonometrisches. 
Polynom von der Ordnung n ist und die Gestalt 
- J,(̂ nïfcôî »**" 
besitzt, wobei f ( k ) die komplexen Fourierkoeffizienten von / sind. Hier gilt die; 
folgende Aussage. 
Sa tz 1. Ist X einer der Räume C2n bzw. LpZn, dann sind für die trigonometrischen. 
Polynome von de la Vallée Poussin die folgenden Bedingungen äquivalent: 
a) II y j - f \ \ = o j ^ j ); 
b) | | ^ / H = 0(1) 
Der Beweis folgt mit Ergebnissen von BUTZER [4], S. 304. und 306, und dem 
Saturationssatz für Vnf\ siehe [12], S. 81 . Mit dem Satz von ZAMANSKY gewinnt 
man aus a) nur || K„''/"il = O(n). Wir haben aus Satz 1 außerdem noch die Umkehrung. 
Ist X ein Banachraum und {P„}, {Tn) und {U„} sind Folgen von Operatoren, 
die den Raum X in den Raum der trigonometrischen Polynome höchstens «-ter 
Ordnung abbilden, dann bewiesen wir die folgende Aussage. 
Sa tz 2. a) Sei der Operator U(„' definiert durch 
(2.1) C/<r>/= [<p («)] -1 [P„f-P„ _, / ] (/• > 0 ; / € X), 
wobei {<p(n)} eine Folge von Zahlen mit lim nr+1 \(p(n)\ = C, > 0 ist, dann folgt aus 
der Bedingung 
(2.2) \\üir)f\\ = 0(n'-*) (0 
daß ein Element g Ç X existiert, welches von Pnf mit der Ordnung 0(n~") approximiert 
wird, d.h. es gilt 
( 2 . 3 ) \\PJ-g\\=0(n-°) . ( 1 , - 0 0 ) . 
2) Der Strich bedeutet die Ableitung nach x. Die Äquivalenz der Aussagen a) und b) von 
Satz 1 gilt auch in der allgemeineren Gestalt ä') und b') für 0 < k ^ 1 : 
a') II K f - f l l = O ( « - ) . ; b') \\V':.f\\ = («--). 
Der Fall 0 < a < l ist noch zu beweisen. Aus a') folgt b') ähnlich wie im Beweis des Satzes von 
ZAMANSKY [15], S.26/27, wenn man die dort benutzte Bernsteinsche Ungleichung durch die Abschät-
zung ||Fn'/||s«11/11 für a l l e / a u s Versetzt . Man vergleiche dazu auch den Beweis von Satz 3.3 in 
[3], S.18/19. Aus b') folgt a') mit Satz 2a). Die Identität V" = -n2[V„f-V„-i] (Beweis durch 
Koeffizientenvergleich) entspricht dér Definition (2.1) mit P„=V„, (p(n)=—n~2, r— 1 und. 
UV = V". Mit dem Zamanskyschen Satz folgt aus a ) nur 11 VZf\ | = O (n2'") 
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b) Ist der Operator T„f darstellbar in der Form 
(2.4) TJ = PJ+ (n)l<p(«)][PJ- Pn_,/] ( f £ X ) , 
(p(n) ist wie in Teil a) definiert und die Zahlenfolge {i¡/(n)} genügt der Bedingung 
lim nr\\[/(n)\ = C2 > 0 , dann folgt aus (2. 2) daß das Element g£X durch die Folge 
T„f ebenfalls mit der Ordnung 0(n~") approximiert wird, d.h. 
(2.5) \\TJ-g\\ = 0(n~*) ). 
c) (Umkehrung zu a) und b ) J Gelten für ein g£X die Aussagen (2. 3) und 
(2. 5), wobei zwischen den Folgen P„f und T„f die Beziehung (2. 4) besteht, dann 
folgt (2.2), also || t /< r > / | | =0 (« ' -* ) (0 
Beweis . Teil a). Es gilt für m>n wegen (2. 1) 
m m . . 




- i f ] = 2 < p { k ) u i r ) f , 
*=n+l k=n+1 
also ist nach Voraussetzung, wenn n groß genug gewählt ist, 
m . . m 1 m l \\pmf-pnf\\ s 2- l<K*)l \\vPf\\ ^M 2 TTTT = M ' 2 - R ^ ^ 1=71+1 K = Ü+ 1 « K = LL+LK 
, , r du M 
— M / —nr - = — n~ •> u et 
mit einer positiven Konstanten M, wobei der letzte Ausdruck kleiner als e für alle 
m>n^N0(s) ist. Daher existiert wegen der Vollständigkeit der Räume X ein 
Element g aus X, so daß lim||.Pn/— g|| = 0 ist. Da in der obigen Ungleichung die 
rechte Seite von m unabhängig ist, folgt für m — die Behauptung \\P„f—g\\ = 0(n~") 
Teil b). Es gilt TJ-g = PJ-g + M(n)l<p(n)]{PJ-Pn_J] wegen (2.4). 
Infolge der Voraussetzung (2. 2) gilt (2. 3) und damit 
\\TJ-g\\ S \\P„f-g\\ + \^(n)\ ||£/ir>/|| ^ M i n - + M2r,-'rf- = 0(n~*) (n^co). 
Teil c) folgt direkt aus (2. 4), denn es ist 
u P f = V p ( n ) ] - ' { P J - P
n
- J ] = V H ^ Y ' Y T J - P J ] , 
also 
||C/<r>/ll ¿S №(n)\-i{\\Tnf-g\\ + \\PJ-g\\} ^ Mnr{Nin- + N2n-} = 0(n-*), . 
womit der Satz bewiesen ist. Hier wurde benutzt, daß die Konstante C2 im Teil b) 
des Satzes positiv ist, also lim (nr |i//(n)|)_1 = 1/C2 folgt. 
n - * o o 
B e m e r k u n g zu a). Da P„f ein trigonometrisches Polynom ist, gilt für das 
Polynom bester Approximation ( t*g)(x ) von g die Beziehung \\t*g—g\\^\\P„f—g\\. 
Ist nun \\Pnf-g\\ = 0(n~% dann folgt daraus nach dem Satz von Bernstein für 
X=C2n, daß gw(x)£Up*ß ist mit k + ß = a und k ganz, 0 1 . Für X=Lp2n 
, ( lS / ?<co ) folgt (siehe z.B. [14], S. 337), daß g ( t ) (x)£Lip* (ß,p) ist. 
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B e m e r k u n g zu a) und b). Man kann diese Teile des Satzes auch folgender-
maßen formulieren: Ist T„f darstellbar in der Gestalt 
(2.6) Tnf=PJ+x(n)[PJ-Pn_if] (/€*), 
wobei fe(n)} eine Zahlenfolge mit der Bedingung l im« _ 1 |x(n) | = C 3 > 0 ist, dann n~* OO 
folgt aus der Voraussetzung 
(2.7) \\PJ-Pn_J\\=0{n-^) ( a>0) , 
daß ein Element gdX existiert mit 
\\PJ-g\\=0(n-*) und \\T„f-g\\ = 0(n-*y 
Diese Formulierung zeigt, daß die Beziehung (2.2), die hier durch (2. 7) 
ersetzt wird, eigentlich eine Aussage über die Ordnung der Differenz zweier 
sukzessiver Operatoren Pnf ist. Offenbar lassen sich auch die Operatoren Pn,T„, JJ„ 
aus Satz 2, die den Banachraum X in den Raum der trigonometrischen Polynome 
von höchstens «-ter Ordnung abbilden, durch Operatoren ersetzen, die diese Räume; 
X in sich überführen. 
F o l g e r u n g 1. Ist der Operator u'{' wie in (2. 1) definiert, gilt (2.4), und 
folgt für zwei feste Elemente f und g in X aus \\T„f~g\\=0{n~!l) die Relation 
\\P„f—g\\ — 0(n~"), so ist die Bedingung 
\\Tnf-g\\=0(n-") (i,-~) 
dann und nur dann erfüllt, wenn gilt 
\\U{J)f\\=0(nr-!') ( n - = o ; 0 < a s r ) . 
Beweis. Ist || U^f \ \ = 0(w r _ a) vorausgesetzt, dann folgt aus den Teilen a) 
und b) des Satzes 2, da (2. 4) erfüllt ist, die Aussage | | 7 ; / - g | | =0(n~x). Setzt man 
umgekehrt \\TJ—g\\ =0(n~a) voraus, und gilt , auch \\PJ~g\\ =0(n~a), dann 
folgt nach'.Teil c) für 0 < a s r | |ui r ) f \ \ = 0 (n r " z ) («-»). 
Die Folgerung'1-ist'also eine Aussage vom Zamanskyschen Typ und ihre Um-
kehrung, wenn man den Operator u i r \ der eine Differenz von Operatoren dar-
stellt, als Ableitung auffaßt. Eine ähnliche Aussage wie diese Folgerung im Falle 
a = r = l, wo die Operatoren Pn, T„ und arithmetische Mittel einer Reihe 
von Elementen eines Banachraumes sind, haben ALEXITS [1] und FAVARD [8] 
bewiesen und diese dann zur Bestimmung der Saturationsklasse der Fejermittel 
einer Fourierreihe herangezogen. Es wird nun gezeigt, daß Satz 1 und Folgerung 1 
auf Teilsummen einer Fourierreihe, auf ihre Fejerschen und typischen Mittel und 
deren konjugierte Mittel anwendbar sind. Der Operator ist in diesen Fällen 
eine Ableitung eines dieser Verfahren. 
12 A 
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3. Anwendungen 
Hier ist X einer der Räume C2n bzw. (1 •=). Mit (S„f)(x) bezeichnet 
man die /7-te Teilsumme der Fourierreihe einer Funktion / aus X, d. h. 
JT 
(3.1) (SJ)(X) = 2 meik\ i\k) = (\l2n)ff{x)c-^dx. 
k=~n -n 
Ihre typischen Mittel oder auch Rieszmittel sind definiert durch 
(3.2) . ( / W ) M = ¿ J 
für alle r = 1, 2, 3, ... . Für r= 1 hat man die.Fejermittel (<7„/)(x) = ( i ? „ \ f ) ( x ) . 
Mit (R„,r,2f)(x) bezeichnen wir die Mittel 
f 
(3. 3) (R„ir,2f) (x) = [l - (J£L) 1 - (Äj J f(k)e** = lRn+l r[Rn r f ] y i x ) r 
die für /-=1 die zweiten arithmetischen Mittel (an,2f)(x) sind. 
(3.4) ( § n f ) ( x ) = - i 2 (sign*)/(*)*** (sign0 — 0) 
k-=n 
ist die w-te Teilsumme der konjugierten Fourierreihe von / . Die zu f konjugierte 
Funktion / ist definiert durch 
(3.5) f(x) = - i - lim / [ f ( x + 0 - f { x - 0 ] c o t g y dt. 
Weiter benutzen wir die Bezeichnung 
[f^Hx), wenn r gerade ist, 1 
(3.6) / « ( * ) = K ' . . /<°>(x) = / ( * ) . v / l / ( ) W ) wenn r ungerade istj 
Bevor wir nun zu Anwendungen des allgemeinen Satzes kommen, wollen wir 
ein bekanntes Ergebnis für das singulare Integral von Abel—Poisson zitieren, 
welches kein trigonometrisches Polynom ist, jedoch eine holomorphe Halbgruppe 
von Operatoren der Klasse (C0) bildet (siehe [3]). Dieses Integral ist für f aus C2„-
definiert durch 
n 
{V(r)f)(x) ^ f f ( « ) ^ 2 r ^ x 2 _ u ) + r 2 ^ ( 0 ^ 1 ) . 
— 71 
Als Anwendung des Satzes von B E R E N S ([3], S. 23) erhält man für ein / € C2n bei 
0 < a < l folgende gleichwertige Aussagen ([3], S. 40): 
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a) . \\V'(r)f\\ = 0[(\-rf-1] ( M l ) ; 3 ) • • . . • • 
b) i T W . i -¿>[(1-/•)*"2] (r\l);-
c) || V(r)/—/|| = 0 [(1 — r)a] (Ml) , 
wobei der Strich die Ableitung nach der Variablen x bedeutet. Wir gewinnen in 
dieser Arbeit entsprechende Aussagen für spezielle trigonometrische Polynome /„, 
wenn man in der 0-Bedingung den Ausdruck (1 — r) ( rf l) durch 1/n (ri— ersetzt. 
Wir betrachten zunächst die Rieszmittel, wie sie in 'v(3. 2) und (3. 3) definiert 
sind. Für sie gilt das folgende Lemma. 
L e m m a 1. Für die Mittel R„r f und Rn,r,2f gelten folgende Identitäten: 
(3.7) (RntJ)(x) = (R„,r,2f)(x)+ (n + 2y_nr ,,2/)(*)]; 
(3-8) ( j? H , r , 2 / ) (x) - ( i?„- 1 , r , 2 / ) (x) = ^ l y j ( * & / ) ( * ) , 
wobei [r/2] die größte ganze Zahl Sr/2 ist. •• 
Der Beweis folgt durch Koeffizientenvergleich. Hiermit kommt man zu 
Sa tz 3.. Eine notwendige und hinreichende Bedingung für die Approximation 
einer Funktion f aus X durch Rieszmittel mit der Ordnung 0(n~°-) .(«->»), d.h. 
a ) • \\Rn,rf-f\\=0(n-*) ( 0 < a S r ) 
ist die Bedingung 
b) | | 4? , / | | = o ( r r - ) .4) 
Beweis. Hierzu benutzen wir die/Folgerung 1. Setzt man Pnf =R„,r,zf> 
dann ist wegen (3.8) U(,')f= RtKf mit , ' ' . 
das die Bedingung l imn r + 1 \<p(n)\ = 2 r > 0 erfüllt. Die Bedingung (2.4) ist wegen 
(3. 7) gültig, wenn man noch TJ=Rn r f und ^(n) = ( - l ) [ r / 2 ] ( « + ' 2 ) - r setzt. Wir 
müssen hier noch zeigen, daß aus ||i?„ ,f—f\\ = 0(n~") die Aussage \\Rni,f2f—/11 = 
= 0(n-") folgt. Es ist wegen ( 3 . 3 ) ' . . • 
№,.,,2/) ( * ) - f i x ) = (R„,r,2f) (x)-(R„+Urf) (x) + (Rn+uJ) ( x ) - f ( x ) =: 
= (Rn+x,ÄRn,rf-f))(x) + (R„.+ U r f ) ( x ) - f ( x ) , 
a l S 0 \ \ K r , 2 f - f \ \ S P ^ J P ? , , . r / - / l l + l|i?„+1, , / - / | | ^ . 
^ M(r)Min~a + M2n~* = 0(n~a) («-=*>) 
-1), Das zu V(r)f konjugierte Integral V(r)f ist definiert durch 
71 , 
" ' 1 . ~ . 1 r r sin (x—U) ' 1 
(V(r)f)(x) = - / ( ; / ) — - — -du (Os^l). 
7t v 1—2 cos (* — u) + r2 
") Siehe auch Fußnote 5) bei Satz 5. 
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wegen a) und der gleichmäßigen Beschränktheit der Normen der Rieszmittel, was 
in [11] und [6], S. 352, gezeigt wurde. Daß die Eunktiqn g aus Folgerung 1 hier 
gleich / ist, folgt aus dem Identitätssatz für Fourierreihen. Alle Voraussetzungen 
der Folgerung 1 sind damit erfüllt, und es folgt die Behauptung. 
im Falle r = 1 nehmen die Identitäten aus Lemma 1 die folgende Gestalt an. 
L e m m a 2. Für die arithmetischen Mittel einer Fourierreihe gelten die Identitäten 
<3.9) (onf) (•*) = O7«, 2 / ) ( x ) + [ ( " • n, 2 f ) ( x ) ~ ian - 1 , 2 / ) (Y)]; 
(3. 10) iö'J) (x) = (n/2) (n + 2) [(<T„, J ) (x) - (<r„_ U 2 f ) (*)]. 
Hier gilt entsprechend 
Sa tz 4. Für ein f£X und 0 < a ^ 1 ist die Aussage 
\\*nf-f\\=0(n-°) 
dann und nur dann erfüllt, wenn gilt 
WJW = 0 ( « ' - a ) . 
Lemma 2 und Satz 4 sind bekannt; im Falle a—1 siehe [16] für X=C2n, [1] 
und [8] für allgemeine Banachräume, sowie f ü r O - c a ^ 1 [19], Ch. VII, S. 269 und 296. 
Kehren wir nun zu den Rieszmitteln zurück. Im Falle a = r tritt bei ihnen Satu-
ration auf, und ihre Saturationsklasse W^ ist definiert durch 
W'c = {/; f£C2n; \k\'f(k) = g(k); g£L2n} für X = C2n, 
W[ = {/; f£Ll2n; |k\'ftk) = g(k); g£BV2„} für X=V2n, 
wobei g(k) die Fourier—Stieltjeskoeffizienten der Funktion g sind; 
Wrp = {/; f£L2K; |k\'f\k) = g(k); g£LQ für X=L^ (1 < / > < - ) . 
Äquivalente Charakterisierungen dieser Klassen findet man z. B. in einer Arbeit 
von BUTZER und GÖRLICH [5]. Mit Hilfe zweier Sätze, die z. B . in [6], S. 3 5 1 , zitiert 
sind, kommt man zu folgendem Ergebnis. 
F o l g e r u n g 3. Für ein f^X sind die folgenden Aussagen äquivalent: 
a) \\R„,rf-n = 0(n~') («->-); 
b) 11^/11 = 0(1) ( « - - ) ; 
c) lk,(,r)/|| = O(l) ( « - - ) ; 
d) fZW'x. 
Die Äquivalenzen a), c) und d) finden sich in [6], S. 351. Die Saturationsklasse 
der Rieszmittel für X=C2n wurde auch von ZAMANSKY [17], S. 170, bestimmt; siehe 
dazu auch [2], S. 683. 
Ist a < r , dann gelten nachstehende Äquivalenzen für die Approximation durch 
Rieszmittel. 
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F o l g e r u n g 4. Für ein Element f£X und a < r sind die folgenden Aussagen 
gleichwertig: 
a) II Än, , / - / 1 1 = 0 ( « - " > (,1-eo); 
b) Pi:>n / | | = 0(/z'-") (n — °°); 
c) im Falle X=C2k ist /<*> £ Lip* ß, k + ß = a., k ganz, 0 < ß S 1; 
im Falle X=L"2k (1 s=/?<°°) ist / " " €Lip* (ß; p). 
Die Äquivalenz von a) und b) sagt Satz 3 aus; aus a) folgt c) nach dem Satz 
von S . BERNSTEIN, und aus c) die Bedingung a) nach ZYGMUND [18], A U A N C I D [2], 
S . 6 8 3 , und SZ. -NAGY [13] für X = C2N und nach SUNOUCHI [12] für X=LPLN (1 ^P < 
Wir kommen nun zu Anwendungen auf die n-te Teilsumme einer Fourier-
reihe. 
L e m m a 3. Zwischen den Rieszmitteln R„,rf und den n-ten Teilsummen S„f 
einer Fourierreihe bestehen die folgenden Identitäten: 
(3 .11) ( S J ) (x) = cRnJ) W + { n ^ y _ n r (*) - ( R n - i , r f ) (*)]; 
(3.12) . (RnJ){x)-{R^Urf ){x) = {-\ym (#>/)(*). 
Der Beweis folgt wieder durch Koeffizientenvergleich. Hiermit erhält man 
S a t z 5. Istf aus X, so sind die folgenden vier Aussagen für O c t c r untereinander 
äquivalent: 5)6) 
a) I IS . / - / I I = o ( « - ) ) ; . 
b) . I IS . / - / I I = 0(n-) 
c) \\SPf\\ = 0 ( t f - ) 
d) ' l l ^ / l l = O(«'"") ( » - « ) • 6) 
Beweis . Zunächst setzen wir r als ungerade voraus. Mit R„trf=Pnf, §(„r>f= 
= U'nr)f und <p(n) = ( - l ) [ r / 2 J 8 e h t die Identität (3. 12) in die Defini-
tion (2. 1) von U^f über. Setzt man noch TJ— S„f dann ist die Bedingung (2. 4) 
wegen (3. 11) erfüllt; ip(n) hat die Gestalt ( — l)c,v2](« + l )" r . Alle Voraussetzungen 
der Teile a) und b) von Satz 2 sind damit gegeben, und damit folgt aus d) die Be-
dingung a). Aus a) folgt c) nach dem Satz von ZAMANSKY für 0 < A < r . Nun ist 
5) Ein äquivalenter Satz ist auch für die Rieszschen Mittel R„,r f bei 0 < a < r gültig. Der Be-
weis verläuft analog. • 
6) Die Äquivalenz von a) und c) im Falle r=2 und 1 wurde unter der zusätzlichen 
Voraussetzung \\t*,f—f\\ = 0(n~") von ZAMANSKY [15] , S . 8 1 , im Räume C 2 « bewiesen. Daß aus 
a) Teil b) folgt, haben SALEM und ZYGMUND [9] sowie ZAMANSKY [15], S. 84, gezeigt. 
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zu:zeigen, daß aus c) die Aussage b) folgt. Setzt man in (3. 12) auf beiden Seiten 
die Fourierkoeffizienten der konjugierten Reihe ein, dann erhält man für ungerade r, 
da dann § P f = S(„r)/ = - S ^ f ist, die Identität 
(113) ( 4 , / ) (x) - (!?„-! J ) {x) = (-1)^1+ * ^ ^ ¡ y j ( S n ' f ) 
Hieraus und mit der Identität (3. 11) für Snf und Rn<rf folgt wie oben, daß aus c) 
die Aussage b) folgt. Aus b) erhält man schließlich mit dem Satz von ZAMANSKY d), 
womit der Satz durch Ringschluß für ungerade r bewiesen ist. 
Nun sei /' gerade. Aus d) folgt nach der Bernsteinschen Ungleichung = 
— 0(n r + 1 _°1) und hieraus nach Satz 2a) und b) wie oben Teil a) dieses Satzes, 
da r+1 ungerade ist. Daraus erhält man wieder c) mit dem Satz von ZAMANSKY 





.Zahl r + 1 ist ungerade, und daher folgt wie oben die Aussage b) dieses Satzes. 
Wenden wir noch einmal den Zamanskyschen Satz an, so folgt daraus d), und der 
Beweis ist vollständig. 
Dieser Satz erscheint insofern interessant, als die Teilsummen der Fourier-
reihe im Gegensatz zu den Fejerschen und Rieszschen Mitteln keine Saturation 
aufweisen und außerdem im Räume L\K die Polynome bester Approximation bilden. 
Es ist also im Räume L2n die Umkehrung des Satzes von ZAMANSKY für die Polynome 
bester Approximation bewiesen, womit man zu den beiden äquivalenten Aussagen, 
die durch die Sätze von S. BERNSTEIN und D. JACKSON gegeben sind, eine dritte 
gefunden hat, d. h. es gilt 
• ' Sa tz 6. Für die trigonometrischen Polynome bester Approximation t*f einer 
Funktion f aus L2n sind für a<r, a=k + ß, k ganz und 0<ßsl folgende Aussagen 
gleichwertig: 
a) /<*>€ Lip*(/?;2); 
b) \\t*f-f\\v = 0(n-*) («--); 
c) l|in*(r,/llt> = 0(rt r-°) ( » - » ) . . 
Es ist zu vermuten, daß dieser Satz auch für den Raum C2n und alle Räume 
L2n (1SJJ<>») gilt, da der entsprechende Satz in diesen Räumen für die Rieszschen 
Mittel gültig ist (Folgerung 4), die für nichtsaturierte Approximation das gleiche 
Approximationsverhalten wie die Polynome bester Approximation besitzen. 
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L E H R S T U H L F Ü R M A T H E M A T I K (ANALYSIS) 
T E C H N I S C H E H O C H S C H U L E A A C H E N 
(Eingegangen am 12. Oktober 1966) 

On the index of imprimitivity of a non-negative matrix 
By STEFAN SCHWARZ in Bratislava (CSSR) 
1. 
Let A be a non-negative nXn matrix. To study .the distribution of zeros and' 
non-zeros in the matrices of the sequence 
(1) A, A2, A3, ... 
we have introduced in [2] the following notations. Consider the set .of symbols 
E= {gy| i,j= 1,2, . . . ,«} together with a zero 0 adjoined. Define in S = {0}U£-
a multiplication by 
for j = l , 
P \e,m i j lm 1 0 for j ^ l , 
the zero element having the usual properties of a multiplicative zero. Then S (withi 
this multiplication) is a semigroup. 
Let A = (aiJ) be a non-negative nXn matrix. By the support CA of A we shall: 
mean the subset of S containing 0 and all etj for which au >0 . 
For two non-negative nXn matrices A, B we have CAB = CACB, where the 
product to the right has the usual meaning used in the theory of semigroups. 
In particular the supports of-the elements of the sequence (1) are 
(2) CA, CA, CA, — 
Since this sequence has only a finite number of different elements (subsets of Sy 
it can be written in the form 
C r 2 fk— 1 I f k r^k + i— 1 I f k f k + d- 1 I I t-Mi •••> ^A W | ... . 
Here CA, k — k(A), is the least power in (2) which appears more than once and d 
is the period with which all the following powers repeat. 
Denote further = {0}U{en , e i 2 , ... ein) and Ft = F^A) = SiC\CA, so tha t 
Ff is the "support" of the j'-th row in A. 
The sequence 
Fi> FiCA, FiCA, ... 
contains again only a finite number of different elements (subsets of S t) and it is-
of the form 
Fi} F,Ca, ..., FiCH'-2 | FiCX<-\..., FtCi>+d'-21 FiCAi~i, ... 
where the integers ki, dL have an analogous meaning as the integers k and d above.. 
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For details concerning these notions see [3]. 
In [3] and [4] we have proved: 
L e m m a 1. For any non-negative nXn matrix A we have: 
a) k(A) = m&x(kl,k2, ...,kn); 
b) d{A) = l.c.m.[d1,d2,...,dll). 
L e m m a 2. If A is irreducible, then d(A) = di=d2 =... =d„. 
Denote by g t the number of non-zero elements in In the papers [3] and [4] 
we have found some estimates concerning the numbers k• in terms of n and g f . 
For instance we have proved +(n—gi)(n—gi + l). 
It is intuitively clear that also the numbers d t depend on gt. It is the purpose 
of this paper to give an estimation concerning d=d(A) in terms of n and g;. For 
an irreducible matrix A the number d is identical with the classical notion of the 
.index of .imprinvti.vity of A. Our main result is formulated in the theorem below. 
' 2 . 
Let M be any non-negative n X n matrix. It is well known that there is a permu-
tation matrix P such that PMP~X is of the form 
^ _ 'A2I A22 
l^ri Ar2 ... Arr 
where Am are irreducible matrices (including the case that some of the Am are zero 
matrices of order 1). It is easy to see that d(A) = d(M). Further it can be proved 
(see [1], [5]) that ¿(,4) = l.c.m. [d(Al{), d{A22),,.., d(A„)]. Hence d(A) does not 
• depend on the rectangular matrices Aap, fl. 
It is therefore sufficient to restrict ourselves to the case of an irreducible matrix A. 
. In [3] we have proved: 
L e m m a 3. If A is irreducible (of order n), then there is an integer hi such that 
l^h^n and FiCiFiCH'. Here: 
a) '/ eu i we may choose h{ — 1, 
b) if Fi contains gi non-zero elements C S;, we have, for the least number hi 
.satisfying the above condition, h^n— g, + l. 
Consider now the chain 
. F . c M ' c F j C ^ ' c . . . 
Since any member of this chain contains at most n + 1 different elements (namely 
the elements 0, en, ..., e,„) there is an integer t £ 1 such that 
f f i l i — p fixhi + h, 1 i^A — 1 i^A J 
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henxce d^hi^n—gi + l. With'respect to the definitionof the number di we conclude 
from (3) that (¡¿h^ By Lemma 2 we obtain d\ht for / = 1 ,2 , . . . , « . 
We have proved: 
L e m m a 4. Let A be irreducible. Denote 8=(hi, h2, h„). We then have d\5. 
Lemma 4 implies d^5 = (hi, ..., /;„)Smin ht^Sn+1 — maxg,-. We have proved: 
i i 
T h e o r e m . Let A be an irreducible non-negative nXn matrix. Denote by 
the number of positive entries in the i-th row of A. Then d(A)-^n+ 1 — max i 
R e m a r k . In terms of the integers ht we may state the following. If d< min //¡, i 
then i/|min hi implies that we certainly have min h^ If here again the equality i i 
does not hold, we have d s ^ m i n / i ; . And so on. 
3. 
We now give some corollaries. 
Suppose that d(A) = n. Then n S n -f 1 — max g( implies gt = 1 for i = 1, 2, . . n . i 
Hence CA is the support of an (irreducible) permutation matrix. This can be stated 
in the following forms: 
C o r o l l a r y I. Suppose that for an irreducible non-negative nXn matrix A 
we have d(A)—n. Then the matrix obtained by replacing the positive entries in A by 
the number 1 is a permutation matrix. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Let A be a non-negative irreducible nXn matrix. Suppose that 
replacing all positive entries in A by the number 1 we obtain a matrix which is not 
a permutation matrix. Then d(A)^n — 1. 
E x a m p l e 1. In general the result of Corollary 2 cannot be sharpened. This 
is shown on the 4 x 4 matrix 
0 0 1 0 ' 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 ' 
l l 1 0 0, 
Here 
'o 0 0 Is 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
, A3 = 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 
,0 0 2 0. ,0 0 0 2. 
and CA = C\. Therefore d(A) = 3. In this case ht = 3 (/ = 1, 2, 3, 4) and d(A) = min //,•. i 
E x a m p l e 2. If m a x g ^ n — 1, our Theorem implies d(A)^2. This result is 
i 
sharp in the following sense. To any there is an irreducible nXn matrix A 
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with maxg; = n — 1 such that d(A) = 2. This property has for instance the matrix 
i 
CO 1 ... T 




J 0 . . . 0 
/ i - l 0 . . . 0 
0 1 . . . 1 
Ö 1 . . . 1 
Since CA'J CA — S, the matrix A is irreducible (see [2], Theorem 1) and clearly we 
have d(A) — 2. 
The result of our Theorem is also sharp in the following sense. To any n and 
any g, there exist numbers gly ...,gn with max(g 1 ; •••,gn)=g and 
a matrix A having gt non-zero elements in the 2 th row of A such that d(A)= 
= n+\—g. Take for this purpose the matrix A with CA = {0, e12, e23, ..., 
en-g,n-g + 1) en-g+ 1,1 > el,n-g+2> •••> el,n> en-g + 2,3 ^ •••> en,l}- Here g t = g , g2 = . . . = 
=gn= 1. It can be shown that CA = CA~9+2 and n — g + 2 is the least number 1 
satisfying CA = CA. Hence k(A)= 1 and d(A) = n — g+ 1. 
If at least one of the numbers ht is equal to 1, we have ¿ = <5 = 1. This means 
that some power of A is positive. Such a matrix is called primitive. Hence: 
C o r o l l a r y 3. If an irreducible matrix A contains at least one row with f ; cz FtCA, 
then A is primitive. 
By Lemma 3 this is certainly the case if eu £ F ; for some i. This implies the 
following well-known result which goes back to Frobenius: 
C o r o l l a r y 4. If'A is irreducible and it contains a positive entry in the main 
diagonal, then A is primitive. 
R e m a r k . The condition F j C i F ; ^ is weaker then the condition eittlFt. 
For instance, for a matrix A with 
eu el2 0 
CA = 0 0 e23 
0 e33 
we have F2 = {0, e 2 3 } c f 2 C A = {0, e2l, e23}, while e 2 2 $ f 2 . 
Since d\5 = (//], ..., hn) we also have: 
C o r o l l a r y 5. If two of the numbers It, are relatively prime, then A is primitive. 
E x a m p l e 3. The following example shows that ¿/<<5 is possible. Consider 
the matrix A and its powers: 
0 0 1 1 1 o' 1 0 l ' 
A = 1 0 0 , A* = 0 0 1 , A3 = 1 1 0 
1 0. ,1 0 1 It 1 1. 
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For / = 1 , 2 , 3 we have Fi(£FiCA but Fi(zFtCA, so that /7,= /?2 = h 3 = 2 ; hence 
<5 = 2. But our matrix is primitive, i.e., i/(/l) = 1-^<5. 
R e m a r k . It is worth to remark that the set { / i j is not identical with an other 
set of integers (denoted below by {/'J), which can be associated to any irreducible 
(and some reducible) non-negative matrices. Let .4 be irreducible. Denote by i\ 
the least integer s 1 such that en £ Ft C'A'~1 and define Fi CA = F;. For an irreducible 
matrix r i always exists and we have r i s n. (In the graph-theoretical treatment of 
non-negative matrices the r-s are the lengths of elementary circuits.) Since eu £ Fi CA'~1 
implies Fi = enCA<z.FiCTj, we have h^r^n. It is known that d=(ri,r2, ...,/"„) 
in contradistinction to d^(hl,h2, ...,hn). 
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Norm relations and skew dilations 
By C. A. BERGER and J. G. STAMPFLI in New York (N. Y., U.S.A.)*) 
An operator T on a Hilbert space H possesses a skew dilation if there exists; 
a Hilbert space K^>H, a constant £ > > 0 , and a unitary operator U on K, such that 
T" = QPU"P for « = 1,2, ..., where P is the self-adjoint projection of K on H. I f 
T" = QPUNP, then following the notation of [5], we say T£C0. Note that C, is the 
class of all contractions and C2 is the set of all operators with numerical range, 
in the unit disc. SZ. -NAGY and FOIA§ [5] have characterized Ce for general § > 0 . 
In the first part of this paper, we obtain bounds on | |rnx|| for T£ Cp. These 
bounds should be useful in constructing a matrix dilation for CQ similar to 
the Schaffer dilation for contractions. The rest of the paper is devoted to general 
results on Ce. 
It is convenient to write Tn — QPU"P or <5T" = PU"P depending on the context.. 
For the rest of the paper it is assumed that 5 = q~1. 
L e m m a 1. Let dTJ =PUjP for j = 1,2, ... . Then PUk[(I-P)U]nP = xnT" + k 
for k, « = 1,2, ..., where a„ is independent of k. 
P r o o f . Expand [(/—P) U]nP formally: Then all terms are either of the form. 
aT" or hUJT"~j. after simplifications via the relation PUmP = STm. But PUkaT" = 
= 5aTn+k and PUkbUJTn~J = 5bTn+k. Thus, PUk[(I-P)U]nP = 2mcmTn+i, where, 
the constants c,„ do not depend on k, but only upon the coefficients arising in the 
formal expansion of [(/•—P*) and the subsequent conversion of C/'s to JT'S. 
C o r o l l a r y . Let 5TJ = PUiP for j = l , 2 , ... . Then PUk[(I~P) U}"UmP= 
= anTk+n+m, where a„ is independent of k and m. 
P r o o f . Same as above. 
T h e o r e m 1. PU[(I-P)U]nP = d(l-5)"T"+1. 
P r o o f . We assume that the relation is true for « and check it for « + 1.. 
(It obviously holds for n — 1.) 
PU[(I~P)U]n+lP = PU2[(I-P)V]nP-PU{PU[(I-P)U]"P} = 
= 5(l-d")T"+2 -ST[5(i-S)nT" + 1] = 8(l-d)n+lTn+2. 
To convert the first term on the right, we have made use of Lemma 1 and the-, 
induction hypothesis. 
*) Both authors gratefully acknowledge the support of the National Science Foundation. 
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C o r o l l a r y . Let SP = PUJP for j= 1 , 2 , . . . . Then PUk[(I-P) U]"UmP = 
:= 8(l-d)nTn+k+m for n,k = \,2, ... . 
P r o o f . Same as above using the Corollary to Lemma 1. 
L e m m a 2. Let V be an isometry and P a self-adjoint projection on a Hilbert 
space. Then 
M- 1 
M2= 2 \\PV[I-P)VYXV + W-P)vrx\\* n = 0 
for M= 1 , 2 , . . . . 
P r o o f . By induction. 
C o r o l l a r y . Under the same hypothesis as above, 
M- 1 
M 2 = 2 \\PV[{i-P)V}nvkxV + w-P)V]Mvkxr 
/1 = 0 
for M,k = 1,2 
P r o o f . Replace x by Vkx in Lemma 2. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let bP = PU'P for 7 = 1,2, ... . Then 
¿ ¿ H I - A ) 2 0 - 0 ! ! ? " * ! ! 2 ^ M L 2 -n=i 
P r o o f . For M fixed, it follows from Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 that, 
m- t M 
Ml 2 s 2 \\PU[(I-P)Ufxr = 2 
/1 = 0 /1=1 
le t t ing M °° completes the proof. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. Let 5P =PUJP for j= 1 , 2 , . . . . Then 
J 52(l-5)20-1)||r"+*x||2 \\x\\2 for k=\,2, .... 
n=i 
P r o o f . Same as above, using the Corollaries to Lemma 2 and Theorem 1. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. If \W(T)\^\, then 
2 4-"\\T»+kx\\* ^\\x\\2 for k=\,2, .... 
n= 1 
P r o o f . By [1], we know that \ W{T)\^ \ implies \T>=PU>P for 7 = 1,2, ... . 
•Coro l la ry 3. Let 5TJ = PUjP for 7 = 1 , 2 , ... . If 
2 <52(1 - ^ ^ " - » ' l i r ^ H 2 = M 2 , then TM+lx = 0. 
n = l 
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C o r o l l a r y 4. Let \W{T)\^\. If 
M 
2 4 - " | | r x | | 2 = M 2 , then TM+lx = 0. 
H — 1 
Note that Corollary 4 gives us a much sharper form of the following result 
from [2]: If and ||7x|| =2||x||, then T2x = 0. 
T h e o r e m 3. Let P = QPWP for / = 1, 2, ... where 1. If lim inf ||r".v0|| = 
= a||jc0||, then ot^(2g-1)1/2. 
P r o o f . Assume a > ( 2 g —1)1/2 for x0£H. Then for some fixed k, ||rn+,IXol| > 
^ ( 2 g - l ) 1 / 2 | | x 0 | ! for n = l , 2 , ... . Thus,' 
||*0:i2 S 2 — <5)2(n_ol|7'"+'tx0||2=» 
n= 1 
> ( 2 e - l)|k01|2 2 <52(l~<5)2n = (2Q-1)52\\X0\\2I(25-82)= ||x0||2, 
n — 0 
which is impossible. 
C o r o l l a r y . If \W(T)\^\ and lim inf | | rnx0 | | =a| |x0 | | , then a=§j/3. 
P r o o f . For \W(T)\^\, it follows from [1] that TJ = GPUJP, whexe Q= 2. 
In [2] an example was given of an operator T where | FV(T) S 1 and lim || rnjc0 | | = 
= /2| |x0 | | . This raises the question of the best possible constant K, such that 
a) 1 ^ ( 7 ) 1 ^ 1 and b) lim inf ||7'"x0|| =iA"!|;t0||. The Corollary to Theorem 3 
does not give a sharp answer to this question, but it does reduce the upper bound 
on A'from 2 to / 3 . 
Note that if {?<1, then !|rnx0 | | — 0. However, it is still possible to 
obtain a weak form of Theorem 3. 
T h e o r e m 4. Let P = QPUJP for 7 = 1 , 2 , where 1. If\\T"x0\\ £=a£n||jt0|| 
for all n, then a s [g(2-i)]''2. . 
P r o o f . Assume a > [ ^ ( 2 — £?)]1/2 for x0£H. Then 
ll*oll2 ^ 2 ^20 — <5)2(n-1) H^XqII2 ^ • /1—1 
S a2 ||.y0||2 2 ( l -<5)2"<?2">0(2-e) | |xo | |2 2 ( 1 - e ) 2 " = Ikoll2 n=0 _ n = 0 
which is impossible. 
L e m m a 3. Let P = gPUJP for / '= 1, 2, ..., and let f{z) be analytic for | z | < l 
and continuous on the boundary. Then lim f(rT) exists, arid equals (1 — ¡?)/(0)/+ 
+ Q Pf(U)P, where convergence is in the norm topology. 
Oo 
P r o o f ; Since !! PI! 3= Q for j = 1, 2, ..., it is clear that f(rT) = 2 anrnT" 
o 
converges absolutely, for r<=l. Indeed, \\2a/"Tn\\— 2\an\r"Q and | a „ | s M since 
o o 
13 A 
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. / is continuous. Thus, 
f{rT) = 2 a„rnT" = a0I+eP 2 a„rnUnP = n=0 n-l 
= (1 — Q)a0I+ QP 2 anr" f e'"' dE(t)P — 
o J 
..= (1 - e ) a 0 / ' + QP J [2 fl,i-V"'] dE(t)P = 
= (l-Q)a0I+gPff(re")dE(t)P, for 
Since / (z ) is continuous in 1, it follows that 
lim f{rT) = (l-Q)a0I+eP Jf(e'")dE(t)P = (1 -Q)/(0)I+Q Pf (U)P. 
T h e o r e m 5. Let T£Ce. Let f ( z ) be analytic in |zj < 1 and continuous on the 
boundary, where / (0 ) = 0 and \ f ( z ) | ^ 1 for |z| ^ 1. Then f ( T ) C-CQ. 
P r o o f . Let t?(z) = [/(z)l". Then it follows from Lemma 3 that [f(T)]n = 
= g(T) = ePg(U)P=eP[f(U)]nP for n= 1,2, . . . . Since U is un i ta ry / i t follows 
that, while f(V) is not necessarily unitary, it is a contraction. Hence f(U) has a 
unitary dilation, which completes the proof. 
This theorem appeared in [5] under the additional assumption that / ( z ) have 
an absolutely convergent Taylor series. 
A little thought about Theorem 4 reveals that if T is normal and ||.T'|j = g < 1-, 
then This leads one to ask how large a normal operator can be. and still 
be a successful candidate for membership in CQ. 
While preparing the manuscript, we learned that this question had been answered 
independently by E. DURSZT [6]. Our results are slightly more general, and for that 
reason we include the statements of Lemmas 4 and 5 and Theorem 6. Since the 
proofs are implicitly contained in DURSZT'S paper, we omit them. (The observation 
.that all points in the boundary of the spectrum of an operator lie in the approximate 
point spectrum is relevant to Lemma 5.) 
L e m m a 4. If \\T\\Sq/(2- Q) and q<\, then T{CE. If | | r | ! ^ l , then T£C0 
for 1. 
L e m m a 5. If T£CB for Q 1, then Rsp(T) si e/(2 - Q). If T£C0 for 
then Rs„(T)m 1. 
T h e o r e m 6 . Let T be normaloid. For Q^ 1, Tf CB ifandonly if || T"|| ̂ '¡?/(2 — Q). 
For Q^.\,TiCe if and only if \\T\\^\. . 
Note that hyponormal, subnormal, normal, self adjoint and unitary'operators 
are all normaloid. 
In [5], there is an example of a power bounded operator which is not in CQ 
for any, Q. We will now present a simpler example which does slightly more than 
theirs. 
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First we need the following 
T h e o r e m B. (SZ.-NAGY—FOIA§) For Q>2, T£Cn if and only if 
1) (T(T) C {Z: |z|3= 1}, 
2) M z Z - T y - l s i f l z ! - ! ) - 1 for l < | z | s ( e - l ) / ( e - 2 ) . 
T h e o r e m 7. Given a >0 , ///ere exists an operator T such that 
1) | | 1 + « /or /7=1 ,2 , . . . 
2) for any Q. 
Proof . Given 0, our operator T is defined as follows: T<pt = <p, + aq>2, 
T<p2 — —<p2, where {cp1, cp2} is an orthonormal basis for the space H. Since T2 = T, 
it is clear that | | r n | | S l + f l for /7=1,2, ... . However, 
( z / - r ) - > , = (z-\yi[(Pi +a(l+z)-l<p2] for z ^ + 1 . 
Since ||(z/ — J ) - ' « J l = |z — 1 !~'fl +a2 / ' | l + z|2]1/2, T does not satisfy condition 2 
of Theorem B for any £>>2; as may be seen by taking z real with 1 < i S 
^ ( e - l X e - 2 ) - 1 . However, CaczCfi for «</? (see [5]) which implies Ce for 
any £>>0 as promised. 
Added in proof: Recently we received a preprint "Remarks on the numerical 
radius" from Tosio KATO. Combining an idea from that paper with the existing 
results and techniques of this one, it is possible to obtain a remarkable, sharpening 
of Theorem 2 and its Corollaries. 
T h e o r e m 2'. Let {/c„} be any strictly increasing sequence of positive integers. 
Let STJ = PUJP. Then 
2 <52(1 — lir^'jcU2 S Mi2. 
n = i 
The proof involves a fairly simple modification of the argument with particular 
emphasis on Lemma 2. 
In Theorem 3, lim inf may now be replaced by lim sup, and we obtain, 
the following: 
C o r o l l a r y . If \W(T)\^\, then l i insup ||7""x|| si ^3||x||. 
This sharpens KATO'S bound of 4 / ^ 5 for this lim sup. 
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On a process concerning inaccessible cardinals. Ill 
By G. FODOR in Szeged 
This, paper is a continuation of references I and II (see [1] and [2]), in which 
a process concerning inaccessible cardinals has been defined. In this paper we 
freely make use of the notations and theorems of [2]. 
Jn [1] the process was described by a sequence of functions 
/ o ( « ( 0 ) ) , / i ( « ( 0 ) . . . . , / , ( a W a ( « } . . . ,«<?>), . . . 
where the variables r] and a(,,) run over all ordinal numbers and for given rj the 
functions 7,(a ( 0 ) , a ( 1 ) , ..., a( , , )) are defined, for such arguments (cx(0), a(1), ..., ocM) 
in which only a finite number of terms is distinct from 0. 
In this paper we are going to describe the process in another manner which 
is much simpler than the above one. 
Let S be a subclass of the class C of all ordinal numbers which is confinal 
to C. If the elements of S are arranged by magnitude then we say that S={<r?} i€C 
is a confinal sequence. An element of S is called a fixed point of S if = 
First we define by transfmite induction the concept of figures. We define a 
figure of order 0 as a confinal sequence. Let now /?>0 be a given ordinal number 
and suppose that the figures of order smaller than ft have been already defined. 
We define the figures of order fi as follows: 
1) in the case of = + 1 we define a figure of order ft as a sequence of type 
C of distinct figures of order /7; 
2) in the case of a limit number /? we define a figure of order ft as a sequence 
of type P the £th element of which is a figure of order . 
If JF= { f t } is a figure then we say that Fand the elements Fz of Fare components 
of F, the components of any component of F are components of F, as well. If a 
component G of F is a figure of order T then we say that G is a component of order T. 
We associate with every figure F an element a(F) and two figures A(F) arid 
A(a(F)) of order 0, furthermore with every sequence S0 = { } , f e o f figures Fn 
of order or with every sequence Sfi = of figures of order 17 a figure A(S#) 
of order 0. Now we define a(F), A(F), A(a(F)) and A(SP) as follows. 
a) Let a(F) be the smallest of the elements of C which belongs to F. 
b) Let F={Fi}iix be a figure of order ft (where x = C or x is a limit number 
(and in this case x =/?)). Let A(a(F)) be one of the components of order 0 of F 
the smallest element of which is a(F). We define A(F) as follows: 
b,) if p = 0 then let A(F) = F 
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b2) if /? = // + ! then let A (F) be the sequence 5 of the distinct a(F^) (ZdC) 
arranged according to their magnitude, provided that S is a confinal sequence; 
otherwise let A(F) be an arbitrary figure of order 0; 
b3) if P is a limit number then let A(F) be the sequence of ail the distinct 
elements, arranged in their magnitude, which belong to the intersection of all A(F^) 
with provided that this is a confinal sequence; otherwise let A(F) be an arbit-
rary figure of order 0; 
c) let Sp — {F^^p be a given sequence of type P of figures F{ of order x or 
a given sequence of type ft of figures F{ of order We define A'(SP) as follows: 
c,) i f / ? = ;; + I then let A(Sfi) = A(F„); 
c2) if P is a limit number then let A(Se) be the sequence of all the distinct 
elements, arranged in their magnitude, which belong to the intersection of all A(F() 
with 11<P, provided that this is a confinal sequence; otherwise let A(Sp) be an 
arbitrary figure of order 0. 
If' a figure of order 0 is a stationary subclass of C then we call it a stationary 
figure of order 0; otherwise we call it a non-stationary figure of order 0. Similarly, 
if the components of order 0 of a figure F of order p are stationary then we call it a 
stationary figure of order p. Let S= {«x^ec be a stationary figure of order 0. If we 
associate with every its index £ we obtain a strictly divergent function g on S 
for which ¿ ' (y)^ y holds. Thus it follows from Theorem I that the class £ S: a^ } 
is non-stationary. 
If S is a stationary figure of order 0 then we denote by ( S ) ' the figure of order 0 
consisting of all the fixed elements of 5. Clearly, S — (S)' is non-stationary. 
Let y > 0 be an arbitrary ordinal number, Sy. = {Fi}^£y a sequence of figures 
of order 0, and G a figure of order 0. We say that Sy is coincident with G if, in the 
case of y =)/ + 1, (/1 (»S^))' = G and, in the case of a limit number y, A(Sy) = G. 
Let now /?>0 be a given ordinal number, T an arbitrary ordinal number, 0 < T < / ? , 
and suppose that the coincidence of a sequence Sy = {F(}i£y of figures Fi of order r, 
where y is an arbitrary ordinal number (and a sequence 5 t = {F i} i € t of figures 
F^ of order £) with a figure G of order T has been already defined. Let Sy = 
be a sequence of figures of order /?, whete y is an arbitrary ordinal number, 
and Rp = a sequence of figures F^ of order furthermore G a figure of 
order p. We say that Sy is coincident with G if, in the case of y = /?+ 1, (/1(5',,))' = 
= A(a(G)) and, if, in the case of a limit number y, A(Sy) = A(a(G)). Similarly, 
Rp is coincident with G if, in the case of p = i] + 1, (A(Rp))' = A(a(G)) and if, in the 
case of a limit number p, A (Rp) = A(a(Gj). If F is a figure of order 0 or if F = 
is a figure of order p > 0 (where v. = C or * is a limit number (and in this case v. — P)) 
and, for every the sequence 5'i = {F?} i 6 i is coincident with F i ? then we say 
that F is connected. If F is a figure and all its components are connected, we say 
that F is perfect. It is clear that A(a(F)) is uniquely determined for any perfect 
figure F. 
Now, we define by transfinite induction the operations for P£C . The opera-
tion F 0 chooses a stationary figure F<0) of order 0. Let now / ?>0 be a given ordinal 
number and suppose that the figures F ( i ) of order c, and the operation have 
been already defined for every If P ~ r j + 1 then the operation Tp chooses 
a perfect stationary figure F(/i) of order P such that Fin) is coincident with Fm. If P 
is a limit number then Tp chooses a perfect stationary figure F"" of order P such 
t! r.t the figure G w = {F ( i ) is coincident with F(/i>. 
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We shall prove that we have defined the figures F '^ of order £ and the opera-
tions, f j for every < 
We define the operation ® as follows. Let F = F ( f l ) . Then ®(F) is the figure 
D<ll} of order p obtained in the following way: We omit the fixed elements from 
every component of order 0 of F, furthermore if and G is any component 
of order t + 1 of F then we omit the fixed elements of A(G). 
Now we prove the following 
T h e o r e m A. The class of all the elements of C belonging to D(it) = <D(/ri/i)) 
is non-stationary, /? is an arbitrary element of C. 
P r o o f . Let / / = { / ) i } i £ c any component of order Oof D ^ . By definition 
for every We define a function g on H by writing g(h^) — Since g is strictly 
divergent and.regressive, Theorem 1 implies that H is non-stationary. Thus, every 
component of order 0 of is non-stationary. Let n o w O < y S / ? and suppose 
that the class of all elements belonging to any component C?(e) of order of 
D<» is non-stationary. Let GM = {F,j},*et where x = C or i is a limit number (and 
in this case x — y). We denote by U^ the class of all elements of C which belong 
to Clearly the classes Uf (£ £ C) are mutually disjoint. Let 7 - / 7 + 1 and A(G(r)) = 
= {<ri}i£c. We split A(G(7)) into the union of two disjoint classes: 
A(GM) = Al\JA2, 
where and A2 = {as: i = <7{}. One can easily see that 
the smallest element of U,s in the case of is greater than a(F^). Thus the class 
of the smallest elements of U(, where £ = is non-stationary. On the other hand, 
the class of the smallest elements of £/«, where is non-stationary, too. Since 
the classes. £/* are mutually disjoint, Theorem II implies that the classes 
£/(D = (J 1/ and !/<» = U P { 
are non-stationary. Consequently, by Theorem III, the class U= Uw U i/ (2 ) is 
non-stationary. If y is a limit number then B={a(F^)}^ i x is non-stationary, because 
B is not confinal to C. Thus by the hypothesis and Theorem III, the class of elements 
of C belonging to G(v) is non-stationary in the case of the limit number y, as well. 
The theorem is proved. 
T h e o r e m B. If fi£C then there is a non-stationary class Tp such that A (F'oy) = 
= .4(f»)Ur, . 
P r o o f . We use transfinite induction. The theorem is obviously true for P — 0. 
Let / ?>0 and suppose that the theorem is true for every Put F^ '—{FZ} and 
i ) ( » = ® ( f ( » ) . Let us denote by £ / w the class of all elements of C which belong 
to First we consider the case of P = r] +1 . In this case 
A (F№) = A (F(a>) U U«» U [A (F(i>) - (A (F'")))']. 
By the hypothesis 
A (F(0)) = A (FW) U E/WU [A (FM) - (A (Ff">))'] U T„, 
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where is non-stationary. Since '£/w and A(F(fi)) — (A(FW)Y are non-stationary, 
the theorem is true for p = q + as well. Let now ft be a limit number. Since 
A (I«°>) - A ( F W ) = A - F | A (FM) = (J T y , 
y<P y < a 
the theorem follows from the hypothesis and Theorem HI. 
T h e o r e m C. The class A(Fm)~ {a(Fm)\ is non-stationary. 
We omit the proof. 
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Forme triangulaire d'une contraction 
et factorisation de la fonction caractéristique 
Par BÉLA SZ.-NAGY à Szeged et CIPRIAN FOIA$ à Bucarest 
Introduction 
Soit Tune contraction d'un espace de Hilbert § et soient DT, DT* les opérateurs 
de défaut et T>r, T)T* les sous-espaces de défaut correspondants: 
(0.1) Dt = (I-T*T)*, DTt = (/— TT*) , T)T = Dr§, T>t* = Dt*Ç>. 
La fonction caractéristique dé T est alors définie par 
(0.2) 0T(X) = [-T+WT*(I-XT*)-'>Dr]\T>r; 
c'est une fonction holomorphe dans le disque unité |A|<1, à valeurs contractions-
de î>7 dans DT*, donc, en bref, {35T, T>T,, 0 •,(/.)} est une fonction analytique 
contractée. De plus, elle est contractive pure, c'est-à-dire que 
||6>r(0)/i|| < || h\\ pour tout hf&j, h=* 0 . 
(d'ailleurs, grâce au principe de maximum, cela entraîne la même inégalité en tout: 
point X, |A| < 1). Cf. [VIII] ou [A], Chap. VI. 
A toute décomposition § = ©§2 de l'espace, engendrée par un sous-espace. 
§», invariant pour T, il correspond une triangulation 
(0. 3) T = 
Tl X 
O T2 
de T et une factorisation 
(0.4) 0 r ( ; . ) = 0 2 a ) 0 1 ( A ) 
de sa fonction caractéristique en produit de deux fonctions analytiqués contractives-
telles que la „partie pure" de ©¡(A) coïncide 1) avec la fonction caractéristique 
de T, ( /=1 , 2). 
Ce sont une partie des résultats de [IX] (théorème 1 et proposition 4. 3) ou 
de [A] (théorème 7.1), du moins pour des T complètement non-unitaires. On y a. 
On dit que les fonctions opératorielles {SI, 0(Â)} et {'21', 0'(7-)} coïncident lorsqu'il'; 
existe des transformations unitaires T: 31-91' et rt : telles que 0'(/,) -r- - rt • 00). 
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démontré aussi que la factorisation (0. 4) jouit alors d'une certaine propriété 
.additionnelle, appelée dans [A] „régularité", et que, inversement, chaque factorisation 
régulière de 07(A) engendre de cette façon un sous-espace invariant pour T. On 
a démontré de plus que même si la factorisation de 0 r(A) n'est pas régulière, il 
y correspond une triangulation analogue sinon de Tmais du moins d'une contraction 
T' dont la partie complètement non-unitaire est égale à T. 
Dans [IX] et [A], ia démonstration de ces résultats a été basée sur l'étude de 
la dilatation unitaire de T et sur la représentation de Fourier de cette dilatation. 
Dans la présente Note on fera usage d'un calcul direct, plutôt matriciel. Ce 
calcul ne fournit pas de critère pour qu'une factorisation de 0r(X) corresponde 
à une triangulation de la contraction T elle-même (c'est-à dire la régularité de la 
factorisation), mais en revanche elle déduit des relations explicites entre l'opérateur 
X figurant dans la triangulation (0. 3) et les opérateurs unitaires qui réalisent la 
„coïncidence" des facteurs 0,(/Q avec les fonctions caractéristiques 0 r ,(A) (/ '=1, 2). 
Ces relations ont été. annoncées déjà dans [1]. La publication des détails a été 
retardée par d'autres préoccupations des auteurs, notamment par leur découverte 
de la régularité de la factorisation comme critère de ce que cette factorisation 
engendre une triangulation de T elle-même. Mais bien que cette découverte majorise 
•en importance les résultats antérieurs en question, ceux-là gardent à notre avis 
un certain intérêt propre qui justifie leur publication en forme détaillée. 
D'ailleurs, des problèmes semblables ont été étudiés déjà par BRODSKY— 
LIVSJTZ [2] et SMULYAN [3], mais cela seulement dans le cas des indices de défaut 
finis. Nos calculs s'appliquent au cas général. 
Dans le § 1 on établira une représentation „paramétrique" de l'opérateur 
X figurant dans la forme triangulaire (0. 3) d'une contraction. Dans le § 2 on déduit 
de la triangulation (0. 3) la factorisation (0. 4) et cela indépendamment de ce que 
T est complètement non-unitaire ou non. Finalement, dans» le § 3 on étudie le 
problème inverse; en partant d'une factorisation de la fonction caractéristique 
d'une contraction complètement non-unitaire T, on construit une triangulation 
correspondante sinon de T, mais du moins d'une contraction T' dont Test la partie 
• complètement non-unitaire. 
§ 1. Forme triangulaire d'un contraction 
1. Supposons que T est une contraction de l'espace de Hilbert § et que 
•est un sous-espace de £>, invariant pour T. Le sous-espace orthogonal complémentaire 
P)2 est alors invariant pour T*; T et T* prennent, en correspondance à la décomposi-
tion § = $>i®£>2> les formes matricielles 
T = 0 
X 
T2 
et T* = 
Tf 0 
X* Tt 
• où Tx = T|£), , 7*2 =(.T*!52)* e t X est une transformation (linéaire bornée) 
de § 2 dans et par conséquent X* une transformation de dans § 2 . Ty et T2 
sont évidemment des contractions. De plus on a 
I I^H 2 ^ l l^2 l | 2 = l|A-/î2||2 + ||r2/72||2' ( M & 2 ) , 
p 1 | ! 2 s i | r * / 7 , | | 2 = | in / , , | | 2 + |iz*/ Î I | |2 (A.eSi) . 
«1.1) 
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Convenons des notations simplifiées suivantes pour les opérateurs de défaut: 
D pour DT, D* pour DT*, Dt pour DT. et Dpour DT* ( / = 1, 2); les sous-espaces 
de défaut correspondants seront désignés d'une manière analogue. , 
(1. 1) entraîne 
(1:2) |IA7î2|| ^||£>2/î2|| ( h 2 t & 2 ) et W J F h ^ W D M (h, €§ , ) . 
En vertu de la seconde de ces inégalités la transformation N déterminée par la 
formule 
(1.3) X*hx =NDi*hi (/;,€§,) 
applique dans § 2 linéairement et n'augmente pas la norme. Par conséquent, 
N s'étend par continuité à T>)î(!et devient une contraction de Dedans . § 2 ; N* sera 
alors une contraction de § 2 dans î>i*. 
Cela étant, nous définissons par , la formule 
(1.4) LD2h2=N*h2 (A 2 eô 2) 
une transformation L de Z)2§2 dans Puisque D2 et N* sont linéaires, on pourra 
affirmer que L est univoque et linéaire dès qu'on montre que D2 h2 = 0 entraîne 
N*h2 = 0. Or, D2h2= 0 entraîne, en vertu de la première des inégalités (1. 2), Xh2=0, 
d'où il s'ensuit 
h2±X*§>l = ND^èi, N*h2_LDl*§>l, 
donc 
(1.5) N*h 2 ±T>^. . 
Les valeurs de N* étant toutes comprises dans T>1He, (1. 5) entraîne N*h2= 0. 
Ainsi, on sait déjà que L est une transformation linéaire de D29)2 dans î>i*. 
On va démontrer qu'elle est aussi continue, même une contraction. 
Notons que par (1. 3) on a X* = NDi^ci d'où X = Dx*N*; vu (1. 4) cela entraîne 
( 1 . 6 ) . X=D^LD2, 
comme TXDi* = D i T * , il s'ensuit 
(1.7) . T*X=Di T*LD2. 
Pour h = hi +h2 (/!] , h2 € § 2 ) on aura 
. \\Dh\\i = \\h\\2-\\ThV = {VhV + \\h2\\2)-(\\Tlh1 + xh2vi-\\T2h2\\2) = 
= IIM2 - F i M 2 + ll/'2.ll2 - \\T2h2\\2 - 2 Re (TI h,, Xh2) - I\Xh2\\2, 
donc, grâce à (1. 6) et (1. 7), 
(1.8) 
\\Dh2\\ = \\D1ht\\2 + \\D2h2\\2-2Re(hl,DinLD2h2)-\\Dl*LD2h2\\2 = 
= ll^?! ||2 + | | f2 /!2 | |2 — 2 Re (Dj hi, T* LD2h2) — \\LD2h2\\2 + \\T*LD2h2\\2 — 
= \\D1hl-TfLD2h2\\2 + \\D2h2\\2-\\LD2h2\\2. 
En posant gl—Dxhi,g2—D2h2, on obtient de (1. 8): 
0 - 9 ) ' ' . | | ^2 l | 2 ^l lg2l | 2 + l l i . - n ^ 2 l | 2 -
Or, on a 
TÏLg2 = TfLD2h2=TfN*h2iTÏ'S1*cz%l, 
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donc en choisissant g\;, = DJiin-~T\Lg2 il résulte | |Lg2ll2S||g2 | |2. Par conséquent 
L s'étend par continuité à une contraction de X)2 dans L* sera alors une 
contraction de dans ®2- . ' 
2. Le résultat obtenu admet une réciproque. Notamment, si l'on se donne 
arbitrairement une contraction Tx dans un espace de Hilbert une contraction 
T2 dans un espace de Hilbert § 2 et une contraction L de l'espace T)2 = D29)2 dans 
l'espace , la transformation T de § = § i © S 2 > définie parla matrice 
T = 
Tt X 
O T, où X = Di*LD2, 
sera une contraction de 
En effet, faisant usage de nouveau de la relation = r f , on obtient 
ITih^h^W2 = \\Tlhi+Xh2\\2 + \\T2h2\\2 = 
= \\Tihl\\2+2Ke(Tlhl,Xh2) + \\Xh2\\2 + \\T2h2\\2 = 
= Il T, h,Il:2 + 2 Re (Dt h,, T\LD2 h2) +1| LD2 h21|2 -1| T\LD2 h21|2 +1| T2 h21|2 = 
= ||TA||:2 -1|Dlh, - T*LD2h21|:2 +1|D,h,||:2 +1|LD2h2||2 +1| T2h21|•2 == 
— Il^l^lll2 + ll^l^lll2 + ll^2^2l|2 + Il II2 = iW+ \\h2\\2 = Il A,® M2-
Ainsi, nous avons démontré le suivant 
T h é o r è m e 1. Pour que la transformation linéaire 
Tt X 
O T2 j 
de l'espace de Hilbert £) = Ôi © S»2 so'! une contraction il faut et il suffit que Tx et Tz 
soient des contractions de et §2, selon les cas, et que X soit de la forme X— D]JfLD2 
où L est une contraction de T>2 dans Î)1H<, d'ailleurs quelconque. 
3. Si T'est complément non-unitaire, il est manifeste que T, et T2 le sont aussi. 
Par contre, T, et T2 peuvent être complètement non-unitaires sans que T le soit aussi. 
Un exemple simple est fourni, dans l'espace §> = l2 des suites numériques bilatérales 
par la translation bilatérale T{xk) = ,} et le sous-espace , invariant 
pour T, des vecteurs tels que — x_2 = . . . = 0 . § 2 = $ © ô i est alors constitué 
des vecteurs tels que x0 — A-, = . . . = 0 . TX=T\S$X est une translation unilatérale 
et T2 = (T* | $2)* e s t l'adjoint d'une translation unilatérale, donc Tf-*0 et T5—O. 
Ainsi, Tt et T2 sont complètement non-unitaires, tandis que T est unitaire. 
Voici une condition simple sur l'opérateur de "couplage" L qui assure que T 
soit aussi complètement non-unitaire: 
Pour 7 \ , T2 complètement non-unitaires, T sera aussi complètement non-unitaire 
si L est tel que 
(1.10) • ||Lg2||<||g2||, ||L*gill<k,|| pour g2£D29> 2, g^D^t 
(gi^o, 
donc en particulier si ||L|| <1. 
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A cet effet, observons d'abord que, en vertu des formules précédant le théorème 
1, l'équation \\Th\\ = \\h\\ pour un h = hl®h2 entraîne \\LD2h2\\ = \\D2h2\\. et 
Dvhv-T\LD2h2 = 0, d'où, par (1. 10), D2h2 = 0 et par suite Z>A = 0, Xh2 = 
= D,*LD2h2 = 0, Th = Txhx@T2h2. Lorsqu'on a ||rn/î|| = ||/î|| .pour un h et pour 
n= 1 2, ... , il s'ensuit successivement: T"h=Tn1hi®T$h2, D ,T?A 1 =0, D2T^h2= 0 
( H = 0 , 1 , . . . ) ,d 'où WTfhiW = | | 7 ' 1 " + 1 / ! I | | (« = 0, 1, ... ; / = 1,2). Lorsqu'on a de plus, pour le 
même /;, !|7"*"/!|| = ||/?|| ( n = l , 2 , ...), on déduit d'une manière analogue les mêmes 
égalités pour T* au lieu de Tt (i = 1,2) et par conséquent on a, dans, ce cas, 
. 1177̂ 11 =:||A,|| = | |7? ,"A i | | . («=1,2,. . . ; /=1,2). Cela entraîne ¿¡ = 0 ( /=1 ,2 ) , donc 
h = 0. Par conséquent T est complètement non-unitaire. 
§ 2. Factorisation de la fonction caractéristique engendrée 
par une triangulation 
[T X1 
1 une contraction de l'espace § = § , '©£ j 2 , avec X=DXifLD2. C/ J 2 ̂  Nous allons rechercher les relations entre les fonctions caractéristiques de T, Tt et T-,. c'est-à-dire les fonctions # 
{ S , î w e r t f ) } , { S / , ! ) , * , ©, ,№}. et { £ 2 , £ 2 * , 0 r 2 ( A ) } . 
Introduisons aussi les opérateurs 
DL = (h2-L*L)±, Dl, = (ITtt-LL*)i 
et les sous-espaces de défaut correspondants 
On déduit de (1. 8): 
(2.1) ||D/7||2 = \\D,hA-nLD2h2^M\DLD2h2\\2. 
Puisque 




(2.4) aDIi = (Dxhx-T\LD2h2)@DLD2h2 (h^ï,,, h2eÇ>2, A = /I1©//2) 
définit, en vertu de (2. 1)—(2. 3), une application isométrique cr de £>§ dans l'espace 
(2.5) 6 = î ) , © î ) t ; 
G s'étend par continuité à une application isométrique de X> dans <5. Montrons 
que a applique X> même sur <Z. Cela s'ensuit d'une part de ce que 
oDhx =£>,/), ©0 pour h = hx£9)x, 
•d'autre -part de ce que, pour h2 fixé arbitraire, 
aD(h\"> +//2) - 0®D,,D2h2 («-<*>) 
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si la suite / 7 £ § 1 est choisie de la sorte que 
' Dxh\a) -~TÎLD2h2 (,n - «.), 
ce qui est possible en vertu de (2. 2). 
Des résultats analogues peuvent être obtenus pour D* au lieu de D. Au lieu 
dé répéter tous les calculs, on y arrive plus simplement en observant que, lorsqu'on 
donne le rôle de T à T*. la situation sera inaltérée si en même temps on échange 
les rôles des sous-espaces , §>2 et.on remplace Tx par T%, T2 par T f , et L par L*. 
Dé cette façon il résulte que la formule 
(2. 6) 
o*D*h = (-T2L*D^ht +D2*h1)®DL*Dl*hl 
(A, 6 S i , A 2 e § 2 . h = h l @h 2) 
définit une transformation isométrique <x* de D^fr dans 
(2.7) S* = ©2*©®L». 
qui s'étend, par continuité à une transformation unitaire de sur S * . 
On peut écrire (2. 4) et (2. 6) aussi sous la forme 










= ht®h2 = h. 
Pour calculer la fonction caractéristique de T, notons d'abord qu'une matrice 
de type \ I , aux éléments opérateurs dont A et C sont inversibles, est aussi 
l B CJ 
inversible et 
11 s'ensuit pour |A| < 1 : 
(l-lT^-^Àl-T) = 
' ( / i - A T O - ' C A / x - r , ) 
(2.9) 
A O -1 A-1 0 
B c. -C-'BA- 1 C 1 
-kT\ . 0 -1 kl - T t -
) = [ --IX* ¡i - m . 0 kl2 
-AX+(I2 — kT2) -1 (kl2 — T2) 
nu 
A(kl,-T1) 
A = (I2~k.T2)-1 kX*(/j — A T f ) " 1 . • . - , 
Nous ferons usage de la formule 
( 2 . 1 0 ) 0 T ( A ) £ > = £ > * ( / — kT*)"1 ( A / — T ) (D = DT, D * = Dr*) 
pour la fonction caractéristique de T, et de la même formule pour Tl et T2\ c/"[VIII]] 
(2. 3), ou [A] Chap. Vf. 
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En désignant par M la matrice au dernier membre de (2. 9) et par N la matrice 
dl,D» O y 
il dérive de (2. 8), (2. 9) et (2. 10) que ' 
o*0T(X)Dh = ' ( A / - T ) h = N-M/j . 
Calculons le produit matriciel N-M. Pour le terme de rang 11 nous obtenons:;. 
— T2L*Di*(Il - IT*)-1 (XI, - 7,) + D2,(I2 - XTÏ)~ < XX*(h - XTt)~l (XI t - T,) = 
= {-T2+AD2*(]2-Xn)-yD2}L*DlJf(li-Xn)-i(XIi-Tv) = 
= © r ^ ^ O r ^ D t , 
et pour le terme de rang 12: 
T2L*D1*(Iî - XT*)~1X-D2^(I2 - XTf)'i XX*(I, - XTf)~iX+ 
+ D2*(I2-ATÏ)-1(XI2-T2) = 
= -l-T2 + AZ>2*(/2 - XT*)-1 D2] LÏD^l, - m ) - 1 D^LD2 + 
+ D2*(I2-Xnyi(XI2-T2) = 
= -0T2(X)L*D^(I1-XTÏ)-ID^LD2 + &t,(X)D2 = 
/>,*(/, - a t ? ) - 1 ^ * ! ® . * = £>,*[/, +A(/ , - AT?)-1 m ^ i * ! © ! * = 
Or, on a 
d'Où 
(2- 11) £ ,*( / , - ATT)" ' £ , * ! £ , * = 
Donc le terme de rang 12 est égal à 
ETL(A)[DL-L*ETL(X)NL]D2. 
Le : terme de rang 21 est évidemment égal à DL*0TI(X)DT. Finalement, pour le 
terme 22 on obtient, grâce à (2. 11), 
— —XT*)~ÎDUSLD2 = -DLt[ll + 0R1(X)N\LD2 = 
= -DL*0TI(X)TÏLD2-LDLD2. 
Ainsi, on aura 
o*0T(X)Dh = 
'•'•= \0T2(X)L*0TL(X)DL — 0TL(X)L* 0TI(X)T*LD2 + 0T2(X)DLD2 
~ DVGJWDI -DL,0TI(X)T\LD2-LDLD2 
La matrice obtenue sé factorise en 
V 
h2\ 
0T 2(A)L*0 r , (A) 0rJA)DL 
DL,0TL(X) - L 
DT -T\LD2 
O DLD2 
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•en désignant le premier facteur par Q(X) et en rappelant (2. 8) on aura donc 
a*0T(X)Dh = Q(X)aDh. 
Comme les éléments de la forme Dh sont denses dans î), qui est le domaine de 
définition de 0T(X) ainsi que de <r, cela entraîne 
o*0T(X) = Q(X)<r. 
o*0r(X)o-l = Qo(X) 
-où Î20(A) désigne la restriction de £2(1) à <Z = T>1®'Z)l, donc 
OTJ?-)IDL]0 
UOW -[Dl.0Ti(A) -[L]0 
•où [ ]0 indique la restriction à ® L . D'ailleurs cela s'écrit aussi sous la forme 
Par conséquent 
ßo (A) = 
0Tl(X) O 
O h,*) 
(O eTt(X) o 
o 'Si. 
ou 
<2. 12) co = L* [£>J o DL* -[L] OJ 
Ce facteur u> est une application unitaire de l'espace 
.sur l'espace 
Pour démontrer cette assertion, observons d'abord que pour p — u®v U Ç T)L) 
on a 
,\\cop\\2 = \\L*U + DlV\\2 + WDL,U-LV\\2-= 
= ||Z-*M||2 + 2 R e (L*U, DLv)+ \\DLv\\2+ \\Duu\\2-2 R e (Dl*U,LV) + \\LV\\2 = 
= M 2 + M 2 
parce que 
\\L*U\\2 + \\Dl*U\\2 = Il «H2, \\DlV\\2 + \\LV\\2 = M 2 , . LDL = DL,L. 
•Comme de plus on a 
L*u + DLV £ L*T>, * + DLT>L C X)2 
et 2) 
Dl, U - Lv <E DL* X>, * + LT)L Œ , 
il résulte que co applique isométriquement dans 'iß'. Soit p' = u' ® v' 6 orthogonal 
à donc tel que 
0 = (u', L*U + DlV) + (v', DlM - Lv) = (Lu' + DL,v', u) + (DLu' - L*v', v) 
2) Notons que = LD,.T>z = LDL.'SZ = Dl*LD2 <= -Dl*©,* = X>L*. 
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pour tout Puisque 
Lu' + Dl*V' 6 LTI2 + DL* T)L* A £,* 
et 3) 
DLU' - L*v' D DLD2 + L*T>L* C T)L , 
cela entraîne Lu' + DL*v' — 0, DLU —L*v' = 0, donc 
u' = D2lU' + L*LU' = DL(L*V') + L*(-Dl*V') = (DlL* —L*Dl*)V' = 0 , 
v' = Dl*v' + LL*v' =-DL*LU' + LDlU' = 0, 
p' = u'®v' = 0. 
Cela prouve que cu Ĵ = 
Ainsi, nous avons obtenu le suivant résultat: 
T h é o r è m e 2. Soit T-
L o TA une contraction de Vespace § = §, © 
avec X=D1*LD2. Les fonctions caractéristiques des contractions T, T, et T2 sont 
alors reliées par la formule de factorisation: 





o h L i 
où a, cr*, co sont les transformations unitaires constantes 
a: D - ^ © D j r , o*: - X>2* © X)L*, m: V1^®±>L^X)2®T>L*, 
déterminées par les formules (2. 8) et (2. 12). En particulier, le terme ai, ̂ 2 de la 
matrice de co est égal à L*. 
§ 3. Triangulation engendrée par une factorisation 
de la fonction caractéristique 
1. Le théorème 2 admet la suivante réciproque: 
T h é o r è m e 3. Soient Tl; T2 des contractions dans les espaces , §2, et 
soient 0 r ,(A)}, {î)2 , £>2+, 0Î2(À)} leurs fonctions caractéristiques. Sup-
posons qu'il existe des espaces 5, et une transformation unitaire 
co: 
tels que la fonction analytique contractive {£>!©g, £ 2 *©5*> 0(A)}, définie par 
&TM O (3. 1) 0(A) 0 
0 r , ( A ) 0 
O I 9 
soit pure. Il existe alors une contraction T dans 5, ©§2, de la forme 
T = 1 
0 T 2 
dont la fonction caractéristique coïncide avec 0(A); on peut choisir X—D^LD2 
où L = PVtt:co*\T>2. 
3) La relation L*X>l.* a T)
l
 se démontre tout comme celle analogue LX)l c 35Z_*. 
14 A 
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la matrice de œ* comme transformation (unitaire) de ® 2 © 5 * s u r L est 
donc une contraction de î ) 2 dans î ) ,* , M est une contraction de dans 35,* 
(et par conséquent M* une contraction de dans etc. Posons 
(3.2) = K = 
et s o i t O n a alors M f * = 0 , donc a e t par suite |[/*|| = ||a>*/*ll = 
= P&II, d'où, comme \\K\\ S i , 
F, = K*KJI, K/;=KK*KJI. . 
Posons f=KFL; comme/*£<y*> o n a / £ $ , d 'où 
I l / I l
2
 = I | Û > / I I 2 = \\N*f\\2 + \\K*f\\2. 
D'autre part, on a f=KK*f, d 'où | | / | | = | |£*/| | . On conclut N*f=0, d 'où/j_WX>2 
et par suite /€<5'- Donc = On montre de la même manière que 
Ces deux relations entraînent que coff = 
S o i t / ' 6 g ' . Comme ft'c^ et co%'= on déduit de (3. 1) que 0 ( A ) / ' = 
= œ f , donc \\0{l)f'\\=\\f'\\ ( |A|< 1), en particulier | |0(O)/ ' | | = | | / ' | | , d ' o ù / ' = 0 
parce que 0(A) est une fonction contractive pure. On a donc «5' = {0} et par suite 
g ; = G>5' = {0}. Vu (3. 2) cela entraîne 
( 3 . 3 ) N?>2 = %, M*D1# = AF*. 
Attachons au terme L de la matrice co* les opérateurs et les sous-espaces de 
défaut comme dans le paragraphe précédent. Pour m€352 nous avons 
| | 4 2 = ||W*w||2 = ||ZLh||2 + ||JVw||2, d ' où \\DLu\\2 = \\Nu\\2. 
La transformation NU-+DLu (U Ç î)2) est donc isométrique et se complète par suite 
à une transformation unitaire 
Y: NV2 = $ - DLS>2 =T>L. 
O n a donc YN=DL, N*Y* = (DL)* = DL, N* = N*Y*Y=DLY et p a r conséquen t , 
en désignant par [ ]0 toujours la restriction à X)L, 
( 3 . 4 ) N* = [DL]0Y. 
Donnons le rôle de 0(A) à 0~(A) = 0(A)*, qui est aussi une fonction analytique . 
contractive pure, et considérons la relation qui dérive de (3. 1) pour 0~(A); il 
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d'où, en posant 
o 
<, = h2 O o z œ 
il résulte 
L* [Dl] o 
O Y 
(O = [*(ÔV. 
Notons que uet £ sont des transformations unitaires, 
• o': . - ^ © © r . , • C: ®2©®l*; 
il en résulte que co est aussi unitaire, 
Le terme 12 de la matrice de co*cô doit donc être égal à 0 , c'est-à-dire que pour 
tout u 6 on a 
C o m m e L[Dl]0U = LDlU =DL*LU, cela e n t r a î n e DL,(LU + KLU) = 0; vu aussi q u e 
LU£LT)LC:X»¿»'et Ktu= ZK*Y*U£T)L*, d o n c Lu + KTU£X)LT, o n conc lu t q u e 
Lu + K1u = 0. Cela fournit : 
Ki = - W o -
Les transformations o', £' définies par 
F'r , . O 
^ . '0 
sont évidemment aussi unitaires et on a 









0 L 3 J 
0 r , (A) O 
0 ' i l 
• u . 





O I, »I.* 
co 
0 n ( A ) O 
0 
" W o 
Cela étant, envisageons la contraction T suivante dans § i © § 2 : 
T = 
J , X 
0 T2 
où X = D,*LD-, 
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avec la contraction L que nous venons de faire dériver de a>. En vertu du théorème 2, 
6-,{X) est égal à la fonction figurant au second membre de (3. 6), donc coïncide 
avec 0(A). 
Cela achève la démonstration du théorème 3. 
2. Partons maintenant d'une contraction complètement non-unitaire (c.n.u.) 
T dans un espace de Hilbert et d'une factorisation 
eTa ) = 02(A)0,(A) 
de sa fonction caractéristique en produit de deux fonctions analytiques contractives. 
Soit T; une contraction c.n.u. dans un espace telle que 0 / ((A) coïncide avec 
la partie pure de ©¡(X) (i = 1, 2). (Telle contraction T{ existe, cf. [VIII], théorème 2, 
et [IX], proposition 4. 2, ou [A], Chap. VI.) Il s'ensuit que 0 r(A) coïncida avec 
un produit de la forme (3. 1), w étant un opérateur unitaire. Appliquons le théorème 
3: il résulte qu'il existe une contraction 
(3.8) .7" T, X 
О 7V 
dans l'espace = ©£>2> t e " e 4 u e © r W coïncide avec 07(A). La partie c.n.u. 
de Test alors unitairement équivalente à T (cf. [VIII], § 2. 2 et théorème 3, ou [A], 
Chap. VI). Il ne restreint évidemment pas la généralité de supposer q u e ; § ' 3 § . 
Ainsi, nous avons obtenu le suivant corollaire du théorème 3 (cf. [IX], p. 300, note 
16 en bas) : 
Soit T une contraction c.n.u. dans un espace de Hilbert § et soit 0 r (A) = 
— &2(/-) 01 (Я) une factorisation de sa fonction caractéristique en produit de deux 
fonctions analytiques contractives. Il existe alors une contraction T' dans un espace 
de Hilbert iy Z) 5S, ayant T comme sa partie c.n.u. et admettant une triangulation 
(3. 8), où Tt, 7\ sont des contractions c.n.u. telles que 0 /.(/.) coïncide avec la partie 
pure de 0¡(À) (1 = 1,2). 
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Echelles continues de sous-espaces invariants 
Par BÉLA SZ.-NAGY à Szeged et CIPRIAN FOIA§ à Bucarest 
Dédié à M. G. Krein à son 60. anniversaire 
1. Introduction et théorème 
Soit A un opérateur (linéaire borné) dans l'espace de Hilbert H. Uns famille 
{//(A)} ( O s A s l ) de sous-espaces de H sera appelée une échelle continue ch sous-
espaces invariants pour A si elle vérifie les suivantes conditions: 
(monotonité:) 7/(0) = {0}, H(X}aH{p) ( O S A - ^ S 1), 7/(1) = / / ; 
(continuité:) \jH(7i) = H(X) ( 0 < A s l ) , . [} H(n) = H(X) ( 0 s A < l ) ; 
x <l H<À 
(invariance:) f A 7/(A)ci //(A) ( O s A s l ) . 
En désignant par E{k) la projection orthogonale de 77 dans //(A), ces conditions 
veulent dire que {E(k)} (OS A S i ) est une famille spectrale continue dans H telle 
que A7s(A) = E(X)A7s(A) ( O s A s l ) . 
Il y a un nombre d'intéressantes recherches concernant les opérateurs A qùi 
admettent telle échelle de sous-espaces invariants; cf. GOHBERG—KREIN [1] et la 
littérature y citée. Mais il n'existe pas de critère général maniable qui permette 
de décider si un opérateur donné A admet ou non telle échelle de sous-espacss 
invariants. Il est manifeste qu'on peut se borner à l'étude des opérateurs de norme 
au plus égale à 1, c'est-à-dire à l'étude des contractions de 77. 
Dans cette Note nous nous proposons de démontrer le suivant 
T h é o r è m e . T étant une contraction quelconque de l'espace de Hilbert on 
y peut ajouter orthogonalement un opérateur unitaire V d'un espace de Hilbert. 
de sorte que l'opérateur A = T@ V de l'espace //=§©§' admette une échelle continue 
de sous-espaces invariantsVpeut être choisi comme somme orthogonale d'une infinité 
dénombrable de répliques d'une dilatation unitaire quelconque de T. ') 
') Un opérateur U dans un espace .ft(=>§) s'appelle une dilatation de l'opérateur T de 
si l'on a T"h=PSiUnh pour et n = 0, 1,...; P^ désigne la projection orthogonale de .ft dans 
Ces conditions sont évidemment équivalentes aux-suivantes: 
(Tnhi,h2) = (U"ht,h2) {huhziSy, n = 0, ],...). 
Toute contraction r admet une dilatation unitaire U; cette dilatation est minimum lorsqu'on a de plus 
st = V 
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On sait que si la contraction T est complètement non-unitaire, elle admet 
comme dilatation un opérateur unitaire U à. spectre absolument continu, même 
un opérateur U qui est une translation bilatérale de multiplicité 2) 
Il s'ensuit le suivant 
C o r o l l a i r e . Pour T complètement non-unitaire, l'opérateur V du théorème 
peut être choisi comme une translation bilatérale, de multiplicité égale à X 0 -d im§ . 
2. Deux lemmes 
La démonstration du théorème sera fondée sur le suivant 
L e m m e 1. Soit T une contraction de l'espace § et soit W un opérateur unitaire 
d'un espace 5V, unitairement équivalent à une dilatation unitaire de T. Il existe alors 
un sous-espace L de § © M' invariant pour T© W et tel que, en désignant par PL la 
projection orthogonale sur L, on ait 
(1) . \\PM2=j\m2 pour 
On aura besoin aussi du suivant 
L e m m e 2. Soit T une contraction dans § et soit 9)1 un sous-espace semi-invariant 
pour T, c'est-à-dire de la forme 9JÏ = £j2©§i S(mt des sous-espaces in-
variants pour T, § | c §>2 c: Posons Tm = /\nT|sDi où Pm désigne la projection 
orthogonale de § dans 9JÎ. Toute dilatation unitaire U de T est alors une dilatation 
unitaire aussi de T>m. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n s . 
(Lemme 1 :) Soit U la dilatation unitaire de T (opérant dans un espace 
à laquelle W est unitairement équivalent; on a donc V = xWx~l où T est une 
application unitaire de ÎV sur ft. Posons = V En désignant par P 6 la 0 
projection orthogonale de ft dans on aura 
U • U"h = PsC/"+1/? = T"+ih = T-T"h = TPsjWh 
pour et n = 0, 1, ...; il en dérive 
PôUk=TP5k pour tout 
Cela étant, envisageons l'ensemble, évidemment linéaire, des éléments de §©51 ' 
de la forme 
{P6k®x~ik: Â:€ft+} ' 
II est manifeste que si § est séparable, l'espace Si de sa dilatation unitaire minimum est aussi 
separable. — Pour ces questions nous renvoyons le lecteur p. ex. au livre [2]. 
Notons que te théorème et sa démonstration subsistent aussi pour des dilatations non-unitaires. 
2) Cf. p. ex. [2], théorème II. 7. 4. 
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et soit L l'adhérence de cet ensemble. Puisque 
(T® W)(PS)k®x~ik) = TP^k® Wx~1k = Ps,TJk®x~i Uk (&€«+) 
et que UR+<zSt+, on conclut que (T®W)LdL. 
Montrons que 
(2) P L ( / i © 0 ) = ^ © T - i ( i A ) (/'€&). 
En.effet, comme § c i l est évident que l'élément au second membre de (2) 
appartient à L. D'autre part, la différence 
(A © 0) - (iA © t - 1 (¿à) ) = i/z © T - 1 ( - ¿ / 0 
est orthogonale à L puisque, pour /c 6 5\+ , 
(ih®z-l(-ih), Pzk®T~lk) = i(h, P6k) + {x-H-\h), T " ' / C ) = 
= №k) + ( - ih,k) = 0. 
Cela prouve (2), d'où l'on conclut 
FL(^©o)H2 = ii!/*ii2+i|T-ia/oii2 = iw\2+№\\2 = m\2. 
Puisque h®0 s'identifie à h, cela fournit (1). 
(Lemmel :) Comme et § 2 = § i s o n t invariants pour T, la décomposition 
S = Ôi©9K©9l (où 9l = Ô © § 2 ) engendre pour T la triangulation 
Il en découle 
d 'où 
rptt 
• * * ' 
T = o Tqjl ifc 
0 0 T V 
* * ' 
0 ^SDi * ( « = 
o 0 n 
PwT" 
o ' 0 
h = T w h 
0 0 
{htm-, n = .o , i , . . . ) . 
Par conséquent on a PmT"\9Jl = T^. Cela entraîne 
(Tmhi,h2) = (PmTnhl, h2) = (Tnhl,h2) = (U"hi,h2) 
pour hlt A2€5Jt et n = 0, 1, ... . Cela prouve que U est une dilatation aussi de r ^ . 
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3. Démonstration du théorème 
Convenons de désigner par A„ et A° (« = 0, 1, ,..) les ensembles des nombres 
de la forme jjl" (avec j entier), contenus dans l'intervalle fermé [0, 1] ou dans 
l'intervalle ouvert (0, 1), selon les cas. Posons A = \JA„ et A0 — ; A et A° sont 
n n 
donc constitués de tous les nombres dyadiques rationnels contenus dans [0, 1] 
ou dans (0, 1), selon les cas. 
Soit T la contraction donnée dans § et soit U une dilatation unitaire de T. 
A chaque aÇ.A° attachons un opérateur U(a) dans un espace ft(a), tel que U(cc) 
soit unitairement équivalent à la somme orthogonale d'une infinité dénombrable 
de répliques de U: 
(3) £/(ot) ~U®XJ®U®... . 
Envisageons l'espace 
(4) # = S © [ 0 f t ( « ) ] 
et son opérateur 
(5) A = T®[@U(o)]. 
(Les espaces § et (a) se plongent dans H comme des sous-espaces de celui-ci.) 
L'opérateur 
(6) UA = U®[® £/(«)] 
est alors une dilatation unitaire de A. L'ensemble A0 étant dénombrable, il s'ensuit 
de (3) et (6) que UA est unitairement équivalente à la somme orthogonale d'une 
infinité dénombrable de répliques de U et par conséquent unitairement équivalente 
à chacun des opérateurs U(a). 
Nous allons construire, pour chaque valeur de «( = 0, 1, ...), un système 
{Hn(a)-. a£A„} de sous-espaces invariants pour A; la projection orthogonale de 
H dans //„(a) sera désignée par E„(a). 
Nous commençons par définir le système de rang n— 0 en posant 
(7) #o(0) = {0} et H0( 1) = $>,3) 
puis nous procédons par récurrence en n. 
Supposons que le système de rang n de sous-espaces invariants soit déjà défini 
et supposons de plus qu'il vérifie les relations 
(8)„ H„ (0) c H„ (~) czN„ ( ~ ) c . . . c H„ ( ^ 1 ) c Hn (1) 
et 
(9)„ H M = {0}, H n ( l) = § © [ © . f t O Î ) ] . Piàn 
Nous construisons alors le système de rang n + 1 de la manière suivante. 
3) On a A\Ç>=T. 
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Tout d'abord nous déduisons de (8)„ et (9)„ que les sous-espaces H„(a) (aÇ/l„) 
sont orthogonaux aux sous-espaces $\(ô) avec d £ A'I ; 4) ainsi, la définition suivante 
est possible : 
(10) Hn+l(a) = Hn(a)®[ © «(-5)] 
<5<cr 
Puisque Hn(oc) est invariant pour A et que les sous-espaces 5\(<5) même réduisent A, 
on conclut que H„+1(a) est aussi invariant pour A. De (8)„, (9)„ et (10) il dérive 
d'une manière évidente qu'on a 
(8);+ ! H n + 1 ( 0 ) r H n + 1 c :H„ + , ( | T ) G . . . C ; H n + , c H „ + i ( 1 ) 
et 
(9)„+1 H„+, (0) = {()}, Hn+i (\) = § © [ © «(/i)]; 
l'apostrophe indique qu'il ne s'agit encore que des points de A„. 
Afin d'étendre cette définition aiix points de / l „ + 1 \ z l „ , n o u s envisageons deux 
points voisins quelconques de A„, a„ et /?„ (an</?„), et soit yn+i = i(ccn + /?„)• On 
déduit de (10) que 
(i i) Hn+., (fi,) e Hn+, («„) = [h„([¡j e //„(«„)] © «(?„+,)• . 
Posons 
(12) A{y„+1) = [ E n ( P ^ - E M ] A m M ë H M ] . -
Il s'ensuit du lemme 2 que toute dilatation unitaire de A est aussi une dilatation 
unitaire de A(yn+l). Par conséquent A(yn+I) admet une dilatation unitaire qui 
est unitairement équivalente à U(yn+i). Ainsi, on peut appliquer le lemme 1 à 
l'opérateur 
(13) A(yn+l)®U(y„+t) 
de l'espace (11). Il résulte qu'il existe un sous-espace L(yn+1) de cet espace, invariant 
pour l'opérateur (13), et tel que 
(14) \\Puyn+l)h\\2=m2 pour htHMQHM; 
(14) entraîne évidemment aussi 
(15) 4h-PUyn+l)h\\2=i\\h\\2 pour h£Htt(P„)QHn(a.n). 
Cela étant, nous définissons: 
(16) Hn+l(yn+i) = Hn+l(v,,)®L(y„+i)i 
l'orthogonalité des deux termes au second membre résulte de la relation L(yn+l)cz. 
+ i(Pn)QFf„+ l(an) . De cette relation et de (16) on déduit aussi que 
(17) Hn+,(an)c:Hn+\(yn+l)ciH„+i(Pn). 
<) En effet, Hn(rx) c H„(\) et « , ( ! ) J-ft(,5) pour ôiJ?,. 
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Montrons que Hn+X(y„+X) est invariant pour A. Vu que Hn+i(a„) est invariant 
pour A, il n'y a qu'à montrer que 
•(18) AL(yn+ l)ciHn+, (y„+1). 
Puisque L(yn+1) est un sous-espace de l'espace (11), tout élément l£L(yn+l) s'écrit 
sous la forme l = h + k où heH„(P„)eH(an) et Ar£ft(y„+1), d'où Al = Ah + Ak. 
•Comme Ah£AH„{P„)c:H„(P„), il s'ensuit 
Ah = E„(P„)Ah =En(a„)Ah + lE„(P„)-En(«n)]Ah = 
= En(«„)Ah + A(yn+l)h (cf. (12)) 
êt par conséquent 
Al = En(an)Ah + A(yn+l)h + Ak = En(an)Ah + ,)© U(yn+,)]/. 
Vu que En(a„)Ah€Hn(an)czHn+i(<xn) par (10), et que L(yn + l) est invariant pour 
A(yn+\)®U(yn+\), on conclut que 
AliHn+l(a„)®L(yn+i) = H„+i(yn+,). 
• ce qui prouve (18) et achève la démonstration de ce que Hn+i(yn+i) est invariant 
pour A. 
Lorsque a, , /?„ parcourent les couples des points voisins dans An, le point y„+l 
parcourt , \ /d„. Ainsi, on a défini le système complet {H„+ t(a): A n + l ) de 
•sous-espaces invariants pour A; en réunissant les résultats (8)^+1 et (17) il s'ensuit 
• que ce système vérifie les relations (8)n+1 et (9)B+1. 
De cette façon, la définition par récurrence est achevée, et les relations (8)„ 
•et (9)„ sont établies pour tous les n. 
Convenons des notations suivantes: 
H„{a', a") = Hn(a")QHn{a'), £„(«', a") = En(a.") - En(a ) 
pour x',a"£A„ ( a '<a" ) . 
11 découle de (11), (16) et (17) que 
7n+i) = £(?„+,) C ' 
Hn+i(yn+l,P,)ClHn 
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i . (y„+i ) { 
= Wh-Pu^^W2] 2 \\En+i(yn+i,P»)h\\2  \\h-PL(y,i+l)h\\2\ 2 
pour hÇ.H„(an, P„). En désignant par (a„ + 1 , Pn+I) l'une ou l'autre des deux moitiés 
de l'intervalle (a„, P„), on a donc 
<19) H„ + , (a„ + l,(in+l) a Hn (a„, pn) © « ( i {*n + pn)) 
-et 
<(20), \\En+i(an+l,pn^)h\\2=i\\h\\2 pour hiHn{zn,pn). 
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Soit (a0 , ßQ), (a , , /?,), ..., (a„, ßn), ... une suite d'intervalles, chacun desquels 
est l'une des deux moitiés du précédent; a o = 0 et ß0 = l. Grâce aux relations ré-
currentes (19) et (20) on a pour 0 S r < j 
(21) Hs(as,ßs)^Hr(ar,ßr)®S\rs, 
où 
= ' © Ä Ö f e + Ä)). . ' 
k r 
et 
(22) | |£s(as, ßs) ... Er+Ï(ar+1> ßr+1)h\\2 = 2'-«||A||2 pour * € # , ( « „ ßr). 
De (22) il dérive aussitôt 
(23) \\Es{as, ßs) ... Er(a„ ßr)h\\2 = 2 r ~1l£, («„ ßr)h\\2 ^ 2—||A||2 
pour h^H quelconque et pour r<s. 
Soit h£Hn(l) et soient p et q des entiers tels que n^p<q. Puisque Hn(a„, ßn)cz 
dHn(ßn)c:Hn(l), il dérive de (21) (pour r = n et s=p) que h-Ep(a„, ßp)hc: 
c H n ( l ) © $k„p; l'orthogonalité des deux termes du dernier membre décou|e de 
(9)„. Par la même raison, H„( 1) est orthogonal aussi à Rpq , tandis que l'orthogonalité 
s'ensuit de la définition des 5V,. Ainsi, on a H„(])®R„pl_S\pq. Par 
conséquent, h—Ep(ap, ßp)h est orthogonal à D'autre part, il est évidemment 
orthogonal à Hp{ap, ßp), d'où il résulte, en vertu de la relation (21) (appliquée au 
cas r=p, s = q), que h — Ep(ap, ßp)h est orthogonal à Hq(aq, ßq). Par conséquent on a, 
(24). Eq(ctq, ßq)-Ep{ap, ßp)h = Eq{aq, ßq)h pour h^Hn{ 1) et n^p^q. 
L'application répétée de cette relation fournit 
Es(as ,ßs)... E„ (a„, ßn) h = Es («„ ßs) h pour h Ç Hn( 1 ) et s^n. 
Vu (23) il en résulte que 
(25) | | £ , ( a . , / ^ A | | 2 = i 2 - W pour h i H n ( 1) et s ^ n . 
Comme le choix des moitiés successives de l'intervalle (a0, ßv) était arbitraire, 
(25) subsiste pour n'importe quel couple as, ßs de points voisins de às (às</?s), 
dès que s ^ n . 
Soient a, ß deux points arbitraires de Às (a</?; On a alors 
Es(a,ß)h= 2 Es(oi^(i-l)2-s,a + i2-")h (hiH„( 1)) 
î=I 
où N=(ß — a)2s. Les termes du second membre étant orthogonaux et comme on 
peut appliquer (25) à chacun de ces termes, on obtient 
• \\Es(a,ß)h\\2SN-2°-°\\h\\2, 
donc 
(26) u E № - E , { o i m 2 M ß - « > 2 " m 2 
et cela pour h^H„(l); a, ß£As; s^n. 
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Nous sommes à même de conclure la démonstration de notre théorème. En 
ce but, rappelons que pour tout a fixé, a£A, les sous-espaces invariants //„(a) sont 
définis pour tous les n assez grands, notamment dès que A„ comprend a, et ils forment 
une suite croissante, cf. (10). Par conséquent 
/ / ( a) = U 
n 
est aussi un sous-espace invariant pour A, et pour la projection orthogonale corres-
pondante E(a) on a 
E(a) = lim £„(a) (convergence forte des opérateurs). 
n-* CO 
Les relations (8)„ et (9)„, valables pour tous les n, entraînent évidemment 
H(a')dH(a"), donc E(a') ^ E{a") pour a', ot"£A ( a '<a" ) , 
et 7/(0) = {0}, 7/(1) = 7/, donc E(0) = 0, E(l)=In. Enfin, en faisant dans 
(26) il résulte 
(27) \\[E(l])-E(a)]h\\2S(p-a)-2"\\h\\2 pour a, et h£H„( 1). 
Cela entraîne que la limite lim E(a)h 
existe pour tout X réel dans [0, 1] et tout /?£//„( 1). Comme les sous-espaces H„( 1) 
(n— 1,2, ...) sont denses dans H, cette limite existe alors pour h£H quelconque. 
En définissant E(X)h par cette limite, on obtient une fonction croissante E(X) de X, 
à valeurs'projections orthogonales dans H, telle que E(0) = 0, E(\) = I„ et que 
H{X) — E{X) H est invariant pour A pour chaque X. De plus, la relation (27) se 
conserve lors de cette extension. En vertu de cette relation, la fonction numérique 
(E(X)h, /?) de X vérifie une condition de Lipschitz pour chaque h fixé dans Hn{ 1). 
Comme les H„( 1) sont denses dans H, on conclut que la fonction (E(X)h , h) est, 
pour hÇ.H quelconque, la limite uniforme de fonctions lipschitziennes et par con-
séquent elle est continue et même absolument continue. 
Ainsi, la famille des sous-espaces H(X) que nous venons de construire forme 
une échelle continue (et même absolument continue dans le sens indiqué) de sous-
espaces invariants pour l'opérateur ,4 = r © [ © £/(a)]. 
<x£A° 
Cela achève la démonstration du théorème. 
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. Homomorphisms, higher derivations, and derivations 
on associative algebras 
By JOHN BORIS MILLER in Clayton (Victoria, Australia) 
1. Introduction 
Let 31 be an algebra over a field K of characteristic zero. By a derivation D 
on 91 we shall mean a mapping on 21 into-31 which is linear, that is D(Xa + fib) = 
~XD(a) + / iD(b) for all a,b£A, X, and which satisfies the law 
(1.1) D(ab) = D(a)b + aD(b) (all a, b, €31). ' 
By an endomorphism E we shall mean a linear map on 31. into 3t satisfying 
(1.2) E(ab) = E(a) E(b) (all a, b €31). 
The derivations on 31 form a Lie algebra under the product [£>,, D2] = DiD2 — 
~ D 2 D \ . The endomorphisms form a semigroup under composition. 
If 31 is a Banach algebra, and D is a given derivation, bounded, then the operator 
H defined by 
(1.3) H = exp(D) 
is a bounded endomorphism, in fact an automorphism.. Here exp (D) is defined 
by the exponential series, convergent in the uniform operator topology, and the 
proof uses the Leibniz formula 
D"(ab) = y. " D"-"'(a)D'"(b) 
m = o\>n) 
in an obvious manner. The formula (1. 3) is useful in a number of contexts, for 
example .in the proof of the Singer—Wermer theorem [7], in the theory of semi-
groups of bounded automorphisms, and also in purely algebraic settings, such 
as in aspects of the structure theory of fields, and of Lie algebras ([4], Ch. IV; [3]). 
The converse question arises, whether an arbitrary automorphism on the 
Banach algebra has a logarithm which is a derivation. If the problem is restated 
in terms of continuous groups of bounded automorphisms, the matter is straight-
forward: if the semigroup {Ex\ A>0} is continuous and Ex.-*-I as X-~ 0 in the uniform 
operator topology, then its infinitesimal generator is a bounded derivation D, Ex — 
= exp(AZ)) and the semigroup is embeddable in the group {E, \ X real}. The proof 
is an immediate consequence of the definition of the generator. (The infinitesimal 
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generator of a strongly continuous semigroup of endomorphisms is likewise a 
derivation.) Thus there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between uniformly 
continuous groups of automorphisms and bounded derivations (see G . HOCHSCHILD 
[2])-
The further question can be asked, whether a single arbitrary endomorphism 
can be represented in some fashion in terms of derivations and the exponential, 
function, even if it cannot be embedded in a semigroup. This matter is not settled 
here, though it is hoped, that the present investigation, which it prompted, may 
contribute to its solution. We consider instead certain homomorphisms on an arbitrary 
algebra 21 into algebras of polynomials and power series with coefficients in 21, 
and obtain formulae for these homomorphisms which are, formally at least, of 
the form (1. 3). These can alternatively be viewed as representation formulae for 
higher derivations in terms of derivations; they are not immediately concerned, 
with normed algebras. 
To be more specific, we need some notation and terminology. Given 21 and 
/c^O, let 2l/([i] denote the algebra of all polynomials a0+ait + a2t^ +...-\-aktk,. 
of degree ^k in an indeterminate t, with coefficients in 21. Addition and scalar 
multiplication are defined in the obvious manner; the product of two polynomials 
in 2Xk[t] is formed by multiplying the polynomials as usual, letting t commute with 
the elements of 21, and then deleting all terms containing powers of t greater than k. 
That is 2l,I[i]s=2I[i]/(/'I+1), the residue class algebra of the algebra of all polynomials 
modulo the principal ideal ( t k + 1) . We consider those homomorphisms H from 
21 into 2[t[i] which have the special property e that a0 in the image of a equals 
a, i. e. 
(1.4) H(a) = a + att+,a2t2 + ...+aktk. 
(For brevity we shall sometimes call these £-homomorphisms.) Given such H, the 
determination of ax,a2, ...,ak from a is linear; thus H determines k linear mappings 
Fx, F2, ..., Fk by an = Fn(a), n = 1, 2, ..., k, so that 
(1.5) H(a) = a + tF^a) + t2F2(a) + ... + tkFk(a). 
Substituting this form in (1.2) gives the set of identities 
(1.6) F^ab) = Fx(a)b + aFx(b), . .. 
(1.7) F2(ab) = F2{a)b + Fx(a)Fx{b) + aF2(b), 
(1. 8) F3{ab) = F3(a)b + F2{a) F, (b) + F,(a) F2(b) + aF3(b), 
and in general, for n— 1, 2, ..., k, 
(1.9) Fn(ab)= 2Fn-r(a)Fr{b) (F0 = I). 
r= 0 
A sequence of operators (/, Fis F2, ..., Fk) satisfying these equations for all 
a, ¿>£ 21 is called by JACOBSON ([4] , p. 191) a higher derivation of rank k. Equation 
(1. 5) establishes a one-to-one correspondance between homomorphisms with th^ 
property e and higher derivations. Similarly, considering homomorphisms from 
21 into the algebra 2i„[i] of all formal power series in t, we obtain higher derivations' 
{/, F , , F2, ...} of infinite rank, the F's satisfying (1. 9) for n— 1, 2, ... . 
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The result to be proved, for both finite and infinite cases, states that, under 
a suitable matrix representation, H and so the corresponding higher derivation 
can be represented uniquely by a matrix exp (D), where the matrix D has derivations-
for its elements. In §§ 5. .6 we mention some applications to the case when 91 is 
a Banach algebra, and also obtain a result on homomorphisms on commutative 
Banach algebras by related arguments. 
2. Higher derivations for Ak[t] 
Equations (1. 9) can be used to express the higher derivation {/, Fl, F2, ..., Fk} 
in terms of derivations. Clearly from (1.6), Fx is a derivation; write F l = D ] . 
Consider (1.7), with Fx=Di. One solution for F2 is F2=\Dj; moreover any 
two solutions for F2 differ by a derivation, and any solution plus a derivation is 
again a solution. We may therefore take as the most geneial solution of (1.6) 
and (1. 7) 
(2,1) F2 = ^D\ + Q 2 
where Dx and Q2 are arbitrary derivations. Turning next to equation (1. 8), supposing;. 
Fl and F2 given by (2. 1), we get as the most general solution, by similar arguments 
(2.2) / 3 = -j^-Di + Q 2 D i -f- i23 
where Q3 is an arbitrary derivation. Similarly 
(2. 3) F4 = ^D\ + ^Q2D\ + QiDi+~Ql + Q4 
and so on. Let us call this 'the process P \ The formulae which arise in this way 
become increasingly complicated. We can clarify the nature of the process and 
obtain a general formula for F„ by means of the following matrix representation. 
Let 5£*+1(2l) be the algebra of all (k +1) X (k f 1) upper-triangular matrices 





where a, €21 for / = 0, 1, ..., k. Let £>t +,(21) be the subalgebra of %k +,(21) consist-
ing of all diagonal matrices; clearly 2i is isomorphic to T) t+1(2i), and 
(2.5) — 
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is a faithful representation of 21 in By mapping t to 






we extend this representation to an isomorphism between +(k[t] and ( M 
by which a 0 + a , t + ••• +a k t k is mapped to Ak+{ of (2.4). 
Let 23 =93(21) be the algebra of all linear operators on 21. We map 93 to 
D t + 1 ( © ) as in (2. 5); and letting the matrices of 3^+1(93) operate on those 
of i l t + i (2 i ) in the obvious fashion (that is, by formal application of matrix multipli-
cation), we obtain a representation 




of the e-homomorphism H:21 — 2t t[i] in3; k + 1 (S) . Clearly Fk+1 is a homomoiphism 
on £^+,(21) into 2; t+1(2l). One can verify further that these elements of i f c + i(23) 
give the matrix representations of all the endomorphisms H on 2lft[A:] of the form 
H(a + al t + a2t2 + ... -\-aktk) = a + b{ t + b2t2 +... + bktk. 
In fact, the matrices of linear operators mapping %k + ,(2t) into Xk+ t(2l) (i. e. preserv-
ing leading diagonals) are precisely the elements of i£k+1(23), and the e-endomor-
phisms on 2 f c + 1(2t) are precisely the matrices Fk+l with elements F„ satis-
fying (1.9). (By an E-endomorphism we mean an endomorphism which preserves 
leading diagonals.) 
Letting Di, D2, ..., Dk be derivations on 2i, write 
'(2.8) Dk 





•Then our principal result in the finite case is the second half of: 
T h e o r e m (k finite). The derivations D , , D2, ..., Dk in 93(2i) being given, 
,ex 'p(D t + 1) is the matrix in ,(93) of an e-homomorphism on 21 into 2t,.[i]> w'<h 
Fv—Dl \ that is, exp(D f [ + 1) is an e-endomorphism on 3Vh l(2t). 
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Conversely, given an e-homomorphism H on 21 into 2ifc[f ], its matrix Fk+l can be 
written 
(2.9) " F t + 1 = e x p ( D f c + t ) 
where Dx = Fy, D2, .:., Dk are derivations in 23(2f). This representation of H is 
unique. 
Thus the e-endomorphisms on £ fc+1(2l) are precisely the matrices of the form 
exp(D*+1). 
P r o o f . Suppose that the derivations are given. It is not difficult to show that 
Dk +, is then a derivation on Zk+i(2I). Moreover Dk+, is nilpotent, so that exp (Dk+,) 
is well defined in iXk+1(93). Moreover it is an e-endomorphism on £fc + 1(2t): 
the proof of this fact is algebraically the same as for the Banach-algebra case men-
tioned in § 1, while questions of convergence do not arise. If exp (Dk + 1) is written 
in the form (2.7), it is easily verified that F l =Z> 1 . This proves the first part. 
(We also find 
(2. 10) F2 = F3 = ~Dl + ~(D1D2+D2D1) + D3, ... . 
Thus the process P generates the derivations D2, D.3, ... explicitly only if the added 
arbitrary derivations Q are given suitable forms, that is, if we write 
(2.11) Q2 = D2, Q3 — ~(D1D2 — D2D1) + D3, ...; 
note that the first term in Q3 here is a derivation.) 
We prove the second part of the theorem by induction. The truth of the assertion 
for small values of k can be verified using (2. 10). Let / be an integer S 2 , and assume 
the converse statement in the theorem for k — /—1. Let Fl+1 be the matrix of 
an e-homomorphism, its elements I, Fx, ..., F{ forming the corresponding higher 
derivation. Then the submatrix F, is a e-endomorphism on £¡(21), and so by hypo-
thesis there exist derivations D1 = F1, D2, ..., D / _ l making up a matrix D, such 
that F, = exp (D,). Partition F,+ t into blocks as 








A - 2 
o 
A 
A - 1 
D, 
0 
Then A ( + 1 is a derivation in S , + 1(23), and therefore 
fexp ( - D , ) 
15 A 
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is an e-endomorphism in 2 i + 1(93). (The forms of / , co and g are not important 
to the argument.) Consider the product exp ( —A ( + 1 )F ( + 1 ; its blocked form is 
' , h 
' I 
and since it belongs to 2 , + 1 (S ) and has constant diagonals, its elements are those 
of /,+ , except possibly for its ( 1 , / + 1 ) element, which is an unknown operator, 
!P say. But exp ( —A i + 1)F i + 1 is a homomorphism on D, + I(2l) into 2 i + i (2l ) - . 
by writing out the corresponding form of (1. 2) we find that T. is a derivation. 
Let be the ( / + 1 ) X ( / + 1 ) matrix having !P in the (1 , /+1 ) position and all other 
elements 0. Then we have 
Fl+1 = exp (A,+1) (Z, + 1 + *F, + 1) = exp(A, + 1)exp(«P, + 1) = exp (A1 + 1 + * , _ , ) 
since A i + i and ,P; + 1 clearly commute. Thus we have 
Fi+i = exp (Di+ 1) 
with D, — A + V, a derivation. The result follows by induction. 
It remains to prove uniqueness. Given H and so Fy, F2, ..., Fk, we see that 
D j is determined, and D2 also by (2. 10). Suppose that for some j, 
D,, D2, ..., Dj-i are determined. Now 
Fj — (1,7+1) element of I+Dk+1 + 1 + ...;. 
the term +D} appears once on the right hand side, as the contribution of Dk+l. 
and the other powers of Dk+1 contribute expressions containing only Dj_t. 
D J - 2 , Therefore Dj is determined. Uniqueness follows. 
C o r o l l a r y . The endomorphisms on Zk + , (2t) are all automorphisms; they 
form a group under composition. 
We remark that the process P gives a certain prominence among the derivations 










0 Q2 Q3 
0 0 Q2 
0 0 
0 
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The proof is similar to that of the theorem. In geneial we have exp (£2t + 1 ) G t + 1 ^ 
5^G t + 1-exp (£2 t+1), and the £3's, though derivations, are again not those most 
obviously generated by the process P. 
3. Higher derivations for 2l„[/] 
From the previous theorem we deduce the corresponding result for the infinite 
case, which we shall designate i = Here 21 is represented by the diagonal 
matrices in £„(21), the algebra of upper triangular matrices with constant diagonals 
and order co. Taking the obvious definitions of sum, scalar multiple and product, 
we remark first that the product of two matrices in £„(21) is always well defined: 
no element in the product involves more than finitely many non-zero elements 
from the factors. Thus £«,(21) is indeed an algebra. Again, if D has the form corres-
ponding to (2. 8) for k = a», then although D may not be nilpotent, nevertheless 
exp (D) is well defined since each element of this matrix involves the sum of only 
finitely many elements in 21. 
We consider e-endomorphisms on £„(2t); properties of s-homomorphisms 
on 21 into 2I„[/] come by restriction to £>„(21). 
T h e o r e m (k = °°), The sequence Di,D2,... of derivations in 93(21) being 
given, exp (D) is the matrix in £„(93) of an z-homomorphism on 21 into 2I„[i], 
with F1=D1. Conversely, given an E-homomorphism on 21 into 2l,„[/], its matrix 
F has the form 
(3.1) F = exp(D) 
where = Ft, D2, ... are derivations. This representation is unique. 
Thus the E-endomorphisms on £„,(21) are precisely the matrices of the form 
exp (D). 
P r o o f . For a matrix X in £ t (k ^ let [X]y when j = k denote the element 
of the jth superdiagonal, counting the leading diagonal as first; and let Xj denote 
the leading j X j block in X, so that Xj^Xj. Suppose D given, and A, B ££„(21). 
Then for positive integral /', 
[exp(D)(AB)]j = 2 ' (exp (D))ltt(AB)^ = 
. a = l 
= i (exp ( D j ^ i A j B j X j = [exp (D;) O W L " 
a = l 
By the theorem for k finite, exp (Dj) is an endomorphism. Thus [exp (D)(AB)]j — 
~=[exp (D)A-exp (D)B]j. So exp (D) is an endomorphism, clearly with the property s.; 
Conversely, let F be an e-endomorphism in £„(93). Then 
[F (A)]j = 2 (F)ix(A)xJ = 2 (Fj)>«(AJXJ = " 
From this it follows that Fj is a e-endomorphism in £ /93) and so FJ = exp(D /) . 
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It is easily seen that ( D j ) j = D j for / '</; thus there is determined a unique D £2„(23) 
such that 
[F(A)]j = [exp (Dj)Aj]j = [exp (D)A]j 
for 7 = 1 , 2 That is, F = exp(D). 
4. Inner derivations 
The inner derivations on non-commutative are the operators Dc of the form 
Dc(a) = ca — ac (a, c£2(). 
They form an ideal in the Lie algebra of derivations. Some algebras are known 
to admit no derivations except inner derivations. (For a recent summary of such 
results see [6]. To this can be added that S . SAKAI and R . KADISON have separately 
found proofs that every von Neumann algebra admits no derivations except inner 
derivations. I must thank J . R . RINGROSE for this information.) 
If D, , £>2, ... in the theorem of §§2, 3 (take k = for definiteness) are all 
inner derivations, say 
D„(a) = c„a - ac„ (all a 6 91; n = 1, 2, ...), 
then it is easily seen that D is an inner derivation in £„(93). In fact, write C for the 
matrix in 2^(21) having 0 in the leading diagonal and c„_, in the /7th diagonal, 
for n —2, 3, ...; then we find 
D(A) = CA — AC (al t (91)). 
and the Campbell—Hausdorff formula for 2^(21) gives 
exp (D) (A) — exp (C) A exp (— C). 
Thus in the case where 91 admits only inner derivations we have the corollary that 
all fi-endomorphisms in 2«,(23) are inner endomorphisms. (T is an inner endomor-
phism in 93(91) if and only if for some regular «€91, Ta = iiau~x for all r/£9f.) 
5. Applications to Banach algebras 
Let 91 now be a complex Banach algebra, and 93(21) the Banach algebra of 
all bounded linear operators on 91 into 9f. 
5. 1. For £?>0, write Ug for the disc {A: ¡AlSg} in the complex plane, and let 
3rc denote the algebra of all functions on (JQ into 21 which are continuous on Ue 
and holomorphic on the interior of Uc. Each / in 5„ is representable uniquely 
by its Taylor series about 0, 
f(X) = a0+al/. + a2?* + ... (a„£2t for / /= 0, 1, ...). 
3r„ becomes a Banach algebra if it is normed by writing 
(5.1) \\f\l = max ||/(A)|| = max ||/(A)||. 
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An endomorphism H on clearly has the algebraic properties of an endomor-
phism on 2L[t], so that the theory of § 3 is relevant. If H is also a closed operator, 
then it is bounded. Suppose that this is the case, and that H has the property e, so 
that (if we specify functions by their Taylor series) then 
(5.2) N(a0 + alX + a2X2 + ...) = b0 + btl + b2l2 +... 
implies b0 — a0. The property s can alternatively be put in the form: 
(Hf )(0)=f(0) for all / £ 3 « . 
We consider the question of bounds. Suppose that {/, F1, 'F2, ...} is the higher 
derivation of infinite rank corresponding to H and making up F, and DX,D2, ... 
is the sequence of derivations which occur inD in the formula (3. 1). The boundedness 
of H implies that of the F's and the D's. To prove this, apply H to the constant 
function f(X) = a, getting H{a)—g where 
g ( A ) = a + c1l + c2l2 + ... (|A|Se), 
say. Now the familiar Cauchy estimates for the coefficients of such a power series 
extend from the classical to the vector-function case ([1], p. 97), so we have, for 
h = l , 2 , ... 
P-,(«)ll - Ik J ^ ¿ rmax | |g ( l ) | | = <r"||s| |e = Q-"\\H (a)!^ S ¡ r l ^ H M , 6 UNe 
whence || F„|| s Q~"\\ H\\. Thus the F's are bounded. Since Dn — Fn + a polynomial 
in Dx, D2, ..., Z)„_ t , it follows easily that the D's are bounded. 
Note that non-trivial e-endomorphisms on exist if 21 admits a non-zero 
derivation D\ we have only to take Dt= D, D2 = Di = ...=0 inD and form exp (D). 
5. 2. Consider the restriction of H to 21 (which we also write H). Let x be an 
arbitrary point of the disc UQ, and ax the evaluation map on into 21 at x, that 
is, a j f ) = f(y.) for / € 5 e . Since ay is a homomorphism, axH is an endomorphism 
on 21, bounded if H is bounded; it clearly has a simple representation in terms of 
derivations, deducible from the formula (3. 1). It would therefore be interesting 
• to have a characterization of the endomorphisms which can be factorized in the 
form aKH for some % and H, and to know for what 21, if any, all endomorphisms 
in 93(21) have this property. 
5. 3. It is known that some algebras are sparingly supplied with derivations. 
Thus, if 21 is a semisimple commutative Banach algebra, the Singer—Wermer 
theorem [7] shows that 21 admits no bounded derivations other than 0. It follows 
from the theorem of § 3 and the discussion in § 5. 1 that for such 21 the only 
bounded e-homomorphisms on 21 into and on into a r e the injection 
mapping H(a)=f with f(X) = a, and the identity mapping H ( f ) = f , respectively. 
6. A related result 
Some interesting and more general tesults can be obtained for Banach algebras 
by adapting the process P to the point derivations introduced by SINGER and WERMER. 
Let 21 be a commutative Banach algebra over the complex field. Given a 
multiplicative linear functional <p on 21, a point derivation associated with q> is 
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a linear functional satisfying 
(6.5) Sv(ab) = »¿aWQ + vWS^b) (all a, b<iil). 
We prove 
T h e o r e m . If the complex commutative Banach algebra 91 admits no non-zero 
point derivations, then the only homomorphisms on 21 into §„, the algebra of all 
complex-valued functions continuous on the disc UB and holomorphic on its interior, 
are the mappings to constants, that is, the multiplicative linear functionals on 91. 
(Note that the homomorphisms in the statement of the theorem are not required 
to have the property e.) 
P r o o f . Let H be a homomorphism on 91 into $>e. Then if H(a)=f, with 
(6.2) f(X) = a0 + a,X + a2X2 + ... ( |A |So; a0,a},... complex), 
there is determined a sequence of linear functionals </>0, <pt, ... by 
A„ = <P:,(A) ( « = 0 , 1 , . . . ) . 
Substituting the form (6. 2) in (1. 2), we obtain a set of identities for the <p's like 
(1.6)—(1.9), namely 
(6. 3) <p0(ab) = (p0(a)<p0(b), 
(6.4) <pt (ab) = (pi(a)cp0(b) + (p0(a) <p, (b), 
(6. 5) cp2(ab) = q>2(a)<p0(b) + cp ,(a) <p ¡(b) + (pja)cp2(b), 
aoid in general for /; = 1,2, ... 
n 
<P»(AB) = 2' (P„~JA)<PJB)-
' a = 0 
Thus (p0 is a multiplicative linear functional on 91. Since <p, by (6. 4) is a point 
derivation on 91 associated with <p0, the assumption of the theorem implies that. 
<p, =0 . But then (p2 by (6. 5) is a point derivation, so (p2=0. By induction we find 
that (pt =<p2... = 0 , so that H(a) = q>0(a). 
SINGER and WERMER give the following necessary and sufficient condition for 
the existence of point derivations in a commutative Banach algebra 9t with identity. 
Given the multiplicative linear functional (p, write Mip = {a: (p(a)= 0} for the cor-
responding maximal ideal in 9t, and for the set of all linear combinations of 
squares of elements of Mv, so that M ^ ^ M ^ . Then non-zero point derivations 
associated with (p exist if and only if 
C o r o l l a r y . The only homomorphisms from the algebra C(X) of all complex-
valued continuous functions on a compact Hausdorjf space X into §te are the multipli-
cative linear functionals. 
P r o o f . For every <p, M^—M^: for the details, see [7]. 
N o t e a d d e d in p r o o f . R.J . LOY has extended the results of this paper 
under a weaker hypothesis than the £ property; See the following paper [8]. 
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A note on the preceding paper by J. B. Miller 
By RICHARD J. LOY in Clayton (Victoria, Australia)*) 
1. Introduction 
Let 21 be an associative algebra over a field K of zero characteristic, 2lft[iJ, 
the algebra, over 21, of polynomials of degree =5 k in a commutative indeterminate 
t with the usual multiplication modulo the principal ideal (tk+v). We consider 
(algebra) homomorphisms of 21 into 2tfc[i]. Much of the definitions and notation, 
of [1] will be used, without further explanation. 
Suppose H is a homomorphism of 21 into 2It[i] so that, if a£21, 
H(a) = a0 + tai + t2a2'+ ... +tkak. 
Writing a0 = (p(a), ai = Fl(a) (/ = 1, 2, ..., k) it is clear that the maps <p, F, are linear 
transformations'over 21. Furthermore, since H is a ' homomorphism it follows,, 
if a, b £ 21, that 
(i) (p{ab) = (p{a)(p{b), 
(ii) . F^ab) = 2 Fj( a)Fi-j(b), 
where F0 = cp. 
The problem is to obtain a representation for H in terms of transformations 
on 21 of some given type. This has been done in [1] under the supposition that (p-
is the identity endomorphism, I, on 21. For completely general endomorphisms 
the problem appears intractible but under suitable restrictions a solution can be-
obtained. 
To be more specific, let <p be an endomorphism in 23(21). A homomorphism. 
H of 21 into 2tt[r] will be called a <p-homomorphism if 
(a) (p is the endomorphism determined from H by a0 = (p(a). 
(b) <p F„(a)) = FK(q>{a)) (n = 1, 2, ..., k). . 
Thus the e-homomorphisms of [1] are /-homomorphisms in this nomenclature.. 
*) The author is a General Motors—Holden's Limited Research Fellow. 
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An operator Z> €23(91) will be called a (/»-derivation if it commutes with cp 
and satisfies 
D(ab) = D(a)cp(b) + cp(a)D(b) (a, bf^l). 
Thus F t of (ii) is a (^-derivation if H is a ¡p-homomorphism. 
Finally, the endomorphism cp will be called averaging if 
cp{a<p(b))=cp(a)cp{b) = cp(cp(a)b) (<7, ¿>€9X). 
•Clearly any idempotent endomorphism is averaging and, conversely, if 21 has an 
identity, or if the range of <p contains an element which is not a left (or right) divisor 
•of-zero, then cp is idempotent. 
The results of [1] are extended to (p-homomorphisms for (p an idempotent 
•endomorphism and for cp an averaging endomorphism. 
The author wishes to express his thanks to Professor J . B . MILLER for suggesting 
the possibility of extending the results of [1] and for his constant encouragement 
.and guidance in preparation of this paper. 
2. Representations of <p-homomorphisms 
Lemma. Let ip €23(91) be an averaging endomorphism and Z> €23(21) a <p-deriv-
ation. Then for a, ¿»€21, «=1,2,..., 
cp(D"(ab)) = -'(/->)} • 
Proof . The result is clear for n= 1. For n — 2 we have, if a, ¿>€2f, 
.<p{D\ab)) = cp(D(D(a)cp(b) + cp(a) D(b)j) = 
= <p (D\a) cp2(b) + cp (D(a)) cp (D (b)) + cp (D (a)) <p(D (b)) + cp2(a) D\b)) = 
= cp(D\a)b + 2D{a)D(b) + aD2(b)) 
: since 
<P (<P (*) = <P {xcp iy)) = cp (A-) ,p(y) = cp (xy) 
if x, y€2l . An inductive argument gives the general case. 
C o r o l l a r y . With cp, D as in the lemma define <p exp D as the (formal) sum 
~ 1 
y. — cpD". If cp exp D defines an operator in 23(2t), in particular if D is nilpotent, 
,n-o n\ 
jhen this operator is an endomorphism. 
Proof . Follows from the lemma in the obvious manner. 
T h e o r e m . Let cp € 23(91) be a given averaging endomorphism and Dx, D2, . .., 
...., Dt€23(21) given cp-derivations. Let <p be the operator in Zk +,(23) with cp along 
.the leading diagonal and zero elsewhere. Then fp exp (Dk+,), as defined above, is 
the matrix in J t + 1 (93) of a cp-homomorphism of 2t into 2lt[/] with F, = cpD{. 
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Conversely, given a cp-homomorphism H of 21 into with cp idempotent, 
its matrix Fk+l satisfies 
<pFk+1=tp e x P (At + i) 
where DX,D2, ..., Dk€23(21) are (p-derivations and D{ can be taken as F , . , Further-
more the (pDt are uniquely determined. 
P r o o f . The proof of the first part is exactly as in [1]. For the partial converse, 
note that if H is a (p-homomorphism of 21 into 2lk[t], with (p idempotent, then 
Hep is a 7-homomorphism of cp(21) into <p(2t)fc[/]. Thus by [1] the matrix Fk+lq> 
of Hq> satisfies 
(iii) Fk+l<p = exp(\k+i) 
where Fk+i is the matrix of H, and the operators Ai,A2,...,Ak of At + i are 
derivations on <p(21)- For i=\,2,...,k define Bi by 
n f \ _ { 0 i f a £ker 0?)' 
U i W U ( a ) if aOm{<p) 
and extend D t linearly to the whole of 2t. The resulting operator is well defined 
since 21 = ker ((p)ffiim (cp) (see §3 below). But then if a j = X j + y j , x y€ker (cp), 
^•e im (cp) for . /=1 ,2 , 
D-iaya2) = Di(xxx2 + yix2 + x^^ + y^y^ = AO'iJ'2) 
since ker {cp) is a two-sided ideal. Since im (cp) is a subalgebra 
A O I « 2 ) = = 
= ^i(yi)y2 + yi^i(y2) = JDiia^yiaJ + viaJDiiyJ; 
moreover, Di=Dicp = (pDi and so Dt is a (^-derivation on 21, / = 1, 2, ..., k. 
Also, if a £2t, I>;(a) — A¡((p(a)), so Ai(p = Di. By (iii) then, since y>2=y> and 
A ¡(p = (pA ¡cp for each i, 
Fk+Xq> = exp (\k + x)q> =<p exp (Ak + ,q>) = y> exp (Dk+,) 
and the result follows. 
R e m a r k s . 1. The above result remains valid if the base field D has nonzero 
characteristicp, provided k<p. This restriction ensures that <pexpDk+1 is defined. 
2. If it is supposed that q>Fn = Fn(p = F„ (« = 1, 2, ..., k) then 'the process /»' 
of [1] can be applied to give results analogous to those in [l]'with rp-derivations 
in place of derivations. 
3. The result for k = «> generalizes in the same manner. 
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3. Existence of (/»-derivations 
Lemma. An algebra 2t admits an idempotent endomorphism if and only if it 
admits a (vector space) direct sum representation 91 = 3 © © where 3 is a two-sided 
ideal and 93 is a subalgebra. 
P r o o f . If <p is an idempotent endomorphism, let 3 = ker ((/>), 23 = im(<p). 
Then 3 is a two sided ideal and 93 is a subalgebra. If a£9I , a = (a — (p(a)) + <p(a) 
so 91 = 3 + 93. Since <p is zero on 3 and is the identity on 23 it follows that the 
sum is direct. 
Conversely, if 21 = 3 © © for some two-sided ideal 3 and subalgebra 23, 
define a transformation <p on 21 as follows. If a = x-\-y, x £ 3 , y£23, set q>(a)=y. 
Then cp is clearly idempotent and linear. Also, if a, = x{ , a2=x2+y2 
<P(a 1^2) = <P(x\X2 + yix2 + xiy2 + yly2) = 
= vOiVz) = y\yi = <p(fl\)(p(a2). 
Thus (p is an idempotent endomorphism. 
T h e o r e m . Let 21 be an associative algebra which has a direct sum representation 
9( = 3 ©93 as in the lemma, with 23 non-commutative. Then 21 admits a non-zero 
(p-derivation D such that (pD = Dip =D, <p being defined as in the lemma. 
Proof . Let 2( be any element such that cp(a) is not in the centre of 23. 
Straightforward calculation shows that the operator D defined by 
D(x) — (p(ax — xa), x 6 9(, 
has the desired properties. 
C o r o l l a r y . Let A-,A2,... be inner derivations of 21, D , , Z)2, ... the cor-
responding (p-derivations as defined in the preceding theorem, that is, Di = (pA-t, 
i=\,2, ... . Then (p exp (D) —(pF where F is an inner endomorphism in X„(2l) 
determined by the A,,A2, ... as in [1 ] . 
P r o o f . By § 4 of [1], 
exp (A)/i = exp (C) A exp ( - C), A £ 2„(2l), 
whence 
(<P exp (A))A=(<pr)A. 
But 
q> exp (D) = q> exp (yA) = q> exp A, 
and the result follows. 
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S. I.. Sobolew, Einige Anwendungen der Funktionalanalysis auf Gleichungen der mathemati-
schen Physik (Mathematische Lehrbücher und Monographien, I. Abt., Mathematische Lehrbücher, 
Bd. 12), 218 Seiten, Berlin, Akademie-Verlag, 1964. 
Das vorliegende Buch ist eine Übersetzung der 1950 in Leningrad bzw. 1953 in Moskau erschie-
nenen russischen Ausgabe, wobei nur geringfügige Änderungen vorgenommen worden sind. Der 
dargestellte Stoff geht im wesentlichen auf Resultate zurück, die der Autor bereits in den Jahren 
1936—1939 veröffentlicht hat und die einen ganz außerordentlichen Einfluß auf die Entwicklung 
der Funktionalanalysis und der Theorie der partiellen Differentialgleichungen ausgeübt haben. 
Es handelt sich dabei zum Beispiel um die Einführung des Begriffs der verallgemeinerten Ableitung 
einer lokalintegrierbaren Funktion (der übereinstimmt mit dem Begriff der distributionentheore-
tischen Ableitung im Schwartzschen Sinne und deshalb als eine Vorwegnahme gewisser Aspekte 
der Distributionentheorie angesehen werden kann) sowie die berühmten Einbettungssätze. Diesen 
rein funktionalanalytischen Gegenständen ist das Kapitel 1 des.Buches gewidmet. Die (heute all-
gemein als Sobolewsche Räume bezeichneten) Räume W ^ werden eingeführt als die Gesamtheit 
aller summierbaren Funktionen, für die im beschränkten Gebiet ß alle verallgemeinerten Ablei-
tungen der Ordnung / existieren. Es wird eine Vielfalt möglicher Normierungen von betrach-
tet, für welche die Einbettungssätze gelten. Von diesem Gesichtspunkt aus ist das vorliegende 
Buch die allgemeinste gegenwärtig existierende Darstellung dieses Problemkreises. Für die An-
wendungen hat sich in den letzten 15 Jahren die Normierung WipWyfW = ( 2 f 
durchgesetzt. P i,x|=s/ Q 
Aus den Einbettungssätzen folgt nämlich, daß auch für alle Ordnungen < / die verallgemeiner-
ten Ableitungen existieren und zur Potenz p summierbar sind. Die im Buch geführten Beweise, 
die auf Eigenschaften gewisser Integrale vom Potentialtyp beruhen, gelten unmittelbar nur für 
Vereinigungen endlich vieler bezüglich einer Kugel sternförmiger Gebiete und darüber hinaus 
werden keine direkten Aussagen über das Verhalten der Funktionen auf dem Rand von Q gemacht. 
Hierin sowie im Studium der zu dualen Räume lagen die wichtigsten Ansatzpunkte zur Wei-
terentwicklung dieser Theorie und ihrer Anwendungen in der jüngsten Vergangenheit. 
Im Kapitel II werden die Ergebnisse von Kapitel I auf das Dirichletsche Problem der poly-
harmonischen Differentialgleichung A'nu=Q, das Neumannsche Problem der'Potentialgleichung 
sowie auf ein Eigenwertproblem der Gleichung Au + yu — 0 angewandt. 
Wir erläutern die allen diesen Beispielen zugrunde liegende Methode für den erstgenannten 
Fall. An Stelle der Differentialgleichung wird das zugehörige Variationsproblem (für das Dirich-
letsche Integral) im Raum W/2m, gelöst. Es wird bewiesen, daß die Lösung dieses Variationsproblems 
in Q der Differentialgleichung genügt. Die vorgeschriebenen Randwerte (der Funktion und aller 
Ableitungen der Ordnung s m — I), die auch auf gewissen Randmannigfaltigkeiten der Dimension 
•c n — 1 (im /?") vorgeschrieben sein können, werden dahingehend eingeschränkt, daß sie Rand-
werte von Funktionen aus W ^ sein müssen. Aus der Vollstetigkeit der Einbettungsoperatoren 
kann dann gefolgert werden, daß die Randwerte von der (eindeutig bestimmten) Lösung des Prob-
lems bei Annäherung an den Rand in einem verallgemeinerten Sinne (,,im Mittel") angenommen 
werden. Es ist bis zum gegenwärtigen Zeitpunkt ungeklärt, ob (bzw. unter welchen Voraussetzun-
gen) die Randwertannahme darüber hinaus auch im klassischen Sinne (stetiger Randwertannahme) 
stattfindet. Die hier zugrunde liegende Betrachtungsweise steht im engen Zusammenhang zu der 
heute allgemein üblichen Auffassung von Randwertproblemen. 
Im Kapitel III wird das Cauchysche Problem für gewisse Klassen linearer und quasilinearer 
hyperbolischer Differentialgleichungen 2. Ordnung studiert. Es werden verallgemeinerte Lösungen 
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in W2 gesucht. Die Einbettungssätze werden benutzt, um den Grad der Glattheit der Koeffizienten 
und der Anfangsbedigungen zu bestimmen, den man fordern muß, um die Existenz einer klassischen 
Lösung des Cauchyschen Problems zu sichern. 
Günther Wildenhain (Dresden) 
László Rédei, Begründung der euklidischen und nichteuklidischen Geometrien nach F. Klein, 
364 Seiten, Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest, 1965. 
Die Begründung der euklidischen und der beiden nicht-euklidischen Geometrien, die heute 
hauptsächlich parabolische, elliptische bzw. hyperbolische Geometrie genannt werden, wird in 
diesem Buch mittels des von F. KLEIN in seinen Vorlesungen verfolgten Weges, d. h. durch die 
projektive Erweiterung des Raumes durchgeführt. Diesen Weg der Begründung der drei Geometrien, 
diç zusammenfassend als Geometrien von konstanter Krümmung bezeichnet werden können, ist 
bisher iii der Lehrbuchliteratur ziemlich selten verfolgt und die in dieser Richtung geschriebenen 
Werke waren öfters nur skizzenhaft; das Buch von Professor RÉDEI will eben diesen Mangel der 
Lehrbuchliteratur aufheben, und die Kleinschen Ideen — wie das in der Einleitung des Buches 
bemerkt wird — auch „in der Lehrbuchliteratur , zu ihrem Recht kommen lassen". 
Der Stoff des Buches ist in sieben Kapiteln verteilt, von denen die ersten sechs den axioma-
tischen Aufbau der projektiven Geometrie enthalten; das siebente Kapitel enthält den wichtigsten 
Teil, undzwar die Charakterisierung der drei Geometrien im Sinne des Erlanger Programms von 
F. KLEIN mittels der Bestimmung der Bewegungsgruppen in den verschiedenen Geometrien. Im 
Kapitel I befinden sich die Axiomen in vier Gruppen verteilt: Axiome des Enthaltenseinsj der Be-
ziehung „zwischen", der Stetigkeit und der Bewegung. In den Kapiteln II und III befinden sich 
die Definitionen der einfachsten Begriffe — wie der Begriff der linearen Unterräume, der Strecken, 
der Dreiecke und der Tetraeder, usw. Neben dem Begriff der Desargueschen Figuren führt der 
Verf. den Begriff der assoziierten Desarguesschen Figur ein, welcher bisher — unseres Wissens — 
in der Geometrie nicht benützt wurde, und mit dessen Hilfe mehrere Beweise wesentlich verein-
facht werden können. Kapitel IV gibt durch die Einführung der idealen Elemente den projektiven 
Abschluß des Raumes. 
Die Kapiteln V und VI beschäftigen sich mit der im engeren Sinne genommenen Theorie 
des projektiven Raumes, endlich wird im Kapitel VII die vollständige Charakterisierung der drei 
Geometrien von konstanter Krümmung durchgeführt. Als wichtigstes Ergebnis verweisen wir 
auf die explizite Bestimmung der verschiedenen Bewegungsgruppen und die Widerspruchsfreiheit 
der genannten Geometrien. 
Das Buch wird wegen seiner Vollständigkeit in Bezug auf die Theorie der nicht-euklidischen 
Geometrien für die Mathematiker in der Forschung als auch in der Unterricht ein sehr brauch-
bares Hilfsmittel; aber auch Studenten, die die Theorie der nicht-euklidischen Geometrien ein-
gehender kennen lernen wollen, können das Buch mit großem Nutzen studieren. 
A. Moór (Szeged) 
Noel Gastinel, Analyse numérique linéaire (Collection enseignement des sciences, IX), IX+363 
pages, Edition Hermann, Paris, 1966. 
Dans cet ouvrage, destiné avant tout aux étudiants des facultés des sciences, l'auteur traite 
des méthodes de l'analyse numérique linéaire. Après une introduction théorique soignée dans la 
première partie du livre, tenant devant les yeux les exigences de la formation des programmsurs, 
l'auteur attache son plus grand intérêt à la discussion des algorithmes applicables aux machines 
à calculer électroniques. Conformément à cet intérêt, son livre est un livre de méthodes de calcul 
ou d'"algorithmique". Il préfère donner les justifications de ces méthodes de calcul et les program-
mes correspondants en Algol, plutôt que de donner des tableaux de chiffres, résultats de calculs 
numériques obtenus. Il compare les méthodes du point de vue du nombre des opérations exigées, 
de la simplicité de programmation et de la vitesse de convergence des procédures, ce qui facilite 
la sélection de la méthode la plus convenable dans chaque cas particulier. 
Le livre se partage en huit chapitres. Les premiers trois développent les notions fondamen-
tales comme p. ex. les propriétés élémentaires des matrices, les normes des vecteurs et des matrices, 
l'inversion des matrices, etc., notions et résultats utilisés constamment dans la suite. Le quatrième 
chapitre présente les méthodes pour la résolution d'un système linéaire d'équations par élimination 
et orthogonalisation, et montre comment ces méthodes s'appliquent à l'inversion des 
matrices et au calcul des valeurs des déterminants. Le chapitre se termine par la discussion du cas des-
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matrices symétriques et d'une méthode concernant l'inversion des matrices, basée sur la technique 
des partitionnements aux sous-matrices, et est suivi par une collection des problèmes concernant 
le sujet des chapitres I, II, III et IV. Chapitre V est consacré à l'étude de deux types intéressants 
de procédés de résoûdre un système linéaire d'équations, notamment par itération de type linéaire 
et itération par la méthode de projection. Ensuite, l'auteur montre comment ces procédés se simpli-
fient en cas des systèmes de matrices symétriques et montre aussi une méthode itérative pour l'in-
version des matrices. Le chapitre finit par une collection de problèmes. Le Chapitre VI contient 
une discussion détaillée du problème des sous-espaces invariants pour une transformation linéaire 
d'un espace vectoriel. Les notions introduites et les théorèmes prouvés sont utilisés au Chapitre 
VII. L'auteur y traite de la relation des graphes orientés et des matrices à termes positifs, et il appli-
que ensuite les résultats acquis à la discussion de la question de convergence pour la résolution 
d'un système d'équations par itération. Lé chapitre VIII traite des méthodes numériques pour le 
calcul des valeurs propres et des vecteurs propres, en présentant des méthodes diverses pour obtenir ^ 
le polynôme caractéristique de la matrice, et des procédés concernant le calcul des valeurs propres 
et vecteurs propres par itération. Le cas de matrices hermitiennes est étudié de plus près. Le livre 
se termine par une collection de problèmes pour les trois derniers chapitres. 
• Cet ouvrage, tant par son contenu que par sa présentation, aura certainement de succès et 
contribuera beaucoup au développement de l'enseignement du calcul moderne. 
P. ffnnya et I. Kovâcs (Szeged) 
Otton Martin Nikodym, The mathematical apparatus for quantum mechanics, based on the theory 
of Boolean algebras (Die Grundlehren der mathematischen Wissenschaften in Einzeldrastellungen, 
Bd. 129), X1I + 952 pages, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, Springer-Verlag, 1966. 
The purpose of this work is, as stated in the preface by the author, "to give the theoretical 
physicist a geometrical, visual and precise mathematical apparatus which would be better adapted 
to some of their arguments, than the existing and generally applied methods". 
Though very little is said in the book about the deficiency of the usual methods, it becomes 
clear from the author's own treatment that he means that, in the case of a selfadjoint or a normal 
operator with not purely discrete spectrum, there are not sufficiently many eigenvectors belong-
ing, to the Hilbert space itself. This is indeed an inconvenience — and the source of misunderstand-
ing with some physicists who would like to handle the continuous spectrum similarly to the discrete 
one. There were already several attempts by mathematicians to eliminate this inconvenience by 
enlarging the Hilbert space by appropriate ideal elements and to state the eigenvalue problem 
in a correspondingly generalized form. (Let us only mention the Doklady paper of G E L F A N D — 
KOSTYUCENKO (1955) and the recent monograph by BEREZANSKIT on "Expansion with respect to 
eigenfunctions of selfadjoint operators" (Kiev, 1965, in Russian). 
The author's own approach to this problem was first outlined in four lectures at the Institut 
Henri Poincare (Paris) in 1947, and since then elaborated in a series of papers. This approach is-
based on the theory of Boolean lattices, whose elements are closed subspaces in separable Hilbert 
space. 
Correspondingly, the book begins with a voluminous introduction (on some 250 pages) to 
general Boolean lattices and their ideal elements (called here "traces"). One of the main concerns 
here is measure theory. The lattice of subspaces of a Hilbert space are studied on the next 150 pages, 
including a chapter on double Stieltjes and Radon integrals. It follows (on about 320 pages) appli-
cations to the spectral theory of normal operators in Hilbert space, including operational calculus 
with such operators, spectral multiplicity theory, commutative families of operators, and in parti-
cular the ideal (or "quasi"-) eigenvectors. It follows a chapter (35 pages) on the delta function 
of Dirac, where a new rigorous foundation is proposed for this function (howewer, without mention-
ing its relations to other rigorous foundations, such as that in the theory of distributions). The last 
160 pages are devoted to a deeper study of the theory of summation on scalar (instead of vector) 
fields. 
The book is a highly individualistic one; indeed it is based almost entirely on the author's 
own research. The large number of new concepts and notations introduced, and the astonishing 
length of the exposition, make the book hard to read even for mathematicians. By the way, no direct 
applications to mathematical problems of physics are given: the author.intends to deal with them. 
in subsequent papers or in another book. 
Bela Sz.-Nagy (Szeged) 
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W. Magnus, F. Oberhettinger, and R. P. Soni, Formulas and theorems for the special functions 
•of Mathematical Physics, 3rd edition (Die Grundlehren der math. Wissenschaften in Einzeldar-
stellungen, Band 52), VI11 + 508 pages, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, Springer-Verlag, 1966 
W. MAGNUS' and F. OBERHEITINGER'S original idea of giving a brief survey of the principal 
properties of the most important special functions featuring in mathematical physics together 
•with a list of formulae involving these functions has proved to be a great success. This is also shown 
¡by the fact that their book "Formeln und Sätze für die speziellen Funktionen der mathematischen 
Physik", appeared in German in 1943, already ran into its third edition. The book under review 
is a new and enlarged English version, written in collaboration with R. P. SONI, of the second edi-
tion (1948) of the above book. 
Compared to the 1948 German edition the book contains several additions which present 
further facts on the special functions in question, and enlarge the list of formulae concerning them. 
^Furthermore some of these functions, for instance KUMMER'S function, the Whittaker function, 
parabolic cylinder functions, etc., on which.only relatively short accounts were given in the pre-
vious edition, appear here as subjects of individual chapters. All this makes the extent of the pre-
sent book doubled in comparison with that of the 1948 edition. A change has taken place in the 
list of references: They are generally restricted to books and monographs and are located at the 
end of each individual chapter. Occasional references follow immediately those results to which 
•.they apply. 
The scope of the present book will be best seen from its table of contents. Chapter I: The 
gamma functions and related functions (the Riemann zeta function, Bernoulli and Euler poly-
nomials, etc.). Chapter II: The hypergeometric function. Chapter III: Bessel functions. Chapter 
IV: Legendre functions (including Gegenbauer functions, toroidal and conical functions). Chapter 
V: Orthogonal polynomials (Jacobi, Gegenbauer, Legendre, generalized Laguerre, Hermite, 
•Chebyshev polynomials). Chapter VI: KUMMER'S function. Chapter VII: Whittaker function. 
Chapter VIII: Parabolic cylinder functions and parabolic functions. Chapter IX: The incomplete 
gamma function and special cases. Chapter X: Elliptic integrals, theta functions and elliptic func-
tions. Chapter XI: Integral transforms (including Fourier transforms of various kind, Laplace, 
Mellin, Hankel, Lebedev, Mehler and Gauss transforms). Chapter X i l : Transformation of sys-
tems of coordinates. 
There is no doubt that this excellently written book, similarly to its earlier editions, will be 
.of great value for mathematicians and physicists. 
I. Koväcs (Szeged) 
Vient de paraître: 
A N A L Y S E H A R M O N I Q U E 
DES OPÉRATEURS DE L'ESPACE DE HILBERT 
par B. S Z . - N A G Y et C. F O I A S 
X I + 374 pages — R e l i é toile 
Dans la théorie des opérateurs de l'espace de Hilbert, des résultats 
définitifs ont été obtenus il y a longtemps pour les opérateurs auto-
adjoints, unitaires ou normaux, cas particuliers, mais de première, 
importance dans différentes branches des mathématiques et de la physi-
que théorique. La théorie des opérateurs non normaux, quoique abordée 
aussi depuis longtemps de plusieurs côtés, n'a pas encore atteint pareille 
forme définitive. L'essor actuel de cette théorie est intimement lié aux 
travaux de certains mathématiciens soviétiques et américains. Il y a 
aussi une direction de recherche, inaugurée par le théorème sur la 
dilatation unitaire des contractions de l'espace de Hilbert (Sz.-Nagy, 
1953) et développée par les auteurs de la présente, monographie et 
par d'autres. Cette dernière direction de recherche permet, entre autres, 
d'établir un calcul fonctionnel effectif pour les contractions de l'espace 
de Hilbert. Elle relie aussi, dans un certain sens, les deux autres direc-
tions de recherche. En effet, la fonction caractéristique d'une con-
traction T apparaît, dans cette étude d'une manière tout à fait naturelle, 
par «l'analyse harmonique» de la dilatation unitaire de T (analyse qui 
est d'ailleurs aussi inspirée d'une part par la théorie de la prédiction). 
Le but de la présente monographie est de donner une exposition détaillée 
des informations sur une contraction T qu'on peut déduire à partir 
de sa dilatation unitaire, en réduisant de cette .manière l'étude des 
opérateurs de type général à celle des opérateurs unitaires. 
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